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PREFACE

The Program for Educational Opportunity is a university-based
institute designed to assist school districts in the process of desegregation.
The Program, based at The.University of Michigan, was established by
the U.S. Office of Education pursuant to Title IV of the 1964 Civil Rights
Act.

s

Besides providing in-district services on request and without charge to
public schools in the state of Michigan, the Program annually conducts
a series of conferences. During the whiter and spring of 1974, five con-
ferences and a School 'Desegregation Forum Series were held 'at The
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, covering topics of critical im-
portance to school board members, administrators, teachers, students and
community. These conferences were entitled:

I. Approaches to Developing Models for Professional Growth and
Development ,

II. Diversity in Educational Opportunities

III. Student Behavior, Rights, and Responsibilities and the Fair Ad-
. ministration of Discipline

. -
4V. Beyond Desegregationthe Educational and Legal Issues

V. Teacher Training Institutions and the Need for Multi-Cultural
Education

. VI. School Desegregation Forum Series
I

. ,
Due to the close relationship of, preservice and in-service education the

proceedings of conferences I and V have been combined so the reader may
gain a closer insight into tI preservice education of teachers and the
rationale for in service education and how to best achieve it. These pro- .
ceedings ire entitled A Look at the Education of Teachers. Preservke
and In-Service.

The School Desegregation Forum Series was held once a month for six
months. Topics covere8 included an historical look at school desegregation,
the status of desegregation in Michigan, recent and pending desegregation
cases and their implications for Northern schools, research in the area of
desegregation, desegregation as a national policy and the role and actions
of the sLhuol superintendent in desegregation. Papers from this series have
been incorporated into appropriate onferenie proceedings. They are iden-
tified within each volume.

. ......t - - .... 7
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The Program has transcribed or received written copies of the major
presentations from each conference and is making them available to any-
ope interested in the pursuit of equal educational opportunities.

To the consultants from professional associations, govtrnmental agen-
cies, university communities, and practicing educators and attorneys, the

c Prograni expresses its appreciation for their sharing of experience and
dedication to 4he proposition of equal educational opportunity. .

Special appreciation is due Dr. Wilbur Cohen, Dean' of the School of
Education, Jo9his continuing interest and support of the Program.
Recpgnition is also due the Planning Advisory Committee members for
the respective conferences, whO provide invaluable technical and practical
insighThey are identified in the proceedings of each conference,

Finally, contributions of the below listed individuals responsible for
the planning and coordinating of the conference series and these proceed-
ings are acknowledged.

CONFERENCE COORDINATORS:
Charles D. Moody, Director
Charles B. Vergon, Assistant Director
Junious Williams

RESEARCH AND EVALUATION:
Judith Hale
Charles G. Davis

TRANSCRIPTION AND TYPING:
Myra Hutchinson

AUDIO-VISUAL ASSISTANCE:
Larry Tucker

COVER DESIGN:
The University of Michigan Publications Office
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N
INTRODUCTION,

One of the most prevalent problems encountered by the Program, for
Educational Opportunity is the conflict surrounding student rights and
responsibilities in public secondary schools. The conflict has particularly
onerous consequences in desegregated settings as refl ted by the grossly
disproportionate rate at which minorities ar, . . e ed in contrast to their
white counterparts. The conflict, however s equally as serious in racially
homogenous districts Where differential ects may be detected along
national origin, sex-or socio-economic lines.

A recent congressional' investigation llighl is the disproportionate
suspension 'rate in the nation's twenty largest sc ol systems.

- City

Cleveland

% Minority
Enrollment

4.9 .

% of Surliensions
( Expulsions)
Minorities

' 70.8
Dallas- 49.4 68.0 (92.9)
Houston 4 54.6 71.0
Memphis 58.0 70.2
Miami 51.6 67.2 (89.6)
New .York 64.4 85.9
St. Louis 69.1 68.0

Total Number of
uspelsions (Expulsions)

11,634
-. (42)

9,150
6,555 /
6,812 (1'35)

19,518
2,799

Similarly, a state-wide tabulation of data by the Office of Civil Rights,
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, revealed that 80,023
Florida students were suspended or expelled during the 1972-1973 school
year Minorities were suspended at approximately twice their enrollment
representation of 23%.

Such data dramatically demonstrates the need to foster an integrated
educational environment in which discipline, when warranted, is admin-
istered in a fair and non-discriminatory manner and students are encour-
aged to demand procedural due process and exercise all substantive rights,
provided they do not disrupt the educational process. The Program for
Educational Opportunity through a variety of activities including this con-
ference is attempting to foster such an epicational atmosphere, an at-

,
mosphere which al but a few school districts have fai even to approach,
Aiat isappare upon fur I

ther definition.
A truly integrated sch vironment fs one in hich every student,

regardless of socio-econom status, sex, race, or national origin is encour-
aged by a multi racial staff to participate fully in all curricular and extra-
curricular activities and is made to feel welcomed as an equal member
of the school. The fair administration of discipline iepresetits the yreation
and maintenance of, a: non disruptive learni4 e4wironment by e even-
handed application, of a set of pre-published rules fair in nature and



reasonably related'to valid educational objectives. Such administration is
characterized by the consistent provision of like sanctions to ,different
individuals on the basis of similar violations under cymparable circum-
stances.

To facilitate progress toward such an environment, the conference ex-
plored three major themes. First, conferees, examined the issue of Fair

IdministrAtion of Distiplint through presentations on the "Psychological
Perspective" and The Politics of Administering a Discipline Code" by
William Morse of The tUniversity of Michigan and Emerson Powrie,
Deputy superintendent of the Ann Arbor Schools, 'respectively. Panels
composed of repiesenlatives of teachers, pri4ipals, school boards, com-
munity persons.and students added their perst6ectives, a few of which were
received in writing and are incorporated in these proceedings.

The second portion of the conference was devoted io the consideration
of various substantive and procedural issues under the general rubric of
Present Scope of School Authority and Student Rights, a topic addressed
by Eugene Ktasicky, then Assistant Attorney General of Michigan for
-Education. A variety of consultants surveyed specific substantive and
procedural issue, including. student records, attendance policies, student
publicatio9s, courts and schools, special education, alternative schools,
due process :.procedures, fact finding techniques, sufficiently of evidence,
and police activities in the schools.

Attention focused during the third segment of the conference on
Educating the School Community .about School ,luthority and Student
Rights with Robert Potts, then Human Relations Ombudsman in the
Ann Arbor Schools providing the rationale. Three models foi accomplishing
this objective were introduced and are described in detail, one through
school policies, another via the curriculum and a third by means of in-
service training.

I4 the interest of providing a ready reference for school -students and
staff, a comprehensive appendix is provided which incorporates selected
state and federal constitutional and statutory provisions, state attorney
general opinions, significant judicial decisions and state department of
education guidelines on matters of student rights and responsibilities.

Two additional reference items deserve mention. The Ptogram in con-
junction with the Saginaw Student Rights Center has published an exten-
sive legal educational bibliography on Student Rights and Responsibilities.
Finally, and of particular note, junious Williams, former Director of the
Saginaw Center and frequent Program consultant, has prepared with John
Hansen, formerly class principal at Huron High School in Ann Arbor
and now Principal at Dexter HighTSchool, a video tape simulation of a
school disciplinary hearing that demonstrates appropriate hearing proce
dures and due process requirements. Both of these reference materials
mar be obtained by writing the Program for Educational Opportuniiy.

C.B.V.
September 30, 1974
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THE FAIR ADMINISTRATION OF DISCIPLINE:,
A PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

WILLIAM C. MORSE

Dr Morse is Professor of Education and Ps
University of Michigart.

ool of Education, The

We are currently in the midst of a total renovation of our concepts of
individual freedom and individual rights. The extent of this reassessment'
ranges from doing your own thins, and the freedom to use drugs to the
right of an individual to suicide. Same youth and adults espouse the right
to do nothing The changes have even required the invention of new labels
for old behavior; stealing has become a Robin Hood rip-off, extra-legal
defiance has become confrontation.

Whenever there is social flux in the area of freedom and conformity, the
situation is most painfully evident to those who are responsible for the
process of upbringing, parents and teachers being prime representatives.
The written and unwritten "rules of the game" change faster than they
can be recodified. Nobody i?sure "where it is at." This conference is about

- one specific example of this broad social process of upbringing. It is the
search for a new and humane way to deal with discipline. Because we
represent the serious students of this .complex problem, we need to go
back a bit and recognize how fundamental ,a matter we are engaged in
when it is set in a psychological perspective. Erich Fromm discusses What
we are about in his new book, The Anatomy o Human structiveness
(New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1973 t is s ature to seek
out his limits. He is impatient in lookin o possibilities to liberate him-
self The rational ability of'man seeks to ex ricate himself from the fatal
web of circumstances he has created. In eff it, it is the desire and effort
tcYcreate a better society. At all odds, the hu an being attempts to make
sense .out of life. This quest to understand 's currently evident in the
queries of all ages--young children, adolesce is and adults. The desire
is to achieve a better and more sensible quality of life whether the place
is on the assembly lines or the school halls and classrooms. Somehow the
regulations should make more sense.

From the psychological point of view it is the oppressive nature of certain
aspects of the present culture which has spawned certain of thei violent
reactions. Granted, there are those who exploit the conditions for escaping
responsibility, enough is out of joint that those who feel the greatxlst con-
cern for others are driven to action. This is a part of our cultural heritage.
historical evolution is the very root of our culture. The struggle is always

1 3



the compromise petween one's personal desires and rights over ind against
the social demands resulting from living together in mutual interdepend-
ence as we so obviously are. In this highly interrelated society, everything
one does influences everyone else to some degree. John Donne's "no man
is an island unto himself" was never more evident. How much money I
get for what I do, how much taxes I pay, how I drive,a car or use the
natural and social resources is more than only my own personal business.
An Ericksonian sense of industry of one of us (the investment in doing
some useful work) has an impact on all of us. With our feeling of power
of influence over this complex system having so atrophied, we lose hope
over any control of our individual destiny. There is a vast appeal for all
ages to move out of such confused total society establishment and try to
find a better life in a mini-society, isolated from the whole, through sub-
groups, communes and alternative schools. If we remember that there have
always been such efforts and that they have sometimes influenced the
whole, we can keep an historical perspective:

There are two primary ways to approach the current ferment about
freedom and conformity as illustrated in the topic the fair administlation
of discipline. And we will need some of both approaches to accomplish
much, but we must achieve the right balance. The first way is the legal
approach; [Rights of ChildrenA S ial Issue Part I. Harvard Educa-
tional Review, Vol. 43, No. 4 No ember, 1973. See also the pending
revision of the State of Michigan ental Health Code]. We are immersing
ourselves in a legalistic- advisory society. Many psychology students are
now looking at law as the key social function replacing psychological
processes. We must, of course, always have the protection of a legal code.
flut it is just because of our inadequate attention to the psythological
issues that we have had to convert everything into a legal issue.

The second major approach is by Way of psychology, the study of our
selves, how we actually can learn to get along together, and what is a more
Appropriate way of utilizing authority than authoritarianism. We have not
been very astute in these matters in they past, nor are we at present. There
are still school peronnel trying to function like those of the 1890's, man-
dating character through rules and dicta. One never resorts to a legal
court to resolve a dispute unless we have already failed in the court of
living where issues should be mediated. The less we find interpersonal
solutions, the more we must resort to legal interpretations and mandates.
The search fur interpersonal accommodation through mutual participation
is the process we should use to the fullest extent. Orwell, in Animal Farm,
describes how some are "more equal' than others in the legal sense. Cottle
[Cottle, T. J. "Parent and Child. The Hazards of Equality" taken from
Saturday Review, February, 1969, pp. 16-19, 46-48), taking the psycho-
logical direction, makes it clear that the lack of certain equalities, such
as between a parent and child, does not mean we are less close as humah
beings. In fact, as he says, parent and child are at once both .closest and
yet furthest apart. So what we are seeking in the pages which follow is

4
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not fair discipline in the legal sense, but fair discipline in the psychological
sense.

Actually, there is no place for the term "discipline" in schools at all,
in the traditional use of tire word. Redl [Redl, F. When We Deal With
Children. New York. Free Press, 19661 has presented a clarification of
the many meanings of the term, and what "fair discipline" means is a
high quality process of socialization. What we are doing as agents of
'discipline" is to try to help children and youth learn essential social mores,
to assist in acculturalization, to develop a sense of person and identity
related to the social whole, to work out a set of social values. In short, the
aim is the ancient one of how to become a citizen of the republic. The core
of this process used to be a function held, almost exclusively by the family
as a primary group. Nov much of the upbringing is left for a secondary
group, the, school. And it goes hard. Sometimes it would appear we do not
always understand what we are about.

It would be interesting to ask each of us what out "laws of how humans
learn" are in these matters. How do we think we can bring about desired
changes in children and youth? Schools sometimes act as if they believe
in the "death penalty." They expel and they punish. A pupil skips so the
school expels 'him to teach him to stay in school. It is so easy to overdo.
If he skips again, extend the period of expelling. We depend so much on
rules in school. Rules are soon considered sacred writ. To ask "why" of .a
rule is to insult the school establishment. We line up, we are quiet, we
do this and not that. Why? Because, that is why! To further complicate
the matter, there is a great variance in individual youngsters, various ages
and various natures. We do not all view a situation the same way. We
do not all benefit by the same learning experiences. Exclusion can, once
in a great while, be an effective learning experience, but not often.

Thus our topic moves from fair discipline to how do we best arrange
for learning to develop and accept reasonable codes for social living in a
democratic society. It is well to remember that demoncratic society worries

-or at least should worry -, more than other societies about the rights of
self and others. Contrast our continual questioning with the arbitrary,
universal and intensive indoctrination depicted for Soviet and Chinese
children [Bronfenbrenner, U. Two Worlds of Childhood. Nevi York.
Russel Sage Foundation, 19701.

Though in truth the youngster's peers are often the nist potent in in-
fluence, the delegated upbringers are adults. Adults have special difficulties
in times of rapid change. They must resist living in the past when the
sense of'self rights was submerged or "disciplined" out whenever possible.
And they must resist a cop out by acquiescence like becoming adolescents
themselves, and, therefore, of no value to provide needed stability. It is,
of course, true that psychological maturity and age are not always highly
correlated. Some educators try to out adolescent the adolescents. It is
easy for adults to be as immature as we accuse youngsters of being.

t* -17
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Steps We Can Take

Specifically the issue is, how can we foster democratic social development
through our schools? The pal crisis of our times' is not in reading skill
though there are many who can't read, the crisis is attitudes, social rela-
tionships and concern for each other. Of course, we want the best of both
the academic and feeling worlds, and the school is obligated in both areas.
It is well to remember even when the home does do its, upbringing job,
this alone is not enough in our complex society. In a time of social break-

.

down and metamorphosis, we need the help of all institutions for it is very
difficult to grow up to a, reasonable maturity in such a social laboratory
as children and youth live in today.

We start examining .the school's role by recognizing that our base as
educators has changed drastically. The reason the school enterprise was able
to behave as arbitrarily as it has was because of certain beliefs which were
widely accepted in society,. Schools were seen as melting pots, the channel
for minority groups of various extraction to use in-being abior into
the mainstream of American life. School was seen as the source 1 im-
portant learning. One "learned to earri." The more education the better
the job. If you don't graduate from high s ool, you have no future. Such
concepts made the school a, necessity,.and ut pressure on parents and
'youngsters to adjust to the school enterpi however it was conducted.
These beliefs allowed the school to become a nated from pupils or often-
times arrogant in function.

Coleman, among others, has pointed out how sharply all of this has
changed in the span of a few, years. [Coleman, T. S., "The Children Have
Outgrown the Schools," Psychology Today, Vol. 5, No. 9, February, 1972,
pp. 72-751. We have evolved a different set of myths and the old ones
'are gone. Schools are no longer the gateway ti information with the vast
'presence of mass media. Children learn as much or more out, of school

as they do in schools. The schools have become a less critical service organ-
ization of society but they should still function to help youth become part
of productive society. Kagan [Kagan, J: "A Conversation With Jerome
Kagan," Saturday Review of Education, April, 1973, pp. 41-431 has said
very strongly, that schools should provide a model for youngsters as they
learn to participate in a democratic society. Court cases have ruled that
a'job requirement cannot include a diploma unless it can be proven relevant.
To put it bluntly, like the crash of '29 which led to the ireat depression,
educational stock has collapsed and with it has come the educational
depression No one has jumped out of a schoql window as some in despair
did at the financial depression, but the students have rebelled and many
teachers would like a way out. 4

When we think of discipline then, we are in the very center of the schools
functionreasonable socialization efforts. The choice is clear . we can move
toward more repressive measures and work from a base of arbitrary author-
ity trying to hold the line, or we can aim for active participatory involve-
ment toward a new educational order. We have had little actual help from

6 ,



the rabid critics of education who make a living on unrealistic invective.
But Rogers [Rogers, C. R. Freedom to Learn, Columbus, Ohio. Chas.
E. Merrill, 1969] and Silberman [Silberman, C. E. Crisis in the Class-
room, New York, Vintage, 1971) which are solid approaches have had less
attention but do show clearly the problem and process we must be about.
Those who think schools cannot do any thing significant should examine
the research evidence that such is not the case found in Psychological
Impact of the School Experience. [Minuchin, P., Biber, B., Shapiro, E.
and Zimiles, N. The Psychological Impact of the School Experience, New
York: Basic Books, 1970.]

As we look about us are spots of change but the alternative programs
have not cut deep into the mainstream. Actually, the alternative programs
often take the pressure off so that the establishment can go as before in
the mainstream. Silberman makes it clear that we must work on the
fundamental varieties of education if we are going to do anything signifi-
cant. He sees these as the time within the school walls which is still de-
manded, the compulsory nature of the enterprise, the evaluative-sorting
out of success and failure schools indulge in and the fact it is adult managed
almost exclusively. Sarason [Sarason, S. B. Culture of the School and the
Problem, of Change. Boston. Allyn and Bacon, 19711 has demonstrated
that teachers seldom give any participatory rights to pupils, in the way
they go aboutcreatingthe constitution of the classroom. Furthermore; since
there is no participation without responsibility, many students prefer to
be outside in order to object to the arbitrary order of things rather than
get into the hard work of participation for change. What can we do from
a psychological stance to produce a viable interaction pattern for a new
educational order? Are there some inherent processes and rights on which
we can build rather than resort to coercive method's?

1. Socialization is not the result of a law, a code or a course, it is a
total commitment. It cannot be marginal or be done by a new set
of experts for it requires effort all along the line. When the present
upheaval was first evident, I was invited to be a liste.ping consultant
to the administrative staff of a school district. Afte?\two hours of
discussing problems and laments, they asked for comments. The
proposal I made wa.% to spend a minimum of one-third otal staff
resource in affective Tork leaving two-thirds for academi While
I thought it Was not enough for the social problems emerging, t was1
a start. There would be a redeployment of resources to wor out
the critical problems. The proposal was too much. It'was decided to
go on with business as usual with no concerted effort to meet the
impeding upheaval though the signs were clear. Will your school
dedicate the necessary effort or do they still believe in instant char-
acter development and change by punishment? Will it be a clear
choice for more internal controls or stay with the belief in external
'management?

What this means is that every pupil and every teacher has a right

7
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to a system in which the social process concern is legitimate and
where there is conscious attention to what is going on in the atti-
tudinal as well as cognitive realm. Our state superintendent says
that self-concept, self-esteem and attitudes are a co-equal part
schooling We are only asking the legitimate equal time and sophis-
tication for social learning.

.2. We must spend time getting to know ourselves and the others
directly concerned with the school. teachers, pupils and parents.
For example, this generation is a new breed, especially at adolescence.
To the normal upsetting growth processes at adolescence have been
added new deviancesaggression without a target, fear of Commit-
ment, quest for relevancy narcissistically interpreted, and the loss
of a sense of industry. As Brunner has pointed out, work has replaced
sex as the source of neuroses.

Teachers will have to change their ways more than at anytime
in their careers. The National Education Association survey [NEA,
"Preliminary Results From An Assessment of Teacher Needs,"
Washington, D.C. September, 19721 of teacher needs shows that
teachers want help with Problem pupils, with motivational malaise,
with taking schools more individualized and with'the values and
attitudes exPressed by youth today. Administrators are on the hot
seat. [Morse, W.,C. Classroom Disturbance: The Principal's Di-
lemma. ),`Tlington, Va.: Council for Exceptional Children, 19711.

The a tilts in the school, being a minority group, need to really
understand each other. There is no room for amateurs in this child
upbringing group. Teachers are the only trained professionals with
which the child has to interact since no training is required for
parenthood. Staff meetings, so often mechanical, have to generate
awarenes and interaction. Without this there can be no trust or
coherence in the system. There are scales which can beVaken, such
as the Attitudes Toward Human Nature Scale or Teaching Style.
Aspy's book [Aspy, D. Toward a Technology for Humanizing Educa-
tion. Chicago: Research Press, 19721 has many ways to explore the
new teaching role.

Parents have greater anxieties in raising their children than ever
before. They press for school recognition and worry lest their chil-
dren lose out. Many of them want an in-relationship to their schools.
What are their attitudes toward school? What do they want the
school to accomplish?

Unless we study each other, our roles;fears and hopes, we cannot
foinulate viable policies, and the shambles will continue, This
mutuality is especially critical in rules and relations about be-
havior. There can be no effective pocial policy ethout the participa-
tion of these three groups. It is also important to remember that
there are a few from any segmentthe 1;; who can create such
issues that we lost perspective. We are designing a total sociaip.ro-
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gram and not one warped to handle the 1',;, who are virtually im-
possible to work with in any case If we have a plan satisfactory to
the vast majority, the few cannot destroy it at will.

3. We must know how well conditions are in each room an each
whole school. There are many attitude surveys to indicate the
morale, some we have used here in work with the Middle Schools.
As a general thing, we know that some 85r,; of our children and
youth should move along, with normal growth patterns, 12% will
have crises with more or less complicated difficulties, and some
3' t will need intensive support, with a very few who cannot utilize
the public school even with special program provisions because they
need much more help. The best immunization for a healthy school
is a good program, suited to the needs of a vast majority of the
children. But, when you study the actual condition, what you find
is what you've got. Are you planning for what you've got or what
you would like to have? A discipline program is not grafted on a
school. It is infiltrated into the whole system. A survey can point
otit the specific condition. It may mean a redesign of parts or a total
program depending upon the analysis.

4. The special services must be realigned to take care of both crisis
and chronic problems so that special adjustments needed in our
times can be extended to the utmost. [Morse, W. C. "If Schools Are
to Meet Their Responsibilities to All Children." Washington, D.C.:
Association for Childhood Education International Reprint from
Childhood Education, March 1970]. The aim is not expulsion but
provision for those who would overload the system. Remedial as-
sistance for high risk students, and counseling must parallel the
overall plan or "discipline" problems will mutate faster than a cor-
rection can be applied. It is well to remember that there are pupils
who bring in their problems from outside just as some students
find abrasion in school itself which generates a total life problem.
Referrals to community services are often essential. But again, the
few bright spots have shown that even severe delinquentskaan be
"helped if the school is willingMontreal and California bOth have
experiments in this regard. A population of "losers" is not necessary.
[Ahlstrom, W. M., Havighurst, R. J. 400 Losers, San Francisco,
Cal.. Jossey-Bass, 1971] . On the other hand, 400 Losers shows
that offering work as therapy has limited potential.

5. The evolution and continual reworking of individual and school
goal statements is required. What is the purpose of the place? As a
student, why am here? The book Teach lit What We Want To
Know [Byler, R:, Lewis, G.Totman, R. Teach Us What We Want
To Know, New York. Connecticut State Board of Education, Mental
Health Materials Center, 1969] could be a cornerstone. The school
is accountable for relevant skills and proficiencies, for self-develop-
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ment, for teaching how to make independent decisions, for facili- .

tating social skills.

6. This leads to a process conscious school which embodies a code
describing the rights and responsibilities of every member of this

. social' microcosm. There is nothing sacred which cannot be re-
examined, studied, discussed and evaluated together as decisions
are reached. This is a social living code, not a disciplint code. Both
pupils and teachers have this right to a process conscious school.
Having worked in aristitution for seriously disturbed youth, I
know even there trust can be fostered. The operation can come to
be known as fair, just and reasonable. The place can care and con
be concerned about yo.ti This is the right to a socially accepting
climate deeded for chit en and adults. It is open, responsive and
listens to your ideas. Again there are models [Barth, R. S. Open
Education and the American School. New York:. Agathon Pr.ess,
1972; Rogers, C. R. Freedom to Learn. Columbus, Ohio: Chas.
E. Merrill, 1969; Redl, F. When We Deal' With Children. New
York: The Free Press, 1966; Knoblock, P. and Goldstein, A. The
Lonely Teacher. Boston: Allyn and Bacdn, 1971).

Now it is evident that we will have to learn new skills, since many
of us resort to rule by role rather than by an analysis of the situ-
ation as 'related to basic concepts. Of course we will test the limits
of any design we create but then that is the way of life. We teach
by 'the laboratory, method: the school and its .consistency is the
social learning laboratory.

7. There is another basic right for students and teachersthe right
to rescue. Every school needs a crisis clinic, a street corner mental
health rescue mission, if you will. The social system is always at the
crunch. We need not punishment; not threat, not a punitive set.
Newman [Newman, R. G. Psychological Consultation in the Schools.
New York: Basic Books, 19671 has described the service connected
with the ongoing reality of the school. One nearby junior higl has
a system to deal with problem behavior which allows for no rejection
but provides a place to work out difficulties if there is tension.
With children especially, one strikes while the iron is hot or the
malleability willdisappear. -

Further, the evidence revealed by the effort to 'Wive the problem
'is fed back to get System Change, for as Sarason says, "systems
resist alteration" [Sarason, S. B. Creation of Settings and the Future
Societies. San Francisco, Cal.: Jossey-Bass, 1972]. All of /this calls
for a new breed of administrators, teachers, counselors, crisis teachers
and advocates.

8. the student has a right to adults who are skilled in mediation
and communication at all levels of the institution. We have found
Redlts Life Space Interviewing the critical skill (Long, N. J., Morse,
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W. C., Newman, R. G., (eds.) Conflict in the Classroom: Education
of Childrep With Problems. Second edition, Belmont, Cal.: Wads-
worth Publ. Co., 1971]. Both verbal and non-verbal communica-
tions must be appreciated. Life Space Interviewing is a skill for
working through affective problems for'"on the line" workers. Other-
wise, personnel resort to primitive reaction or moralizing neither
of which gets any place today.

9. The studies on evolution and maintenance of social codes indicate
the critical need for figures for indentification, persons who embody
the necessary values. There is no other way. Are the school adults
reasonable models for genuine behavior? Who are the peer models
of prestigethe pushers or desirable peer leaders?

IQ. The social process requires the explicit development of the affective
aspects of the curriculum, especially to fortify the 85% who are
making normal progress. This is done` in several ways. Intrinsically,
values are identified and clarified and the normal opportunities for
feeling situations are utilized [Pines, R. M. Fantasy and Feelings
in Education. New York: harper and Row, 1961]. Problems can
be made subject matter of the curriculum.,Social studies can survey
"skippers." Government classes can be the monitor of the school
government. Again, trch ps what we must know. Illich has proposed'
health, shelter and welfare as the real a'as ii:of study. Explicitly
there are now many curricular methods from .preschool through
high school where attfiudes and values are the core [Bibliography
on "Affective Education" gathered.by Morse, W. C. and Munger, R.,
University of Michigan, School of Education is available on requett].
Externalization of feelings can often be accomplisted through
creative experience, art, music, drama and dance. Play itself is the
key resource in London's nurttfre classes. [See Rhodes, W. C. and
Tracy, ,M. L. A Study of Child Variance: Vol. 2Interlientions.

chapter XI Ann Arbor, Mich: University of Michigan, 1972].
I The peer g up life must be utilized to enhance socialization.

Bronfentrenn demonstrates that, in contrast to the Russians, our,
children grow u with a contrasting peer and adult code while the
Russians have a unified combination. There is no chance to control
the Peer group phenomenon. but adults can recognize its.power and
work with and through it. We know itk peer codes, roles, contagion
in groups, affiliation needs and the like. Both through gaming and,
group^ work whethe'r it be Glasser's or some other, [Glasser, W.
Reality Therapy, New York. Harper and Row, 1965, Schools With-
out Failure, New York: Harper and Row., 1965] it is possible to

,relate to the peer group.

In conclusion, we have been depicting a process of change in schools
which converts this secondary 'group to, in part, a primary group with
much deeper human relationships. To humanize the school, the school's
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THE POLITICS
A STUDENT

t

F ADMINISTERING
ISCIPLINE CODE

EMERSON F. POWRIE

Mr Powrie is Deputy Superintendent o the Ann Arbor, Michigan Public Schools.

In a recent issue of the Detroit Free Press in the column by Sydney
Harris, the folloying cryptic definitions appeared:

A conservative is commonly a' man who throws a 2$-foo,t Tope to a
person drowning 50 feet from shore, and shouts encourageme* for. him
to swim the other half for the good of his character. A on the
other hand; throws a 50-foot rope to a person only 25 feet from shore
and after throwing it, lets go of the other end and walks away, to do
another good deed.

The politics of administering a, student discipline' code is personaliied,
humanized and emphasized by such items, as the suspension for the
semester of a.khool board member's child, the attempt of a school board

. member to take over the administration of a riot, the insubordination of
.4 a group of teachers to return.a child to class when ordered or the suspen-

sion,,of,the son of one's se,cretary. If, as Webster says in one of his defini-
tip; of palkN.that it is "the art or science concerned with guiding or
influencing goverthental policy," we have a significant and critical job on
our hands; The ramifications of administering such a code with fairness
and responsibility are sometimes overwhelming.

Here in Ann Arbor we have had a formal Discipline Code for the past
foto years. The present code was adopted by the Board of. Education on
November 1, 1972. This code and its method of development, has been
controversial since its inception. The precious code, that is, the one of
Septerilber 1971, had been developed by a representative committee which
was very badly divided between people with a "law and order" philosophy
and those with'a;student rights philosophy. The code adopted tended to
have the more con ervative point pf view. I cannot speak to the effective-
ness or managem nt of this ,first code as I had little direct relationship
with its administ lion, even though I was on the development committee
that produced it. . .

The present code, the one ad pted by the Board of Education in Novem-
ber, of 197Z, also had an in esting and unusual genesis. The Super-
intendent, at the Board's dire on, appointed a representative committee
of itiidents,iparents, teachers, ad admjnistrators to study the 'previous.
code, modify and amend it, and proceed to send the Board a new or
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modified code. The Board wad-uaLsalisffed with the Work of this committee
and established a three-man committee of Board members to develop-one
satisfactory to the majority group on the Aard. This was done. Needless
to say, this procedure did ndt please some groups in the community. Thus
at the very beginning, the administration of this new discipline policy was
beset with difficulties. It is within the period of these two years that I have
hald a direct relationship to the management of this code and from this,
period'of time that I must speak today.

The present discipline code of the Ann Arbor Public Schools has,,the
folloVving statement of purpose:

A basic essential to th educational process Is an environment which is
conducive to learning. Students cannot learn and teachers cannot teach
when chaos, disruption, and fear exist. The school system has a r
'bility to protect the rights of the student to learn and the teacher o
teach, as well as to insure the proper operation of the schoo The
behavior of a student is the joint responsibility oflhe school, p rent,
and pupil. To fulfill the school's responsibility, the Board of Educ tion,
its administrators; andstaff, therefore, accept it as our duty to (1) ro-
vide a school environment where learning can take place and (2) pr ect
the rights and privileges of all members of the school community.
This document is not designed nor is it intended to be .used to deny
students a happy, healthy school experience, or to restrict the realization
of their full potential. It is, rather, aimed at dealingswith those incidences
and persons who by their acts threaten to be, or are, harmful to other

. persops or property or are disruptive of the learning and school environ-
ment.

There is really little that a person can disagree with in this statement
of purpose as such, but administering the policy with all of its complexities
makes it much different in 4ts impact on the students involved.

The administration of a discipline code from the vantage point of a
central administrator is primarily with four groups. These artthe Board
of Education, the administrators in the schools, the rest of the staff, and,
mist importantly although usually indirectly, the parents and students
involved.

During the 1972-73 'school year Ann Arbor was recovering from two
or three years of turmoil and confrontation in the schools, particularly
the secondary schools. The preceding year had been one of extreme negative
behavior in the junior and senior highs. The Board of Education took a
very firm position on strict enforcementof the discipline code. This attitude
was solidified because of two near fatal stabbings and two days of a mini-
riot in one of the two senior highs. All of these factors led to orders from,
'the Board to administer' the policy verbatim. Extreme regulations were
adopted dealing with weapons; searching students and lockers, locking
doors and checking people in and out, etc. Teachers were given special
assignments. Tension was great.

This type of atmosphere is not conducive to good education. Nattfrally,
a
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students are upset. Staff members are tense and irritable. Administrators
are frustrated and discouraged. The Board of Education is harassed by the
public and a very negative climate is established. In this setting some Board
members tend to get directly involved. This can only lead to more problems
and greatr misunderstanding. rThis year we have worked to help the Board accept the 9n-going opera-
tian of the policy. In an executive session early in the year, we discussed
the reports of the various school on suspension. Interpretations of the

ii re,p is and philosophies of the various groups were reviewed,New guide:
line were developed and as a result, this year has beqn much smoother

ihthan last in the *relationship with the Board in this area.
The man in the middle of the discipline policy administration is the

principal of the building along with his assistants. They have the 'direct
job of enforcement and .judging. The building administrator is considered
to be the chief disciplinarian and enforcer of the disCipline policy. At the ,
same time he is called on to sit as a "judge" in the hearings which are a
part of the process. This type of dual responsibility is most difficultand
most unfair. In other areas of society we clo not ask the judge to go out
and capture the alleged criminal. Our administrators are not trained as
lawyers, but these days, not infrequently, students appear for hearings with
their own lawyers. Just the other day I had a review of a case, not a hearing,
and the young man involved brought Rua lawyers into the case. This situ-
ation nelds to be improved.

Another serious problem of the builaing administrator's re nsibility
for,the discipline code is the time factor. Our administrators are spending
an undue amount of time being policemen and judges instead of on the
primary business of educating children. This is an aspect of life with a
formal discipline policy which must be improved or reoriented.

Our staff members, teachers and others, also have difficulty with the
administratitm of the discipline policy. Here again we have a group with
diverse philosophies and attitudes about methods of living with student
behavior and all of its ramifications. In the past, some teachers have dis-
missed the idea that they had any relationship to the general management
of the behavior of students in the school. The mechanics of the code are
an anathema to some teachers. This is particularly true in the aspect that
a particular act necessitates a particular punishment. A very few teachers
take the position that a child who creates a problem in the class has to
be dealt with b4.someone else, as it is the teacher's job to teach.

We are in the process this year of developinea central council and
r building councils to deal with the whole issue of student behavior. This

idea was generated in part as an item in the Master Contract between
the Teachers' Association and the Board of Education. At the present time
the Central Council is made up of representative members 61 the various
employee groups. At the moment, parent and student representatives have
not been appointed. They will be. It is expected that the councils in the
schools will have student and parent representatives from the start.
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As all st aff members become involved in this type of cooperative effort,
the management and The effective relationships of the groups should
improve.

At last we come to the students who sMuld probably have been
because they, after all, are the most important ingredient related o
discipline code or any other code or regulation in a school.

The details of the policy tend to be very .mandatory and these are often
resented by the students. Some issues are not seen as problems by some
students blit rather as Aight=smoking and marijuana, for example. An-
other section looked on as personal privilege is that of being in halls, etc.,
during class periods. This,'in the discipline policy, is Joitering. Mirky
students and parents agree with the discipline policy as long as it applies
to others but don't want it applied to them. Often,cases classified as assault
are seen by the student and his family as self defense or having fun.

Probably the chief complaint about the policy is the fact that it is
applied, to one group or type of person but not to another.

To date this year we have attempted to modify long-term suspensions
tinder the policy by use of the review proce whenever possible. This is
different from the appeal process because it makes possible the modification
of the penalty without' having to deal with the technical legalities of a
formal appeal This has been very helpful in dealing with numerous cases.
Thf review is reqUested by the school authority rather Ulan the student.
The ameal has to be.,requested'by the student.

Administering a discipline policy is certainly a comjlex task. Student
rights and staff rights must be protected. At times, these two circumstates
are almost incompatible. Somehow we must devely a discipline code
which is al'ays fair to the rights of the student. This demands responsi-
bility on the part of the students and staff. We _have to Iut the wh6le
process of discipline into a setting where it becomes the means to the end
of good school management and programs instead of an end in itself. This
is a .challenge to all of usstudents, parents, staffs. administrators and
Boards of Education as well as the community working for fairness and
justice ip our personal relatiOnships ir4school.

28
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THE FAIR ADMINISTRATION OF DISCIPLINE:'
A TEACHER'S REACTION

4

JOHN ELLIOTT

Mr Elliott is Executive Secretary of tge Detroit, Michigan Federation of Teache

On the matter of students' rights and responsibilities, I believe that
students indeedany individual ought to have certain rights without
,question: 'These rights coyer two broad areas:

1. Everyone ought, to have th right to participate or designate a repre-
sentative to participate in e of airs that goy rn their daily life.

2. Everyone directly involved in a dispute should
their point of view heard and a a right to h
any and all individuals in

.

.
in the disput

On the matters of governance; p rticipation should
of the democratic process, i.e., e on of a represen
choice, full debate on 'any issue 'th a vote to ded
of appeal where necessary.,

Such a.unit of governance o 9ht in some r
total composition of the bod being governed
portunity for total repressi.on of a minority b

Clear rules oi operation in the forth of a cons
laws ought to be provided fob and easily ac
bers of the body.

In spite of governance, g or bad, disput
understandings are inevita le and where one i
't: ontrol or authority over a
hvgs.in thofause will occur.;

In such instance, the ,a
sentation and appeal righ
contract. Broadly\s,peaki
and place convenient to

' stood by all parties and
right to have all chaiges
before such hearing, 4)
'bf rebuttal where nec
(where the accused is
or guardian, 15) right t
dude appeal to a neutr

ave the right to have
and question directly,

involve full utilization
tative of the individual
e the issue and rights

nable 'tanners, reflect the
There ought not be op-

a tyrannical majority .
tuti n, bylaws, and general ,

ible t all individual mem-.

or 'disagreements or mis-
dividual has a degree of

other, disputes, disagreements, misunderstand..

sed party ought have full hearing repre-.
similar to those provided for in any good Union

g, they should include. 1) a hearing at a time
l'parties, 2), procedure that is reasonably under-
oyn to them before the heaijng, 3) immediate
d,'or knowledge of related materials in writing

e right to face and question accusers with rights
ry, , 5) right to adequate representation of choice
minor, representation should be through parent
appeal to highest level possible which should.in-
party.
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The foregoing ought not be just studeint rights, teacher righ or the
exclusive bailiwick of aselect group. Such rights ought to be avail ble to all.

Obviously, what has been said is put 'in its simplest form. Nothing is
ever utilized in its purest or simplest form. But schools ought to be the
guideposts for teaching young people to, in a meaningful fashion, take
active part in the day to day affairs, that affect their Heves.- Schools 'must
encourage young people to grow in our societynot repress them.

I'
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STUDENT RIGHTS:- A PRINCIPAL'S VIEWPOINT

ROBERT E. HALL ,

Mr Hall is Executive Secretary of the Michigan Association of Secondary School
Principals.

I am glad it was made clear that even though I do represent the
Michigan Association of Secondary School Principals as Executive Seirer.
tary, there are times such aS this that I speak as an individual, not in itoto.

What I have to say would not necessarily be the feelings of our Asso-
ciation, or would not be voiced openly- for fear of "rocking the boat."

The secondary principal, especially, is now in one of the most precarious
positions of any administrator in our public schools. He is damned if lis-
cipline is maintained, he is sued for attempting to guarantee equal oppor-
tunity for all in his building, he is fired for "doing his job" that is to
maintain a balance between students rights, guaranteed by the ,Constitu-
tion, and student responsibilities. :.

For example, the right to attend schools, is counter balanced by the
responsibility to attend daily and punctually. The right to dress "in such
a way as to express personality" is offset by the responsibility to dress
"so as to meet recognized standards of propriety, health, safety and good
taste" : and not promote a severe emotional reaction.

Those of us in the secondary schools must realize that difference in age
suggest.; the need for a greater degree of advise, counsel, supervision and
understanding than ,is appropriate for university students. A statement
of student rights and responsibilities calls for a delicate balance between
assuring students of the liberties while inculcating a sense of responsibility
and good citizenship with awitrenes of the excesses into which the im-
maturity of the student might lead.

What I have to say further may not be popular but, it is the way I feel
and I expect that since we are talking about rights you will recognize my
right of freedom of speech and understand that through over 20 years of
a principalship in a large school I had to develop a philosophy and also
become extremely interested in rights and responsibilities as well as the
results of tormuch freedom too early.

Not lon ago an editorial in a local pap r condemn the administration
of our 1 and another district close t us. This ndemnation was for
all to rea and understand thatthe admi istrators violated constitutional
laws and, ere the reasons for student unrest aqd probable empty school
houses. If we were to blame for attempting to uphold and maintain law
and order, and to suspend those students who violate law and order,

,
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depriving others frOm their'rights, then we were to blame and should have
been replaced by..a desk principal who throws up his hands, draws a good
salary, and signs into effect all demands from students so as not to "rock
'the boat," have walk outs, so we may have less education, and in effect
become very popular with the students, with the press, and other organi-
zations whose specific purpose is to create chaos and slow the process of
educatiop.

There 4cms to be a current myth that the school society is not respon-
sible to the law, and that somehow the law is the enemy, as are those whom
society ha§ constituted to uphold and enforce it. I would like to insist,
that all of ,us are responsible to the duly constituted laws of their school,
and their community, and to all of the laws of the land. There is no other
guarantee of Civilization versus the jungle Mob Rule, anywhere.

Must Schools, the administration, the faculties, and students be sub-
jected, willy nilly to such intimidation and victimization whatever their
good will in the matter? Somewhere a stand must 1:\e taken. (If necessary
set a judge in your school for a week.)

I only ask that when a stand is made necessary by those who would
destroy the school and the community, let them carry the blame and the
penalty.

We can have a thousand resolutions as to what kind of society we want,
today, tomorrokv, and further into ,the futurei, but when lawlessness is
afoot, and all authority is flouted, then we either invoke the normal forces
of the law or we allow the school to die, as some lrave already done, beneath
our hapless and hopeless gaze. I truly believe tIglt we are about to witness
a revulsion On the part of the state, national 1 *stature, boards of educa-
tion, benefactors, parents, alumni, and the general public against much
that is happening in education both at the secondary level and the uni-
versities today. If I read the signs of the times correctly, this may lead
to suppression of the liberty and autonomy that are the lifeblood of a
school's community.

1

I want to make it clear that I am not downgrading those educators
and lay people who sincerely believe that American teen-agers are humap
beings which they are and that they should be so treated. But, the pendulum
of school control is swinging rapidly towards student anarchy and away
from student-oriented education..

The movement toward student anarchy is 4e resulting action of a
small but vocal group of students, educators, and lay sympathizers. This
"unofficial" group suggests that any form of punishment by high school
adrninistratbrs is both barbaric and archaic. Unofficial spokesmen demand
complete student freedom, student involvement in school administration,
and in school policy making (the right of the boards of -education). Some
of these so.called champions for complete student freedom believe that if
all else fails, student strikes are leAitimate and positive action is to be
taken by student bodies. More and more it seems, the liberals are de-
nouncing all forms of discipline, insisting any punishment is evil.
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We in the public schools can build a defense against outside pressure
groupsthat is, as long as the courts will recognize the rights of local
autonomy, (which they forget).

'Once control of the schools is in the hands of the students, the "whatever
is, is right- group will move in and convince the young people that present
society concepts of morals and ethics, and educational institutions have
outlived their usefulness.

Students are being brainwashed by some of the practitioners of sen-
sitivity training metimes called T-Grouping, into accepting the lowest
common deno ator in morals, to become vulnerable to anti-church and
anti-family beliefs.

Is the average American less self-disciplined than he used to be? Is he
less honest? Less respectfill of the law? Less repectful of the rights and
property of others? These are hard items to measure. Most people would
agree, however, that neither the home nor the church is playing as powerful
a role as they once did in teaching Americans to discipline themselves and
now the schools are about to be reduced to ineffectiveness. 'Unless some
new force steps into the picture and picks up the load they once carried,
lower standards of public morals and ethics would seem to be a natural
unavoidable result. Granted that we of the "establishment" need prodding,
we can ill afford to give away to lawlessness, to corruption, or to submit
to insurrection and anarchy. We can ill afford to capitulate to bigotry
and racism of any order. We can ill afford to see our country's moral fiber
be eroded by filth and pornography.

The whatever is--is right!, doctrine as I rtfered to earlier is a movement
which expressly excuses and unwillingly 'condonek the perpetrators of
wrong and evil. This doctrine makes ethical and moral conduct a matter
of health rather thtan personal responsibility. It eliminates the qualities

self- discipline and self restraint. It permits indulgence in absolute and1
irresponsible freedom. In other words, this doctrine lets one do what he
pleases, when he pleases, and often, to whom he pleages without having
to face the music. The members of this cult sneer at the old fashioned
Virtues of honesty, integrity, industry, and morality on which America
grew to greatness. These people insist that they should have the right to
determine whatylaws of the land they should obey.

iPersonally, I r/fuse to take the blame for what is d store for my grand-
children and your younger children, for it is easier to capitulate for fear
of "rocking the boat" and its safe to assume that the people will continue
to be amazed by it all even make feeble jokes- but many' do absolutely
nothing to stem the tide. Administrators, teachers, lay persons won't even
write a letter to people in positions to do any thing about it. To be brutally
honest, we can't even count upon theik support at the local level as this
movement begins to pick up steam in our schools When I talk'about local
support. I am also referring to lack of parental control and the fear of
losing a "friend."

The controversial "Dress Code," etc. has been given over to .schools to
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solve, and if an attempt to solve it doesn't suit some students it is then
tried by the courts as unconstitutional. These problems should be solved

scijat home, not in the ools or courts
In summary, let m leave you with some serious problems for you to

think about as you attempt to provide an educational opportunity for all
of your students. The problems as I see them are:

e I observe a certain sickness in contemporary thought and philosophy,
which is alien to whaemost of us endorse.

2 If any individual citizen or group of citizens after meditation, comes,
to the conclusion that any law is unjust, and further concludes that
if apprehended, he or they are willing to accept the penalty imposed
for violation of the act, then it becomes morally justifiable to break
the law openly and notoriously.

3. The number of clergy and organizations who have openly and
officially participated in deliberate violations of the constituted laws
of our states.

4. Faculty members dedicated to disruption, students eager to use
gangsters tactics, an academic senate or council whose main goal is
to erode the office of the principal, guaranteed him by legislative act
(PA. 247), teacher's organizations_willing to exploit student unrest,
hence the administration is hobbled to the point of. impotence and,
a few legitimate gripes.

5. Permissiveness fostered by many parents, who are influenced by their
children to seek the judiciary. StUdents brought up in progressive
homes and schools where individualism is encouraged and frustrations
avoided. Trained in scientific method, they can identify the problems
of society, but they nnot see their solutions within the democratic
process.

6. Outside groups who re attempting to exert pressure upon public
schools. to alter thei discipline and suspension practices without
reasonalge and fair eterants for the law breaker who disrupts the
educational process.

I want to be clear in conclusion. that this is my position -many will
not agree, but I personally like to believe that we used to have rules con-
cerning life, limb, and property, rules governing the department and
manners of individuals, and finally, rules defending dishonesty, dishonor,
misconduct, and crime. These rules weren't always obeyed but were believed
in; and when broken, the rule breaker was brought to justice.

Think about it!
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THE POLITICS OF ADMINISTERING STUDENT
DISCIPLINE CODES : AS SCHOOL BOARD

MEMBERS PERCEIVE IT

VARL .00 WILKINSON
1.-

Mr Wilkinson is Deputy Executive Secretary of the MI
Boards. .,

#
I may be expressing L,minority viewpoint as far as those in attendance

but I believe it does e ess the real concerns of school board members,
school administrators and any parents. t

I wish to clarify that the,. lichigan Asociation of School Boards supports
well developed and specific policies on student rights and responsibilities.
We also agree that school districts have perhaps been too slow in adopting
such policiei particularly as they apply to student rights and the due
process which should be provided. Too, some boards and administrators
have been slow to recognize and react to changes which have been taking
place in the attitude toward student rights and responsibilities and the
accompanying court decisions in this area. But boards do, riot have an
easy task. For example: it is orie thing to say that a student has a right
to distribute an obscene magazine--but another to convince parents of
othertstudents that he may have that right. 1 "

What, are some of the difficult issues facing this politics of
adopting and administering these policies?

First, there is extrefrie community pressures -certa community stand-
ards (and these vary from district to district). Tl e recent Gallup poll
shows that parents see dicipline as the number one problem in our schools
and they let board members know it. Parents/ and the public expect
schools to be under control. In fact, discipline problems or what the public
may see as poor discipline itt the schools have ad a detrimental affect
upon millage votes. Perhaps we have not educted parents and public to
the more liberal attitudes toward discipline, but this doesn't change what
they seem to want, done. 1 /

Schools are also many finks blamed for everything that happens in the
"". community. If there are drtug problems, the schools are accused of not

taking a firm enough stand of criticize4 for not expelling students who are
involved.

The principal is in the middle there pressure from the community
yet he must recognize the rights of individtI 1& but also the rights of other
students. These are fine lines to follow -and kecause of this I feel that the
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high school principal's job is about the toughest there is in our schools
today. /

Secondly, there is teacher pressure. Teachers expect support from the
administration and are upset if the principal does hot back' them. How,
often do you hear from teachers? "I send them.to the office and nothing
happens" ;and many times there is no basis for anything happening, but
they expect it. Many times teacherslexpect administrators to administer'
harsher discipline than the offense warrants." :

1,1

Teacher organizations expound on their support of student rightsyet
when one gets down to the classroom teacher with a problemit isn't
necessarily so, Evidence. the number of grievances filed against principals
for not fulfilling the contract in supporting the teacher or when a principal,
in his good judgment, transfers a student from one teacher to another
because he see \hat perhaps the teacher is causing the problem. Invariably
such griev ices are Supported by the local union in spite of the liberal
positio tatd by the mother organization.

Thirdly, the board and administration are faced with coming up with
effective disciplinary measures. It seems that suspension is about the only
thing they have left and the more liberal persons and organizations do
not believe this should be used as a disciplinary measure and are attempting
to get lesgislation or rules passed to prohibit it. The principal must have
something. Certainly counseling should be utilized, but it doesn't always
solve the problem. At least suspension gets the attention of the parent.

It would be fine if students as well as adults would do what is right
because they want tobut this does not always happen and when it doesn't
happen, I believe there must be some disciplinary punishment available.
How many adults would obey safe speeds if there weren't a lawand
even with a law, how many would do so if there weren't some danger
of being fined or points received on their driving record? I am sure alternate
disciplinary methods would be welcomed by school administrator. Many
critics say, "Find some other method.- But they are not inclined to suggest
what that method should be. Perhaps I'm a pessimist, but I don't see the
Utopia happening. We must still give our principals some authority and
not tie their hands completely in administering penalties in order to exercise

ntrol in the school. Presently, I would say that their hands are about
th :e- fourths tied.

Fo rthly, it inferred that schools, delight in depriving students of

vast maj rity. In the first place this type of action takes the joy
their ri maybeSur there mabe a fnw who do,, but this certainly isn't true
of the
out on the job r any school administrator. They don't want the hassle.
Recently, I cam across a handbook, The Rights and RespOnsibilities for
Public School Students in Mit higan, published by the Saginaw Student
Right Center. This handbook takes a completely negative picture of school
princi Is nd schools. We do not say students should not be aware of
their n and that schools should not rec(jgnize them. Perhaps schools
have been negligent, but I believe a more libsitive approach is possible.
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This book challenges students to go at far as they canto live on the
brink, so to speak. And, we all know that 'this will cause pr?blems whether
in .school, community, or wherever. With the problem faced by our high
school principals tod4y, they don't need this challenge of tudents living
on the brink. Again, I don't believe the majority of our pri cipals delight
in making it rough or students` and a recent survey bears this out. The
Gilbert Research Corporation, in a study recently made, stated that a
majority of students say that principals and assistant principals have an
understanding of their problems. We must realize the principal has a job
to do and I believe we i.an opt for students knowing their rights and work
with administrators and principals in assuring that they get them in a
positive way. The trouble is there are, too many who support students that
think anything should go and when the principal puts his foot downhe
is depriving the student of his rights

the
is picking on him.

School bowls, principals and other administrators involved in disci-
plining can't win. They are truly in the middle and some no doubt 'follow
the philosophy that they will do what the community seems to expect until
the courts or legislators tell them differently.

To me this is the politicS of administering discipline codes which every,
school board and school administrator faces as they try to operate an
effective educational school program.

-;
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PRESENT SCOPE OF SCHOOLAUTHORITY
AND STUDENT RIGHTS

EUGENE KRASICKY

At the time of this presentation, Mr. Krasicky was Assistant Attorney General,
Education Division, for the State of Michigan.

I always like to come down and 'talk about something Controversial.
Last week the

styles.
'Court of Appeals rendered an opinion on dress

codes and hair styles. We werent' even aware That they had it before them.
Whether they solved the problem or not ii good question but I will talk
about it shortly. :.

I would like to begin by pointing Out several things that are fundamental.
In Michigan, the legislature controls the schools and it has organized
school districts and given them certain polieri and duties. Among the

"Powers and &ties given to schOol districts to be exercised by their boards
f edutation is the power to make roles and the power to expel and suspend

ail-dents. Now those are very important powers.
In the grant of authority to adopt rules the legislature has specified that

the' rules ihay.e,,to be reasonable,,,for the authority can only be exerdsed
Inareasonabli manner.. 1n the area_ofsiispension .and._expulsion, _the
legislature has specified that a board of education may order or authorize
the suspension or, expulsion from `school of any pupil guilty of gross mis-
demeanor or.persistent disobedience or one having habits or bodily con-
ditions detrimental to the school whenever, in its judgment, the interests
of the school may, demand it.

Roughly, this is the grant of power given to a board of education. Now
this is not an unlimited grant of poWer because what a board does can be
'reviewed by a court and we are living in a time when courts are very
active in school cases. As you know, we have our system of courts in Michi-
gan which we know as district courts and perhaps in your area something
your board has done has been reviewed by a circuit court. The dress code
thar I referred to earlier wasIsreviewed by a circuit court in the south-
western part of he state and the Michigan Court of Appeals last week
reviewed what the circuit court did. We have easy access to the courts
today, we leave a lot of resources, perhaps limited resources would be more
fair, legal resources; to bring law suits to test what school boards do.

Some years ago, a suit was brought against a school district to test the
expulsion of a student. The record against him was quite bad. a lengthy
record of setting fires in school, being late constantly, smoking in school,
of causing endless amounts of trouble. He was able to persuade an organi-
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zation to bring a lawsuit for him to test his expulsion. I don't know any-
thing about his resources or his circumstances, but his expulsion was tested
in a federal district court and tested very carefully by a most competent
judge who determined after reviewing the matter throughly that the
expulsion was warranted. So what you do is subject to review by a court,
and therefore you must be very careful abopt the procedures you employ in
these areas because I think you should anticipate that what ydu .do may
be tested.

You might wonder what they word "reasonable" means, relative to rules
and regulations for the pperation of the schools. Last week the Michigan
Court of Appeals said that a ,Lakeshore,dress code that specified the hair
length of male students mutt not reacOhe bottoln of the shirt collar
and must be above the eyes was unreasonable. Now they didn't really tell
us why it is unreasonable an so the decision is not really helpful. The cotirt
relied upon another case, s hich is an unreported case, involving a rural
school dist\ict. I might tel you briefly that when courts consider tatters

\ fof this kind, they do so o records that are made before them. Witnesses
are called and testify. NN, t they say is subject to cross-examination and
a record is built to show hat a school board did, why it did it, if it in-
volved the suspension or expulsion of a student, what was his side of the.
story, what did disinterested witnesses say about this, what did the experts
say about it? So it's an malgam of all this and we call it a record. Then
on review, an appellat court reads the record, studies it and makes a
determination whether r nokthe decision of the loiker court was correct.
And so we don't have record in the Lakeshore case. At legt, wefrclon't
have references to .a r cord so we don't know why Lakeshore 'adopted a
dress code. What problems did it have, if any, that might have led to the
adoption of a dress cope?

What the court did, was to cite verbatim the decision of a circuit judge
tin an unreported Pine Area School District case in which the judge said
flings like this: "The facts show that this young man is not k discipline
problem to the sch , does not create a health hazard for the school, nor
does his hair in an way interfere with the school administration, other
than the fact that e school does not like the student's defiance of the
dres code." Those were the facts found by the judge in the Pine Area case.
The court went on, to say: "The purpose of a school is to educate and
train its students. Any rules and regulations must be for this purpose.
The purpose for t e hair dress code is to legislate style or fashion and
unless it can be hown that this regulation has something to do with
establishment, maintenance, management, and carrying on of the public
schools, the dniss code concerning hair must fall." This was the decision
in the Pine Area chool District case and it is relied upon as the precedent
in the Lakeshor case' but we don't really know why Lakeshore adopted f
a dress code.

So you might ask the question, are dress codes out from here on in, and
I can only ans er that by saying, I'm not sure. First, of all, this decision
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can be appealed to the Michigan Supreme Court* There is a twenty-day
period for that to be done and this decision was rendered only five days ago,
so that period has not expired. Secondly, without knowing the facts in
Lakeshore, you really are uncertain as to how to apply it to a school
district that might have some need for a dress code and it is therefore
uncertain in that regard. However, it is helpful for the school district tha
wants to know what our courts are doing with problems of this nature fo
it to make determinations to meet its 9wn problems.

You will find that our office wrote an opinion on hairstyles after review-
ing all the authorities. This opinion, made by our office before this case
I just referred to was decided, traced all the cases we could find. We con-
cluded that boa,rds of education,'can make up rules and regulations re-
lating to student hair and dress styles and exclude from school students
who disobey such rules and regulations, in the absence of a showing that
such rules and regulations are not reasonably related to valid school pur-
poses, including maintaining school discipline, providing an academic
environment free from disturbance and disruption, promoting student
safety, or othei valid educational purposes.

We say this principle applies for all rules and regulations of a school
.district. They just don't have to be in this controversial area of how long
hair Might Every rule and. regulation adopted .1?), a school bbard can

_1:)e tested in a court' for reasonableness and, as I pointed out earlier, we're
in a time 'of great activity in our courts to test all kinds of things. Con-
sequently, we always stress in the advice we give to school boards that
thy proceed cauthwly, fairly, and reasonably in adopting the rules that
will,determine the conduct rof students in their schools.

Now the other side of this coin is what happens when the students
disobey these rules? How do you deal with that? And we now talk about
suspension and expulsioh. We have very little case law in our own state
on suspension and expulsion. We had one reported Michigan case involving
a student who accidentally broke some windows in a school building. The
school authority said, "We're not going to let you back in until you pay for
he windows." His father said, "I'm not going to pay for the windows" and

the youngster said, "I don't have any money to pay for the windows." The
Michigan Supreme Court said, "That youngster has to be readmitted to
school. This is. not a reasonable basis for the expulsion of a student who
accidentally broke windows and who does not have the means to pay for
their replacement." That is the only Michigan case on the question of
expulsion.

Now there have been some federal cases decided which are not entirely
in agreement, but they illustrate part of the problem in this area of suspen-
sion and expulsion. We had a youngster expelled from school ,for a limited
period of time and a suit was brought in a federal district court over his
reinstatement. He is the fellow who set some of the fires and he was late
constantly and he just caused all kinds of troubles. You cannot run a
school and allow something like that to happen. You know, we talk about
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rights, and rights are very important, but responsibilities are very im-
portant, too. In the operation of a school, you talk about the rights of all
the students in the school, and the rights of the teachers in the school,
the rights of the administrator in the school, the rights of the school
board, and also the rights of the parents. It's everybody's rights. And
when you 'talk about it.that way, you begin to talk about responsibilities.
How can we provide an educational experience that would benefit all
students? And yet our culture today talks about rights, and properly so

. in most instances, but I think we're kind of preoccupied with rights and
' we don't talk enough about responsibilities.

In this case involving the young man who simply did not want to live
by the rules, the federal district court reviewed his case carefully and
mad some findings and said some things that are quite significant. First
of all, the court pointed out that when a youngster comes totschool he does
not leave his rights outside the door, his civil rights as a citizen of the com
munity, as a citizen of the state of Michigan, as a citizen of the United
States', He takes all those rights with him. However, his enrollment does
not clothe him with immunities not enjoyed by 90er citizens of the
community. He has no splcial privilege not to nform to reasonable
standards of speech and conduct, nor to enjoy #ny special considerations
with respect thereto. And certainly his student, status does not give him any
right to violate or impair the rights of others or engage in conduct that
tends to deprive other students of an orderly atmosphere for study. That's
what these Cases are all ab:dut, to provide the opportunity-,for orderly
study by Students certainly not to insult harrass, or abuse the ad- .

ministrators of the schoo . this particular ege, the court said that the
youngster should know what h did wrong and why he was being con-
sidered for expulsion. He Should be told that, and in this case he was.
Then he should be given.2 hearing in whith'he may defend himself.

Now disagreement comes as to what the nature of the hearing is,
whether or not it is an adversary proceeding. We might best describe an
adversary proceeding this way . "It is really a fight between two interests
in which there is the right to cross-examine witnesses on both sides. If
someone is accused of a crime, that is an adversary proceeding, if there is
a trial on the merits. Parties are entitled to be represented by attorneys,
they are entitled.to knaw what the charges are, to make all the defenses,
to be confrontecrby witne' to have a right to cross-examine. These are
the elements of an athersa tO, eeding. This particular judge said this
was not an adversary p s The youngster was entitled to know
what he had done wrong and has a right to defend himself. Became this
was a federal district court, andbecause the decision was not appealed, the
decision was not binding on other district courts and was'not binding on
the state courts. It is.a precedent that can. be followed if a judge wants
to follow it.
. Now in the same federal judicial district there was another case in
volving another youngster from another school district who shad some
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printed material in his lockei that had some obscene words in it The
school authorities became quite concerned about this and order his
expulsion The judge who heard that case said that the student had o be
given a hearing and that he had a right to know who the witnesses ere
against im. The hearing also had to ha.,,e the elements of an adversary ro-.
ceeding. So these two courts are not in agreement. Because we do not ave
a decision of our highest court, the Michigan Supreme Court, we do of
have a definitive standard in this area.

Now later on in some of 'the programs you-are going to attend i is
going to come to your attention that the State Board of Education is c n-
sidering rules on suspension and expulsion of students and I won't go i to
what they are considering because I don't think it is appropriate for
to do that. In any event, in the near futitre, this should be settled fol. II
school districts relative to the procedures that must be followed in ord r
to make certain that students arc treated fairly in the proceedings thA
determine whether or not they have in fact violated rules and regulations
of the school district and whether or not they should be suspended or
expelled frOm school.

Ath number of recent cases involving whether or not education is a.
fundamental, right also have implications for suspension and expulsion,
such as a case within the last two years in which the Attorney General
of the State of Michigan and the Governor brought a suit on the financing
of education.' The important "concept. of ovitether or not education is a
fundamental Interest was involved in that law suit. The Supreme Court of
Michigan has decided that the tight to vote is a fundamental interest ip.nd
the significance of such a holding is that if yon do anything to put any
restriction on the right, there haye to be compelling reasons for doing so.
There is a heavy burden to saOsly before the court will allow it to be done.

There vial a law suit involving The University of Michigan and its
students who wanted to vote, even though their parents lived in other
states and there was a qu tion as to whether or not they were residents
here or in some other sta,tOur court said that the right to vote is so
fundamental ti citizenship that if the state puts any kind of restriction

- on it, there have to be very serious reasons for the restrictions.
Now in our finance task, when the Michigan Supreme Court first

decided the case in our favor, they said education was a fundamental in-
terest. But a rehearing was granted and then, they dismissed our case so
we do not have a precedent in Michigatrtoday that education is a funda-
mental interest. So the right to attend school is a right given by the state
legislature and the right to remain in school, subject to compliance with
reasonable rules and regulations, is protected by other clauses of the con-
stitution but it is not a fundamental interest.

Within the past several years, we had emerge in this state a serious
problem of suspension and expulsion. Without mentioning names, vvhit..h
I don't think are significant aray, we had an incident in a school which I
took placeosine day at lunch time that affected the lives of many young
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people. There was. a fight and youngsters were .stispended and then some
of them were ,expelled. The school district provided hearings before the
expulsion and they gave the highest degre4,imaginable of .what we call
due process of law. They provided every safeguard to the students. They
had a right to appear with attorneys, the right to know who the wit-
nesses were against theM. It was truly an athersary proceeding. Then when
it was all oyer, the students were expelled. Now in the cases I have men,
tioned today and the,court's review of the expulsions ,they would have said
the school board acted within its lawful authority; and ev under the
division of oeiiiions I have referred to about what kind of pro eedings you
have to provide before you can expel or suspend satisfied ev n the, most
demanding of courts. This district went far beyond what eithe judge said
was required. But it expelled nesertheless, which stras an extre ely tough
thing.

These decisions have great consequences. They affect young .people's
lives for a long time and perhaps forever. So the powers that have, been

given by the legislature, the power to_ adopt, ules and regulations, have
to be exercised in i reasonable manner and when there are infractions of
themand there comes a time when the interests of the school require
that there be either suspensions or expulsionswe urge that the procedures
that are used be extremely fair. I think that any saiool district_ that is
contemplating procedures of this kind should expect to have them reviewed
by a court and possibly hear about them' on TV and so on, in our age
when everything is reported immediately. Proceedings should be fair, they
should be reasonable.

r-
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J
COLLECTION,MAINTENANCE AND DISSEMINATION

OE INFORMATION FOUND IN
STUDENTS' RECORDS ,

DAitIEL A. STONE

Dr Stone is an Assistant Professor of Guidance and Counseling, Oakland University,
Rochester, Michigan.

This paper addresses a difficult issue of law surrounding confidentiality
and the collection, maintenance and dissemination of student records and
civil liberties problems that occur from recordkeeping about school chil-
dren. School children have widely different ages, problems and life situ- ,
ations. We are forted to compreheniively treat the specific problems that
arise from all the various legal and educational problems surrounding
school recordkeeping. I will describe central record privacy problems,
emphaSizing those aspects which are of particular importance for the rights
of children. I will then suggest some general principles which, when ap-
propriately applied in specific settings, may, help to ameliorate some of. the
prOblems associate with the maintenance and use of records concerning
school children.

School records typically serve both an historical functlim (as the school
memories which preserve information about students) and a communication.
function (as they are moved within and among schoOls). Information in
such records may influence decisions about an individual's present status.,
or qualificatiOns as well as predictions about his or her futut behavior.
Opportunities may be afforded, rewards allocated and punishments assessed
in part on the basis of record information.

School records play a sufficieritly important role in everyday decision
making about children to pose a threat to civil liberties when those record
systems are in error or misused or Misinterpreted by others, When record
information is inappropriate to the decision being made, or. is in-.,error,
or when it is shared with persons who may misinterpret its meaning,*it
may perpetuate a wrongful or misleading characterization. s'if the' in-
dividual's habits, abilities or .conduct. As a 'result, we have-to address
continually the pOlicy qUestiolls of how wide and deep we wish our .school
memories to be and how readily information from them should be shareci.
Such policy questions raise issues of privacy and confidentiality, while
problems of "due profess" largely'concernthe individual's control over, and

NOTE"The Rights and Privacy of Parenti and Students legislation enacted sub-
sequent to Dr. Stdne's presentation appears in the Appendix at page
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rights of participation in, school recordkeeping. Due process problems
concern how much of the record content, sharing and interpretation is
visible. to the parents and student, and how much control they may exercise
over material included in a student's record. .

Most record privacy problems do itot arise out of accident or occasional
error, they are erroneously bqilt into the public school yecordkeeping
process itself. Most recordkeeping goes on in the background of organi-
zational life, the files of a school represent a support system which is for
the most part taken for granted by those who use it.

Civil. liberties protections, including matters of individual privacy,
commonly occupy only the margins of school concern. Whether research
is involved or school administration or counseling, civil liberties questions
often may receive only occasional professional or official attention.

. Any description of the child's constitutional rights of privacy, con-
fidentiality and due process confronts three serious difficulties. First, the
child generally is not regarded as a full member df the society and is not
often treated as a citizen with-rights. Second, whatever rights the child is
understood to have, are almost always exercised through the child's parents.
Third, students' rights of privacy and confidentiality are unclear under
existing law. Where information privacy is concerned, the child may dwell
in a special limbo created by his inferior status as a child. An additional
stigma of misbehavior, deviance or extraordinary ability, and the general
lack of clarity in the laws and customs governing the use of personal in
foimation in this society can only result in confusion. and misuse of in-
formation of a'confidential nature.

A recent controversy in New Fork City illustrates these problems.
Parents of children who had been abruptly transferred from one school
district to another petitioned for access to school records so that they could
monitor what was being said about their children by teachers and ad
ministrators. This was eventually granted by the State Education Depart
ment. However,. questions were immediately raised by counselors about
the confidentiality of their communications with students. As important
as parental access toyeeords is, there are occasions when the child may
need to talk in confidence with someone whO is not a relative.

Several national educational associations have also expressed concern
regarding student records. The American Personnel and Guidance Asso
ciation (APGA) issued two non-legal statements on the release of student
records in June 1961. APGA said that parents have rights and responsi-
bilities to learn and know of their children's status. Educational institutions
are responsible for insuring that the content and manner of records gathered
are limited to those materials that contribute to its efforts to educate the
students. The December 1971 issue of the American Personnel and Guid ,

ance ASsotiation Journal is devoted entirely to the problem of confiden
tiality, invasion of privacy, and ethical standards related to student in
formation..The American School Counselor Association has developed a
model statement on principles of confidentiality. The National Association
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of Secondary School Principals in September 1971 issued a memorandum
entitled The Confidentiality of Pubic School Records.

Consi derable interest in this subject has been demonstrated in Michigan.
The Michigan School Board Journal in a recent issue carried an article
expressing its concern about the lack of policy in the area of student
records.

On October 6, 1971, the Narcotics and Drug Education Advisory Council
for the Michigan Department of Education submitted to the Michigan
State Board of Education a report entitled Proposed Guidelines for Drug
Progams in Michigan Schools Grades K-12. Eight pages of this document
discuss confidentiality of information, the rights of parents to be informed
about their children's activities, (the responsibility to report an illegal
act) and the confidentiality, of client information. It also discusses the
problems regarding the school record and the storing of information -about
drug use.

The wellknnwn and highly regarded Russell Sage Foundation in New
York city has issued a report based on the recommendation of twenty
authorities from the fields of law, education, social science, and public
affairs which explores the ethical, legal and practical issues surrounding
school recordkeeping! The Foundation Project Chairman, David Goslin,
states that the basic problem is that "virtualy all school systems now main-
tain extensive pupil records," but very few have clearly defined policies
on how-to use this information.

In Michigan certain aspects of confidentiality are mandated by law
stick as W. Confidentiality Of Case Records which is part of the State of.
Michigan GeneratSchool Laws. Refer to Administrative Rules R. 340.1007.
(2) Ta Maintenance of Confidentiality of Personality Test Results. Act
305Publk of 1967. (3) School Teachers and Employees Not to
Disclose Colitinications from Students or Other Juveniles. Michigan
Statutes krincktated. 2M.2165 Section 2165. There is aneed for each
school district to develop a comprehensive policy regarding studer4 records.

This brief overvieW, of the social, legal and ethical problems surrounding
student recordkeeping is offered in hopes that the seemingly clerical record
keeping task has, importance and is crucial to the equal educational op-
portunity, of all students. Indeed, poor recordkeeping, undefined practices

, and a system withoursafeguards may injure untold thousands of students
Sear]) as jobs, opportunities for further education, or training or employ
ment are lost due to the uncontrolled proliferation of information about
students to with no right of access to this information.

Because so marl} school districts have no formal policy governing the
collection, maintenance and dissemination of school records, the following
material is offered as .a model to serve those legal and ethical cannons

'previously Mentioned.

First,, we may categorize the data that goes into school records as
follokvg:.'.

. _
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Category "A" data: Includes official administrative records that con-
stitute the minimum personal data necessary for operation of the educa-
tional system. Specifically, we take this to mean identifying data (in-
cluding names and addresses of parents or guardians), birth date, academic
work completed, level of achievement, and attendance data.

Category "B" data. Includes verified information of clear importance
but not absolutely necessary to the school, over time, in helping the child
or in protecting others. Specifically, scores on standardized intelligence,
achievement, and aptitude tests, interest inventory results, health data,
family background information, systematically gathered teacher or coun-
selor ratings and observations, anecdotal records, and verified reports of
serious or recurrent behavior patterns are included in this category.

Category "C" data. Includes potentially useful information but not yet
verified or clearly needed beyond the immediate present, for example,
legal or clinical findings including certain personality test results, and
unevaluated reports of teachers, counselorg and others which may be
needed in ongoing investigations and disciplinary or counseling actions.*

Such data should be reviewed at least once a year and destroyed as soon
as their usefulness is ended, or transferred to Category "B." Transfer to
Category "B" may be made only if two conditions are met, namely, (1) the
continuing usefulness of the information is clearly demonstrated and (2)
its validity has been verified, in which case parents must be notified and
the nature of the information explained.

If, for any reason, temporary unevaluated data are held for more than
a year, the existence of these data must be discussed with the parent and
the reason for their maintenance explained fully. Parents then should have
an opportunity to challenge the decision to maintain such data.

Regarding confidential, personal files of professionals_ in the school
(school psychologist, social workers, counselors), it is recognized that
professionals working in the school may maintain personal and confidential
files containing notes, transcripts of interviews, clinical diagnoses, and
other memory aides for their own use in counseling pupils. Any and pall
data that are considered to be the personal property of the professional
should be guarded by the rules given above in addition to thos,e dictated
by professional ethics, subject to the terms of the employment contract
between the school and the professional art any spicial agreements made
between the professional and individual parents and, or students.

Category
A7

Ideritfying information
Attendance record
Grade level completed
Record of achievement (grades, standardized achievement

test scores, class standing)

Russell Saga Guidelines.
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Category B: Health record
IQ and aptitude test scores
Personality and interest test scores
Record of extracurricular activities
Family background data
(teacher and counselor observationssee Category C)

Category C. Teacher and counselor comment's concerning academic per-
formance, work habits, strengths and weaknesses, con-
duct, motivation, special problems, and the like.

Reports from outside agencies including delinquency reports,
psychiatric evaluations, etc.

Reports of parent-teacher, parent-counselOr conferences
Work samples

Step I.

Step II.

Step III.

Implementation

Set up a district-wide committee to study the problem, cur-
rent policy, and to formalize the procedures for collection
and maintenance of student records.

Review policies with counselors, building administrators and
central office personnel. If they have comments which do
not violate the ethical standards proposed by this report,
incorporate them.

Prepare a written procedure using examples and safeguards.
Have this procedure endorsed by your building personnel
and present this to the Board of Education at a public meet-
ing. The Board should pass on the procedure and adapt the
procedure as a policy for the school district.
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Example Letter Livonia Public Schools

RELEASE OF STUDENT RECORD INFORMATION

To the Student:

The inclusive dates of your enrollment at this school, your last grade
completed and the' date of your school leaving or graduation are the only
kinds 'of information which will be released to other schools or employers
without prior approval. To conserve valuable time and as a convenience to
you; the records office will comply with your specific, instructions when
inquiries are received about your school records. .

This approval form for the relase of information will become a part of
your permanent school folder. Changes in instructions may be made by you
at any time by sending a written notice with your signature and date to
the school records office. t is to your advantage to have such instructions
included in your record folder.

Schools and Scholarships

Plea Se forward a complete transcript .of my high school record to the
admissions office of any school which requests this information or to any
scholarship' granting agency to which I have applied. I understand that
this will incliide test scores as well as my attendance .ind academic record.

'Yes No

Employment
.\Please send the following information to any employer who requests it.

(Check appropriate items.)

Check No More
Than One Of
The First
Three Items

40

' O Transcript of Creditsincludes courses taken and grades only.
CI No transcriptbut information only about general school per-

formance. Rank: upper third, middle or lower third.
CT No transcriptbut provide grades for specific classes about

which the employer may inquire.
. Attendance information.
fl I do not choose to have the abovit information disclosed with-

out a specific written confirmation by myself for each written
request.

50
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Government Agencies.

School officials do cooperate with the armed services, police and the
courts, and upon proper identification and request will release information
regarding name4, addresses, iiirthdate and attendance records. Additional )

information will be provided only with the prior approval of the student
and his parents.

Please send the following information to any government agency which
requests it. (Check appropriate items.)

Check No More
Than One Of
The First
Three Items '

Transcript of Creditsincludes courses taken and grades only.
No transcriptbut information only about general school per-
formance. Rank: upper third, middle or lower third.
No transcriptbut provide grades for specific classes about
which the employer may inquire.
Attendance information.

do not choose to have the above information disclosed with-
out a specific Written confirmation by myself for each written
request.

Date Student's Signature

Date Parent's Signature

,41



FAIR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICE A,CT; PURPOSE;
CIVIL RIGHT

\
PUBLIC ACTS 1955 ---=110. 251

An act to promote and inotect the welfare of the people of this statet
by prevention and elimination of discriminatory. employment practices
and policies based upon race, color, religion, national origin, or ancestry,
to create a state fair employment practices commission, defining its func- _
tions, powers, and duties, and for other purposes.

..

The People of the State of Michigan Enact:

423.301 Fair employment practice act; purpose., civil rights M.SA.
17.458(1) Sec. 1. The opportunity to obtain employment without descrimi-
nation because of race, color, religion, national origin, or ancestry is hereby
recognized as and declared to be a civil right.

In conforming with this act it would appear that school districts
shOuld not release the follow* information when a student is being
consiaered for employment. .

1

1. Race 2. Color 3. Religion 4. National Origin or Ancestry

5. Birthplace

. 42
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CONFIDENTIALITY REFERENCES STATE or MICHIGAN
MICHIGAN STATUTES ANNOTATED

Revised judicature Act of 1961

27A.2165 School teachers and employees not to disclose communications
from students or other juveniles; consent.

SEC 2165

No teacher, guidance officer, school executive or other professional person
engaged in character building in the public schools., or in any other educa-
tional institution, including any clerical worker of such, schools and in-
stitutions, who maintains records of students' behakor or who has such
records in his custody, or who receives in confidence cocnmunications from
students or other juveniles, shall be allowed in any proceedings, civil or
criminal, in any court of this sta, to disclose any information obtained
by him from such records or such communications, nor to produce such
records or transcript thereof, except that any such testimony may be given,
with the consent of the person so confiding or to whom such records relate,
if such person is 18 years of age or over, or, if such person is a minor, with
the consent of his or her parent or legal guardian.

STATE OF, MICHIGAN GENERAL SCHOOL LAWS

R. 340.1007 Confidentiality of case records f,

Rule 7. School Social Work case records shall be maintained as confidential
in a locked file in accordance with section 2165 of Act No. 23§ of the
Public Acts of 1961, being section 600.2165 of the Compiled Laws of 1948.
The Superintendent of the local or intermediate school district shall
designate members of the school staff who may have access to such records.

R. 340.1106. Confidentiality ofqest results

Rule 6., (1) Specific responses to personality tests, projective and non-pro-
jective, shall be adequately safeguarded from becoming accessible to others
than those personnel qualified as prescribed in rule 5 to administer and
interpret these tests. An interpretation summary of test results may be
made available by such qualified personnel only to individuals directly
concerned with the educational welfare of the pupil. However, Specific

4 responses and interpretation summaries may become part of published
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research findings and re
. ire properly safeguar

,sri.
I I

ere the identities of the individuals tested

(2) A transfer of in 'vidual personality test' interpretation summaries to
other school districts or .:envies shall not be made without the permission

of the parent or guardian expressed in writing and filed 'with the sending

district.

R 310.1107. Superinte dent's responsibility for compliance

R e 7. The superintendent of schools in a idistrict providing a school pro.

jet or program in which personality tests, ire used is responsible for com-

pliance with these rides. .
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IMPROVING SCHOOL ,ATTENDANCE',

BEN TASICK

Mr. Tasick is Assistant Principal of the Ypsilanti, Michigan High School.

One of the major problems confronting todayt 'education is a rapid
increase in student absenteeism. Playing hooky from school has become a
national Sport for an,increasing number of students and the rate of absen-
teeism rises annually. In attempting to deal with this problem many school
districts ire for the first time instituting attendance policies anckare en-
forcing them irrevocably. Unfortunately, most of these policies are punitive
and negative in, nature and are ha k a negligible effect in resoling the,
problem while antagonizing and alfiating the students.

In researching an attendance policy for Ypsilanti High School I found
that mAily districts function on the,issumption that there is something
wrong.:with the student if the student doesn't attend regularly and then
base the total policy on that assumption. We have many districts which
are failing stuctints after an X amount of unexcused absences without
ever:considering the students academic standing at the time of the violation
of the pblicy. This I find not only an unconscionable practice but a direct
repudiation of how one learns and achieves academically. Out of pure
frustration and refusal to analytically look at the problem of absenteeism,
many districts have imposed simplistic and highly questionable attendance
policies. Ypsilanti is no exceptioii to this practice. A highly punitive at-
tendance policy was adopted by the Board of Education and when students
demonstrated en masse the Board was forted to retrench.

Poor attendance is a complex problem and the total school environment
is responsible for its solutions. Classroom instruction, involved guidance
and counseling and fair and equitable enforcement of school rules all play
a large part in good school attendance. Teachers must begin to re-examine
their daily classroom practices and question how they contribute to poor
attendance The counselors must work with attendance problem stude
since the counselors have access to resources and hav ex enstve
training in the maturation of the adolescents. Far too often many coun-
selors perceiv attendance problems to be an administrative problem and
refuse to acce t any responsibility in dealing with it. Finally, administrators
have the ultimate responsibility in creating an atmosphere conducive to
the establishrrient of policies that will encourage .good attendance as op-
posed to providing a long list of penalties.

As a practicing administrator I am not only cognizant of the factors,
contributing to poor attendance but I also have the incumbentLesamsi-
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bility of articulating these factors to the total educational community
which includes the parents who in the final analysis should play a lar
role 'in policy development. I strOngly urge that attendance expectatio
be defined by every school district. Attendance is a legal and moral respon
bility of all educators and they should discharge it not as a death penalt
like many districts do but instead should begin to establish new positive
and constructive approaches to improving, school-attendance.

One example of a district's attempt to cope with attendance problems is
reflected in the following policy. After its implementation it was evident
that modifications would be necessary. Recommendations for improving
upon this policy follow the policy as it was originally written, The experi-
ence of this district may be representative of problems encountered byt
other districts as they formulate policies and practice in the area of at-
tendance;
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STUDENT ATTF ANCE POLICY PROCEDURES

psilanti High
1973-74

(Revised November 19, 1973) \I

\
Philosophy

. S.
It shoulc be obvious That goocrilitendance is netessaly forgood

achievement and progress in school, Since many clisses, are performante
oriented, attendance is a must. Intellectual and social growth.depends on
social interaction which is an integral part of classroom instruction:Prepa-
ration for future responsibility depends on development of responsibilities
and punctuality at an early age.

The 10% absence allowance described below is to be considered "sick
leave" and should be used for illness and emergecy kidds of situations.

Policy
.

Students must attend 90% of each semester course in order to receive
credit 'for that course. Vacations are not inclyded in the 10% absence
allowance if over three (3) school clays and not more than ten (10) school
days, with parental consent. It is recommended that parents contact the
atendance officer to excuse the absence and students should pre-arrange for
make-up work with teachers. If pre-arrangements have not been made,
parents must contact the attendance officer by phone or a written notice
within two (2) weeks,of student's return to school from a vacation for the
absence to be excused.

. ,
Procedure -

1. 10t,', applies to all absences. Those absences dire to illness will out
as one absence (i.e., 1 days T 1 absence; 2 consecutive days = 1
absence, 3 consecutive days = 1 absence, etc.). Parents must contact
the school in case of illnesses which exceed one day. Absences due
to a death in the family are excusable. Parents must contact the
school on those absences so that teachers may be notified. Make-up
work must be cleared within two (2) weeks or they will count as
.unexcuseid Absences.

Some types of classroom* work and experiences cannot be made
up, yet if it is possible to make up missed schoolwork, the student
will be allowed tiva' (?) weeks_to complete it': Those `students at
tending performance oriented classes will not be penalized for work.
that cannot be made up if the absence is excused.
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Absences are not be carried over from one semester to the next.
School sponsored activities such as field trips sporting events, stu-

dent council meetings, vacations, death in the family, etc., do not fall
within the 10% attendance policy.

Z. Teachers must contact the parents and counselors after three (3)
_absences by phone or by a Student Referral Form. The same proce-
Aure is to follow after six (6) absences. If the student exceeds The
10;1' absence allowance (9 days) a conference must, bp arranged
between student, parent, teacher and counselor. They will decide on
the best course of action, such as failurf, a probation* period, P.E.P.,
Adult Education, etc. In cases involving lack of parental concern,
the parent may be omitted from the conference.

'3. Attendance must be taken every hour And recorded carefully for, ,

records. The teacher Record Book is the legal record If attendance.
4. For perfect attendance the teacher has the option ;to exbuse students

from final examinations.

5. Exceptional cases will be reviewed by the AttendancetOfficer or an
Administrator. An Administrative waiver may be granted in cases
where the best interest of the student and school will be served.,

Tardiness Policy

1. Each four (4) tardies in a three week 1)9z-hid will mean the student
must come in_after school for an equivalent ,amount of time to make
Up their tardies.

2. If a student continues to have.a problem with tardiness, a conference
will be made with the student and teacher to discuss the problem.
If after the teacher student conference the student continues to mis-
use the tardiness policy then the teacher shall have the right to con-
vert all tardies to absences (4 tees = j absence).

3. If the student leaves the claisrlt m without permission it is to be
counted as an absence for that day. Hall passes shall be issued in all
classes except the treat Rooth when a _student leases the classroom
during a class period.

4. It is recommended that if a student is more than twenty minutes late
to class, a pass is required to enter the classroom. If the student can-
not present this pass, it will b nsidered as an absence for that day.

Conclusion

The students must understand that this new policy, if adopted, must
not be abused. The specified number of allowable absences is to be used for
legitimate purposes only including illness, doctors appointments, dentist

*Probation action-.allowing five (5) days for excused absences only. The number
of additional absence days described above is to be determined at the conference. If
you go over or misuse five, 15) days then you do not receive credit for that course
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*appointments, etc The student who arbitrarily cuts classes and then finds
himself faced with absences exceeding the prescribed limit has abused
the policy and will have to contend.with the decision of the review con-
ference We must all cooperate by attending classes regularly or we have
failed in our 'cause.

ATTENDANCE POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
SECOND SEMESTER 1973-74 SCHOOL YEAR

(Submitted January 14, 1974)

Due to the fact that the present and past attendance policy for the
school year 1973-74 is one of many loopholes and is far too specific for
implementation; changes are being recommended for the second semester
of the current school year. The present policy is very difficult to interpret
and administer with any degree orconsistency and fairness to our student
body The idea of excuses for certain types of illnesses, vacations, etc., are
too detailed and allows only a limited number of students to receive benefits
or excuses for legitimate absences. Therefore, I am recommending changes
that hopefully are general enough for all students to benefit from and
receive credit for excused absences and to be penalized upon violation
Of the attendance policy.

The recommendations are:

I. 90% compulsory attendance.

A The idea of 90r,; compulsory attendance should be changed. This
does not imply th&t good attendance is not to be encouraged, but
that a students passing or failure should not depend upon his at-
tendance but more on his academic achievement. If teachers have
outlined course objectives for students and they are accomplished
this should take priority..

B If a student is absent from school for reasons of illness, vacation,
school functions, or unavoidable situations, he _must be excused
for his absence. When a student returns to school he must bring a
written excuse explaining reasons for absence. This note should
include dates of absences, reasons for absence, and the signature
of a parent or guardian.

The note is to be presented to the attendance officer who will
issue a readmit slip. If a student is registered under adult status,
he or she may sign the written note confirming absence. cif a
student does not have a note upon returning after absence, a
temporary unexcused note will be issued. Failure to bring a
written excuse within two days results in an unexcused, absence
and mark of "E" for all work missed during the period of absence.
Teachers should allow make up work for all excused absences if
make up is possible. In cases of movies or skills oriented classes,
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. efforts should be made to substitute for the exercise that the
`student missed. The time limit for make, up is left 1.4 the subject
teacher.

II, Tardiness *.

A. The idea of marking a student absent for being over 20 Minutes
late should be changed. If a student knows that he is going to be
matked abse,nt for being: more than 20 minutes late, he might'
choose to roam the halls or do things that are not a pant of his
daily class schedule. Many students have legitimate reasons for
being late to class. In such cases a pass should be issued by the
teacher or staff member who has detained thestudent. Any student

. who arrives' tardy without an official pass should be dealt with
by the individual class room teacher who may set up rules and
regulations in d to class tardies. Students are allowed ample
time for class change and travel, therefore,, tardiness is not
expected.

III. Student arrival and early leave.

A. Any student arriving to school after 8.30 A.M. should sign in at
the attendance office. Excused or unexcused admits will be issued.
The check in is important because the official report counts may
have been turned in before the student arrives to school.

B. Any student leaving school before the end Of the regular school
day should check out with the nurse or. at the attendance office.
Any student who 'leaves the building without properly checking
out will receive "E" for those classes missed. Students must obtain
readmit slips from the attendance office upon return to school.

IV Student referral policy.'

A. The classroom teacher should fill out referral forms orr unexcused
absences only. The first referral form; Should be sent when the
classroom teacher feels that 'a class skip pattern has-developed.

- At that time the teacher should notify the attendance office and
parent study conferenses are 'to be held'. The referral form should
be hlled out properly and should list all data that is of value
in the individual case such as student name, grade etc. If skipping
problem cannot be resolved at the attendance office, the case will
be turned over to the assistant principal for disciplinary action.
Second hour is the officialcounting period for daily attendance.
Each .teacher who has a second how' class should report by
2.30 P.M. each. day those students whb were not. in attendance.
If a student arrives after second hour the respective teacher *ill

. be notified by the office of .any attendance change to be recorded.
The student attendance probation procedure remains the some.
After the ninth unexcused absence the student should be issued
the attendance probation slip and a possible parent conference.
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THE RIGHTS OF SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS
REGARDING OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS

CHARLES B. VERGON

Mr Vergon is Xssistalt Director of the Program tor Educational Opportunity,
Scho.ol of Education, The University of Michigan.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech, or
of the press .`. .

(U.S. Constitution, First Amendment)

Every Jerson' may freely speak, write, express and publish his views
on all/subjects, being responsible for the abuse of such right, and no
law shall be enacted to restrain or abridge the liberty of speech or of
the press.

(Michigan Constitution, Article 1, section 5)
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.
Students are citizens within the Meaning of these ,constitutional provi-

sions' and thus their publications be they petitions, pamphlets or news-,
papersalt protected. Though the rights of students .are not in every
instance coextensive with their rights off school prerhises2 or the rights of
adults,' they remain substantial, as the Supreme Court has noted.

The vigilant protection of constitutional freedoms is nowhere more vital
than in the community of American schools. The classroom is peculiarly
the "marketplace of ideas." The Nation's future depends upon leaders
trained through wide exposure to that robust exchange of ideas which
discovers truth out of a multitude of tongues, [rather] than through
any kind.of authoritatve selection.*

In our system, students may not be regarded as close-circuit recipients
of only that which the state chooses to communicate. They may not
be confined to the expression of thdse sentiments that are officially ap-
proved."

Is freedom of the ',less an absolute right or may it be subject to some
regulation?

Freedom of the press is not (absolute'," but any substantial limitation
on its exercise bears a presumption of unconstitutionality.' This does not
mean that certain categories of exri4ession are not unprotected nor that

1 Tinker v. Des Moines School District, 393 U S. 503 (1969).
'Id. at 506 refers to "First AMendment rights applied in light of the special circum-

stances of the school environment." See also e.g. Eisner v. Stamford, 440 F.2d 803 at
808 (2d Cir. 1971) and Shanley v. Northwest Independent School District, 462 F.2d
960 at 968 (5th Cir. 1972) quoted infra at n. 67.

'The concurring view of Justice Stewart in Tinker at 515 that the rights of children
are not coextensive with those of adults has been reiterated in a majority of the high
school publication cases, including Baughman v. Frerenmouth, 478 F.2d 1345 at 1348
(4th Cir. 1973), Quarterman v. Byrd. 435 F.2d 54 at 57 (4th Cir. 1971) , Vail v.
Board of Education of Portsmouth, 354 F. Supp 592 at 598 (D. New Hampshire,
1973); Koppell v. Levine, 347 F. Supp. 456 at 458-459 (E.D.N.Y. 1972), Schwartz
v. Schuker, 298 F. Supp. 238 at 242 (S.D.N.Y. 1069). Though a number of cases
expressly differentiate between college and high school students (e.g. Schwartz), and
others tend implied!) to minimize the distinction by citing without qualification
higher education precedent (e.g. Tinker), only Eisner (at 808 n. 3) discusses in any
detail the basis for the college-high school distinction. Compare Eisner and Schwartz
with Sullivan v: Houston Independent School District, 307 F Supp. 1328 at 1343
(S.D. Tex. 1969), [hereafter Sullivan al and 333 F. Supp. 1149 at 1157-59 (supple-
mental injunction vacated subsequently ) [hereafter Sullivan bl, the only cases'in the
unofficial publications content which suggest the nghts of younger students (whatever
the appropriate scope) sequire more vigilant protection than do the rights of college
students or adults.

Keyishran v. Board of Regents, 385 U.S. 589 at 603 11967) cited approvingly with
reference to high schools in Tinker at 512

5 Tinker at 511.
Near v. Minnesota, 283 U.S. 697 (1931)
See, e.g. United States v. Washington Post Co., 403 U.S. 713 (1971) (pentagon

papers case) and Tinker.
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reasonable regulations may not be imposed on .even protected classes of
expression.' It does mean that in developing publications-policies, the dis-
cretion of school officials is. unusually restricted.'

Since . . . the 'line between speech unconditionally guaranteed and
speech which may legitimately be regulated ... is finely drawn, ... [t]he
separation of legitimate from illegitimate speech calls for . . . sensitive
tools.s

Conseqtently, a survey of case law may be instructive for school author-
ities and their legal cepnsel as to what limitations on content and whet
regulations governing distribution of unofficial student publications are
permissible and which are..unconstitutional. The preponderance of cases
are federal, with emphasis placed on federal Supreme Court and appellate
decisions: Michigan constitutidnal, statutory and case law is also incor-
porated, frequently in footnotes, to illustrate the junctures and relatiOnships
between federal and state law in this legal context,

II. RULES GOVERNING DISTRIBUTION.

Thisportion of the review is devoted to the constitutionality of a number
of common school provisions governing the diitribution of nOn-school spon-
sored publications, including provisions involving prior submission, idh-
tification of authors, sale, and time, place, and manner.

A. Prior Submission

Can students who write and, or publish materials and want to distribute
them on or near, school premises be required to submit them in advance
to a school administrator for approval?

No definitive answer exists as the Supren4 Court has not considered the
question in the school context," the Circuits which have examined the
issue are in conflict," and a number of Circuits, including the Sixth, which
encompasses Michigan, have not rendered an opinion on the isstie."

Generally, the case law is unequivocal that publications cannot be sub

"Blount v. Rizzi, 400 US. 410 at 417 (1970), citing earlier authority; (administra-
tive censorship scheme developed pursuant to Title 39 USC, authorizing post office
to reject certain materials deemed obscene,teld unconstitutional).

° The Supreme Court bas to date not reviewed the conflicting interpretations and
this issue is not the focus of a high school student publications case for which certiorari
has been recently granted am...As Comnusstoners of the Cay of Indianapolis,
42 U.S. L. W. 3666).

10 The 1st and 7th Circuits have rejected prior submission requirements as per se
unconstituticlnal while the 2nd, 4th and 5th have approved such requirements in prin-
cipk, see n. 16 and 17 infra. .

" The balance of the 11 Federal Circuits have not directly resolved the issue as of
this date. The Sixth circuit, hoverer, has granted review of a suburban C6lumbus,
Ohio publications case which niiir reach this issue.
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ject to review prior to distribution," especially when an expeditious review
procedure is lacking.'3,In essence:

Every free man has an undoubted right to lay what sentiments he pleases
before the public; to forbid this is to destroy the freedom of the press,
but if he publishes what is improper, mischievous, or illegal, he must ,

take the consequences . . .14

The constitutional aversion to requiring any ,prior revi;:, of content
is based -substantially on the danger that an administratlNe agent may
have the practical power to prohibit the publication or distribution of
materials on an ad hoc basis without regard.tb constitutional protections
and without public awareness ot what is being censored. Additionally, the
mere existence of such a review procedure, eveli if objectively administered,
may have a chilling effect qn expression."

The undoubted right of adults in society-at-large is less certain in the
school setting. While two Circuits, the 1st and 7th, have held any advance
approval policy' for high school publications unconstitutional per se,l°
three Circuits, the 2nd, 4th, and 5th, have held prior submissiOn con-
stitutional in principle." Notably, however, a majority of the specific

policiis before the courts in, the 2nc4, 4th, and 5th Circuits were found to
be unconstitutional, either facially or in application." Strict. prerequisites,
both substantive and procedural, are imposed on any policy requiring
appproval prior to distribution 1° -

It need also be recognized that while a prior submission policy may
be interpreted as being consonant with federal constitutional principles
in a rircuitor in the nation; such a policy may violate state constitutional
provisions Thus, though state constitutional interpretations tend to track-
their federal counterpart, the more express and detailed state press provi-

4
, 12 Near and New York Times Co. v. United Stlites, 403 U.S. 713 (1973),

13 Freedman v. Maryland, 308 U.S. 51 (4965).
14 Near at 713-14 quoting Blackstone.
Is These dangers am reiterated in a number of Supreme Court cases including A

Quantity of Books v, Kansas, 378 U.S. 205 (1964) and Grayned v.° City of_Rockford
488 US 104 (1972) both of 'which were subsequently cited in a high school publication
case, Baughman at 1350.

16 First Circuit (Eiseman v. School Committee of The City of Quincy, 439 F.2d 148,
1971) and Seventh Circuit (Fujishima,v. Board of .Education, 460 F.2d 1355, 1972).

17 The Second Circuit (Eisner v Stanford Board of Education, 440 F.2d 803, 1971),
the Fourth circuit (Quarterman v. Byrd, 435 F.2d 54, 1971 and Baughman v. Freien-
muth. 478 F 2d 134, 1973) and the Fifth Circitit (Shanky v. Northeast Independent

'School District, 462 F 2d 960, 1972 and Sullivan v. Houston Independent School Dis-
trict, 475 F 2d 1071, 1973) [Sullivan, hereafter refers to this appellate decision unless
otherwise noted).

"Eisner (absence of procedural mechanism for submission), Quarterman (absence
of criteria to determine permissibility and lack of procedural sa(eguards), Baughman
(lack of procedural safeguards of specified and short time for principals determination),
and Shanley (overbroad and 'Vague and fails to provide guides for screening of mate-
riab).

19 Procedural 4feguard4are enumerated in II B., supra.
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sion, such as exists in Michigan, may prohibit prior submission in the
school context, though the federal constitution may or may not do so.2°

B. Procedural Requisites I f Prior Submission Required

Even assuming prior submission is not unconstitutional per se, what
procedural and substantive provisions designed to protect freedom of the
press must be incorporated into such a policy in order td satisfy the con -
stitution?

In order to overcome the presumption of unconstitutionality that at-
taches to any policy subjecting materials to prior submission, it must,
according lo one or more case, provide:

1. A definition of distribution and an explanation of its applicability to
various. kinds of material.

Of the five appellate decisions authorizing prior restraint, three discuss
the need for the policy to define "distribution:2' These cases conclude
that a prohibition against distributing written material is unconstitutionally
vague since it would be unreasonable for the policy to reach the exchange
of a single copy of a magazine of geneial circulation. TheConrts note that
"distribution" for purposes of ,such a policy must refer to "a substantial

410,

distribution" of written materials, so that ". . in a significant number
of instances there would be a likelihood that the distribution would disrupt
school operations."

. Additionally, one of the cases introduces a flexible definitibn of "dis- ,

*tribution" dependent on the type of material involved." Thus a single copy
of pornographic material may constitute "distribution" while a significant
number of copies of materials which may disrupt schools, advocate illegal
actions or insult any group or individual are necessary to be deemed "dis-
tribution." This distinction is apparently based on the presumption that
while an individual may be "harmed" by exposure to pornographic mate-
rials, the dangers Of potential disruption are more probable when a group
of students are exposed to the questionable publication.

2. A procedure for submitting materials.

'Two of the cases expressly, and others implicitly, identify the need for
prior submission policies to set fOrth "the means by which students are
to submit proposed materials"" since otherwise, distribution is "unreason-
ably proscribed" because of students' ignorance of the procedure."

" In a leading case, City of Dearborn v. Ansell 290 Mich 348, 2S7 N.W. SS1 (1939),
'TheRupraat .Ctittrt.Imalidsted -a city ordinance which forbid the distribution of
circulars without a license and conditioned the issuance of a, license On establishing, to
the city crerk's satisfaction, that the circular did not contain any obscene, immoral,
scandalous, libelOus or- untruthful material.

21 Eisner at 811,kBaughman at 1S49, and Shank); at 977.
22Baughman at 349.

Shanky at 978.
24 Eisner at 811.
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3.' The indentity of the person to receive the materials.

In conjunction with describing the procedure for submission, the exact
identity of the individual (or positionL to whom the materials should be
submitted is necessary."

A specified and limited period,,for school.authorities to make a deter-
, 'nation as to the distributability of the Submitted materials.

Courts have variously called for review and a decision within "a'definite
brief period,"" "a specified and reasonably short period of time,"" ``a
brief and reasonable period,"" and "almost imniedia,tely' ."" Clearly, ad-
ministrative delay of a full academic year in deciding whether a publication
can be distributes completely unacceptable." One working day to review_
the publication before distribution was specified in one of the few, if not

e only policy before the courts that included a deii,ite review period.
T e court, however, suggested that even one working day might be too
1 ng given the importance of timeliness to newspapers and depending on
f equency of publication." Another court, though, has .concluded it out-
side its province to suggest a limit, instead admonishing that. "Whatever
period is allowed, the regulation ma not lastfully be used to choke off
spontaneous e.xptession in reaction to vents of great public importance
and,impact." 6

, .t.
5. A provision for the contingency that the party responsible for deter-

mining distributability fails to act.

One case even, requires that proVision be made_ for the failure of school
authorities to act within the proscribed period, suggesting at least impliedly
that students be authorized to prckeed with distribution under such a
circumstance." ,

6. A reasonable, adequate and prompt appeal mechanism and method-
ology.

When the state attempts to enforce a prior submission policy of any
kind, strict procedural formalities must be observed.'w In addition to those
formalities enumerated above, "an expeditious review procedure of the .

decision of school authorities" is required in nearly all the decided cases,r
with one expressly stating that the policy must state the time during which

2-1d
2614d. at 810.
271. authman at 1348.
2;ihanley at 978.

Koppell at 460.
'3" Id.
31 Sullitran b at 1160 n. 13.
nBaughman at 1348-49.
311 Id at 1348.
34 Freedman.
3' Eisner at 810, Baughman at 1348, Quarterman at 59, Shanley at 978.
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the appeal must be decided." While authoritative Supreme Court precedent
in nonschool cases requires a judicial determination before final restraint
may be imposed," the lower federal courts do not so bold in the school
setting. Rather, the leading case concludes that ". . . it would be highly
disruptive to the educational process if a secondary school principal were
required to take a school newspaper editor to court . . . to ain its
cause."" The court, however, did opine that ". . . if students choo
litigate, school authorities must demonstrate a reasonable basis for inter-
ference with student speech."3Q and thereby satisfy the principle that The
state must assume the burden of proving the material is unprotected by
the First Amendment. None of the subsequently decided school cases
require the appellate review to be conducted by other than school authori-
ties.

7. Precise criterianarrow, objective, reasonable and understandable
to high school sludentispelling out what may and may not be
written.

Besides the absence of procedural safeguards, an almost equally pre-
valent and fatal flaw in prior submission policies is the failure to provide
school authorities with adequate criteria to apply in screening the content
of publications. Two early appellate cases suggested that school policies
which either incorporated Supreme Court languagesuch anubstantial
and material disruption " into publications prohibtions or else could be
construed to have done so in application,4' would not be unconstitutionally
overbroad or vague.

Noting that ". . . a regulation imposing prior restraint must be much
more precise than a regulation imposing post-publication sanctions," two
courts have explicitly rejected the "Supreme Court language test,"" and,
the trend generally is to require considerably more p,reciseness Where prior
appioval is contemplated." Current decisions are more likely to require
"the specification of "clear and demonstrable triteria"44 or "narrow, ob-
jective, and reasonable standards"" to be utilized by school authorities

36 Shanley at 977,
"See e g Freedman and Blount (administrathe appeal to post office general counsel

held inadequate).
38 Eisner. ght

36 1d at 810.
Quarterman at 59.

41 Eisner at 808.
4? Baughman at 1350 and Jacobs v. School Commismoners of Indianapolis, 490 F.2d

601 (7th Cir. 1973), slip op. at 4 [thereafter all cites to slip op I Note that Baugh-
man was decided in the same Cirtuit as the earlier Quarterman case with one member
of the three judge panel sitting in both cases.

° Several decisions have implied as Judge Craven stated in Baughman at 1350.
"In short, we think letting students write first and be judged is far less inhibiting than
%ice %Crs.a For that reason vagueness that is intolerable in a prior restraint context

'may be permissible as post publication sanction."
44 Shanley at 977.

", Baughman at 1350.
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in evaluating materials submitted for prior approval. An additional requisite
expressly imposed in at least one instance, and conceptually in most others,
is that the criteria be "understandable to high school students and administ
trators untutored in the law?'" Thus the use of terms or art such as "ob-
scene" or "libel" have been held impermissible" given either their near
impossibility of comprehensible definition as in the case of "obscenity"4'
or the existence of numerous unannounced exceptions such as the qualified
privilegeS that abound in the area of defamation."

The trend toward requiring that clear, objective and understa'ndible
criteria be set out in school publications policies is founded on two historic
concerns reiterated in recent cases, These concerns, both of which threaten
to chill potentially protected expression, are. one, that those charged with
enforcing the regulation have impermissible power to judge the material
on an 'tad hoc ,and subjective basis,"" or two, that students do riot have
notice of what pi ay or may not be written for distribution on school
premises:51

8. A provision directing that students should not be restrained or
punished for attempting to undisru'ptively exercise their rights merely
because students with differing views might or do cause disruptive
reaction.

Decisions in three Circuits have either required or suggested such a
provision in student publications cases." Those cases and others are dis-
cussed at page 79, infra.

In conclusion, then, the satisfaction of the enumerated conditions for
constitutionality is extremely difficult as reflected by the number ofsuch
policies held unconstitutional, either facially or in application. Perhaps
the most demanding element is that requiring precise and understandable ,
definitiotv53 of categories of unprotected content''' and the subsequent
administrative task of determining what.content falls within these various
categories. Such determinations not infrequently,prove difficult for judges,
let alone the average, school administrator" ( for example, see discussion

48/d. at 1350-51.
41 Id. at 1351.
43 See, p. 70 infra for a discussion of prohibitions on obscene and pornographic

materials,
4° See, p. 67 infra for a discussion of defamation in unofficial school publications.
5° See e g., Baughman at 1349-1350 and Shanley at 977 where the judge declared.,

"fOlur constitutional systein does not permit any school board or administrator, how-
ever well intentioned, to be the unaccountable imperator of the lives of our children.-,

51 Baughtnin at 1349-M, Shantey at 976-77, and Eisner at 808 where the court,
commented on the danger of a vague policy ,"fsltudents would be left to guesslat
their peril the thrust of the".policy in a specific case and the resultant chill on first
amendment rights might be intolerable."

52 Eisner at 809 (2nd Cir); Shanky 'at 974 (5th Cir).
53 See discussion at p. 57 supra.
54 Categories of unprotected content are discussed in Part III infra.
" The allegations of school officials as to what is obscene and porrrographic disussed

infra reflects their lack of awareness of various legal standards, though the confusion
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of obscene and pornographic content infra at page 70). At a minimum,
the involvement of the school attorney may be necessitated, as provitl
for in one policy."

By restricting school involvement to poet-publication sanctions in those
cases where the right is abused, the school can minimize or avoid a nuniber
of problems. For instance, the school can decrease the need for precisi.ness
in delineating what is prohibited content," minimize the need for time-
consuming administrative involvement by deferring to public officials
responsible for the enforcement of various laws or private citizens in-
c ividnally wronged, and piotect itself from potential fiscal liability either
as the result of having "approved" a newspaper subsequently found to be
libelous or obscene, for instance, a or as the result of unlawfully enfringing
on a student's right by disallowing its circulation.5°

Furthermore, putting the burden on the school, city or county prosecutor,
or adults, to justify their contentions in a court of law is more nearly
consonant with Supreme Court precedent and more reasonable, given the
special circumstances of students and schools. For instance., resources are
more readily available to adults and particularly public enforcement agen-
cies than to students and, more importantly, adults do not face the same
onerous social and psychological dilemma of challenging a system in which
they must remain and on which they are dependent for an education.

Legal considerations aside, school administrators might examine the
organizational utility of. unofficial student publications. Given the com-
plexity of the educational process and the enormity of the task, it is not
unusual to find elaborate organizational structures for the administration
and delivery of services. These structures are readily depicted on detailed
organizational charts which chateracteristically reflect a hierarchical con-
"centratiqn of decision- making authority not uncommon in complex organi-
zations.

As often the case in organizations
pronouncements of individuals based
hierarchy, communications patterns in
poses, to be single directional, with

that attribUte significance to the
on their relative position in the
schools tend, for all practical pur-
only token mechanisms, sucleas

is not altogether unexplainable given judicial abstruseness A survey 'of in-service ad-
ministrators and pre-service teachers conducted by this writer, confirms the lack of
awareness. The problem may be theresult of lack of awareness due to factors such as
the absence of any systematic coverage of student rights and responsibilities at teacher
and administrator-training institutions, the natural tendency to maintain personal
Ignorance where knowledge would necessitate change and inconvenience Finally, the
open thwarting of established precedent cannot be discounted as an explanation for the
divergence between law and practice,

'" Sulhvan b at 1160 (Policy developed pursuant to earlier permanent injunction,
provided administration with authority to prohibit, witb concurrence of school at
torney, material deemed libelous or obscene).

"7 See n. 43 supra.
59 See generally, "Tort Liablity of A University'`for Libelous Material in Student

Publications," 71 Mich. L. R. 1061 (1973).
49 See, e g., Pyk v ,Bkws, No. 70-1819, S. D. Fla 1971, (federal judge awarded

student $100.00 in compensatory damages and $181.00 in court costs)
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griemece procedures, to facilitate upward commun\cation. The existence
of a No-way-communication network is essential to the very health and
maintenance of a complex prganizatiot. Individuals such as students rely
on communication Co blidge human experiences and foster understanding,
to release feelings of anxiety, aggression and hostility,, to convey ideas tokdemonstrate creativity, and to influence others. chools,.as other organi-
zations, are dependent on communication or feedb as to current educa-
tional needs, adequacy of services, and problems and expectations of client
and employee groups.

In this context, it has been suggested t unofficial plqications be
viewed as "peaceful channels of student protest," and "valuable educational
tools" which provide administrators with "insight into student thinking
and student problems."" School Ificials should at least carefully weigh
the foregoing *gal and organizaltonal considerations, before adopting a
prior submission policy.,

C. Identification of Author e .

Must the names of authors, publishers, or distribu.tors appear on the
face ottlie. publication?"' ,

.
Althdugh it is -not uncommon

-
to find a school policy requiring the

' IdentifIcation of all contors to, or distributors of, student publications
on e face of the-'documeht, relativek few ,cases have squarely considered

e issue. In fact, the only appellate decision has held such a requirement
to be impermissible, at least as an unqualified policy,' citing a Supreme
Court opinion invalidating a municipal ordinance which prohibited the
distribution of hand bills ,without similar identification. In that decision
the Supreme ddurt observed:

Anonymous pamphlets, leaflets, brochure's, and even books (including
many revolutionary war documents and those urging the adoption of our
constitution) have played an important role in the progress of mankind.
Persecuted groups and sects from time to time throughout history have
been able to criticize oppressive practices and laws either anc(nymbusly
or not at all.

The Court majority, however, did not pass on the validity of a carefully
limit0 -odinance designed to identify those responsible for fraud, false
advertising' and libel" and the one dissenting Justice noted 'a number of

b contexts in which identification requirements had been upheld, such as
state and federal legislation prohibiting anonymous campaign literature
and requiring the registration of lobbyists." Consequently, it may be possi-

g° Elsttr v Stanford Board of Education, 314F. Supp. 832 (D. Conn. 1970), moth-* fied in part 440 F. 2d 803; see also Sulkvan a A 1342.
al Jacobs at 7.
62 Talky v. California, 362 U S. 60 at 641960).
13 Id.
64 M.
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ble, where a significant state interest based un actual experience can be
deinopstrated, to prohibit the circulation of anonymous materials, provided
the regulation, is harrowly drawn so as to suppress only the materials
noxious to the state interest involved.

Students may be able to persua*ely argue that their need for anonymity
is particularly acute in the school setting, given their subservient position
which renders them vulnerable to the variety .of academic and behavioral
sanctions available to school officiate. Experience as mirrored in case law
does little to substantiate the need for even a narrowly drawn identification
regulation to hold accountable those responsible fOr fraud, libel or even
pornogjaphy.

FtrithermoTe, there may be less onerous alternatives available to the
state or school authorities to satisfy their accountability interests than
even a narrowly circumscribed identification requirement. FracticallL, it
can be argued that administrators utilizing what they =now deem their
conventional techniques can discover at least the parties responsible for

4"..\-,any significant distribution of materials un or near school premises. Besides
limiting the contextual coverage of any such policy, limiting the number
of persons aware of the publisher's identity may also provide a less onerous
alternative to identification on the face of the document. Thus, a mechanism
could be established whereby an independent third party which knowledge
of the identity of contributing persons would provide the names to school
officials only under carefully prescribed conditions, such as a determination
by appropriate officials to proSe'ute or private individuals to institute a
civil action. Even the provision that the publisher or distributor personally
provide the school principal a copy k Otherwise anon) mous document,
thereby insulating the publisher from retaliatory 'actions from all but one
school person, might be preferable to current practice. The last mecha-
nism, however, suffers a serious flaw because of the frequency with which
the principal or his building policies are the target of criticism."

D. Time, Place and Manner A
Must students comply with regulations governing the time, place, and

manner of distribution?

The longstanding legal distinction between proscribing versus merely
regulating the distribution of publiCations is the basis for the,authority of
school officials to establish reasonable rules governing time, place, and
manner. The authority, which is almost always conceded by student plain-
tiffs is universally reiterated in the student publications cases.

Challenges focus on what is a reasonable regulation of substantial First
Amendment interests, given the special circumstances of the school."

Riseman, n 1 at 149. v.

" See discussion of personal and institutional criticism infra at 67
Those circumstances have been descnbed particularly succinctly in Shani.e at

964.-.69

rtel Court has endeavored to give careful recognition to the differences between
.
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Courts, in assessing reasonableness, may intervene to invalidate overly
broad or restrictive regulations, since "free speech is not a right that is
given only to be so circumscribed that it exists in principle but not in
fact."66

1. Eegulation of Place of Distribution

Though few cases have directly considered the reasonableness of specific
regulations governing place of distribution, the facts underlying federal
decisions have involved publications distributed off school premises, though
adjacent to them," on school grounds,'" and within school buildings."'
Generally, the Supreme Court has declared that students do not ''shed their
constitutional rights ... at the schoolhouse gate,'' and most subsequently
developed policies have.,Acknovdedgecl this by allowing the distribution
of at least approved materials on school premises."

The Supreme Court, however, has made it equally apparent that neither
do students forfeit their constitutional rights at the schoolhouse door.
Specifically, the Court has noted that school officials may not confine the
exercise of First Amendment rights to a telephone booth"4 or other area
provided as a "safe haven for crackpots, or even to a classroom if at
the exclusion of the cafeteria, playing field and any other portion of the
campus " The right to distribute student publications within buildings
has been expressly affirmed in at least two appellate decisions and no
case has held to the contrary as a matter of law, .though school policies
generally fail to expressly reflect this."

what are reasonable restraints in the classroom and what.are reasonable restraints on
the street corner? iilligh school students and teachers cannot easily disassociate
themselves from expressions directed toward them on school property and during
school hours [Dlisciplinary problems in such a populated and concentrated setting
seriously sap the educational process . Ifiligh school teachers and administrators
have the vital responsibility of compressing a vanety of subjects and au rae:es
into a relatively confined period of time and space
68 Tinker at 513.
69 Shanky (on the sidewalk of a street separated from the school by a parkinglot),

Sullivan (near the entrance to the campus) and Fujuluma (across the street from the
school during a fire drill) . .

.74' Risman, (on grounds outside building) , Eisner (3 issues beyond school limits
and 4tb on school grounds), Baughman (on school grounds), Vasl (outside front
door), and Schwart: (on school-premises and earlier off them)

" Riseman (in school distribution authorized), Quarterman on school), Scoville v
Board of Education of Joliet, 425 F 2d 10 (7 Cir 1970) Scoville cert denied 400
US 326 (sale of publication in school including classrooms)

7 2 Tinkerat 506
T' See, e.g , Baughman, Quarterman, Shanky, Sullivan, Fupshima
74 Tinker at 513
" Id.
76 Id at 512
77 Riseman and Sullivan.

School policies before the courts have frequent() allowed emulation on school
premises but have failed to delineate precisely where on the premises would he per-
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Of course, this does not mean that school authorities may not regulate
the location within the building where the distribution is permissible,
provided it is reasonable. School authorities generally may' prohibit dis-
tribution wherever it would substantially interfere with the normal opera-
tion of the school .9 Though the reasonhblenes,s may turn on facts peculiar
to an individual school, some courts have suggested it would not be un-*
reasonable to prohibit distribution in classroums,,the libraiy, or the halts."
Othei courts, however, su:Kest that even these locations may be appro-

.priate, at least at certain times."
Finally, it is agreed that whatever the scope of school authority over

student publications, the power to regulate distribution off school premises
cannot exceed its authority to forbid or punish on-campus activity."' The
suggestion is that the school's authority is considerably less regarding even
unapproved publications distributed off school groilhds," though courts
are not disposed to rule that there never can be regulation of student con-
duct off school grounds," such as where the conduct results in disruption
at school. In each case decided to date involving off-campus distribution,
the student distributor has either not been punished" or else has been
disciplined in the court's view for the breach of some other reasonable
school rule, with one exception."

2. Regulation of Time of Distribution

Policies regulating when distribution may take place are subject to the
same principles of reasonableness. Again, though not directly in issue in
many instances, the factual settings underlying Supreme Court and other

missibfe Such designation is generilly deemed the obligatiOn of the school. e.g.,
Fujis/iima at 1359 and Vail at 598.

" Tinker,
"e g Riseman at 149 n (distribution permitted provided individuals not engaged

in classes of study halls), Sullivan a. (distnbutson In class or school library may be
reasonably prohibited) , Vail at 598 iboard moo prohibit leafletting where regular class-
room or school activities interfeired with)

" e g Tinker at 513 (permissible exercise of First Amendment nghts are not con-
fined to supervised or ordained discussion in a school classroom) , Fupshrtna at 1356
(distribution between classes and exchange in.comdtr), Jacobs at 12 (Students on
premises but not involved in classroom A(tliltICS may not be blanketly prohibited
from distributing materials); Scoville at 14 (classroom sales).

M2 See, e.g. Shanky at 968.
"Eisner (validated prior submission rule in part because it did not attempt to

extend to off -campus distributions). See also, Shanky and Sullivan.
"4 Shanky at 974.
" e g Shanky at 475 (school enjoined from entering zeros on student's records)

and Fuyi,shima (district ordered to expunge record of suspension).
`` Sulhvak at 1075 76 (student suspension upheld on,grounds of flagrant disregard

of established school regulations, never attempting to lawfully challenge rule, defying
principal's request to stop distribution, and resorting to profane epithets, Schwartz
at Z41 (excluded from classes for "contumelious behavior" and a pattern of open
defiance of school dbcipline apparently including the student's ignonng pnnapal's
directive not to bring papers on premises and refusing to surrender the papers on
request) The exception is Baker.
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federal court cases patently suggest distribution cannot be limited to merely
before or after school hours. Cases have expressly ur impliedly authorized
non-disruptive distribution during lunch ur student lounge breaks,"
between classes,"° at times when the distributors or distributees are not
engaged or supposd to be engaged in classes, study periods, or other
normal classroom activities or school duties,' during class periods where
either similar modes of extra-curricular expression were tolerated," or not
expressly disapproved of by rule or teacher," and even during a fire drill,
in the absence of any current rule setting forth reasonable timesqor dis-
tribution." It should not be inferred, however, that a regulation prohibiting
distribution during one of the above mentioned times would be unreason-
able, especially where necessary to avoid substantial and material disrup-
tion of the operations of the school.

3. Regulation of Manner of Distribution

Finally, the manner, of distribution may be reasonably regulated by
school authorities. In distinguishing protected frum impermissible manners
of distribution, the courts regularly enunciate the principle that the right
to publish does not include a right to command a readership. The initial
application of this principle in the school context involved two Fifth
Circuit decisions involving the distribution of Student Non-Violent Coor-
dinating Committee buttons. In one case" the court held the distribution
of the button constitutionally protected while in the other case," un-
protected. One contributing factual difference between the two situations
was the forceful pinning of buttons on unwilling students in the latter
case. -

Subsequently , the passive aggressive distribution distinction has been
noted in a number of school related opinions rendered by the Supreme
Court" and lower federal courts including at least three appellate high
school publication cases."' None of the three cases involved the pro-
hibitable, aggressive manner of distribution.

In summary, time, place and manner restrictions may undoubtedly be
imposed, though what may be deemed reasopable regulations are not author-
tatively set out, at least affirmatively . Because of the propensity of courts

**""C

"7 Tinker at 512, Jacobs at 5, Fuushima at 1;56
" Vail at 598

Fulishina at 1356 and Vail at 398
9° Riseman at 149, Sullivan at 1073, Jacobs (slip op ) at 11
41 Tinker (buttons and armbands had not preciously been prohibited) and Sullivan ,

a (generally to the effect that schools arc ,c1dom islands of tranquility 1
": Scoville at 14
°3 Pulishinsa.
" Blackwell v lssaquena County Board of Education, ;6i F 2d 749 ( 5th Cr

1966), cited with approval in Tifilter at 51;
"Burnside v Byars, 363 F 2d 744 (5th Ca 1966). cited with approval in Tinker

at 505. 509, and 511
"" Tinker, n 1 at 504
" Shanky at 970 and 971 n 8. Sullivan at 107; n
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to guard .First Amendment freedoms, there appears to be a tendency to
equate reasonable with only those regulations necessary to prevent sub-
stantial :disruption or 'material interference with school operation. Con-
sequently, it may be advisable for school authorities to prescribe specifically
when, where, and how distribution may not take place, leaving the un-
prohibited times, places, and manner presumptively authorized. The
recommendation of one federal judge, at least in terms of emphasis, is

-illurative: .

[The school may,by rule] prohibit . . . distribution at times and places
where normal classroom activity is being conducted. Such rule may not
prohibit such distribution at other times and places unless such prohi-
bition is necessary to prevent substantial and material interference with
or delay of normal clasroom activity or normal school functions's

E. Sale of Publications

Can school authorities prohibit the sale of student publications? ,

Though some student publications cases have involved either policies
prohibiting the sale of materials's or publications that were in fact sold,' ""
the question whether students have the right to sell publications in school
has been 9,nsidered only once. In that case,' the Seventh Circuit Court
of Appeal acknowledged both the school's interest in avoiding time-con-
suming and disruptive commercial activities in the buildine and the
student's First Amendment interest in continuing the paper ywhich was
dependent on contributions of money. The Court, in applying the standard
that where a regulation incidentally, limits First Amendment freedoms,
the restriction must be no greater than essential tq the furtherance of the
governmental interest, concluded' that reasonable time, place and manner
regulations would "serve the interest of maintaining good order .. . without
forbidding sale . . . . "102

III. RULES GOVERNING CONTENT

The right of perions to lay their sentiments before the public does not
mean that all expression is equally protected nor that an individual is not
recponcible for publishing that whith is improper. The Supreme Court has
acknowledged that there are certain narrowly defined categories of expres-
sion'which are not protected'" and the purpose of this section of the article
will be to examine the afntent of student publications that have been before
the courts, shat has been held to be protected and unprotected, and the
legal standards employed in arriving at those determinations.

"Sullivan at 4072 n 3 13junetivc decree previously rendered in the litigation).
"e.g. Sullivan.
'"e.g. Scoville. t
'"' Jacobs but compare Katz v. McAulay, 438 F.2d 1058 (2nd Cir. 1971) cert denied

405 U S 933, where a contrary result was reached on a pure solicitation issue.
102 M. at 10, see also United States v. O'Brien, 391 U S. 367, rch. denied 393 US

900 (1968) (incidbntal effect standard)
Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire, 315 U.S..568 (1942).
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A. Advertising and the Promoting of Non-School Interests

Can advertising or promotional onto:Ipolitical and, or commenial
be prohibited in students publications?

While advertising content does not enjoy the same degree of consti-
tutional protection as other expression, when it is incorporated9in a docu-
ment with non-advertising content of social or political si ificance, it
generally, if incidentally, derives First Amendment protec ons. This is
the case, according to a Supreme Court decision, exce where the pre-
ponderance of the document is advertising, or the non-advertising content
is included only with the intent and purpose of drawing First Amendment
protections around an otherwise vulnerable publication.'" Thus, the mere
existence of commercial advertising in a publication does not provide
grounds for limiting circulation or imposing a post- istribution sanction,
particularly where the plper's survival and the st ents- accompanied
First Amendment rights are dependent on such reve es. Though some
policies expressly prohibit any non-school advertiseme ;1 and one court
acknowledges the possible legitimacy of such a rule,' the courts have
largely been spared litigating the issue, at least as to commercial ads.

School rules prohibiting the .inclusion of political materials including
announcements of events, campaign ads, or copy promoting the viewpoint
or interest of any non-school organizations have been a more common,
though still infrequent, cause of litigation. Such rules patently contraidict
the usual federal and state policy of %iguiously encouraging open expression
concerning governmental and political affairs.' This policy of free expres-
sion of governmental and political concerns unmistakenly extends to the
public post secondary and secondary schools, particularly in light of the

1" Valentine v. Chrestensen, 316 US. 52 (1942), (ordinance prohibiting distribution
of advertising circulars held constitutional as applied to handbill 50',..t advertising, where
nit:trice indicated non-advertising content was included to evade the ordinances The
principle is reflected in a number of publications policies, e.g. Riseman at 149 n. 2
(use of materials permitted where the educational value considerably outweighs any
incidental advertising disadvantage), Sullivan at 1073 lmatenal consisting pnmarily
of commercial advertising prohibitable).

101 e.g., Jacobs.
106 id. at 9.

it New York Times v. The United States, 403 U S. 713 (1917) (National security
interest not so substantial as to preclude publication of Pentagon papers) , Rosenbloom
v. Metromedia Inc., 403 U S 29 (1971) and New York. Timis v. Sullivan, 376 U.S.
255, (1964) (criticism of individuals involved in matters of inherent public concern
or public officials libelous only if actual malice shown), Expo,* Gilliland, 284 Mich
604, cert denied 306 US 643, reh, denied 306 U S. 669 (1938) (criticism of judge or
court should not result in contempt proeccdinywifi'lless it tends to impede the adminis-
tration of justice), and Opinion of Michigan Attey General, No. 4777 (19/3)
(Municipal ordinance prohibiting placement of temporab, political signs invalid) Con-
trary, Lehman v. City of Shaker Heights, . S , (1974) (42USLW51161
(public rapid transit that sells advertsing space on its vchicks not obligated to accept
political advertisement of candidate for office because adequate space could not be
guaranteed for all candidates, appearance of favoritism or endorsement by public body,
and controversy ad; might engender)

1"1 Popish v. Board of Curators of the University of Missouri, 410 US 667 (1973)
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citizenship training function commonly prescribed for schools'" and the
lowering of the age of majority' and franchise' to include a significant
segment of the secondary school population.

Specifically, courts have acknowledged the right of secondary students
to wear arm bands in protest of the Vietnam war,'" to establish student
organizationi to advance political ideas, "' to incorporate political adver-
tising at least where commercial is permitted,'" and to require consistent
application of rules as between political ad% ertisements initiatApr fostered
by the school and those originating with non-school sources."'

In esOnce, commercial advertising generally cannot be prohibited from
appearing in student publications, except where it represents the primary
purpose of the material; political inclusions are even less vulnerable to
exclusidn; and, regulations which are applied imunsistently to basically
similar advertising' content ate subject to challenge.

B. Libelous Statements and Personal and Institutional Criticism .

Are libelous statements or personal criticism constitutionally protected?

Libel is the false, written publication of a statement, sign or picture
which tends to bring an individual into public hatred, ridicule or con-
tempt Such statements are generally considered beyond the scope of
protected expression,"r and may result in either civil"' or criminal"'

(freedom of the press cannot be subordinated to conventions of decency offended by
political cartoon and four-letter-words) and Healy v. James, 408 U.S. 169 (1971)
(University's blanket refusal to recognize S D S. chapter held unconstitutional).

w° See, e g., Mich Const., art. 8 sec., 1, which provides. "Religion, morality and
knowledge being necessary to good government and the happiness of mankind, schools
and the means of education shall forever be encouraged."

l'" The age of majority has been lowered to 18 in a number of states during the
past three years, see, e.g. Michigan Public Act 79 of 1971.

"' 42 USCA 1973bbl (reduces federal voting age to 18) and 1973bb-1 (provides
18-year-olds'right to vote in state and political subdivision, elections).

"2 Tinker, but contrast remarks of Justice Black in dissent regarding the inappro-
priateness of political expression in schools.

"3 Dixon v Beresh, 361 F. Supp. 254 SE D. Mich. 1973) (high school obligated '
to recognize student organization formed to advance ideas of political nature and discuss
controversial community issues, such as STRESS, a police decoy operation in Detroit).

"4 Zucker v Panitz, 299 F. Supp. 102 (S.D N.Y. 1969) (school with accepts com-
mercial advertising cannot prohibit anti-war ad). Compare Lehman n. 10%, Court's
differentiation between display advertising on public transit vehicles or other public
facilities and that which appears in periodicals or newspapers.

In response to the assertion that political content of a student publication violated
a school rule, the court in Shanley observed at 976. "It appears that some petitions and
documents of a political nature, regarding a pending school board election, where
distributed at the high school with the blessing and even encouragement of the ad-
ministration ..."

" See generally, Prosser, The Law of Torts (4th edition) Chapter 19 [hereafter
referred to as Prosser).

12 Garrison v. Louisana, 379 U S 64, (1964).
" See, e.g. Michigan Compiled Laws (hereafter M.C.L) 6000.2911.
119 See, e.g., M.0 L 750.371 et. seg.
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liability. Libel may result in school disciplinary action, provided, according

to one court, the policy conveys adequate notice of, the term's meaning.12°

While statements that tend to injure one in the pursuit of his profession

are frequently considered particularly serious,"' constitutional interests

intercede in the form of qualified privileges that may protect students who

criticize teachers, administrators, school board members, or certain others.

Among privileges arguably applicable in the school setting are ones that

protect persons who criticize public officials'22 or figures,'23 comment on

matters of public interest,"' or communicate adverse information to otlfarljai,

sharing a common interest."' In order to recover in the event a qualified

privilege does apply, the complaining party must prove that the libelous

statement was either known to be false when published or published .in

reckless disregardff its truth or falsity. Truth, of course, is an absolute

defense to an action for libel, even if malice motivated the comment.'2"

Perhaps largely because of these qualified privileges, libel has not been

12° Shanley.
"'The law of defamation reflects the particular gravity of such statements by

making their oral publication slanderous per se and actionable without proof of acutal

damage See, Prosser at 754.
122 New York Times v. Sullivan, supra n 107. The question of who is a public

official fon purposes of this privilege is answered by federal rather than state law

standards (Rosenblatt v. Baer, 383 U S. 75, 1966) though no clear demarcation exists.

Rather the determination turns on factors such as public visibility of the position held

and its perceived authority over the conduct of public affairs. These criteria have been

applied to find many federal, state and Municipal administrators not to be public offi-

cials, though other courts have held a deputy sheriff, a university student senator,

and the supervisor of a county recreation area to be public officials. (See generally

50 Am Jur 2d 299) In dicta some federal courts have implied that the Sullivan standard

may apply to school personnel The question may be somewhat mooted, however': with

the partial extension of the New York Times v. Sullivan standard to individuals in-

volved in matters of public concern, see n 124 infra

123 Associated Press v. Walker, 388 U S. 130 (1967) (New York Tins standard

applies to public figuresthose of general fame or notoriety in the community or in

the forefront of public controversy in order to influence its resolutionsuch as a

proMinent retired armed forces officer whose statements against fedeial intervention

in enrollment of black students in university had been widely 'publicized). (Opinion

of the Chief Justice.)
124 The qualified privilege related to comments concerning individuals engaged in

matters of public or general interest is not as comprehensive as the previously men-

tioned qualified privileges Though a plurality of the Supreme Court, speaking through

Justice Brennan in Rosenbloom v Metromedia, Inc , 403 U S .29 (1971), required a

- showing of actual malice whenever a
defamatory falsehood related to an individual's

involvement in matters of miblic or general concern regardless of whether the in-

dividual is famous -or anonymous, a recent decision b7 the same Court significantly

constricts Rosenbloom A majority of the Court in Gertz v Welch, Inc , U S

(1974) 142 U.S L W 51231 held that states be allowed to determine the standard

of liability for defamation of a private individual engaged in matters of public interest.,

and that the strict actual malice standard applies only to the extent more than actual

damages are sought
121Zanky v !rude, 268 Mich 96 (1919)

'2" Garrison and Mich Const . art 1, sec 19 (the latter expressly xtends only to

true statements published with "good motives" and for "justifiable ends." but similar
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formally alleged in school publications cases, and where mentioned in
passinethe courts have generally opined in dicta that the references to

.school or other officials would not constitute libel. Thus, at least impliedly,
references to university administrators as "despotic" and "problem chil-
dren,"'" a college president as incapable of making decisions,'" a high
school dean with a "sick mind,'" and various principles as having racist
views and attitudes and lying tendencies,'" a dictatorial Style,13' or
extortionist methods," have been libel-free. The 'general reaction of the
courts has apparently been that these characterizations represent "mere
expression with which school officials do not wish to contend.'''"

Institutional and personal criticism of a non-libelous nature has been
held to enjoy' constitutional protection. Student references to school as a
"waste of time'''" or "fucked," " to procedures as idiotic and asinine,'"
or to a principal's nqwsletter as "school propaganda" which should be
destroyed on receipt'" generally may not be silenced. This is so even
where it is asserted that such criticism undermines school authority,'"
though there is one dicta to the contrary."° Additionally, the expressed
concern of school administrators about the negativism that pervades
student publications has, not gone judicially unnoticed:

Negativism is, of course, entirely in the eye of the beholder, and pre-
sumably the school administration's eye became fixed upon the criticism
by the students. . . . "criticism," like "controversy," is not a, bogey, at
least not in a democracy. Of course, constructive criticisin is far more
helpful than any other form of critique..But almost an-ort to explain
a different mode of operation or approach serves to illuminate the issue
being questioned."°

The robustness of the principle is apparent from two Supreme Court .

passages:

A tfunction of free speech under our system of government is to invite
dispute. It may indeed best serve its high purpose when it induces a
condition of unrest, creates dissatisfaction, with conditions as they are,

language was negated in Garn3on, at least as to public officials, where truth was held
to be absolute defense

'2-7 Norton v. Discipline Committee of East Tennessee State, 419 F.2d 195 (6 Cir.
e 1969), cert denied 399 U S. 906 (1970).

12" Trujillo t; Love, 322 F. Supp. 1266 (D Colo 1971) (unidentified college presi-
dent).

'w Scoville at 14.
""Schwaitz at 240.
11 Id at 240 ("King Louis") and Sullivan a at 1350 ("dime-store dictator").

2 SuUrvan a at 1348 (hypothetical administrator satirically accused of extortion)
133 Scoville at 14
"4/d. at 16.

Sullivan at 1074
'"Scoville at 16.
"17/d. at 15-16.
" "See, e.g. Scoville, n. 2 at 12
'9 Norton. t r

1'" Sullivan n. 10 at 1072; sec also, Baker at 526$
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or even stirs people to anger. Speech is often provocative and challenging.
It may strike at prejudices and preconceptions and have profound un-
settling effects as it preises for acceptance of an idea. Thatis why free-
dom of speech, though not absolute . . . is nevertheless protected against
censorship, or punishment, unless shown likely to produce a clear and
present danger of a serious substantive evil that rises far above public
inconvenience or annoyance or unrest. There is no room under our con-

,stitution for a more'restrictive'view."1

Its applicability to'the schools has been made apparent on numerous
occasions in the past five years as well as two and one-half decades earlier
when the Supreme Court declared'

[Boards of education] have . . . important, delicate, and highly dis-
cretionary functions, but none, that they may not perform within the
limits of the Bill of Rights. That they are educating the young for
citizenship is reason for Scrupulous proteCtion of constitutional freedom
of the indi ua , -iewe are not to strangle the free mind at its source
and teach 'outh to discount important principles of our government
as mere pla udes."2

Thus, in Or& to prohibit statements about individual school officials
or employees in the perfOrmairce of their duties; there must be a finding
that the remarks are libelous, which probably will require proof that they
were knoWn to be false when Made or made with reckless disregard of
their truth or falsity.

C. Obscene or Vulgar Content

'Can obscene and/or vulgar content be circumscribed or be the basis for
disciplinary action? '

'Obscene content lacks conetitutional protection in the schools as well
as it, society at large.' 3 ,States not atypically impose criminal liability
.on those'who.publish"4 or distribute"' obscene materials, and specifically
on those who introduce such materials into the schools or to youth under
18 years of age. ""

;
141 Terminello v. Chicago, 337 U.S. 1 at 4 (1949),

. "2 West Virginia v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624 at 637 (1943).
143 Roth ,v United States, 354 US. 476 (1957),, Peolge v. Johnson, 29 Mich. App.

118, 185 N.V. 2d 150 (1970).
14 See e.g M C L. 750.343C. "Any person who publishes or distributes . . any

book, magazine or pamphlet featuring and primarily devoted to the purpose of
commercial exploration, to the description . or suggestion of illicit sex, or sexual
relations of perversion . Ilan be guilty of [misdemeanor)."

'41 See, e.g M.C.L. 750.346 "Any peison who knowingly . . distributes . . or .has in his possession with intent to ,distribute or show . . any' obscene, tlewd,
lascivious filthy, or indecent, sadistic gi masochistic (item) shall be guilty of a mis..
demeanor, and upon conviction shall be punished by imprisonment . for not more
than one year or by a fine of not more than $1,000, or by -both "

'" Sec, e.g. M.C.L, 750 343e Whoever knowingly . . distributes . . to a person
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The central issue, and ore which has plague:d jurists as well as school
administrators, is. ,what is o*ene? While states statutorily define "ob-
scenity" in various terms, all \incorporate a three-prong text announced
first in a 1957 Supreme Court decision';' and reiterated with slight modifi-
cations in its progeny.'" A 1973 Supreme Court "clarification" of what
is obscene'40 differs in some significant ways, as reflected in parentheses,
from the earlier standard. It still requires, however, the consideration of
three basic quektions. (1) whether the average person applying con-
temporary community standards (rather than national standards) would
find the work taken as a whole, appeals to purient interest, (2) whether
the work depicts or describes, in a patently offensive way, sexual conduct
specifically defined by applicable state law,' and (3) whether the work,
taken as a whole, latks seribus literary, artistic, political or scientific value
(rather than is utterly without redeeming social value). Only if all three
answers are in the affirmative is the material legally obscene. The Supreme
Court's review of a book, in a companion case, provides an example of what
may be obscene in certain states andlocalities:

It is made, up entirely of repetitive descriptions of physical, sexual
conduct, "clinically" explicit and offensive to the point of being nause-
ous, there is only the most tenuous "plot." Almost every conceivable
variety of sexual contact, homosexual and heterosexual, is described.
Whether one samples every fifth, tenth, or twentieth page, beginning
at any point or page at random, the content is unvarying 7S

Though the Supreme Court has authorized a slightly, modified legal
standard where an intended recipient group, such as children is identifi-
able,15" the same basic three-prong test applies,'" The difference is pri-
marily that the material's appeal to prurient interest is measured in terms

under the age of 18 years any obscene . . matter . manifestly tending to corrupt
the morals cir youthror introduces into a . school or place of education . . . for . . .

circulation to a person under the age of 18 years or with intent to introduce (such],
shall be punished by imprisonment . . . of not more than 1 year or by a fine of not
more than $1,000, or by both .. .

147 Roth, supra n. 143.
I" See particularly, A Book Named . Memoirs of A Woman of Pleasure v.

Attorney General of Massachusetts, 383 US. 413 (1966).
1!5 Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15 (1973).
"" States statutorily define sexual content that may be obscene '(if criteria 1 & 3

are satisfied) in a variety of ways. In Miller the Court provided examples of what it
would deem appropriate state language, for instance "Patently offensive representations
or descnptions of masturbation, excretory functions and lewd exhibition of genitals."
To date Michigan continues only to specify the prohibition of that which is "lewd
lascivipus, filthy" (M.C.L. 750.343).

151 Kaplan v. California, 413 US. 115 at 116-17 (1973).
Ginsburg v. New YoYk, 390 U.S 629 (1968) amplifying the variable obscenity

approach sanctioned in Mishkin v. New York, 383 U.S 502 (1966), by applying it
to minors Th4 youth as targeted recipient standard was expressly incorporated into
the statute before the Court, though other courts have not suggested this as a pre
condition for applying the reduced standard of obscenity vis -a -vis minors.

,'" One federal district judge has implied that a non constitutional standard of
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of the targeted audience rather than the average person in the community.
Even when such a reduced legal standard has been employed in the second-
ary school setting,'" in no instance has the complained-of-content been
held obscene. This is so, though the publications have-included. a descrip-
tion of a movie scene where a couple "fall into bed",'" four-letter words
and their derivates, '" "some earthy words relating to bodily functions,"'"
or a random stateinent that .;`oral sex may prevent tooth decay."'"

In declaring such cOiltent not obscene, or concluding it unnecessary to
consider the question ortvhether the language was obscene, the following
reasons have been cited by' one or more courts. the policy larks a specific
definition of sexual conduct, the description of which is prohibited under
state law;'" the document is not taken as a whole in assessing its prurient
appeal or social and political value,'" four-letter words standing alone do,
not appeal to prurient interest in sex,'" basic fairness prohibits punishing
students for incorporating in their publications language contained in books
and periodicals in the school library or the text required in a course;""
and finally, students, given their exposure to the protest wave of the 1960's,
are not shocked by statements which' would offend members of the older

'generation.'"
The language so frequently objeCted to as obscene is more accurately

termed "vulgar or offensive." Vulgar,and offensive words, however, are in
most circunistances constitutionally protected except where used in such
a manneil'as to constitute "fighting words"personally abusive epithets
inherently likely to provoke the ordinary citizen to violent reaction'" This
seems to be established, at least since a recent series of Supreme Court cases.

While older cases suggest a,state interest in preventing language which

obscenity may be applied, though the decision turns 'on the enforcement of a state
_statute prohibiting profanity and vulgarity. (Baker at 526).

154 See, e g Baughman at 1349 and Kopell at 459. See also Todd v. Rochester Com-4
munity Schools, 41 Mich. App. 320, 200 N W. 2d 90, (1972).

'"Koppel.
"'See, e g, Popish (headline in college newspaper "Mother Fucker, Acquitted.")

Sullivan b at 1163 ("High Skool is Fucked"), Vail ("You've had it now mother
fucker") as quoted in an authoritative article by Robert Pressman appearing in
Inequality In Education, No. 15 (Nov. 1973).

i57,./aeobs at 12.
"8 Scoville at 14.

712159 Jacobs at 11.
' ' Sullivan b at 1164.
o' Cohen v. California, 403/11S 15 (197

at 1149 and 1165. , (,
) , Jacobs at 11, Vail at 599, Sullivan b

"2 See e g , Vaught 5t' 1395-1396 (though student conceded the language in the
publication in his posrission.may be obscene, court held it would 'violate basic fairness
to psunish student/Aen similar lahVge appeared in library periodicals and corn-
parison would be consideration), a Sullivan b (schools forfeit right to object to
the appearance of four letter word by sanctioning the presence in library of books
with similar vulgarisms).

"a Scoville at 14.
104 Chaplinsky, supra n. 103
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merely offends the sensibilities of Other Sr the recent decisions, noting
that language which expresses ur arouses emotion may have as much mean-
ing as language which expresses a concise idea, have called into question
the sensibilities test.' State statutes prohibiting vulgar, offensive or
profape language on bases other than imminent breach of the peace have
been nullified as vague or overbroad in cases involving the wearing in a
county court house of a jacket with the inscription "Fuck the Draft'""
and the use of the word "motherfucking" on four occasions at a public
school board meeting.j0" These holdings appear to doom the typical state
statutes regulating such speech.'"

This line of cases has recently been applied by the Supreme Court to a
publication distributed on a university campus"' and has been cited with
approval in appellate"' and lower federal court decisions involving publica-
tions in. secondary schools."' Logically, the precedent should apply, in as
much as the written word in the publication is less obvious than on the
jacket and more easily avoided than the verbal expression. Even where this
line of cases has not been expressly relied uponi, the result has been the
same with two possible, exceptions. The two exceptions favoring school
authorities date from 1969 and involve a college case" where °crude"
though "not obscene" remarks were inferred to contribute to the court's
ultimate conclusion and a California high school case'" where two students
were suspended for violating a state statute prohibiting profanity and
vulgar language in the schools. The high school students had reprinted
an article which contained the same four-letter word objected to in the
other cases and a retouched hand on what appears to be a picture of
President Nixon.

A 1973 'Supreme Court decision regarding a university publication'"
undermines the earlier case by holding..". . . the mere dissemination of
ideasno matter how offensive to good tasteon a state university campus

1"5 Id, and Street v. New York, 394 U.S 576 (1969).
l6 Cohen; Gooding v Wilson, 405 U.S. 518 (1972) , and Lewis v. New Orleans,

40S 1.7 S 901 (1972) , all discussed in 8 Harvard Civil Liberties Law Revew, No. 4, at
(1973): Todd, supra n. 154.

1"7 Cohen.
114 Rosenfeld v. New Jersey, 408 IN 901 (1972).

The Michigan statutes not atypically make blasphemy and vulgar language in
the presence of women and children misdemeanors The statutes, under which no
.published case law exists, provide. "Any person who has arrived at the age of dis-
cretion, who shall profanely curse or damn or wear by the name of God, Jesus
Christ or The Holy Ghost, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor No such prosecution
shall be sustained unless it is commenced within 5 days after the commission of such
offense (M C L 750,103) "Any person who shall use any indecent, immoral, obscene,
eulgar, or insulting language in the presence or hearing of any woman or child shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor" (M C L. 750 337).

'7" Popish.
177 e.g. Jacobs at 13.
172e g Vail at 599 and Sullivan b at 1149 and 1167
173 NSrton,
174 Baker.
171 Popish
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may r be shut off in the name alone of,comrettions of decency."
Simi 14rly, the 1973 invalidating of a California vulgarity statute by the
Supreme Couri in another context' naturally diminishes the sigQificance
of the earlier district court decision. Additionally, a nutther of the argu-
ments employed in meeting obscenity allegations are equally applicable
against contentions of offensiveness or vulgarity , specifically these include,
the consistency and the contemporarily txposed students arguments.

_Finally, in two other cases profanity or disgusting language was alleged
but not the ground for sutpensiun.'" Suspensions were based in15151trttr"..-*---
stances on flagrant disregard of school rules or distkedience rather than
the onten -tixe publication according to the respective courts.

In s mmary, t is established that the use of four-lstter words is not
tantamount to obscenity tnost courts apply the three-pronged, legal
standard of obscenity in the college and secondary school context, though
adjusted for minors, and vulgar and profane language is generally not con-.
sidered beyond constitutional protection, at least in 'the absence of 'an
imminent breach of the peace.

D. Advocacy and Incitement of Illegal Acts or Violation of Sthool Rules

During the twentieth century there has been a progression of United
States Supreme Court cases concerning thesadvucacy of illegal actions.
most often advocacy of the violent overthrow of the government. As early
as 1919 it was stikested that mere advocacy of illegal acts did not con-
stitute a clear and present danger as to justify restriction on first Amend-
ment rights.'" Succeeding decisions more firmly established the prin-
ciple,'" culminating in a 1969 opinion reversing the conviction of a Ku
Klux Klan leader for advocating a criminal act to accomplish political
reierm:

,

[T]he constitutional guarantees of free speech and free. press do not
permit a state to forbid or proscribe advocacy of the use of force or of
law violation except where such advocacy is directed to inciting or pro-

, timing imminent lawless action and is likely to incite or produce such
action.'" (emphasis,addea)

Though the facts of a 1969, university student publication case before
the Sixth Circuit suggested the advocacy incitement distinction was not
being recognized"' its applicability has been subsequently confirmed by
the Supreme Court in a case involving university recognition of an organi-
zation that acknowledges school rules:

The critical line . . . for determing the permissibility of a regulation is
the line between mere advocacy and advocacy directed .0, incite or pro

1" Cohen.
In Schwartz and Sullivan 7,

1" Schenck v United States, 249 U S 47 (1919)
17P e.g. Dennis v United States, 341 U S 494 (1951)
1" Brandenburg v Ohio, 395 U S 444 at 447 (1469)
141 Norton at 209
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A \
duce imminent lawless action and . . . likely to incite or produce such
action.1g2

While advocacy of illegal actions has been alleged in a few secondary
publication cases, the appropriate standard for sanctioning such expression
in the secondat school context has not been set out expressly in a holding
and the inferences are contradictory,. Ih one case, the court avoided reaching
the question whether the language was protected or unprotected, even
though the publication included the following:

We have to be 'prepared to fight in the halls and in the classrooms, out
in the streets, because the schools belong to the people. If we have to
well burn the buildings of our school down to show these pigs that we
want an education that won't brainwash us into being racist. And that
we want an education that will teach us to know the truth about things ,
we need to know, so wsa can better serve the people.'"

The court merely refused to consider the question, citing another con-
stitutional infirmity of the rule under which the student was suspended.

In another instance, a 'district court suggested in dicta that advocacy of
"destruction of school property" or "physical violence againts teachers
or fellow students" would provide a basis for prohibiting distribution with-
out referring to the likelihood of it imminently occurring.'" In yet another
case, where school discipline policies were harshly criticized and students
were urged to destroy "propaganda" instead of carrying it home to their
parents, the appellate court discounted the mere advocacy formulation,
concluding that the publication did not constitute a "direct and substantial
threat to the effective operation of the sc.hool.."65

Given the Supreme Court requirement of more than advocacy in the
university setting and the divided precedent in the lower courts as to the
appropriate standard in the secondary school context, the resolution of

a the issue, in light of the possible ease of swaying the arguably more
vulnerable high school students to engage in conduct with serious personal
and possibly societal consequences, is uncertain. An examination of the
thread running through all the secondary publication cases, however, sug
Bests that the preferred formulation of the legal issue may be in terms of
whether the publication caused or provides a reasonable basis for fore-
casting substantial disruption which more nearly approximates' the in-
citement rather than mere advocacj standard.

Of course, the fact that students niay be free to advocate jhe modification
or even violation of a school rule doesnot mean they may violate a reason-

, IN
"2 Healy at 1118, sgo 01b, .People tc O'Neal, 22 Mich App. 432, 177 N W. 2d 636

0970) (prosecution upheld where defendant 12 hours after Detroit riot caller. on
crowd in adiatent Highland Park to burn and kill with result some persons advanced
on police)

e g , Quarftrman at 55-56
'44 Vail at 660
l',Scovilk at 12
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able and lawful rule with impunity ,'" nor that they cannot be required .4

to agree to obey such rules as a condition of exercising their expression.'"'

E. Fighting Words

Can fighting words be excluted from publications or result In sanctions
to students, authors or- distributors?

"Fighting words," offensive, derisive and annoying epithets which are
likely to provoke the average person to retaliate and thereby cause a breath
of the peace, are within the "narrowly limited class of speech, the preven-.
tion and punishment of which have never been thought to raise any
problem.'" At issue in the leading Siipreme Court case on the matter was
the reference to a police officer as a "God damned racketeer.' and a "damned
Fascist"" in viola 'on of a state statute prohibiting the face-to-face use
of epithets when thy would likely cause a breach of the peace.

While a number of secondary student publication cases expressly ac-
knowledge the fighting word restriction on expression,' not even the
most vilifying remarks have been argued by school authorities to be 'within
the 'fighting words prohibition.' Perhaps significantly , the litigated cases
involve derisive words directed primarily at school personnel, who, by virtue
if their maturity, are less susceptible to an immediate physical reaction.

Consequently, though words which might invoke a breach.of the peace
may he different today than thirty years' ago, and though the court has
recently deMonstrated less of an aversion to coarse language, content which
can be characterized as fighting words may still ba.prehibited, particularly
when aimed at a student or group of students. Presumable, racial or ethnic

Though courts refuse to enforce unconstitutional rules or laws and nullify sanc-
tions imposed because of their No iolation (e.g Quartermon at 61, Fumhpna at 1359,
Wail at 598), some courts have held that students may be disciplined for defiance of
valid school rules or authority even though the -assertion of authority is inextricably
interwoven with the enforcement of rules of qu.sttonable constitutionality

In the earliest of these cases (Schwartz) a federal district court without deciding
the constitutionality of a broad publications prohibition concluded that It was "far
from clear that tho (sttidentl was suspended because of protected acts it under the
Firs i endment rather than flagrant and defiant disobedience of the school author -
iti gat The student had, besides disseminating or threateoing to disseminate
th paper o or off school premises, ignored a warping not to bring the paper on
se ool prem' s, refused to surrender the paper, atte4ted to influence another student
to imilar activities, and appeared in school in defiance of suspension order

Best ing followed by another federal distnct court tGrahani v Houston In-
depended i School District, 335 F Supp 1164, IS D Tex 19701), the case has been
cited app v-ingly by an appellate court (Sullitan at 10F6)". in the later instance, how-
ever, the basic publications regulation bang diSregarded ccas constitutional, having
been explicitly deemed not unconstitutional per sr, nor %Ague or overbroad at 1076)

1r47

144 ChaPlinSkY
i " *Id, at 569
'Q" See, e g Eisner at 806 and Baughman at 1149 (reference to prohibition on

material which is "grossly insulting to any group or individual"),
4' Sullivan a, ("words do not even approach the fighting words of Chaplinsky")
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epithets or slurs" may fall into the classification oLlighting words an a
desegregated gchool, as may other remarks which experience in the school
indicates will beget such a response. Fighting words are sometimes sub-

, sumed within the broader category of materials that cause substantial dis-
ruption, discussed next.

F. Content which Results in or may Result in Substantial and Material
Disruption

Can publications which cause substantial disruption or material inter-
ference with the operation of the school be prohibited?

"In the context of the 'special characteristics of the school entironment;
the power of the government to prohibit 'lawless action' is not 1 'ted to
acts of a criminal nature.';` "" Student conduct whichmmaterially srupts
classork or involves substantial 2lisorder or invasion of the rights of hers
is . not immunized by the constitutional guarantee of freedo of
speech '"" This category of p'roscribed content, as that in D and E abo
has its origin in the historical de and present danger standard and repre-
sents a translation of that sta ard in light of the special circumstances
of the schools.

Substantial disruption has been held to exist in a secondary school
,button case,'" approvingly quoted by the Supreme Court, where large
numbers of students foisted buttons on unwilling students, halted class
sessions by parceling them out, left class to distribute them, and threw-
them through open windows into classrooms. This is in contrast to another
case'" decided,by the same colft and involving the same buttons, in which
the disruption caused by the dirtributing of the buttons to desirous students
was held to be insubstantial.

It is very significAt ,to note that in only one instance has a secondary
student publication been found to be disruptive in fact.' Officials of the'
school, however, are not obligated to stay the reasonable exercise of re-
straint until disruption actually occurs.'" Precautionary steps may jI)e
taken when facts exist which ". . . might reasonably (lead] school authori-
ties to forecast substantial disruption or material interference with school
activities "'" Though an authoritatively stated and universally acknowl-
edged principle in student publicatiOn cases, its application has proven
somewhat elusive to school personnel and judges alike, primarily because,
the Supreme Court went on to admonish that "undifferentiated fear or

"2 Gulick v Drebus, 431 F 2d 594 (6th Cir 1970), Though cast in terms of poten-
tal disruption. the wearing of a bytton 'wishing Margin Luther 'King a "Happy Easter'
shortly after his Spring assassination might be Lontended to represent fighting words.

193

-1'4 Tinker at 513
""' Blackwell v Issaquena County Board of Educatton, 363 F 2d 749 (5t)? Cu 1966),

cited in Tinker at SOS.
'" Burnside
"96* Baker at 522
'4' Butts v Dallas Independent School Dutrut, 436 Fld 728 at 731 t 5th Cir 171)
14," Tinker at 514.
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apprehension of disturbance is not enough to overcome the right of freedom
of expression."'"

. Consequently, the Supreme Court has concluded that the reasonable
forecast of disruption standard was not met by the evidence before the
court. specifically, that the armbands "caused comments, warnings by
other students, the poking of fun at them, . . . a counterwarning by an
older football player,"'"" as well as diverted students' minds from their
regular lessons"' and posed a situation that might evoke into a difficult-
to-control demonstration since friends of a former student killed in the war
being protested were still attending the school."'"

Though shortly after this case the Supreme Court declined to review
a decision in which the Sixth Circuit Courtof Appeals upheld a university's
suppression of a publication which "could conceivably cause an eruption
on the campus which would disturb the functioning of the university , "20'
the trend since that case has been decidedly more demanding of school
authorities. This has been particularly so in the applicathin of the forecast
standard to student publications cases, with virtually every court either
concluding that school authorities were acting on "undifferentiated fear"
or

"admonishing

them that they should be acting on ."substantial'''' or
"demonstiable"' factors giving rise to a reasonable forecast of disruption.

Thus, an assistant principal's testimony that the attitude of the school
somehow changed during a mini-crisis, allegedly related to the appearan
of an issue of a student publication which disctissed "controversial is
such as advocating a review of marijuana laws, and proffeting birth control
information, was met with this judicial rejoinder:

While this court has great respect fo the intuitive.abilities of adminis-
trators, such paramount freedoms ag speech and the }press cannot:be
stifled on the sole ground of intu'itiorr.... Weigel certain tbat the school
administration can appreciate [that the assertion cannot be accepteitil
. . . unless it iS substantiated by some objective evidence to support a
reasonable 'forecast' of disruption or actual disruption.2"
Similarly, a court rejected the argument that a student' could be dis-

ciplined for the non disruptive distribution of a leaflet during a fire drill
on the speculative grounds that students might use or even instigate a
fire drill in order to engage in disruptive activities."' Of course," the court
acknowledged the authority of the school to develop time, pike and manner,
regulations and to apply them prospectively to prohibit distribution of
literature "durirT fire drills."'

1991d. at 508
20° Id at 517
2" Id at 518,
262 Id at 509 n 3
201 Norton
2" Vail at 600

Shanlcy at 974
2.0A

201 Funchima at 1359
2" Id
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Additionally, a like result' was reached in a case involving the sale to
60 students of a publication which criticized a discipline policy, imputed
a sick mind to a dean, and, urged the destruction of school propaganda.
The court concluded that the facts "leave no room for reasonable in-
ference' that the board's "action was taken upon a reasonable forecast
of a substantial disruption of school activity."210

Finally, the Supreme Court in 1973 had the opportunity to apply its
forecast test to a university case involving the nonrecogeltion of a local
chapter of Students for Democratic Society.'" In response to the uni-
versity's assertion, based substantially on the actions of other SDS.
chapters on other college campuses, that "prospective campus activities
were likely to cause a disruptive influence," the Court concluded there
was an insuffiZt evidential basis to support the conclusion that the
organization a substantial threat of material disruption.

Even though the publication dues not contain unprotect speech and
neither the content nor the manner of distribution is inherent disruptive,
students whose viewpoints differ with the ideas expressed may react in a
disruptive way.

The long string ontgal precedent that holds an individual cannot be
made to forfeit a constitutional right because others are opposed to its
t4ercise provides a backdrop fur student publication cases. For instance,
where a mob, in reaction to a speaker critical of political arid racial groups,
broke windows in an auditorium, attempted to obstruct those entering the
building, and chanted names and threits, the Supreme Court upheld the
speaker's right of expression, observing;

A function of free speech under our system of government is to invite
dispute. It may indeed best serve its high purpose when it induces a
condition of unrest, creates dissatisfaction with the conditions as they
are, or even stirs people to anger 212_

A not dissimilar case was presented the Supreme Court in. 1969.2" A
peaceful march in support of ending school segregation in Chicago was met
in the vicinity of the mayor's `house by a rapidly increasing throng of over
1000 persons who taunted and threatened the black marchers, threw rocks
and eggs, stopped cars in the marchers' path, sang the Alabama Trooper
song, and held Ku Klux Klan signs aloft.' The police, after some efforts
to protect the marchers, ordered the marchers to discontinue their activities
because of the unruliness of the crowd. When the marchers refused; the
police arrested them. The convictions were subsequently reversed.

The basic principlethat at least in the absence of authorities exhausting
all available alternatives, peaceful expression cannot be suppressed because

4 ,
" Scoville at 14

z'" Id 3t 13 4
2" Healy
212 Ternunello at 4, but see Shanley n 6 at 969 which states that if the facts of

Termrnello were presented in the school setting a contrat-:, result would be reached
zn Gregory v Chicago, 394 U S III (1969) X,
2141d at 126-130 (appendix to concurring opinion of Justice 'Black)
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a hostile reaction poses a threw which authorities fear they could not con-
tainhas been applied with varying degrees of explicitude in a number
of school cases, some of which have involved publications. Though the
landmark armband case did not 'address the issue directly, it included
'carefully worded reference to the "silent, passive expression of opinion,
unaccompanied by any disorder or distribution on the part of the peti-
tioners"2" (emphasis added) and the existence of "no evidence whatever
of petitioners' interference . . with the school's work or collision with
the rights of,other students . ."21'

Court of Appeals decisions imolving secondary students in at least four
Circuits touch on the issue more expressly , as have a number of district
court cases.

One of the early decisions involved a teacher who contended that the
hair length of his students was "inherently distractive'. and the source of a
strained relationship. The Couri of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit
responded that, unless school officials have "actively tried and failed to
silence persons actually engaged in disruptive conduct," it would ,be
"absurd to punish a person 'because his neighbors have no self-control
and cannot refrain from violence.' "2".
On to other hand, a case decided at nearly the same time but in the

Sixth Circuit, failed to apply the principle. Students were prohibited from
wearing Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee,or "SNCG" bultons,
largely because of the reaction of other students. The court, based on the
history of divisiveness and disruptions occasioned in the past at the racially
mixed school by a variety of buttons_insrrihed with such "inflaminatory:-.
messages as "Happy Easter, Dr. King," "White i$ Right," or a mailed
black fist, upheld the school rule prohibiting the wearing of any buttons.'""
This case may be distinguished as being based on particular experience
in the school,

The student publications case have consistently acknowledged, and
where the situation presented itse applied, the principle. For example,
one appellate court queried the boar vhether it anticipated that "school
officials will take reasonable measur to minimize or forestall potential
disorder and disruption that might therwise be generated in reaction to
the distribution of unpopular- opinions, before they resort to banishing
the ideas from school gmunds"'" while another court more directively
declared :

Those students who would reasonably exercise their freedom of expres-
sion should not be restraineds at the threshold oftheir
attempts . merely because a small, perhaps vocal or violent, group of
students with differing views might or does create a disturbance,'"

2" Tinker at 503
2" id
2" Crews v Clones, 432 F 2d 1259 at i'2015 (7th Cir 1970)
2" Guzick
232 Scoville
22^ Shanley at 974
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Additionally, federal district courts have applied the principle where
recipient students placed the publication in towel dispensers, sewing ma-

r chines, or otherwise littered, school premises.22'
In summary, though some contrary precedent exists in other student

cases presenting particular factual cirtunisqnces, courts in the student
publications context hai,e regularly distinguish disruption caused by the
authors or distributors froin reactive disturbances by others. and have
obligated school officials to actively discipline those who are in fact dis-
ruptive be(fre silencing those engaged in the peaceful exercise of expression.

G. Other Content

The preponderante of the unofficial high school publication cases re-
s net prohibitable 'or punishable content to that which may legally be
ircurnscribed. essentially that which is obscene, libelous or inflammatory

as delineated in the preceeding pages. One appellate case, however, refused

/ / to so delimit the categories of materials, acknowledging there may be spe-
cific problehis that require "individual and specific judgments.--=2 The court
did, however, hasten to add. "the school board's burden of demonstrating
reasonablenes beconies geometrically heavier as its decision begins to focus
upon the content of materials that are not obscene, libelous or inflam-
matory."222

IV.. CONCLUSION

The foregoing should make it apparent that a substantial body of
precedent exists to guide school officials in the development or revision
and implementation of policies goi,erning unofficial publications in the
schools .r".4 The precedent is generally divisible into that regulating distri-
bution and that affecting content, with the majority of the kase law being
constitutional in nature and federal in origin. Litigated issues discussed
in the proceeding portions of this article are summarized by means of a
checklist whch may be of utility to practicing educators, attorneys and
students in reviewing and assessing, and then deNeluping of revising district
policy.

Checklist for Policy Review and Revision
General

1 Does the district have a written policy .guNerning unofficial publica-
cations?

1 Are the sanctions for violating the policy pre-established and known
to the students?

22i Sullivan a, at 14;
222 Shanky at 971
223 ld
"4 For a cogent analysis of these principles as they apply to school-sponsored pub-

lications, se Pressman. "Student's' Right to Write and Distribute," inequaitty In
Education, No 15 (Nov 1973).4 it
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Distribution

3. Are students required to submit publications to school officials for
approval prior to distribution?

4. If prior approval is required, are adequate procedural and substantive
protections incorporated to protect the student's First Amendment
rights, including:

-

a. a definition of distribution applicable to various types of materials
b. a submission procedure and designated reviewing authority
c. a speccified time limit for a decision on distributability
d...a reasonable and prompt appeal mechanism with a stated time fot

decision tri appeal
e. an understandable delineation of what content is pr6hibited, and.
f. a provision protecting the non-disruptive distribution of materials

from reactive disruption?

5. Are reasonable regulations governing the time, place and manner of
distribution established and incorporated in the policy.

6. Are restrictions on the sale of publications only as great as necessary
'to avoid substantial interference with' he educational process?

7. Does the policy shield students from retaliatory actions of school
officials by allowing the distribution of anonymous or conditionally
anonymous materials?

Content

8. Does the policy restrict the authority of school officials to prohibit-
or punish content to only that which is legally proscribed:

a. Advertising, only when it dominates the, publication or is accom-
panied by non-advertising content for demonstrably dubious pur
poses.

b. Unprivileged libel, but not ,non libelous personnel and institutional
criticism.

c. Matter that is obscene or pornographic as tb minors based on the
prevailing legal standard, but not mere - vulgat or offensive
language. ,

d. Content which incites imminent illegal, action or violation of
school rides, but generally not content merely advocating illegal
actions or viola) on of school rules which is not likely to occur.

e. Words likely to provoke the average persOn to physically retaliate,
not words that may provoke the most sensitive of students.

f. Content which results in or provides an objective basis for fore-
casting substantial disruption but not content which may result in
substantial disruption.

9. Are the prohibited categories of cuntent.precisely defined, especially
ifa prior approval scheme is contemplated, in terms that are narrow,
objective and understandable to the average high school student?
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JUVENILE COURTS AND PUBLIC SCHOOLS :

SOME STEPS TOWARD A MORE
CONSTRUCTIVE RELATIONSHIP

/ MARCIA MACMULLAN

Ms MacMullan is Coordinator of Intake and Community Seri, iLes for the Washtenaw
County Juvenile Court, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

By way of introduction of the topic of the schools and the juvenile
courts, an anecdote illustrates the typical 'expectations of school principals
regarding the work of the juvenile court, as recently as seven years ago.
Late one afternoon in the winter of 1967, shortly after I joined the court
staff, the receptionist at the juvenile court reported ,to me that a mother
And father, with son in 'tow, urgently demanded to see an Intake worker.
Although the court had no ctim filed concerning, this family, or knowledge
of one, the family insisted to the receptionist that they had come to the
court "on orders" to appear before the judge. I invited them into my office,
they were clearly working people, a bit rumpled and careworn, and the
boy, thirteen years old, seemed quite frightened. Their story came out
quickly, they.handed me a note from the principal of the boy's junior high
school which stated that they were "required to repOrt to the juvenile
court," and that the boy "could not ret4rn to school without a note from
the judge." The boy had been suspended, the not continued, for ,skiNping
school. Clearly, the expectations of this principal were that the court would
scare the boy into attending school. Clearly also he believed that the court
existed to enforce the school's disciplinary decisions. While the naivete
of this particuir priRcipal was somewhat exceptional, his conception of the
purpose and function of the juvenile court was not. And while times are
changing, and the due proceSs rights of students are now coming under
increasing protection of the ,federal and state courts,' I regret to say that
the purpose off4he juvenile courts is to uphold and defend the disciplinary
actions.of school administrators is still very widespread. This conference
on Student Rights and Responsibilities is therefore most timely and neces-
sary if the relationship of schools and courts is to be properly, adjusted.

The" public schools and the juvenile courtsand indeed, the entire
juvenile correctional system -display a symbiotic relationship in that, as
two unlike organisms, there is, an obvious. ad%antage to bath in cohabita-
tion. (Some cynics claim that the court provides the drainage system for

' For an authoritative review see Dimond, Paul R "The Constitutional Right to
Education," Hastinis Law Journal, Vol. 24, No. 6, May 1973.
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the schools!) Comparing the juvenile court with the public schools, the
schools clearly doininate. The schools constitute the landscape and territory
within which the work of the juvenile court is carried out. Schools are both
a part of the problem called juvenile delinquency, And a substAntial,portion
of the solution. In a letter to the Ann Arbor School Board, regarding the
1970 school discipline policy, Judge Francis L. O'Brien summed up the
impact of the school upon the court's caseload:

"The high percentage of cases with which the Washtenaw County
Juvenile Court deals involve young people of junior high school age who
are seriously deficient in academic skills, particularly reading, the
fundamentals of mathematics, and general knoledge requisite for social
studies. These children lso display a belief that they will eventually
fail, and exhibit a reluctance to attend school on a regular basis, and a
resistance to certain aspects of the academic program. Their presence
in school'is enforced by pressure' from parents, the court, and court per-
sonnel, as well as schobl personnel. While there may be superficial
reasons given by the..child for his failure to attend school and for his
disruptive behavior, an in-depth investigation 'indicates that the true

-reason in most cases is his inability to compete with his fellow stu-
dents... ."
Judge O'Brien's observations are widely shared by itivetille judgei

throughout the State of Michigan. However, as .a survey conducted in
1927 by the judge has revealed, patterns of exchange between schools and
juvenile courts throughout the state Nary remarkably from apparently total
cooptation of the court by the local school cjistricts, to wide separation of
functions with respect to discipline in the schools..Some.probate courts in
the state of Michigan regtilarly, confer on ail informal basis with the refer
ring-school regarding student absenteeism, with the court Providing both
the manpower *and, the norm-enforcemenCauthoiity' either to return chil-
dren to school,or pace childr6n in court,- administered schools. It is not
unusual for- some courts, to detain youngsters in secure custody in order
to make them. attend a ,school program. (I observed such a practice in
another county only a year ago.) At the other end of the stale, some courts
refuse aboslutely to deal with school truancy, bath on legal as well af,
philosophical grounds.

In Washtenaw County schools are required to. (1) demonstrate that an
investigation has been made showing that neither the parent'or the school
are responsible for the truancy of the child, (2) that ail possible alter-
natives have been provided to remedy the child's avoidance of school, and
(3) that the sc1L4 will provide a plan for the readmission of the child,
if under suspenM..The.Washtenaw Court's relatively strict' criteria for
the acceptance oczuancy petitions, formally enunciated by the court in
.1972, has contributed to the victual extinction of referrals from schools of
children who are truanting.

Obviously, the court can to some extent regulate the flow of cases from
the school by the way in which it deals with school truancy problems. A
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loose or "easy access" policy on truancy matters generally results in a high
number of youth referred to the court for this problem, while the reverse
is (hie for a strict Intake. However, lest we mistakenly assume that the
problem which we call truancy goes away if the schools stop referring it to
the courts, the grim data un juvenile delinquency generally will demonstrate
the magniture of school-failure problems. For example, a study conducted
by.Mrs. Peg Nyboer, head teacher at the Washtenaw County Juvenile
Detention Home, established that the average detained youth was func-
tioning 2.2 years below grade level." Mrs. Nyboer's study involved 594
youth, tested over a period of five years with the Wide Range Achievement
Test. Since Washtenaw County receives many transient ,youths from other
counties or states, it was possible to compare youngsters according to
geographic origin. underachievement in reading, math, and spelling varied
only slightly according to the school district from which the detained child
came. Governor Nrillikets recent report that "91',, of those committed to
prison in 1972 never entered high school" plapes the school casualty figures
on a much broader, state-wide scale.'

Il implications of the high correlation between apprehension for de-
linq ent behavior and underachievement, as well as absenteeism from
school, have been clear to court and school personnel for many years
Solutions, however, have been far from obvious either to courts or schools,
given societal expectations that offending or non-conforming children
should. be punished, the spiraling costs of regular public school education,
and the pressures on school boards and administrators to satisfy the
educational demands of the, dominant society. It appears that as basic
reading and mathematics skills become essential to acceptance and even
survival in our technicolored, cybernetic society , our response has been to
eliminate greater and greater numbers of children from the "mainstream"
curriculum.* This response has led to the creation of a parallel system of
secondary education within the juvenile court and correctional institutions,
We need only to look at the purposes claimed for the Boy s and Girls Train-
ing Schools, or the Cassidy Lake Technical School, to recognize society's
commitment to compulsory education.

If it seems ridiculous for the taxpayer to support two systems of second-
ary school education, one should undertake to convince parents whose
children have been assaulted, the PTO whose school building has been
vandalized, ur the school board charged with providing safe and accredited
schools, with the argument that behaviorally disruptive children have a
right to a public school education.

Political pressures have led schools and courts to create all kinds of
peculiar, and sometimes innovative, special alternative school systems. For-

Contained in Washtenaw County Juvenile Court Six-Year Report 1967-1972,
pp 43-45

I Quoted in Ann Arbor News article, p 1, March 12, 1974 See supplementary note
4 Testimony submitted to, the Michigan House Appropriations Sub Committee on

Education in April, 1973 estimated that 20,000 youths between 12 and 18 require
remedial education and social services
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example, in Washtenaw County, the court, wi strong citizen support, has
developed a unique program which supplem ts, rather than parallels ur
supplants, the public school. This is the A, tenaw County Vocational
Residential Center, started in 1971 with a f eral grant matched by dona-
tions from the citizens of the county. The Vocational Center provIdes
remedial education and job placement service to youngsters under juvenile
court jurisdiction who lice in their home communities, as contrasted with
institutionalized youth. The-Study Skills Program supplements the regular
academic schedule 9f a court youth with personalized, programmed instruc-
tion designed by the Center's teachers to fit each individual's needs ancL.
interests. Whenever possible, the Center helps youngsters enrolled in the
"mainstream curriculum" schools on a tutorial, individual basis. This ap-
proach distinguishes the Center from other alternative school projects in
which youths are separated in special classrooms. Of course, several con-
firmed drop-outs appear in the juvenile court population, for these, the
Center provides training for the GED along with job placement and other
practical assistance.

The "Voc Center" has provoked much controversy and interest, since
it does not fit into any of the typical molds for either a special program
within a public school, or a court-administered state and county-funded
substitute school system. Like so many other specialized, human service.

"" programs, the Center has been fighting for its financial survival, as federal
support reaches the cut-off point, and the local community' faces decisions
about program and.funding priorities.

Perhaps a most fat reaching aspect of the local juvenile court activities
has been related to efforts to secure financial backing from the public school
system. In 1973, judge O'Brien representing the juvenile judges, brought to
the attention of the State Legislature the plight of specialized, alternative
school programs for children o e juvenile court Alpd, ur children identified
as behaviorally disruptiv . .Zany professional educators throughout the
state joined the Judge in his appeal. The coalition of court and school
personnel which presented testimony before the House Appropriations
Sub-Committee cm Education in April, 1973, emphasized that the "M'an-

ti datory" Special Education Act excludes children of normal intelligence,,
though academically impaired. The legislature responded favorably to this
appeal, and enacted Section 48 of the 1973 -74 State School Aid Act. The
provisions of this section are as jjgws:

. )
"Section 48. From the amount appropriated in section 11, there is
allocated not to exceed $500,000.00 to applicant districts or intermediate
districts for nonresidential alternative juvenile rehabilitation programs,
which shall be defined as programs for children and youth who have
been found to need remedial academic and social rehabilitative services.

be eligible for funding of salaries from legislative appropriations,the
, county board of commissioners of the county in which the program is
conducted or the supervising school district shall, by resolution, agree
to fund the balance of the cost of the program. The district or ,inter-.
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mediate district in which the program is conducted shall be responsible
an cooperation with the juvenile court of the county for supervising the
program and the district may apply for state and federal moneys for
reimbursement of $7,500.00 for the salary of each professional program
personnel as required. The program shall be evaluated annually by the
department of education."

The implications of Section 48 are far reaching. It hasbeen estimated
that if all of the children currently rejected, by one method or an-
other, from regular school programs, were provided with an education
under Section 48, the reimbursement to program personnel could reach
$18,750,000. Obviously, $500,000.00 is not a sufficient amount. The col-./
laboration of courts, schools, and county goverdment envisaged by Section

/
48 is truly innovative and represents a threat to some school administratorr
and.probate judges. However, Section 48 has provided the incentive for at
least one, and potentially more, experiments in cooperative arrangements.
The Washtenaw County Youth Facilities Network, briefly described here
and elaborated elsewhere, represents one response to the challenge of
Section 48. In essence, the Youth Facilities Network is an attempt on the
part of several project administrators from different school districts to
team up, pool resources and talent, and overcome the territorial ,barriers
which typically defeat a rational system of educational and social services.
By making a common compact to work together, and jointly submit ap-
plications for funding under Section 48, the 9 projects representing 6 school
districts in Washtenaw County have committed themselves to a common
standard of performance, and common, goal, with respect to "disruptive"
or non conforming youth. The role of the court, within the network, is
that of watchdog, to make sure that due process is afforded to any child
entering any of the YFN programs. The court also participates in an
advisory capacity in program design.

It is entirely possible that Section 48, and all that potentially may flow
from it, is an anachronism. Efforts are already- under way to eliminate this
section in, future school appropriations bills, but so are efforts to preserve
and increase such appropriations. On April' 9, another hearing will be
held in Lansing to take testimony an Section 48. The section contains a
model for the relations between the schools and the courts, qnd the county
goverment simply by establishing the premise that these three institutions
together have an obligation to provide for the education of the county's
children. Surely in, these times, when taxpayers are weary of the failures
of the criminal justice sy stem, and the senseless, costly battles over bureau-
cratic territory, any effort to bring institutions together toward the great
common need to educate and project children is worthwhile.

With'the development of alternative school programs, briefly mentioned
here, along with the proliferating movement to divert children from t
juvenile justice system exemplified in 'it'outh Services Bureausan at
trition of juvenile court involvement in the provision of education to court-
affiliated youth.should come About. Yet it is most unlikely that the need
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for court intervention in school matters will disappear. On the contrary,
given the increasing necessity of adequate education, the child s Constitu-
tional right to an education becomes even more significant and, therefore,
the demand uppn the juvenile, as well as superior courts, to protect in-
dividual youngsters from arbitrary disciplinary action becomes increasingly
important The courts, after all, are intended to filter and mediate disputes
between. individuals And societies, and it is in this role that the juvenile
court is most sensitively geared to consider the reasonable requirements
of the school and the needs and rights of the individual child.

Supplementary Note

According to the Office 'of Criminal Justice Programs:
. .

.
"91',e of those committed to prison in 1972 were performing significantly
below high school level."
(rather than 91',2..of those committed did not enter high scjiool.)

t
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PROIILEMATIC YOUTH AND THE
.SCHOOL'S RESPONSE

PAUL R. HELBER

Mr. Helber is Director of the Washtenaw Youth Services Bureau, Washtenaw
Intermediate School District, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

For over fourteen years I have worked with problematic young people.
At different times and at different agen ies they were entitled "delinquent,"
"pre-delinquent," "emotionally disturb " "mentally ill," "socially mal-
adj ted," "incorrigible," "disruptive," o just "bad kids." I have had
con ct with these young people while serving in a variety of capacities
Th include recreational instru or, recreation director, teacher of emo-
ti nally disturbed, teacher of so ially maladjusted, head teacher, assistant
director of special education, an finally director of the Washtenaw Youth
Services BureaU. I have illustr ed these divergent positions and varied
rules in working with pro atic young people, to provide some credibility
to some of the positions take in this paper.

When I first began dealing with young people in trouble, it was while
I was an undergraduate pursuing my degree in education of the emotionally-
disturbed. The current philosophy that was being expounded was that
most of the problems these young men and women were having could be
attributed to social causes. The promulgation of special education programs
was intended as the one saving grace for these students.

As I first began my work, it was as a recreation instructor employed by
the court. I thoroughly believed, and `advocated to the young people, that
their problems could be significantly reduced if they really worked in
school. Whether it be in some classes or all classes was irrelevant, but that
the educational program was an absolute necessity for them in their lives.

My first teaching, xperience was an experimental pi-ogram at the Deten
tion Hume while I was still an undergraduate. At the end of a three-month
program, I came away elated and thoroughly entrenched in the belief that
school was the answer. As I look back on those times it was my exhuberance
and total dedication to the program that made it so attractive to the

.

iyoungsters. The attendance rate in this voluntary prhggn exceeded ,

throughout the duration of its operation. Interest was always high and
the students seemed to be very satisfied with some of the successes they
were finding.

As I finished my degree and went on to teaching some very seriously
disturbed and delinquent young men and women, I continued in my belief
that.the educational avenue was the major answer to the resolution of the

OI
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students' problems. A complicating feature was that I was dealing with
individuals who had experienced all of the failures that society can provide
to young persons. I was seeing delinquents who were in a maximum
security unit at Boys Training School, and seriously disturbed youngsters
who were locked up in a mental hospital and an intensive psychiatric care
unit These youngsters had expefienceO all of the failures that could pos-
sibly be heaped on to any group of individuals. So the successes that were
found within the classroom were valuable in rehabilitation efforts for these
students. At leasl, in self-concept areas, the educational programs were
very beneficial to these young people.

My first real experience with the public schools came as a teacher at
the County Detention Home, in my hometown. Part of the role of the
classroom teacher in the Detention Center was a liaison person and follow-
up counselor for the students re-entering the public school program. Time
after time, I found that these young men and women who were appearing
to have success vitae in the detentiOn home school, had public school doors
slammed shut on them. Many times the students who were re-entered only
lasted a handful of days before, they too, were rejected by the school
system. At that juncture, I seriously began to clout* the relevancy of the
mainstream public school program for these students. This concern has
been reiterated tome many times over in the last several years, in contact
with the public schools. Some individual school districts, schools, or in-
aividual employees of a school are very effective in dealing with the
problems that these'young people exhibit. However, philosophically the
schools seem not to be tuned in to the problems at home and in the com-
munity demonstrated by their students.

One of .the most interesting situations that I have experienced in recent
years has been what I will entitle the "buffalo phenomenon."

1. The student decides that he really is fed up with school. He has been
a regular truant for some period of time, or is disruptive in the class
because he is unable to succeed with the assignments.

2. The teacher is fed up with the student. He is tired of the' disruptions
and all the individual attention necessary to serve this, youngster.

3. The principal is sick of having the same face come tothis office after
each kick-out or a disciplinary action that has been ,taken.

4. The parent is afraid,of the school, social agency involvement or poten-
tial court intervention.

So we came to the "buffalo phenomenon." The group sits together, the
parent, the studentthe principal and all commiserate on the terrible cir-
cumstance. The student explains how he never wants to be in this "damn"
school again, anyway. The principal says that he, has had it up to his neck
with difficulties, and his only choice is to go to the court. The parent is
fearful of the court.situation and readily expreses that. So the resolution
of the problem is .. . "if you, parent, don't make a big deal about it . . .

and you, kid, don't want to be here ..yas representative of the school,
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will just let the whole thing slide, (but'I don't'want to see your face back
`here any more)." So, the family is "buffaloed" into having the youngster

drop out of school!
In the last three years, my staff and I have seen dozens of situations

similar to this, and have intervened in many of those cases. Tills, type of
situation and thy previously stated background information should put
into perspective some of the strategies I suggest for "problematic youth."
The word problematic is also key, as I feel that young people are not neces
sarily, or even usually, "the problem." 4

)

Strategies for School Intervention and Change

Robert D. Cain, Jr., the Director of the National Center for Youth
Development, states that "second only to the family, our public education
system is the major social institution which has more contact with, and
potential to have a positive impact on children and their families, than
any other social institution in American society." I would agree that there
is potential for considerable positive impact. However, Lalso feel that no
other social institution in America contributes so highly to delinquency.
The education system often institutionally avoids' responsibility in this
area. When we look at the delinquent population in America, we con-
sistently find long histories of academic deterioration and school failure.

4 The willingness of school to define disruptive behavior as bsy chiZ deviancy
and to overlook serious skill deficiencies which prohibit active learner par
ticipation in the classroom, contributes heavily, to the p ocess of ptemature
negative labeling. For instance, in a typical county i Michigan, schools
annually refer approximately 100 youths to the juv ile quirt. This con
stitutes about 13',c of the court caseload. Moit of/ these referrals center
around school truancy, with occasional reque,sts/ for assistance dtke to
problems of incorrigibility or other juvenile status offenses. In addition to
these, another 800 allegations are brought befo e juvenile court by the
various police agencies. Many of these allega ons are brought against
youth who may be considered as alienated fro the schools systems, ex
periencing acute failure, both socially and a ademically, and in general
being deprived of a useful education. Thy conditions are perpetuated
liy a national tendency toward continual use of the juvenile court as a
first choice in handling school related beha or problems. Secondlp, these
conditions are perpetuated by an orientate n which leads schools to spend
much of their time documenting deviant/ behavior, in order to establish
the need for assistance with these youths/This concentration on observing
and finding deviant behavior serves to further alienate youth from the
educational institution, and hence to w ken their attachment to school.

The scarcity of personalized educaf n and attention to reading, math
and other skill deficiencies among se ondary school students, insures in
creasing strain and resulting delinque cy by institutionalbit denying youths
access to the most rewarding posit' e role in the School environment
academic success. Such constant f stration as is felt by youth in being
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made to bear the guilt for deficiencies in their environment, further in-
creases the alienation of these young people.

I am not suggesting that school administrators and teachers are plotting
the delinquency of our nation's youth. There are many ,structural barriers
which disallow attention to the needs of predelinquent' children. One of
the most obvious is the gigantic educational plants that are constructed
all over our country. As a young person goes from a very individualized
family-like setting in the elementary school, he moves toward increasing
anonymity in the junior high school, and finally in the high school program.
The facilities are huge, with large classes, and subject;matter-constructed
curricula. Secondly, is the manner in which resources are allocated to
education, and the quantity of those resources. Schools, for the most part,
seem to follow a logical pattern in program development. They respond
to those areas in which mone,-,is available to sustain their efforts. Most
will assess their first priorit ei 'n the are of general education.
Basic to all education programs is a curricu med at the middle third
of our nation's youth When resources allow, special programming may
begin in both directions. However, in terms of dollar allocations, it's fairly
clear that most school systems allocate far more money in support, of the
tipper achieving students,than is spent with the lower third, or poorer
achievers For instance, we are all aware that at times of financial crisis,
reading programs are often among the first to be discontinued, and sports
are among the last' It is a sad, but true Int that schools get far more sup-

'port from their communities fair sports programs than they do for the
literacy of their students.

Making money available for individualized programs is not the answer,
in and of itself. We are all aware that grant programs, and, maintenance
of effort for thogg programs, do not correlate highly. Howevelk such pro-
gram support dogs help, because, if nothing else,, it captures tAl attention
of educational leaders When state and federal monies. are made available
for reading programs, basic skills programs, alternative education, in-
dividualized instruction and other such programmatic efforts, local educa-
tors sm to find new concern and energy which can be used to help our
potenUily delinquent populations. Schools currently are given the legal
charge to serve young people until they attain the age of sixteen. However,
they have no 'legal' charge or legislated responsibility as to the quality
or quantity of education these students must, or even should attain by
the age of sixteen.

Some states, such as Michigan,%ire beginning to pass. laws making
mandatory the provision of services to youth in special categories. No
longer can school easily avoid their responsibility to meet the needs of
emotionally, mentally, and physically handicapped youth. However, schools
in the broadest sense seem to be very reticent about really serving those
young people who are causing them problems, behaviorally or academically,
in the schools Therefore, may disturbed, problematic, or otherwise difficult
youngsters will not receive adequate services. This is true even with man-
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datory special education laws. What I am pointing to is that, on a govern-
mental basis. %se can neither purchase nor legislate educational opportunities
and expect it to suffice.

A value climate must be created in local communities which says that
we must do every thing possible to insure that our youth have the social
and academic skills necessary to survive successful} in this school environ-,
ment. This can be accomplished at the hical level in several different ways.
However, such programs must have )he resources and the focus which will
provide them a realistic opportunity to affect some changes It is a fact
that governmental institutions have the responsibility, more than anyone
else, for preparing youth for roles in adult life. Some many argue that it
is the family's responsibility to provide the moral character, or whatever
we wish to term sit, but it is the school and other governmental institu-
tions which will provide the skills to provide access to employment and
other means of sustenance in adult life. This seems to imply that pro-
grams must find a means to integrate the efforts of governmental institu-
tions: If one were to accept the assumption that school change is the
highest priority in combating delinquency, it lihooves us to look at the
national strategies in funding efforts in this behalf. There are funding
efforts through ESEA and other Title programs not necessarily oriented
toward delinquency, but having obvious effects, in a preventative sense.
In terms of direct focus pic delinquency prevention, the Office of Youth
Development has given ten million dollais with which to bring about
institutional change, coordination of rrvices,,,and a variety of other things.
This, compared to the total budget for education across the nation, might
even .have prompted David not to confront Goliath. I am not arguing
that more money should be given, although there are obviously things that
more'rnoney could do. What is implied is a greater unification and op-
portunity for communication between the Office of Youth Development
and the Office of Education. Finally , in terms of national effort there is
the Office of Criminal Justice. ale problem here is that the energy in
funding at the local level is going primarily into "after the fact" remedi-

4ation and rehabilitationnat in prevention. Therefore, as is true,with most
of our social service systems, we are spending only minimal amount td-
ward the advocacy of prevention. Our whole stance, nationally and this
certainly filters down to the local programs, is Rased on a reactionary
design, rather than an action plan aimed at prevention.

This brings us to a main point in .the considerations. Who can be an
advocate at the local level and what means are available to him? The
lessons we have learned from 0E0 show us that the systernWill nut tolerate
nor fiscally support, for any long period, any part of itself which speaks to
change the system, to disrupt political ties, or otherwise endanger the
power balance of the system. Translated to the local level, we can speak to
an example of a regional School district The constituency for a regional
district is the individual local districts. Strongadvocacy efforts in local
districts which raise the ire of the school boards and administtators will
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suddenly be ught in a crossfire between the local buards and regional
boards The egional diktrict may agree that the situation in the 16cal
community i wrong. However, in terms of long-range objectives, the re-
gional distri t often cannot afford to enter into direct conflict with the
local constitnent district. In simple summary, it is very difficult for a school
employee 't be involved in legal or strhng consumer advocacy against his1
employer o power base. On the other hand, there are many types of change

,which Oan be brought' about through infiltration and cooptation of the
system I T e school employeeii Can advocate for programmatic change and
more sub, ly change or shape the decision-making processes which bring
that abSit This may necessitate avoiding confrontation and Opting for
strategi Avhich involve such cooptation or cooperation.

In NI"ashtenaw County we have been suCcessliiiin 5ringing about the
creatio of three local district supported reading prop,ams, and two alter-
hativtt school programs, by providing the fisf_al and, technical support...
nece Ty to get these programl off the ground. The oimplication, here is
that uch can be accomplished with a minimal amount of money. Howe.ver,
that/ rfioney which is used as a incentive or an inducement to chan,ge is
ve necessary Schools may f el the need to initiate a program, but are

, -of n unwilling to take the in'tial fiscal risks in starting the program. As
w have found out "srnall.money", is often hard to come by. It seems to

easier to get a grant for $50,000 than it is to get one, for, $100 ranging
p to $10,000 Our first year support' for an, alternative classroom'in the

!Milan Public Schools cost is approximately $15,000. Our fiscal support
' in the'Willow Run Reading Program was in the neighborhood of $2,000.

Both of these programs are surviving today and making an excellent con-
tribution to the school They have helped a great number of youth survive
in an environment which was otherwise not oriented toward, their specific
needs or academic deficiencies, which prohibited them from finding success
in school Therefore, one strategy for'school change is to fund projects with
regional school systems, Whose normal role is the provision of technical
assistance, and .coordination of activity at the local. level. Specifically,
support monies/tould provide the' personnel for the technical assistance
along with money which could be used to purchase program supplies, read-
ing programs, basic skills programs, and other needs for indivdtialized
instruction A.yariety of academic opportunities can be injected into school
systems which would begin to focus a greater proportion of school energy
toward the needs of those youth who may eventually find their way into
our juvenile courts There is one inherent problem with this strategy. This
is in terms of local maintenance. Its success seems contingent on an outside
source of funds. The reason for Oils is that its unlikely a local school
district will provide the project with two or three thousand dollars, so
that the project can, in turn, tell the loCal school district how to spend it.
As long as the money.is outside or perceived as "free money" the schools
have an added incentive to cooperate. Once the external funding source
dries up, particularly given the local inflation of costs in education, prob-
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lems with budget 'cutting and other types of priorities, school's will tend
to cut these programs first, or significantly reduce services in these areas.

This leads into another strategy that well entitle "legkiwized experi-
mentation." At a time when alternative education is suffering budgetary
strangleholds, public and administrative indecision, and over zealous belief
by its supporters that it is the panacea, there is a need to examine what
we mean by alternative education. Today, when people are increasingly
concerned with the more basic and pragmatic offerings, an educational
atmosphere that calls for new and different programs is certainly not as
pressing as it was during the 'MT explosive times that confronted all of us
in the late 1960's. And so, there exists a need to go beyond alternative
Programs and begin to initiate more fundamental change. Basically, this
means to develop and sustain a program of legitimized experimentation.
In other words, there is a need to introduce a type of thought that says
that each year a certain percentage of each school's budget would be devoted
solely to the idea of creating, implementing, and evaluating a variety of
different programs. This strategy requires us to obsolete certain assump-
tions. Among those is that "there is one best way." Many Americans believe
in.one perfect way to solve a problem. Educators are often the perfect
example of this attitude, in tracking, in over-specific curriculum require-
ments, in unnecessarily stringent dress codes, etc. Too often we spend
our time in search of, or in defense of, some panacea when time could be
more productively spent in developing'the idea of continuous readjugtment
and updating., Current research and philosophy state in rather clear terms
that every person is unique, with his or her own potentials, goals, liabilities,
and assets. The potion that there is a single solution for the complex issues
of our day should, once and for all, be put to rest and replaced by a need
to nourish the diversity and pluralism of modern life. It is imperative that
our educational system encourage competition'to show that there is more

,than one way to succeed.
Still another strategy for change in the schools involves legal advocacy.

There are numerous situations in school districts across the country in
which student rights are being violated. Legal advocacy is expensive and
it is a tremendous risk to the family. For this is a confrontation strategy
and may result in considerable hostility arising from the ,school, toward
the youth and his family. We have experienced in our own project several
incidences'involving legal advocacy which have resulted in total alienation
toward the family inv.plved. In some instances this has even caused the
family to leave the community because of residual feelings and animosity

. developed in this process. However, the process is essential. There are many
4,tudents.throughout our country who are indefinitely, ,suspended without
recourse (I also refer you to the "buffalo phenomenon"). Many of these
situations could get more immediate response if the opportunity for legal
advocacy were there. Rather than pursue costly court cases, many school
systems would prefer to seek compromise resolutions. Therefore, projects
must be provided with the upportuity for legal advocacy in the schools.

io5
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It may not be realistic to fund or provide this kind of opportunity within
the organizational structure of school systems, but it should be provided
in the community. It is not realistically available through current legal
aid and other legal support services, as these programs tend to be under-
staffed and overloaded with clients. However, if ,special provision could be
made in a legal aid society for an attorney to deal halt-time, or exclusively,
with school related cases it could be of considerable value. The important
point is that the program must structurally allow and provide for at least
a minimum of effort in this area.

A flitirth strategy is in the area of community awareness. Many projects
which have been funded nationally have not been given, nor intentionally
included, resources designed to heighten community awareness of problems
of delinquent youth. There has been ineffici4nt use of media in getting
information to the public about the large number of young people with
serioas acadefilic deficiencies and social problems in the schools. There
are many my ths and his interpretations held by community persons as to
the nature ofthese situations. Projects funded inside or outside the schools
could be given media specialists or hire personnel with the experience in
community organization. 'Money could be made available fiir the procure-
ment and manufacture of a series yf programs designed to heighten com
munity awareness of the problems of pre-delinquent or alienated youth
This awareness could then be turned to pressure on school systems to
initiate programs, upgrade basic skills courses, increase accountability and
a variety of other changes which could conceivably be turned into more
school resource for youth experiencing school failure.

A fifth area that should be valuable, would be a national conference on,
alternatives for alienated youth. Some of the White House Conferences, in
the past, have stimulated thinking and some change. Through publications
by the Office of Youth Development and HEW there has been a great
deal of dissemination of information regarding other programs. At our
Youth Services Bureau we often receive requests from other program per-
sons for copies of our grants and information about some of the programs
we have successfully run. However, if a special conference could be called
which would involve practitioners from all over the country, social re-
searchers, policy-makers, and other groups, much could be accomplished
The annual program .meetings in many disciplines could be used as a
realistic format. However, too often confernces end up bbing all social
theory oriented with little practical application for people in field.
A national conference involving a large num er of choices of workshops
geared to alternatives in the school, program trate*, and various other
aspects could be an invaluable and unifying rce in the area of delin-
quency preyention, as it's related to the schools Such an,effort would re-
quire a large commitment of finances and time b t I feel it would be well
worth the investment.

In summary, I have suggested several distinct strategies for working .

with problematic youth. These are all strategies that local or regional
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school. districts could employ. The first_-is
\

*nstitutional advocacy with
projects in school s)stems, using their resource to stimulate the develop-
ment of programs aimed at individualization f the needs of delinquent
and pre delinquent youth in the school 4ste The second, involves
legitimized experimentation with a need to look a alternative education,
particularly' emphasizing developmental needs rathe than deviancy. The
third involves legal and client centered advocacy. T 's could effectively
provide the immediate stimulus necessary to speed up the allocation 9f .

resources and energy in finding ways to involve youth an deliver services
, .

to them, rather tnan wart to let them slide between the cra s. The fourth
strategy I described was related to community awareness. I f 1 it is quite
important and often overlooked. The whole community shoul be aware
of ways in which their schools are contributing to, or prevent, g, delin-
quent), and the kinds of academic and social problems youth ar having
in school. The community must develop a sense of concern whi will
resolve itself into pressure for resource allocation to meet these eeds.
Finally, I have spoken about my opinion that supports a relevant regi, nal
or national conference oriented to all of the above issue?, with pktitio secs
as the major participants and presenters.

My greatest coniern in dealing with' problematic you, stern in t e
schools is that We, as- educators, do little to help these oung perkns.
Positive.efforts, even of they prove unsuccessful, are far 'better than no
efforts at all. Any advocacy on behalf, of these young people will help
prevent,them from being "buffaloed," slirling between the cracks, or being
alienated from society in general.

J.

'C
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CHANGES IN' SPECIAL EDUCATION THROUGH
LITIGATION AND LEGISLATION

HENRY G. DEYOUNG

Mr DeYoung is rector of Special Educatien for the Willow Run gihoob,
Ypsilanti, Michig and Program Assistant for the University for Study of Mental

etard?tion and ated Disabilities, The University of Michigan.

pecial education is i the news. It is a topic which everyone seems to
hale heard something abut recently. To the average person on the street
it the awareness that t is is thee type of education r which there are

'h theNtire government is ery concerned, as
Eisenhower's appeal on tel vision for persons
ionals, it is the knowledge o a right to educa-
mafidatory special education legislation., For

in the courts oribeliev in the legislative process,
11. In this short paPer, some of the recent hap -

put in perspective. In addition, it is hoped,
standing of the problems that remain in in-

no .t
ex
to e
tion s

achett, and with whi
lified by Julie Nixo
r the field. For profe

or the passage
those who have confiden
all isor soon will be
peninks in the field will b
to reader will gain an unde
suing an educational opportunity to handicapped individuals.

11,!1 right to,edu tion is not a new idea someone recently thought up. The
founding fathers many states placed in their constitutions the grandiose
principle that 6:1u ation for all will be one of the state's pail-Mount duties.
A prime e1Ompl is Wisconsin's constitution, Article X, Section III
which states.

The legisl tore hall provide by law for the establishment of distnct
schools, w ich s all be as nearly uniform as practical and such schools VS
shall be fr e an without charge for tuition to all children between the
ages of four and wenty. (emphasis mine)

This statenient, d about the same meaning, however, as the statement
"All men are, treat d equal" by theframers of the federal Constitution.
To them "all men" meant white males. For the Wisconsin constitutional
writers, and tho lit other states, "all children" meant those Opt looked
like, acted like, w ked like, and learned like, school officials thought chil-
dren should.

It has not been ust recently that parents have asked schools to fulfill
constitutional dutie .\Several precedent- setting lawsuits, about the turn of ,

NOTE A copy of t A mandatpry special ducation legislation appears in the Ap-
.pendix on page
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the century, exemplified the efforts made by parents of the handicapped
to obtain an education for their children. These court actions met with
little success for the parents. In 19,1'9, a Wisconsin court in State Ex. Rd.
Beattie v. Board of Education (172 N.W . 153) held that "the right of a
child of school age to attend the public schools of this state cannot be
insisted upon when its presence therein is harmful to the best interest of
the school." This basically gave the school free rein to exclude the handi-
capped. In addition, other court suits established the pr edent that the
school board had the power to susUend or exclude a stud t if his admission
would be detrimental to the best interests of the school, or to other pupils,
and the determination of what is best for the school was left squarely up
to the school officials (State Ex;,Rel. Dresser v. District Board [1908]),
135 Wisconsin 619, 116 N.W. 2,32; State Ex. Rel. Burpee v. Buda,:
(1878), 45 Wisconsin 150). These, along with other cases set the precedent
for the exclusion of children from the public schools throughout the country.
Several states developed legislation for mandatory' special education serv-
ices. A number of states have had such legislation for years. However, the
legislation was interpreted to mean mandatory establishment of services,
not a right to education for all handicapped children. Special classes were
established, but when they were filled, children, were placed on waiting lists
for placementoftentimes deprived entirely of an education until place-
ment. This fact was borne out in Doe v. Board of School Directors (Civil

'No. 377-770 (Cir. Ct. Milwaukee County, 1970)). This suit was against
the Milwaukee Board of School Directors, brought by John Doe (fictitious
name) who was tested and found to be trainable mentally retarded. The
school directors were required by policy to establish schools and or classes
to accdnmodate handicapped individuals, and some were established. How-
ever, all the established classes were filled, so the plaintiff was placed on
a waiting list. The court, in a temporary injunction, ordered the de-
fendants to accept the plaintiff in school, and educational services had to
be provided for those children who' were on waiting lists.

The Basis for Rights to Education t

Right to education cases are based firimarily on the Fourteenth Amend-
ment to the Constitution of the United Statesand specifically on the
due process and equal protection clauses of this Amendment. There is a
substantial and a procedural type of due proCess. The substantial due
process requires that an action by a government (meaning, in these cases,
a school board)inust be reasonable in purpose, method and impact. Froce
dural due process jequires that the school system proceed in a fair manner.
This would require a hearing ur presentation of evidence, a cross examina
tiun, etc. The equal protection clause prohibits, a government or, in this
case, the school system frpm,unfairly discriminating against.an individual
The arguments based on equal protection made by plaintiffs in right to
education cases say that if you provide education for one child, you must
provide ethication for all.
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Precedent Cases

The first major court aciion with significance for handicapped children
was Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children v. Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania (34 F. Supp. 1257 [E. D. Pa. 19711):,This class action suit,
on behalf of 14 named retarded children, was brought against the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania. the Secraary of the Department of Education, the
State Bbard of Education, the Secretary of the Dopartment of Public
Welfare, and certain of the school districts, plus the officers in those school
systems. The initial complaint was bled January 7, 1971. A stipulation,
which was approved and ordered by the court on ,ine.....41, 1971, said that
no mentally retarded child shall be denied admission to a public school
without being accorded a notice and the opportunity for a hearing. This
was based on the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. On
October 7, 1971, the parties agreed, and the court put into effect, an even
stronger order which said tha,t under the Fourteenth Amendment's equal
protection clau lici mentally retTiided child could be denied (Tree public
school education and training in Pennsyhania. Thut, P.A.R.C. obtained a
free, public edu, ion for the handicapped in Pennsylvania. New state
rules and regulatigns subsequently have been written as a result of this
case. There are, however, some drawbacks to this decision. First, the plain-
tiffs, as a glass, were only the mentally retarded. 'There was and probably
continues to be a debate as to whether this case really affected all handi-
capped children in Pennsylvania, or just the mentally retarded. Secondly,
the issue of money was not mentioned in any of the agreements. What
would happen, if Pennsylvania suddenly said, "Yes, we'd like to do all
these things, but we just don't have the money right now?"

This exact issue led to probably the best right to education opinio
handed down by.a court. This happened in Wasbingtonl, D.C., in'Mills v.
the Board of Education of the Distriet,of Columbia (civil Action No.
1939-71 (t.D.C. 1972)). This decision was rendered by a Federal judge,
so it has more power as a precedent than the agreement in P.A.R.C. The
plaintiffs in the Mills case were also denied an education because of alleged
mental or behavioral, physical or emotional handicaps or deficiencies. In
the defendants' answer to the complaint, they agreed that there ,5 a class
of students who denied an educition, but the reason for this was that
there were no a 'al resources to Provide the special education prokhram.
Judge Joseph C. IN ddy, on August 1, 1974, held thaLthe defendants
could not exclude han capped children and must provide SReci rdgiams

sfor them. He also said t t the failure to do this could not be ba thec

claim ,insufficient funds. a that handicapped children ought of

to bear mtl o financial burden 1 an other children.
These two Eases ha 1 ioundswell of similar cases throughou

the country. In, more t n half the states, some form of legal action "has
been filed to try d o to services for the handicapped within the state
In addition, mand o sp ial ducation legislation has recently, been
enacted, or is prcsen loped in almost every state. In those
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states where the legislation is not or has

.
not been enforced, efforts are

being made to do so:through court actions.
Su why any apprehension? We have precedent-setting cases, which hold

precedent 'for a right to an education. We have legislatures enacting legis-
lation to insure. an education for all handicapped. 'Substantial progress
has been and is being made, butthe picture is really not all bright. About
a year ago, on March 21, 1973, the tnited States Supreme Court, in San
Antonio Independent _School District v. Rodriguez (93 S. Ct. 1278), made
a decision in a sch e suit which, indeed, muddied the waters of
all right to educatio suits pr ntly in the courts, as well as those which
may be filed in the uttTe. h Rodriguez case involved the financing of
schools in Texas, and the constitutionality of spending a varied amount of
money between districts. This practice was sanctioned and promulgated
by the taxing system of the state. One of the conteptions of the plaintiffs
was that education is a fundamental interest. Justice Powell, Who wrote
the majority opinion, conceded that education played "a vital role in

society," but "education is not among the rights afforded explicit protection
under the Federal Constitution", education is not "explicitly or im-
plicitly guaranteed by the Constitution." These statements were imme-
diately used by the defendants in a right to education case entitled Colorado
Association for Retarded Children v. State of Colorado (Civil No. C-4620
(D. Colo., filed December 22, 1972)), as the basis for a motion to dismiss.
It was their contention that, because of Rodriguez, the action should be
dism*sed. However, the judge felt that the Rodriguez decision was signi
ficantly different from the issues in Colorado, because some of the plaintiffs
in Colorado were totally excluded from school, and this 'was not true in
Rodriguez. Although the Rodriguez decision by the Supreme Court is not,
or probably will not be, reason enough to dismiss most right to education
cases, it probably will significantly limit them. Court actions based on the
Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States will prob-
ably only entitle the plaintiffshandicapped childrento an opportunity to
enter the public stkols or receive some educational service financially com-
menstiiate with those given to nun-handicapped children. However, this
would be totally inadequate, as ..handicapped children do not need equal
education, but unequal education. It costs more to educate handicapped
children than regular children. Comparatively more money is needed to
educate the handicapped. ..

How Far Will the Courts Go?

----- Judge Waddy in Mills said that handicapped children should not have
to bear more of the financial burden than non handicapped children. The
Supreme Court in Rodriguez allowed unequal amounts of money to be
spertt on education by various districts. What these decisions mean Is that,
at least, courts will probably only compel a district to spend as much money
per handicapped child within that district as is spent for each non handi
capped child. Courts are ordering the schools not to exclude handicapped
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children by telling the schools, that all children have a right to an educa-
tion Howeyer, the determination of what that education is to be is pretty
much being left up to the edutators.

Although this may lead one to suspect that if some kind of service is
provided to the district's handicapped children, then that's all that is
needed, a more recent decision by the Supreme Court in Lau v. Nichols
gives us an idea of about how far the courts will go.

This case involved nearly 3,500 students in San Ftancisco who are
native speakers of Chinese, and whose facility in English is note, great
enough t6 allow then to succeed in school without the aid of special in-
struction in the English language. Only about 1,700 of these Chinese
students were actually receiving the special instruction in English. It was
argued that the failure to provide this instruction to all students who
needed it violated the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment to the Constitution of the L'pited States, as well as the Civil Rights
Act, Section 601.
- The ,California District Court held that the school system had no duty
to'correct thi's situation, and 9th V.S. Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed
this position. The Supreme Court of the Lnited States, however, reversed
the decision i favor of the plaintiffs. Justice Douglas, in writing the
opinion, base e decision primarily on the Civil Rights Act, rather than
bn the F Constitutionspecifically the Fourteenth Aniendment. The
Supreme Court did not outline a specific remedy, but decided only that
the school system was not justified in taking the position that it did not
have a responsibility to_provide the necessary special instruction. The
ruling said merely that the.school system must use its own expertise to
rectify the problem.

The important point here, of corse, is that, even though the plaintiffs
were in school, the court ordered in ruction to be provided. which would
supply these children with the necessar skills in English...

In the future, it is very important t 't good mandatory legislation be
written into law in every state which r ires school districts to operate
programs for the handicapped children. C rt actions can then be used,
if necessary, to see to it that these prog.d are being implemented, and
that adequate money is being allocated to com with..the law. There are,
however some problems associated with the det, opment a implementa-
lion of mandakcy educationiawt-----"

Judith Greenbaum, in her paper "Mandato islation. higan's
New, Law, 'vow it Actually Works," also preien edn this volum, dis.
misses in de the law covering special education an Michigan.
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MANDATORY LEGISLATION: MICHIGAN'S
NEW LAW, HOW IT ACTUALLY WORKS

JUDITH L. GREENBAUM

Ms. Greenbaum is a Graduate Student Teaching Assistant in Special Mutation in
the School of Education, The University of Michigan.

When 'Public Act 198 known as "Mandatory" was passed in 1971, the
state of Michigan joined the majority of the fifty. states in the United
States in guaranteeing the right to an education for all its Children. The
passage of a mandatory education act was necessary because an estimated
100,000 children in the state of Michigan were being denied a public
education solely on the grounds that they were handicapped. Mandatory
supposedly insures that each and every handicapped ("impaired") child
in the state, age 0 to 25, will be provided educational programs and-services
in order to reach their maximum potential. Other unique features of
Mandatory and the Special Education .Code containing the rules and
regulations governing Mandatory are. the involvement of parents and
older children in educational fltanning and decision making, the definition
of a new category of handicap*. "Learning Disabilities," the Deflection
of Educable Mentally Retardedlrom rQ 80 to 55 to IQ 70 to 55' '(thus
placing a large percentage of chilaren.back into the "regular,,classroom)
and 41e stated intent that handicapped children be integrated with their
"nonnalh peers whenever feasible.

The law and code have been in efrk only Since the fall of 1973. Much
of the Code needs to be interpreted an modified before it can intelligently
used by local school districts to serve lkndicapped children. Many school
districts have hardly begun thinking abe4t the( rescfonsibilities under the
law, others are too confused by varyingVnterpretations and rumors to
respond at all. A ,

Politics and Publicity

One of the first questio'ns a school administrator will ask is "h there
enough money?" If you ask the state legislature, they will tell you that
the $73 million appropriated for special education this year represents

' Mentally Impaired Children arc now defined in s4n1dard deviation terms rather
than IQ. Thus "Educable Mentally Impaired" is dejlned as "developing at a rate ail
prwumately 2 to S standard deviations below the mean" which approximately translates
into IQ 55-70.
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c "full funding." But this is only a 107c to 15r,, increase over last year (after
the normal'wage and cost:of:living increases) and with an expected influx of
50,000 additional children this-first year an increase of 30', to )

it Will not be nearly enough.

Although one of the i,ntents of Mandatory was to serve children ("per -
sons"), to age 25 this will not be the case in practice. The code states that
a person is eligible for services through age 25 only if he has not graduated
from high school or comp eted a "normal course of study.' A "normal
course of study" can be deft ed as a special education program leading to
a diploma.' Local school distri t have been giving children diplomas at age
18, thus discharging their obi) ions under the.law.

Since the public believes, bec se of what it reads Sand hears in the
media, that all handicapped chit n age 0 to 25 are now being served
and that adequate, state funding available, it has become very com-
placent. "Handicapped children are being tak n care of, let's move on
to something else," stated a Trustee of the , Atbor School Board after
a presentation asking for supportive servic f r those handicapped chil-
dren (and their teachers) who are integrated into regular classrooms.

Rules and Ramifications

One of the most controversial portions of the new code de the
integration of handicapped children and children formerly la di'
capped into the regular classroom. Parents, teachers, and 'adminis
alike are gravely concerned about the problem. First of all a large,
centatte of children, tho1e with IQ's,between, 70 and As:are so long
labeled retarded and will/be ineligible for special education services (un]
they are relabeled " 4ning Disabled" of "Emotionally Impaired ",

'These, children will be n regular. classrooms /Secondly, some children wh
are mildly "Impaired' .will be integrated i to regular classrooms at leas
part of the ool.d y. HoWever, these c ildren will be eligible for sup
portive servic se they carry a label. Teachers in regular classrbom
will need in service training and possibly the aid of a eacher co sultanti
curriculum consult i it or helping teacher in c.,der. to cope 'th the si uation.1
Integration with eir normal peer can be the start of whole new life
for these mildly volved celiildren if t is well planned, staff and nded.
Even transpor ion may b a probl . since the state will r for
transportation my if the child ,is icoi

,
special program. Th d in

... a wheelchair ay have no way to, get itot411-iilsiitegrated junior high ool
program wi .ut the local school diknct paying ft;i' his transportation by
specially eq pped bps. .,

. , .
The S al Education Code lists various rights the parents of a handi-

capped S have:

R 340 721 Eligibility, Rule 21, Special Education Code
2 R 3 1701 Definitions, Rule S. Special Education Code
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The right to participate in the Educational Planning. and Placement
Corr mittee (EPPC).
The right to disagree with the placement and ask for a hearing.
The right to see the child's record and to bring along an advocate or
friend to any proceeding.
The right to be informed of any groups or organizations which ,might
assist the family.

Often parents are not informed of these rights by their school system.
In fac1.0fran excellent brOchure recently published by the Michigan Asso-.
dation of Retarded Children for parents of handicapped children was con-
sidered "too inflammatory" by. the Washtenaw Intermediate School pis-
trict to distribute to the parerits of children it serves!

Attitudes and Values

Let us assume that parents, teachers, and administrators all want to do
what is best for the handicapped children in their charge. There are many

_additional attitudes and values on the part of each member of the EPPC
team that may hinder joint effort. The parents are often in awe of school
personnel, self-conscious, sometimes distraught, often believing that the
professionals are not only judging them but have alreaayk made up their
minds about the placement of the parents' child. According to Basch in
his book The Parent of the Handicapped Child "It is automatically as-
sumed by school people that a good deal of the foundations for learning
what the school has to offer have already been laid by the parents during
the period from infancy to school age. The parent who has failed to match
up to the expectations of school or clinic personnel may readily be classified
as over protective, oversolicitous, rejecting, disinterested, apathetic, guilt-
ridden, etc. The labels.simply serve as terms of value judgment by a seg-
ment of society that for one reason or another indicts the parents for
having failed to discharge their obligations." "If the parent is militantly
aggressive in seeking to obtain therapeutic services for the child he may
be accused of not realistically accepting his child's limitations. If he does

tic rejection of his child." What d of. communication
1+Ninot concern himself with efforts to improve or ob in services he may be

accused of apathetic
and joint planning can take place under these circumstances? And -re-
member, the pareht:s concern is with just one child, the professional's with
many.' Do we realik want a parent to share in the educational program-
ming of her child?

.

Regarding the pamphlet the Washtenaw Intermediate School strict
' thought was too inflammatory, do these Directors of Special Edii tion

rially want parents to know their rights under Mandatory at all?
.

4 "'iout Handicapped Child's Right to Education,- MARC, 510 Michigan Nation
Tower, Lansing, MI 48933.
, .:' W. Waller, The Sociology of Teaching. New York Wiley, 1967

4" 4.1.5.!
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In the March 26, 17'4 edition of the Ann Arbor News, a very small
article appeared on pag one, headlined. "Special Class Enrollment Dips."

,.. It went on to state th t although an enrollment of 200,000 children in
special education progra was expected this year due to Mandatory legis-
lation, in actuality, the enrollment dropped from 150,000 to 140,000.

Are we really serving less children than ever before?
What actually happen to Public Act 198, that promised so much?

/
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. ALTERNATIVE PLACEMENTS

ELISHA DELBERT GRAY

its. Gray is Director of the Michigan Neighborhood Education Authority Program,
Lansing, Michigan.

As I begin to address this topic I would like to change or refer to the
topic as "Optional Placements for Educational Opportunities. In doing
this, it is hoped that this topic title will now serve to incompass all "Educa-
tional Placemen'ts, regardless of the present accepted titles, such as. Open
Classroom, Transitional, Conventional, Street School or Academy, Drop-

.
out Programs, Basic and Continuing Education, Basic Skills Emphasis
Programs, Free School Concept, Talented Schools, Innovative Traditional,
Non-Specific Achiever, Occupationally Oriented Programs, Potential Drop-
out, and Special Need Programs. I am sure that there are additional titles
.for program philosophies, but we must draw a line somewhere.

For sometime educators, counselors and administrators have been placing
students in programs because of his of her anti social and/or classroom
kehavior patterns, without evaluating the program to be utiliz40 for
the placement, and on the same hand, some educators have just pushed
out or helped students push themselves out without any kind of optional
placement for educational attainment. Today educaidrs througliout the
United States are beginning to develop, organize and operate Optional
Placements for educational opportunities for their student clientele.

We as educators are being questioned by parents, the community and
society as a whole on what are we or what can we begin to do to prepare
the students Ao complete or do not complete the requirements of our
educational institutions, to function successfully in our changing society.
Educators were basically held responsible for the report published by the
Select Committee on Equal Educational Opportunity --United States
Senate, titled "The Effects of Dropping Out subtitle, "The Cost to the
Nation of Inadequate Education" by Henry M. Levin. Mr. Levin states,
". . an inadequate education for a substantial portion of the population
not only handicaps those persons who are undereducated, but also burdens
society with reduced national income and government revenues as well as
increased cost of crime and welfare.

Using data from the U.S. Department of Commerce and other sources
in conjunction with extensive research literature from the social sciences,
this report obtained the following findings:
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1. The failure to attain a minimum of high schoo. completion among
the population of males 2S-34 years of age in -1969 was estimated to
cost the Nation: \

$237 billion in income over the lifetime of these men, and $71 billion
in foregone government revenues of which about $47 billion would
have been added to the Federal Treasury and $24 billion to the
coffers of state and local governments.

2. In contrast, the probable costs of haying provided a minimum of
high school(' completion for this group of men was estimated to be
about $40 billion. 1
Thus, the sacrifice in national income from inadequate education
aNng 25-34 year dld males was about $200' billion greater than the
iriffestment required' to alleviate this condition.
Each dollar of social investment for this purpose would have generated
'about $6 of national income over the lifetime of this group of men- .

The government revenues generated by this investment, would have
exceeded government expenditures by over $304 billion. ".

3 Welfare expenditures attributable to inadequate educatiob are esti-
mated to be about $3 billion each year and are probably increasing
over time.

4 The costs to the nation of crime that is related to inadequate education,
appears to be about $3 billion a year and rising.

Today, students are bringing with them new needs that cannot for the
most part be met or even addressed by our educational institutions as
they exist today. There was a. lime.when educators were charged with the
responsibility of motivating only the cognative domain, but today we are
charged with-the cognative, affective and psychomotive domains, which is
good for our egos, but we, for the most part, are still utilizing the same
old Benjamin Franklin, 1820 system for eduearkngthe young. '

I would contentd that We as educators must gA up our flag of honor
and asks our' fellow human service institutidns or agencies for help, i.e.
social services, law enforcement agencies, community service centers. We
must begin to service the total needs Of the student and begin to intervene
where he is at in terms of his functioning, capabiliti Iles and aspirations.

We must begin to research and collect data which Ivill'a-ist us in finding
-some reliable and valid *gams that will begin to serve a greater number
of students who enter our institutions, bue somehow fail to 'corhplete or
shall I say, fail to attain an adequate ability to either function or survive
in our changing society, which has a built -in p ogram for failure for those
with anti-social behaviors.

Michigan is one of the leading states in the na
thing about combating the dropout problem a
general, by providing alternative placements throug
the issue of the high dropout rate in Michigan was
of Governor Milliken. In his Educational Reform

ion which is doing some-
seu4ent problems., in, ,

ot;t the state. In 1968,
'lied to .the attention
ackag of 1969, he
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proposed to the legislature to establish and allocate to the Neighborhood
Education Authority, $100,000 to investigate the possibility of developing,
orgahizing and operating educational programs that would assist those
young people who were unable to complete their high school education with
the formal traditional means. In 1971, after much research and data col-
lected, the Neighborhood Education Authority opened its pilot prugtam,
the Neighborhood Education Center in Pontiac, Michigan. The Ce4ter
was geared towards serving the needs of the students of that particular"
area. After being in operation for three years now, and having served over
500 students, the program has been declared a tremendous success. This
was due not only to the efforts of the staff and students, but parents, tihe
community, and the excellent working relationship with the local school

,district. Last year the .Neighborhood Education Authority presented to
the State Board of Education evidence of the growing need for opening
additional Neighborhood EduCation Centers throughtlitt the State of Mich-
igan. Due to the accepted proposal and open mindedness of the State Board
of Education, the Neighborhood Education Authority' was granted $500,000
and has now opened seven programs throughout the State of Michigan.
Each program is designed to serve the needs of the students in that par-
ticular area.

In conclusion, the Neighborhood Education Centers are but one of the
available means for aiding those students who, for whatever reason, were
not able to function within the formal traditional means. With research,
611ecV data, innovative ideas for today's student and the added use of
human service agencies, we will begin to conquer the problem of helping
our youth in this changing society.
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DUE PROCESS IN SCHOOL DISCIPLINARY
PROCEEDINGS

\
DAV9 LO MALT

Mt. Lowman is an Educational Cori sultan with the Michigan Department of
Education, Lansing, Michigan.

\
,

For those here today sufficiently inter ted in school law, you may be
appreciative of the fact that we were dea t an unkind blow by the U.S.
Supreme ourt in the case of Rodiliguiz . San Antonio Schools. Most
people into sted in the fyrtherance of equa educational opportunityand
I believe :tha includes most, if not all, s dent advocateswere disap-
pointed in that decision because it specifi ly excluded education as a
constitutionaly rotected right. In my case, however, within the context
it.of writing this docnment, I didn't have far tolook for a definitive decision.
In Milliken Fr. Green, the case that brought as our current state financial
aid to schools legislation, the _Michigan Supreme Court had said, "The
right to an education 1,tlaVlichigan is a specifically enumerated constitute nal

interest."
mandate." Publie edu don was, the' saiol, ". . . a fundame tal

:
\

That gatement appeared to be strong enough in bo intent and langua e
to establish education as the sort of fundamental right that could not be
taken away, even with the authority of Section 613, of the School Code,
before first providing the student proCedural due process. However, as
mentioned earlier, since the time the State Board of Educatio adopted_
its guidelines in Noyember of 1973, the Michigan Supreme Court has'k
vacated its earlier decision, which is to say that decision, for all intents
and purposes no longer exists, and can, hence, not be used as,justification
for anything. Thus, the guidelines merly say that "public education, rather
than a privilege, is an important right," ,. \ I

Let's o back a step or two. As you may pow, Section 613 of the
Michigan School Code authorizAs logl school boards to suspend or expel
"from school . . . a pupil guilty of gross misdetheanor or persistent dis-

I

obedience . . ." At the same time the School Code also requires parents tb
\

send theii children, age 6 16 to school. The law provides penalties for those
1

parents, vlio do, not. The law does not, however, provide penalties to school
officials o boards of education who either refuse to accept thou children
when prese ted at school or who suspend or expel students ander 'the age.

.
NOTE. The S. Supreme Court will hear during the Fall term 1974 two cases in-

yolving st dent pensions.
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iof 16. I am reminded of the case of two junior high school boys, broth"-s,
who were suspended indefinitely from their school for refusing to tuck in
their shirts, thus violating the school's rules regarding dress and groomi g.
The boys' mother was not disposed to enforce the school's rule. The co
se nce was that litigation was initiated by the, school board that ( )

1
.

ch ed the mother with violating the compulsory school attendance la
and 2) begged that the boys be taken from the mother and be mace
wards of the court by reason of the mother's obvious parental negligent
The c se was resolved by the mother's moving, with her sobs, to a school
district more concerned with academic, rather than sartorial, eduction

he point of this is, of course, that's what sauce for the goose is, in teed,
ace for the gander. It seems to me iha if the law requires parents to'

s d their children to school, there logical y must be some correspon ing
la t at provides penalties to school officials who refuse to accept th m,t
wit o t having provided those children or those parents some measure of
proc I ral due process.

No -:y there that "students who are in danger of being either suspended
or exp ed have shown an increasing desire, as suppotred by many courts,
in bein provided procedural due process, and while neither the School
Code no the State Board of Education has defined procedural due processi
for purpo \es of suspension and expulsion, there are, however) a number of
componen elements that both speak to and embody the concept of proce-
dural

\
due rocess." The procclures suggested for consideration are.'.

1. Tbe ti ely and specific notice of charges against the student.
2. The stu

school st ,ff involved in or witness to the incident.
\

.

3. The student's right to present evidence in his or her behalf.
4. The student's right to an impartial hearing.
5. The student's right to confront and to, cross examine adverse wit-

messes and to present witnesses in his or ter behalf.
0. The student's right to be represented by qualified counsel at the
' hearing.

ent's right to question each member of the prosfessional and

\
'7. The student's right to a record of the heating.
8, The student's right to appeal an unfavorable decision by the hearing

panel to a higher authority.

The elements noted above are the embodiment of a concept. However,
there is obviously' a great deal of substantive difference between a one-day
suspension for bOng mildly insubordinate and an extensive suspension
for persistent, recUrrent disobedience. A student in danger of being sus-
pended indefinitely in other word eing deprived of his right to'a public
educationmight well expect to eive all or most of the elements listed
above prior to such action.' Indeed, one caSe2 tried in U.S. District Court

' Vail v. Board of Education of Portsmouth'Sool District, 354 F Supp 592 (D
NH, 1973).

,2 Vought v Von Buren ,Public Schools, 303 ,F,
.
Sur 1388 (ED Mich, 1969).

\
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ordered a Michigan school district to give an expelled student a hearing
in accordance with the guidelines laid down in an earlier Federal, case.'
Those guidelines, the Court noted, included "notice containing a statement
of the specific charges and grounds which, if proven, would justify expul-
sion under the regulations of the Board of Education, a hearing affording
`an opportunity to hear both sides in considerable detail' preserving the
rudiments of an adversary proceeding, names of witnesses against the
student, and, the 'opportunity to present to the Board his own defense."'
A student being suspended for a short period g.,,tinie, on the other hand,
might receive adequate procedural due process by a conversation with the
principal. Such a conversation would coniront the student with the alleged
rule violation and offer the student an opportunity to deny or rebut what-
ever evidence is offered against him. 1

It seems important to emphasize the flexi ility of the concept of proce-
dural due process. As one courbisas stated, "t e hearing procedure required,
will vary depending upon the circumstances f the particular case."' An-
other Federal District Court in Michigan de ared that the, p k nciples of
due process "are very flexible and the degre of rigidity dep nds upon
the gravity of the penalty which may be imp d"" (emphasis supplied).
As one Federal District Court rated, it is clear that it [procedural due
process] need follow no particular ritual". . .'"

It would propahly be best for local schol officials to classify suspensions
and resulting due process requirements in a uniform, districtwide fashion.
For example:

3 Dixon v Alabama State Board of Education, 294 F2d150,158 (CA 5), curt den
368 US 930, 32 SCt 368, 7 LEd 2d 193 (1961)

4 Vought v. Van Buren Public Schools, 303 F Supp, at 1393
Davis v. Ann Arbor Public Schools.

"Godsy v.Rosevilk Public Schools, US Distnct Court, Eastern District, Michigan,
Case #34988,

7 Davis v. Ann Arbor Public Schools, 313 F Supp, at 1227.
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Linfth of
Suspension

1=5 school
"days

6-10 school
days

More din
VIO school;

days

Who Suspends

Principal upon
delegation of authority
of board of education

Superintendent upon
'recommendation of
principal and with
delegated authority of
board of education

Board of Educati- on
upon recommendation
of superintendent

Procedural pue Process Requirements

a. informal meeting with principal prior
to suspension

b. student presented with charges, e vi-
dence and witnesses, if any against
him

c. student given opportunity. tp deny
charges; rebut evidence and question
accusers and Witnesses

d. unfavorable decisio9 may be ap-
pealed to superintendent or his desig -.
nee

a. informal hearing with superirdent
or a person designated by th local
school board %.

b. student presented with charges, evi-
dence and witnesses, if any, against
him

c. student given opportunity to deny
charges, rebut evidence and question
accusors and witnesses

d. 'student entitled to present own wit-
nesses or to be represented by an at-

. tomey

e. unfavorable decision may be appealed
to local board of education

same as expulsion

Note that the above is intended only as a guide to local school districts,
an illustration ol a system that might be utilized.

The right to an education is a very basic right. At the same time students
may be suspended or expelled for various reasons. However, this action
should be used judiciously and at the same time school districts,are encour-
aged to establish and develop alternative means for receiving an education.

Apparently some ichigan school districts have already become aware
of and sensitiveto hese impending difficulties as reflected by the estab-
lishment of puttlic
pressed in their cod

The
alterative edu

The State' Boa di o

Well, so much f

alternative schools. S
s of student conduct _th
tion to students who
Education supports

e guidelines.* As I sai

'11 other districts have ex-
intent or desire to provide
e suspended and exile led.
is concept.

eaflier, I

A copy of the gui s referred to appear in th
.
intr duction by Mr. Lo vm n.

s>+..

pe they h 1p.

Appendix it page with an
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If they are read and adopted in their intent by local districts, I have live
that thQ case of the six-year-old Ilidian boy per nently expelled from
his public schooPfOr being "tot immature" will t be repeated' I have,
hope that the case of the boy who wrongly kic his principal's car, was

.. .suspended by the principal, criminally cha by the principal, forced
to make financial,restilution by the principal, fo ed to seek psychiatric aid

essApty the prinCipal and recommended for permanent expulsion by the principal

itf
will not be re-enacted within this state. Those cases, incidentally, both

/ occurred in Michigan within the past two years.
Given the political realities of education in Michi an in 1974, I believe

such an advocacy role for the Michigan StatgoDe rtment of Education
and its staff is not feasible. I believe that the mere xistence of the guide-

lines, ykitten largely from a factual, non-advocate point of view will do
as much or more for the furtherance of students' rights as anythingibefore
done in the state. At least I hope that is so. 14

U
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THE CASE FOR DUE P4CESS

jrINIOUS WILLIAMS
r

Mr Williams, forms director of the-Signiaw Student Righ Center, is a law student
and is pursuing a graduate program in education, both at e University of Michigan.

school administrators and boards of education_ view legally im-
standards of due process for students as an unwarranted judicial

erference, with educational operations. A general feeling exists among
me educators that stringent legal standards in the area artboth burden-

some and unnecessary since 'school people operate according to what is in
the "best interest" of the child and the communitx. ,

While I agree that school people do have a genuine interest in the child
and community, I must disagree with the assertion that the presence of
interested people negates the need for stringent due process standards.
It is critically important for educators to both recognize and support
stringent, workable schemes of due process for students.

The due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Con-s*
stitution embraces the concept of due process as one of the most funda-
mental rights of the people. It is a broad and sweeping statement of a
national commitment to the idea of governmental fairness and justice
in dealings with people. "Due process is a cornerstone of our constitutional
government."I As such, it demands utilization in all phases of govern-
mental action.

Recognizing the importance of due process as a cornerstone of our
system of constit 'nal $..overnment, it is necessary for the government to
function within g protectiye limits of due process. And since schools are
government fo tb purpose of fulfilling the requisite "state action" neces-
sary to invoke due process standards, it is not, in any way, an unwarranted
judicial interference for judges to demand that schools afford students
adequate procedural due process any time the school's anticipated action
will affect a student's right to enjoy the benefits of ptiblic education.

But beyond the legal, rationale, there is an educational and a societal
need demanding that schools afford adequate due prOcess to students.
GOvernment supposedly exists f the protection, and in the best interest
of, the people. Because our system has provided for mechanisms to change
the struttue of government whenever the people so desire, it is incumbent
upon government to make the system workable. It is in8eed dangerous,
in fact fatal, for government to chart a course that.causes young people
to seriously 'doubt and even deny the ability of their system of justice to

-protect the people.
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The mahner in which many schtiols opeie in dealing with students is
just suck a course. .We hpve seen the ultima,te of that disaffection in the
racial rebOlion of the &id-sixties, in the campus disturbances of the late
sixties, and pow in the political kidnappingsrand truckers' strike of the
last year. All are signal that people are dissatisfied with the ability of
the system to deal kairly with their problems.

Educators can play a -Rally important role in demonstrating the poten-
tial effectiveness of the ystem by operating schools democratically with
ultilnate adherence to constitutional principles. The time required and
money expended in assuring students a full due process hearing is a small
price to pay for the p ential benefits. The medium is the message and
the message to students twill be that "privile s and rights can be with-
drawn for violations of Mes, but only after student has been afforded
the full -opportunity to be heard in accordan e with a sound due process
procedure."

It is incumbent upon the eddational leadership not only to develop
judicially acceptable due process piocedures but also to imple ent extensive
in-service training progra?ris for faculty and students. The ti e and energy
expended in such an effort is in no way violative of or onsistent with

_the educational objectives of our Schools, especia those relating to
preparing young people for informed and intelligent participation in demo- s'"
cratic institutions.

The school represents the first "governmental" contact or most of the
young people in this country. It is sound legal, Mucktioagand g3ttertal
policy to demand that public educational institutionnate every effort
to provide students with a truly represeative exposure to American
constitutional government. Judge GoldbergA of The FiftVirtuit United
States Court of Appeals aptly characterized this policy in tisirtliajo1ity
opinion in Shanley v. Northeast Independent School District (460 F. 2d
960, 1972) when he wrote:

Perhaps it would be well if those entrusted to administer the teaching
of American history and governinent to our students begafi th fforts

by practidng the document on which that history and goy tent are
based. (978)
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. THE ,FACTFINDING PROCESS IN SCHOOL
DISCIPLINE PROBLEMS

RITA SCOTT"

Ms. Scott is Educational Dimc r of the Michigan Civil.Rights Commission.

Let me begin my b resentation with an explanation of how the
Michigan Department of Civil Rights and the appointed eight member
Commission became e.nvolveil in the prams of school discipline. We
maintain a Detroit office an are listed irTlIN local phone directory under
State of Michigan. There is no State Department of Education office in
the city. As a department of state government sr are charged through the
Constitution with thl responsibility to protect and secure civil rights and
to eliminate or prevent illegal discrimination on the basis of religion, race,
color, creed, national origie and ancestry. In more recent legislation
prohibitions against discrimination on the basis of sex and age in employ-
ment were added and in 1972 protection against discrimination on the
basis of sex in places of public accommodations was legislated in Michigan

Early in our department's history; we were consulted by students or
parents who were victims of policies, which limited their freedom and some-
times denied them access to schools. Many of the policies were not repres-
sive on constitutional grounds but some were questionable. A few districts
penalized Jewish students who choose to observe their religious holy
days ... rules would not allow this to be an excused absence or tests, ould
be scheduled without considering the academic-cultural conflict imposed
upon the student. \ 0 .

&hod districts traditionally penalized economically disadvantaged stu-
dents through the assessment of fees lot books, supplies and sundry other
items. One group of students from an affluent suburban district requested
assistance because their plans to join the nationally organized peaceful
demonitration protesting the Viet Nam War was being thwarted by a
schootprincipal who ordered teachers to schedule class quizes. The Depart-
ment, of Civil Rights could offer no direct assistance in these instances
and referred citizens to the State Department of Education.

Minority students and parents also brought their complaints to the
department, citing unequal treatment and biased judgement as the cause
for their separation rom the educational setting.

Many of these pr lemsltave been resolved through private negotiations,
law suits and lo_ . schoql district policy changes. Students who rsue
their grievances have souAt out every' available resource the State De
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partment of Education.% the State Superintendent,, the Board, the legislattre,
the ACLU, neighllorhbod legal 'assistance offices established under tEe
Michigan 0E0 program,, and the courts. These public orprivate ageF.ies
have been and will continue to be called upon'to intervene and to assess
the appropriateness of local schoo district policies and Practices. It is not
a situation which we relish but a responsibility which we accept. There are
actions which educational instjtutions may initiate that will reduce the
need for external review and judgement. ,

.

More often than not, iris the immediate response of school agents to
eonf(ict situations that establishes the climate of acceptance in a building
and a district towards rules, discipline and authority.

Discipline is a complex iirocess and can pose serious problems for school
officials and for students. When one understands and acknowledges some
of these complexities, the need for a tempered response is also, recognized.

I offer this recommendationthat the school person in charge should
proceed to analyze all discipline situations and to establish culpability in a
fashion that demonstrat respect for the ri (s of all parties, seeks out
all available facts, and r ognizes difference in individual life. styles,
values and perceptions.

Operating from this position doeS not necessarily guarantee peace and
tranquility, nor does it imply that the response will be atvoys affirm4d
through review or appeal. It may, however, reduce the volutne of challengeis
to the deCisions which are rendered by school- offiCials:-

There are three major categories of stress situations that officials are
called upon,to judge. They are 1) teacher-student encounters, 2) student-
student encounters, and 3) group encounters. In each instance some fact
finding is required to protect the staf, students and the decision maker.

Once presented with a controversial situation, the following approach is
recommended:

Determine what happened, solicit all available information and
develop a statement bf facts. .4.,

Obtain background information to determi' ne the origins of the
dispute.
Get a fix on e` setting of the event(s), assessing personal, institu-
tional and tra-institutional factors and influences.
Deter= the consequences of the event(s) in terms of the parties
envolved, the individual school and/or the district.
Examine the potential for repetition.
Then make a judgement.

The most casual report ent red into the student's accumulative records
file should be permitted to s d .only when .its accuracy is verified. Too
often, these reports, never disc with the student and never agendized
in a parent-teacher conference may become the substantive issues in a
"persistant disobedience" hearing and may lead to involuntary transfer
or expulsion.

.
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Teachers would be well advised to separate beh
or marginal citizenship grades on a report card fru
indicative of more gross adjustment problems.

Under a "fair distipline" policy all'students, caug
have an opportunity to interpret, and defend his,lier
conduct are clearly defined and publicized, young peo
situation generally understand that they broke a rule
and evidence speak to the specifics of the circumstance&
often distreising to students, parents and school staff, but t
the basis for facilitating behavioral modification.

Students of all ages should understand the rules, the reasons for rules
and the consequences of rule infraction.

The "charged" student situation sometimes presents a pore complex
problem for school disciplinarians. When the rule violated Has nevez been
enunciated, the controversy may be a. matter of subjective judgement
and/or personal interpretation.

When a charge against a student is issued that may resu t in a separa-
tion from a class or school, a thorough, objective factfindi is absolutely
required. It is wise to assume that the evidence will be subject to review
by an impartial independent party.

The student-student conflict situation is often a "no-win" epi e.
Vfrbal and,'or physical aggression is not generally acted out in full ew
of school staff or before a witness willing to testify. The six -step approa is
particularly appropriate under these circumstances. Where personal inj ry
has occurred and liability must be established the investigation must be
meticulously persued.

The student-staff encounter is equally difficult `to adjudicate. Take a
situation as follows, "Gerald disrupted the entire class during 6th hour
family life period. I recommend that he be excluded from this class for
three days until the student' and his parents sign a behavioral standards
agreement."

Gerald is sitting in the office and the counselor, principal must interpret
the situation. The staff note really does not help the next school official
deal with the situation Gerald allegedly precipitated. Administrators must
insist that all staff referrals be based upon a description of behavior and
events and that reports identify the source ,of the information.

Group conflict situations present the greatest challenge to the institu-
tion's disciplinarian. When large numbers of students are involved in
aggresive behavior the first responsibility of adminaratipn is to restore
order. The use of police is often necessary and appropriate.

When order has been restored in the building and on campus, it is pot
unusual for stafeand students to experience feelings of tension and, or fear.
Those persons on the periphery of viulencf want to knoil what happened,
was anyone injured, why did it occur, will be a reoccurrence and who
was responsible.

Immediately following the disruption some time should be used for

ch lead tp poor
'ors which are

harged, should
r. If rules of

n the "caught"
that witnesses
uch scenes are
ey may become
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I
general discussion. This may serve to reduce tension and anxiety. Following
this one to two hour cooling off period, the administration should have a
fact finding plan to put in operation. This should include written and
signed eye, witness accounts by school staff, students and police if called.
Persons identified as participants in the disorder must be allowed an op-
portunity to hear the charges, to defend her, himself and to provide a
written account of events. Persons offering testimony should be counseledwritten

the importance of accuracy . Depending upon the complexity
of the overall situation the use of central administrative personnel may
facilitate the fact .finding process. ;
The use of a neutral third party; for example the director of guidance and
counseling, is recommended in the review of all written and verbal testi-
mony. It is only after the careful assessment of all facts that charges against
individuals should be issued. At that point a hearing, meeting due process
guarantees, should be conducted in timely fashion.

A sumntary of the tasic findings of such an investigation including a
chronology of events shbuld be prepared by the administration and shared
with interested parties and the media. This Official report may serve to
counter rumors surrounding the conflict staten4nt.

School officials exercise great. authority under Michigan law. In the
service of use and basic to the healthy development of future adults the
examples we set are critical.
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PROBLEMS OF EVIDENCE/ AT STUDENT
DISCIPLINARY i'fICCEEDINGS

ROGER TILLEE

Mr Tiles is an attorney in Swartz Creek, Mkchipn and Chairman of the Michigan
chapter of the National Organization for Legalyofilems in Education.

, , ,
At first glance, the area embodied within the-title of this talk would

seem to be very narrow. There are such broad problems involving due
process in student disciplinary proceedings that analysis of one specific
area would seem to be a 'specious exevcise. After extensive research in this
area, one realizes that the subject matter herein is really an extensive
one and one that is at the heart of ue process, extending into virtually
every area of the Proceedings.

', Prior to the development of the subj t of evidence..some key definitions
and assumptions must be made.

The concept of procedural due pri is not a frozen one. It does not
refer to a single fixed style of proced re, Ttle general observation of the
Supreme Court has been that the qual t orthe procedure must be directly
proportional to the gravity of the h. which may befall the individual
whose guilt might eventually be asc dam

"What constitutes d e proc under any given set of circumstances
must depend on the na re of the proceed i g involved and the rights that
may possibly be affect d by that proceedin ." [Cafeteria and Restaurant
Workers! Union v. M Elroy, 367 'U.S. 886, 895 (1961) ].

"Therefore, as a g neralization, it can be said that due process em-
bodies the differing les of fair play, which through the years, have
become associated frith differing types of p eedipgs. Whether the
Constitution requir s that a 'particular right ob ed in a specific pro-
ceeding depends u n a ompkexity of factors. Th nature of the alleged
right involved the. nat e of \the proceedings, the ssible burden on
that proceed; g, are all c nsiderations which must bet en into account."
[Hannah u. c .S. ,42(1960),]

The degree of rocedura due proctss. is a function of the se ousness of
the offense. Th s, the following re arks on the_araount of due limcess
required at student disciplinary hea ngs apply only to thOse kinds of
.offenses which could result in isnbstan ial jeopardy to the student's aca-
demic career, i.e. expulsion and longer uspensions, those for longer than

. from two to five -days.
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A se nd assumption eed also be aired prior to development of the
subj t If due process d pends upon the seriousness of the deprivation,
then ust be determin whether or not education is such a basic right
that its eprivatipn to a s udent would Constitute a serious ole.

The courts in a, line of s beginning with Brown v. Board of. Educa-
tion, 347 U.S. 483 '(1954) and advanced in Serrano v. Priest, (96 CM.
Rptr. 601, 487 P. 2nd 1'241, rehearing denied October 21, 1971) had
declared education to be a fundamental right of 'every citizen. As such
where the state undertook to provide that right, the Fourteenth Amendment
requires the right to be,proved on an equal basis and that deprivation of
the right could' only be made consonant with due process of law. Dixon
v Alabama, 294 F. 2nd 150 (1961) and other cases [see especially Sullivan
v. Houston Ind. S hool District, 333 F. Supp. 1149 (1971) ] applied that

eory to student isciplinary proceedings to insure due process.
Recently, howev r, The United States Supreme Cour in San Antonio

nd. School District \ v. Rodrigues, 93 S. ,Ct. 1278 (1973) declared that
ucation was not a" undamistal right" to be impliedifin the United States

Constitution. In addi ion, the Michigan Supreme Court in a rehearing
of its'School Finance Milliken v. Green, vacated an earlier position
04,at education was fun amentally important. I do not believe that these
two opinions necepsarily diminish the responsibility of school boards to
provide the greate# degre of due process to students. The Michigan Con-
stitution provides for "a f public and elementary" school system . , .

"without discrimination." be Supreme Court did not provide a full
rationale for vacating its earlier decision, but the Constitutional unim-
portance or non-fundamental n cure orthe right to an education in Michi-
gan could not ha ye been involve here as it deemed to be at the Federal
level. (It would Be most unusua for the Court in another area, that of
the legality of strikes of public em loyees in education, to hear arguments
that education was not "essential" d fundamental to our society.) There-
fore, the second assumption I hav made is that education in'Michigan is
a fundamental right,, or iate leas; important as to require, as strict an
application of due process as th deprivation, of other rights, of juveniles,
such as the placement in a ju enile home or other juvenile disciplinary
ppnishment. ,

The basis for most of the law involving due process in student dis-
ciplinary hearings comes not from school cases but from juvenile proceed-
ings in courts and other administrative bodies, ,

The first of these decisions is the well known case of In Re' Gault, 387
U.S. 1 (1967). In Gault, the Court recognized the seriousness of the con-
templated penalty (conimitment to a state institution), and held that an
individual's rights in such proceedings, whether he be an adult or a juvenile,
mast be protected to insure that the essentials of due process and funda- ,

mental fairness were carried out. It held that the basic Constitutional
gu rantees, the right to counsel, the right to cross examination and con-
fro tation, the right to dequate notice of changes and the right to be
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free from. self- ncrimination were ential in more than just criminal ro

ceedings. lube iles who were about o lose their rights must also rece ve
fairness in their treatment.

The courts in Dixon `and Tinker v. ,Des Moines, 393 U.S. 503 (1969
extended these hts to students who could not hise their rights as citizens,
at the school ho gates. Students be affoided "the rudimentary

lements of fair Pla .". (Dixon 1580 \
It is in the courts clarifying c s since Gault that one can see the prob-

lems involved with anting diff rent degrees of due, process in different
price ings.

L

Thekfirst of these w In Re nship, 397 U.S. 358 (1970). This is a
,

case that goes tp, the lies t of the st and of proof to be used. Most school
boards to Michigan foil wing the , ministrative Piocedures Act of the
state require that a deci on be ma e upon the "preponderance" of the
evidence. `phis is true among most ards roughout the country, as
administrative bodies they, follow that \standa 4 test. While the burden
of proof at the hearing would still be on tho who seek to deprive a
strident of his rights, the burden of proving 4.case *th the "preponderance":
standard his not proven great. (Cuzick v. Dreb s, 431 F.2nd 594 (6th
Cir.) 1970). Even where a court has found the li itation or curtailment
of educations to be the kiss of a fundamental right, the state was held to a
standard of "substantial burden of justification" [Breen V. Kahl, 419 F,
nd 1034 (1969) cert. denied 90 S. Ct. 183§ (196%)]( This amounts to

1 tle more than a modification of the prepondetlance test. [see also &I:ovine
v. oardjof Education of Joliet 425 F.2d 10 (7th Cir) 1970, cert. denied
'91 Ct. 51 (1970)].

1 Re Winship involved juveniles who were convicted by a, juvenile
court judge of larcdny mainly based on a, preponderance of the evidence
test and admittedly the judge was not conVinc beyond a reasonable
doubt. Mr. Justin Harlan discussed the crucial age ence in the standard
of proof:

Professor Wignore,1 in discussing the various att pts by courts to
define how convinced, one must be to be convinced b and a reasonable
doubt, wryly ,observed. "The truth is that no one h s yet invented or

iscovered a mode of measurement for the intensify of human belief
ice there can be yet no successful method of communicating in-

telli031y ... a sound method of self-analysis for one's belief," 9 J. Wig-
more, Evidence 325 (3d 'ed. 1940).

Notwithstanding Professor Wigmore's skepticism, we have before us
a case. here the choice pf the standard of proof has made a difference
the juv pile court judge below forthrightly ,acknowledged that he be-
lieved; y ipreponderanike of the evidence, ut was not convinced beyond
a reasonable doubt, that appellant stole 112./ from the complainant's
pock

s4., in a judicial proceeding in whi there is a dispute about the
tbook.

Fi
fact of some earlier event, the factfin er cannot acquire unassailably

1
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accurate knowledge of wha happened. Instead, all the factfinder can
acquire is a belief of what probably happened. The intensity of this
beliefthe degree to which a factfinder is convinced that a given act
actually occurredcan, of urse, vary. In this regard, a standard of
proof represents an attempt to instruct the factfinder concerning the

egree of confidence our socie y thinks he should have in the correctness
f factual conclusions .'for a particular type of adlhdication. Although

the phrases "preponderance of tlyerVrilence" and "proof beyond a reason-
able doubt" are quantitatively imprecise, they do communicate to the
finder of fact different notions concerning the decree of confidence be is
expected to have in the correctness of his fadual conclusions.

A second proposition, which is really nothing more than a corollary
of the first, is that the trier of fact will sometimes, despite his best
efforts, be wronjin his factual conclusions. In a lawsuit between two
parties, a facutal error can make a difference in one of two ways . . : it
can result in a judgement in favor of the plaintiff when the true facts
warrant a judgement for the defendant.

The standard of proof influences the relative frequency of these two
types of erroneous outcomes. If, for example, the standard of proof for
a criminal trial were a'preponderance ohe evidence rather than proof
beyond a reasonable doubt, there would he a smaller risk of factual errors
that result in freeing guilty persons, but a far greater risk of factual
errors that result in convict ng the innocent. Because the standard of
proof affects the comparativ frequency of these two types of erroneous
outcomes, the choice of the s andard to be applied in a particular kind of
litigation shoult4 in a ratio 1 world, reflect an assessment of the com-
parative social disutility of ach.

Thus, if the principles enu ciated in In Re Winship were to be trans-
mitted to school situations a v t difference in the results of hearings would
be observed.

A third case from the Su reme Court gives perhaps a. greater clue as
to the boundaries of due pro ess at a juvenile proceeding. In McKeiver v.
Pennsylvania, 403 U.S. 528 (1971) the Courst refused to extend trial by
jury to the arsenal of a ju enile's Constitutional defenses. The juvenile
hearing would be required t afford thine Constitutional protections neces-
sary to insure that "fundamental fairness" would be carried out, but the
Court would not require extention to a point at which it would become
nothing more than criminal prosechtion of a juvenile. offender. There are
several reasons why the trial by jury can be distinguished from other
criminal rights extended, not the least of which is immense administrative
costs, but those are not important to the discussion here.

Itetv,The importance of Mc er is that the Court warned that little is
to be gained in persisting to (' jo define hearings as civil or criminal in
nature as a basis for granting or denying-due process rights. As the Court
did not wish to Specify what hearings required what procedures and at
the same time did not overturn any part of In Re Winship, it would appear
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that for deprivation of lous rights, the ful gamut of due process in-
cluding at"be and a ea onable doubt" standard should be required.

\ A fourth k case Whiekust be explored is that of Madera v. Board
of Education 1 City of New York, 386 F. 2d 718 (2nd Cir) (1967). In
a preeeekinn hick was \ lled a "guidance conference" and which could

I xonly result in transfer o s ools, the court he d that there was no need
\ for counsel to protect the s tints Fifth Amend nt privilege against self.

\incrimination.
1.For an infotned pre-su a sion hearing strict rules of evidence would \

not be followed. However, a ourt did worn that "what due process may
' require before a chil is e elle ;from public school or is remanded to a

\ I custodial scl(ool or o er igstitutioos which restrict his freedom, to come
\ Y and go as he Rleases I not before U\S.!" at 788). 4 \

Imilarly the Court Estan, 2i7 F. Supp. 649; aff'd 415 F. 2d 1077;
cert: 398, U.S. 965 (1970), ip, s enying strict Criminal procedure
standard in schools, di see, the need stricter standards, where severe .

. discipliniwiascotempla ed.1 \f° I
Even apologists for les stringent dues rice requirements in a student

disci n proceeding In thtl gravity 1

e harm which could come
to a is .plined student. "Frq, while t elled student may suffer
damagii ' ffects, someti irreparable, o hick educational, social and
economi ture . . i. the of student discipline to
criminal' ceedings agains is is not sound." (emphasis
added) 36. Student Pro est rid t e ICLE 1968)

The application of, these rin iples o e presentation of evidence in
Michigan's tuden di ciplina y rocee ves to be most interesting.

As a read stat e In R Wins *p," yond a reasonable doubt"
"stands of vidence test is m st unus al a a Mode of operation, even
in the ost evere disciplinary proceedir gs in schools.

Presently, in view of admi istrative proceedi s being considered as
quasi-judicial in nature, the IN, ichigan Courts ha e held that the general
rules of evid nce which apply in judicial proceedings do not necessarily
govern in administrative proceedings, [Doyle v. Kammeraad, 310 Mich
233 (1945) ] nor do rules of evidence relating to criminal proceedings apply
in administrative proceedings. [Martin v. Civil Service Commission of
Detroit, 313 Mich 639 (1946) ].

Currently, a Board, before whom a student disciplinary hearing is con-
ducted, may in its discretion admit, and give probative effect to any
evidence which possesses probative value commonly accepied by reasonably
prudent men in the conduct of their affairs. In the alternative, such a board
may at its discretion exclode incompetent, irrelevant, immaterial and
unduly repetitious evidence/ 3.560 (175). There is little doubt" that
presently ,a1Board, sitting in student disciplinary hearing has a very wide
latitude in determining which evidence is admissible of inadmissible in
such a hearing.

)

I . .......-.4
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Specifically, the application of Court decisions above might serve to
challenge the general rule.

In the area of the admission of evidence from witnesses who are not
present at the hearing, the Gault decision and others would seem to say
that a student charged with misconduct has a right to demand that wit-
nesses against him/appear in person to answer questions, and if they do not
do so, their statements should not be considered or relied upon by the
Board. E'`ven the witnesses fear of physical reprisal afforded no justification ,

fpr depriving an accused student of the right, to confront and cross-examine
witnesses in Tibbs v. Board of Education of Franklin Township, 284 A.
2d 506 (N.J. Sup. Ct., 1971). n no case should the Board consider state-
ments made against the studen unless he has been advised of their content,_.----,
and of the names of those wh made them, and unless he has been maven
an opportunity to rebut unfav rable inferences which might otherwise be
drawn by cross-examination or otherwise. - rRegarding the admission of hearsay evidence, generally, a witness can-
not testify as to statements n ade to him by a third party in the absence
of the party adversely affect by such statements. The reason for the
hearsay exclusiqpary rule is b sed upon the idea that an ccused party has
the right to confront and ross-examine witnesses ag 'nst him. When
evidence is based upon hear y, and upon the statementp of third *parties,
it is obvious that the indivi ual does not have the rig1 of confroktation
and cross-examination. Thi , of course, leads to denial of due process
and also to the possibilities f perjury .by a witness, or a genuine mistake
by a witness, or misinterpr ting or mistaking what the third party said
to'him. A school district w ld be j stifiably challenged on the admission
of hearsay in a student disc linary p oceeding. .

The scope of evidence to be introdltced at a hearing should also be very,
narrow and confined to t charges. All matters upon which the d ision
tray be based must be int oduced into evidence at the proceeding and the

icision based solely upon such matter's. Of course, the evidence presented
ust be specific enough to prove the charges [See Strickland ,v. Inlow,

85 F. 2d 186 (8th Cir. 1973) where alcoholic content of beverage was not
bufficient to show students had an "intoxicating" beverage.]
1 Another problem of evidence occurs in the area of self-incrimination. ,

, 1

It seems clear that a student's decision to remain silent at a board hearing
cannot be considered as an admission of guilt. [Gault, Caldwell v. Cannady, .

340 F. Stipp 835 (1972), U.S. D.C., Tex.1 The question, however, occurs-
as to the admissibility of statements made by students who had not been
given notice of such a right, to remain silent. Most courts rule against the
requirement that "Miranda" type warnings be given to students to allow Ne
admissibility of incriminating statements made. [Goldberg v. Regents of ,

University of ,California, 248 Cal. App. 2d 867 (1967), Furitani v. Ewig-
leben 297 F. Supp. 1163 (N.D. Cal, 1969)1. "The inconvenience and
formality attached to the warnings of a right to counsel or to keep silent,
and the interest in preserving a rehabilitative atmosphere would not seem

126
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to warrant t elements oftriminal procedure." [Buttney v. Smiley, 281
F. Supp 28 87 (D. Colo 1968)] The Joint Statement on Rights and
Freedoms o udents (1967), however, does include the following. "Stu-
dents detecte n the course of serious violation of school rules should be
informed of th it rights. No form of harassment should be used by in-
stitutional repr sentatives to coerce admiss. s of guilt or information
about conduct 9 other suspected persons." Only ime and further litigation
will resolve this difficult problem. )

Two other are0.s, covered in other parts of this program are also elements
of evidence problems at a student disciplinary proceeding, but will only
be covered briefly here. The first is the use of evidence which was had by .

means of an illegal searcher. A Board should not 9onsider evidence obtained
by police officers in an illegal search [Caldwell v. Cannady, 340 F. Supp
835 (1972). What constitutes such an illegal search beyond self-incrinrina-
tion, has been discussed elsewhere. .

The second area is that of the use of confidential student's records in
a disciplinary proceeding. The Michigan statute (MCLA 600.2165) pro:
Sects $4e student from disclosure of confidential communications to- school
personnel from being used in "any proceedinga, civil or criminal, in any
court of this state." It would be consonant with trends of due procecs if
this protection would be extended to administrative proceedings, including
Board hearings. This should be considered in any total reform of the area

"of student record 'which has been discussed elsewhere.
As a general proposition of law, the courts or the State of Michigan will

Vitt not allow reference to polygraph examination into evidence ,[Stone v.
Earp, 311 Mich 606 (1951), People b. Becker, 3 Mich 562 ( i942), and
People'v. Frechette, X80 Mich 64 (1968)]. It make difference if the
proceeding is civil or criminal. The reason is that the po ygQ,ph has not
yet attained that degree of scientific accuracy where It can beIelied upon
as a substitute for a trier of fact. Clearly none should be used in a student
disciplinary proceeding.

It has
was heari g ch rges against students to testify at a hearing and to discuss

been eld that allowing two members of a "trial board" which

the informatio, Irith other members of the panel did not deprive a student
of fundamental fairness. [Jones V. Tehntssee State Board of Education, ,,,,

1

279 F. Supp 199 (1960]. It would seem to be a much more defensible s'
policy to bar this type of procedure and to illoie that against the objections
of a party, the judge or hearing panel residineo he trial may not testify
at that trial.

In conclusion, it would appear that due process ;gudxitzees must be
substantially afforded a student in a disciplinary proceeding, -with Maxi-
mum pFotection to be offered when long term suspen n or expidsion might
result. To read the cases any othT\ way, the juvenile law would be in the
defensible position of mandating ore safeguards for e delinquent child
than for the pre-delinquent one. A en a severe interr ption in a child's
life can occur, there is no valid reaso for

.1
NV ithholding th. .safeguards of a
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POLICES 00L, CONTACT

DONALD ER/CKSON

Mr. Erickson is Police LeR.I.kd or f r \the Kalamazoo, tic ugan Police Depart-
ment.

What, want t
o er's authority
cn 'nal problems
de ribe some poli
the ountry.

HoWrier, before
to some of the pr
what }has been said
aspect of,clue pro

I do strongly en

i

o in my rem rks to describe the s, pe of a police .
tha school set *ng, to iscuss me q asi-criminal to

ich can arise in he ool tting d, finally, to
t

school liaison pkograms that ha e been carted around
1 .

\. \
start into my opi , I would li e to respond-
ous remarks in the w rkshop. I fiel at t uch of

is too pessimistic, and I want to describe, the sitive

rse the other speakers' statements that schools must
and should be fair tb their students, but surd statemens forget to mention
the advantage ail administration gains. Wh n the requirements of due
process are met, then a school administral.or can rest assured that his or
her action is based upon all the facts and will bl sustained in any appeal
proceeding. There are three reasons for taking the trouble to provide due
process:

I. It is fair and is what should be done to reach the right result.
Z. It takes less time in the long run and is easier to administer once

the process is familiar.

3. The most negative reason is that courts will reverse ai stiplinary action
when there is no due process given. .

Ge rally, due process is a legal concept which is concerned with two
procedur matters. First, every, persdn who is being denied a right or
privilege by some type of governmental action is entitled to notice of the
specific charges against him or her. Second, every person is entitled to
have an opportunity to be heard (the so-called hearing requirement).

To comply with these standards, a school board and its administration
should work together to adopt a written code of conduct and a written dis-
cipline code. The code of conduct should be sarefully written so it is
specific and neither to vague nor too broad. This code will form the first
part of the notice requirement, and furnishing a written charge that states
what part of the code has allegedly been violated and that sets a date
and place fora hearing or permits waiver of the hearing will fulfill the
notice requirement.
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The hearing requirement was adequately described for you by the other
speakers.'and the videotape demonstration, su I will respond to only one
other legal concept pipviously discussed.

All school regulations must be either reasonably and r tionallY related to
a legitimate school ptirpose or they must be justified by compelling school
interest The second test applies only when a ,school gulation restricts
some fundamental right of the student or other perso being regulated,
and the burden of proof is upon a student to show that t e regulation does
not rest upon a reasonable basis. AlternatiNetk, the student may prove
that a regulation affects a fundamental right and then, a compelling
interest in enforcing the regulation must be sh wn. In other wards, you
are' confronted with two levels of legal require ent. First, the conduct
to be regulated must be fairly regulated in t e 1 ht of legitimate school
objectives that take into consideration wheth tat conduct is constitu-
tionally protected. Second, proper procedures m st a followed in imposing
punishment or discipline. -

The dress code concept illustrates the first principle. The Michigan

d
Court of gppeals apparently felt that the dress code before

school purpose.
it in the two_

decided cases were not reasonably related to any legit
Even though it is difficult to say whether any dress `code would be con-
stitutional, my personal recommendation would be to avoid adopting any
dress code other than a few provisions related to health of safety like
requiring footwear or requiring hairnets in cooking desk or machine shop.

At any rate, those are a few of my reactions to the ideas that have been
presented in this workshop. I remind you that the concepts of due process
work both waysthey prevent unjust punishment, and they make just
punishment a certainty.

I would like to turn to my original objectives and begin with a discussion
of police authority within a school. A police officer may be called into a
school by the administration to provide assistance in maintaining order
or fo make an investigation, and this is often done. However, one thing
which should be avoided is utilization of police for matterk of internal
discipline and for matters that require minimal, but immediate, attention;
That is counterproductive and like a mother csaying to her children, "Wait
until your father comes home." Furthermore, it dilutes the effectiveness
of the police when they are dealing with a more serious problem that can
only be handled by them. ,

In the course of routine pplicework, officers have the authority to enter
schools when they are executing a search warrant or when they are at-
tempting to make an arrest. An arrest can be made in three generfl circum-
stances. (a) when an arrest warrant has been issued, (b) whet], there is
probable cause to believe that a person has committed a felony or (c) when
'a person has committed a misdeameanor. in the presence of a peace officer.
Of course, an arresting officer must hare season to believe that the suspect
is in the school at the time he or she coltes to the school. In these situations,
school officials have a legal obligation to avoid interfering with police in
such cases.
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\ :
Police agencies want to work' cooperatively with s

\
chool officials, there

fore, you who are administrators will be contacted first. Searching fo
evidence, making arrests and investigating criminal cases will be done onl
when necessary or Ivhen school-related. In any event, the police will
cooperate to minimize disruption of school routine and activities. Of course,
this is ideal, but yOu can asonably expect this type of police response.

I would like to turn fr the authority of the pplice to some situat yns
that might arise in your, is that involve legal complications.

Bomb Threats

If a bomb threat is rece ed in any firm, as soon as practical the local
police agency should be Cho tatted. Police have the resources to deal with
a bomb, if one is found, ap they also have the resources to investigate the
case to uncover the person making the threat. Even if a student makes

e threat, this is a crimina matter, and, if either the mails or a telephone
Itused, it, cap become a federal felony.

Disruptions and Demdstrations
.. .

Aside from classroom or hallway discipline, disniptions threatening in-
jury to persons or property may .require police aid. However, you as school
administrators and the polie must be aware of the boundaries of freedom
of speech, press and assembly. Since the students', rights are discussed in
other contexts during this workshop, I will not 'talk about the First
Athendment here, butLwilLbriefly describe the potential criminal matters
that can arise out of -these situations. .

Anyone under seventeen can be processed as a juvenile delinquent., and,
of course, there are general charges of disorderly conduct or breach of
the peace that might be made. There are statutes which prohibit willful
interruption of school routine or interference with traffic on streets and
highways. When reasonable school regulations prohibit entrance to or
remaining upon school premises, then reasonable application of those rules
can be used to exclude students or others from the school and its grounds,
and in the aggravated case, failure to depart can be the basis of a criminal
trespass cliarge. Finally, whatever conduct that school administrators may .
find themselves faced with may be criminal, like felonious assault (with a ..
weapon) or aggravated assault (where there is serious injury)., These
specific crimes should be referred to .the police for handling and investiga-
tion if criminal prosecutiop is desired. Of ourse, school administrators,
like businessmen and citizens, can decide a ainst filing a,complaint, and
police do not generally act without a comphi t.

Non-Student Disrupters

When a person is around the school or its grounds without any legitimIte
purpose, they can sbe. excluded by school regulations, and in aggravated
cases Michigan's criminal trespass law would be applicable. Unlike stu-
,
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dents, these problems will usually require handling by the police or a
security guard because the school does not have in loco parentis authority
over non-students.

5,
Search and Seizure

Since more weapons gad rugs are being brought into school, I hear
many questions about wM1 'd how a search or seizure can be conducted.
The basic guiding principle is that a person has a right to all reasonable
expectations of privacy, and what expectations are reasonable ,are tested
by common sense standards of what the ordinary person would expect
under any given set of circumstances. . -,.-

Assuming that an individual would reasonably expect a pla e to be
private, the police cannot generally search the place or seize the thing
involved. The expectations being in cases where the person voluntarily
consents or where the officer is actitig on probable cause in regard to a
particular\place, and thing. Furthermore, in many, if not most, cases a police
officer must have a warrant. , : .

In internal, disciplinary actions school adm. inistrat rs are not bound ,1

to the same high standards as a police officer is but me restraint must
be exercised or else a s udent might successfully challenge any punishment
imposed upon him or ex by taking legal action in court.

In 1973, the U ed States Supreme Court strongly affirmed the concept
,1'of search with voluntary' consent and even clarified' that oncept on

/tkFebruary 20, 974. Where this concept is most impor nt is searching
the person a student. The basic legal test of wheth r a consent -type
search alid is whether under all the circumstances' the consent
vo ary, This is particularly uncial if evidence found 4going, to be
later on in a criminal case, and consent can also justify tsearchi al desk
or a locker.

..
Since a desk, locker or other school property is only provided for the use

of students, there is *authority for searching those areas by school officials.
, A routine inspection procedure can be most clearly justified on this basis,
however, a one-time search for specific evidence is less readily justified.
Where this has been seen most often is in relation to cases involving
dormitory rooms. Personally, I fa r the approach that the right of a
princ,ipal, a teacher or other school dministrator to search lockers, desks,
etc. should be spelled out in writte school regulations given to the stu
den s. In any event this type of nonconsentual search is very much an open,
leg l question even tough there are cases recognizing some of these
searches as legal. The most important consideration is your good faith.

Finally, I am often asked about police requests to search a students
locker or other person ly assigned areas in school. In its February decision,Ill
the, United States Su reme Court ruled that police may search any place
for .evidence against a criminal suspect if they abtain voluntary consent
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from a third pdson who has general access to and control over the place
or thing A very key ingredient is the third person's right of control. When
you are requested, by the police, to consent to such a search, you should

t
consider two things: (1) the reasonableness of the police request and
(2j the authority that school regulations give you to enter the assigned

iinlocker or area. f the request is reasonahle and if you have authority to
enter, then you ay cooperate with the police, and evidence, if any, will
be legally seized. t

(
Police/School Liaison Programs and Conclusions

I will close.with a few remarks about police-school liaison programs that
have been developed to improve police/student relations, to provide stu-
dents with more information about law enforcement and to improve school
security.

t

First, I would like to tell those of you who would be interested in some
type of liaison program how to obtain information. Federal funding is
offered to your local, police_ agencies through the Michigan Office of
Criminal Justice Programs, and your local, police agency would generally

' send an application to that office through its regional planning agency.
Of course, local fun ing can be used if it is available.

Turning to pil project ideas around the country, I wik describe the
general outlines f a program in San Diego, C lifornia. To end loitering
around schools y nonstudents, a small task f rce, divided into two-man
patrols, was igned to six *nner-city schools1 This program "westarted
in the final w ks of one ool year, and dunng the following year m re
officers wer assigned, and ey also attempted to develop better rapgtirt
with stu nts by giving classroom talks and having informal rap, se ons
with dents. .

Phoenix, Arizona, a program has been developed to place offi ers in
schools as resource persons. Except in cases of felonies or other serious
disturbances, these officers do not engage in any s i-ity activiti around
the school. They serve as counselors on law-relat problems ap speak in
classrooms on law enforcement. Police officers who are qualified for teaching
are conducting courses on law enforcement subjects in Los Angeles, Des
Moines, Iowa, and Montgomery County, Maryland, and a pilot project
to develop an understanding of law enforcement in elementary schools has
been started in Ventura County, California. Most of these programs are
described in greater detail in the articles listed in my bibliography.

.1n closing, I would like to say that good relations between police, stu
dents,and schools are more important than ever before. However, develop-
ing awarenes of rights as well as the expansion of those rights in the field
of criminal law makes the creation of those relationships more difficult.
As school administrators, you need to be aware of what assistance police
agencies can provide and what legal limitations there are.

....
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SCHOOL AUTHORITY AND STUDENT RIGIITS

ROBERT L. OTTS
...

Dr Potts is Human elatfons Ombuctsm for the Ann Arbor, Michigan Public) -
Schools. 1
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f this overview, it is well to consider with Richard
Hatcher, Mayor of G ry, Indiana, in his address to tit, 'recent meeting
olf the National' Conference on Higher Edutation, that it/would appear tat

" the entire educational process often seems geared more imparting
the discipline of the work force than imparting knowledge, and encOur-'
aging Young people to think for themselves. Rather than being educated
for democracy, young people are educated to accept authority. Institu-
tions like student government prepare young people to accept sham
democracy by schooling them in situations where everyone knows that
the actual power to make important decisions lies elsewhere.'"

' American Association for Higher Education, March 10-I3, 1974, Chicago.
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However, we must be aware/ that there have been significant changes
in:the area of student rights and thus student Power by virtue of evolving
interpretations and emphases of the courts. Needless to say, no 'other in-
stitution of our country has had greater impact an effect upon education
and schools than the courts. Second 'to these; of course, are federal, state
and local goveinments.

This is not to underestimate the observation and belief of Patricia M.
Lines, in her article on "Codes for High School Students," who prefers
to believe that there is another major influence upon 1. changed focus
upon students rights in our times. She postulates that

"Growing student activism in high schools seems to be inspiring the
wholesale manufacture of new rules, regulations, student codes and state-
ments of 'rights and responsibilities.' "
However, she sees in this movement some negative or spurious reasons.
"Many such codes have been created by school administratorsand teach-
ers seeking to control the school environment." (I will allude to the
Ann Arbor 1972 code.)

But, she allows the positive conclusion that

"In contrast, "students, syinpathetic teachers and administrators, an
lawyers groups haie also been developing codes. Generally, these cod
acknowledge the existence of students' rights, define and list offense
outline a fair procedure to follow if a student is accused of some su
offense, and state specific punishments for specific offenses."2

Robert L. Berkman in the November 1970 issue of the Harvard Edu
tional Review? under the title "Students in Court. Free Speech and
Functions of Schooling in America," has given a description pf the evolution
of the courts' changing perception of the purposes of education and the I

authority of the schools.
"American courts," he concludes, "have perceived the pplitical aim of

American education and have generally accepted a traditional disciplinarian
concept of educational purpOse."

"In general, courts view school boards as administrative agencies of the
state and thus consider a school board act proper if it is `reasonable; In-
cluded in the determination of 'reasonableness' is /usually some explanation
of how the act serves a legitimate educational purpose. But, the greater
part of niost decisions is devoted to declarations of judicial reluctance to
scrutinize the activities of local school boards." As in Pugsley v. ?Sellmeyer.

gi. . courts hesitate to substitute their will and judgement ,for that of
the school boards which are delegated by law as agencies to prescrihe
rules for the government of the public schools of the state, which are
'supported at the publi0 expense."

/
iA notable departure from this tradtion of judicial timidity iA the de cison

Tinker v. bes Moines Independent School District (1969) in which the

2 inequality in Education, A. 8, June 15, 1971.
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Supreme Court extended the First Amendment rights of speeclh and exp
sign to secondary school students. Implicit in this decision was a v
of the purposes and methods of education different from that tradition
expressed by American courts. '/.

Let-me summarize briefly Berkman's report on the history of court deci-
Mons and traditional conceptions-of educational purpose.

"Public education in America was never seen merely as a means by which
all codld share the inherent pleasures of mental exercise and development.
Intellection as an end in itself was secondary to the political goals of
public education. Proponents of public education were more concerned
With training citizens than with increasing scholarship. Hence, the schools
were expected to teach discipline and respect for aahority.

"The educational purposes perceived by the courts originated in this
over-riding political, rather than intellectual, aim of American education.
The view that discipline and respect for authority were major goals of
public education was frequently entnciated by the courts.

"In Pugs ley v. Sellmeyer (Arkansas, 1923) a school rule' prohibited the
wearing of transparent hosiery, low-necked dresses or any style of clothing,
lending toward immodesty in dress, or the use of face paint or cosmetics
The appellant wore talcun1 Powder to school arjd was denied admission.
In upholding the action of t e,school authoriti , the co rt said:

"It will be remembered so that respect for constituted authority and
obedience thereto is an ysential lesson to qualify one for the duties of
citizenship, and that t schoolroom is an appropriate place to ,teach
that lesson."

"In Board of Education v. Purse (Georgia, 1897), a parent visited her
child's school and criticized the teacher before the other pupils. The SUpreme
Court of Georgia upheld tlie expulsion of the child as a means of im-

\
pressing upon the other children the consequences of disrespect fo author-
ity. The court treated dif disciplinary measures not merely neutral
devices for maintaining an orderly learning environment but as normative
principles tlmselves part of the content of education.

"The court in presser v. ,District Board (Wisconsin, 190) took the
same approach. Here, two high school students took a poerrl w ich satirized
school rules to the of/ice of a weekly village newspaper whit published it.
The Supreme Court of Wisconsin upheld the expulsion the students
on the ground that the poem had an injurious effect on e discipline
the school. si

"The notion th t .the creation of social unity and uality is a purpose
of public educati n also worked its way into court deci ions. The 'unifying
process involve fitting diverse groups of Americans- articularly

_grabts and tire' nruly' poorto the pattern American cators and states-
men held in h ghest esteem white, middleclass Protestantism. Judicial ap-
proval of the unity theme facilitated the process.

The theme of social unity is most prominent in cases dealing with anti
fraternity' regulations in secondary schools, i.e., Burkitt v School District
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(Oregon, 1952), Robinson v.
(California, 1966).

"The only court overturn a sc
was the Supreme Coktrt of Missouri in
St. Louis (Missouri, 1922).

"Attempts by the schools to eliminate
the guise of helping studIts to adjust to
by some courts. R cent examples center
grooming rules, i.e., Favis v. Firment (1967), Ferrell v. Dall4s
School District (1+6), and a very recent. case in Texas, on
kindergarten student, overturned b the higher court.

"Patriotism (as a legitimate ptir
reflected in seyeral court cases invo
i.e., MinersVilk v. Gobitis (U.S. S

However, Berkman sees the Tink
emergent liberalization of the Fi
process.

Sacra

4

to City Unified School District

1 board anti-fraternity \egulation
Wright v. Board of Education of

individualistic be
society have also
around cases inv

avior under
een ratified
sing school

nfiendent
enting a

"In Tinker v.1 Des Moines Ind

cials may no

First Amendment
the school enviro
prohibit the expr

se of education) was a ot r theme
ving the matter of 'saluting the flag,'
preme Court 1939), etc.

1.
r case as, being most signifi nt in an
st 'Amendment and the tional

dent School District, t _71e S preme

ment, are available to student . School
rights, applied in light of the special

evidence that s ch action is necessa to avoid material and s stantial
n of one particular

interference witii discipline or the work f the scho 1. (This case involved
the wearing of black armbands in oppositionion to th Vietnam wir).

"Justice Fortas, writ'ng for the majority,, charac erized the we
mpanied by,,a

. (Also note.
assembly,
for occup

Court held that
characteristics o
offi

g of

7Dx1 v.
(-own V.

y is-armbands as closely a
order or disturbance
v. Louisiana --1965
Louisiana,---1966.±-br
library).

in to pure speech' unac
n tit. part of the petitioner

.relating to free speech and
ach of the peac conviction

"Much of the di in the rnajo y opinion suggest tha the court'S
opinion represents a remarkable d arture, from t e conceptions of the ,

Purpose and process of education incorporated in e court decisions of
the last hundred years. There is first none of the f miliar 'rhetoric about
the disciplinary purposes of education. The extension of first amen ment - ,/
rights to students means that in some circumstance courts will vIndicate
the actions of students who disobey the commarids f their teachers.,

"In die Tinker case the majority asserts that stately- operate scho Is mak
not be nclaves of totalitarianism. School officials dp not po sess absolute .
authority over their students. Justice Foitas shares the prog essiveS" belief

1in the student as a participant in the educational proces .''
As consequence of the gradual shift of emphasis in the ourts, the doc-

trine f in loco parentis slowly fades away. As Leon Met has observed.'

vision and Curriculum Development, Washingtoh, D.C., 1974.
2 'Student Power,'' Chapter 9, Education for an Open Society, Associ\1on for Super-
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ff... parental responsibilities and poWers that used to belong to educators
are being withdrawn from them and given to students, returned to
parents or assumed by the courts. Students are not so much coming
as children to our schools as they are becoming clients And citizens.
This new client:citizen role has profound implication fot student power
in relation to institutional power. The change makes obs ete the alc
solute authority, formerly vested in school people t ntrol their
charges:" i

: a ...-------- :

Indeed., the age 151 more meticulo s and systemic acco ntability is
.dawning, though I would say, with gr t reluctance. The two cases in the
San Francisco area of recent are poin s in faa. the class suit involving
the teaching of English to Chinese st ents, nd the other the case of the
San Francisco High Schol graduate " eter ,' who is suing the school
for $1 million for alledgedly failing t teach him to read and write.*

AlsO, we may point to the recent Michigan State Court of Appeals
decis( n (3/29/74)Ann Arbor N s) regard) g the dress code of the
Lake ore High School (Berjrien CI unty), staffing that:

,, e, purpo
t

se of a school . . . is to educate and train students, so any
ru s must be for this purpose. . ,' . there is no connection between the
h r styles of the boys and the establishment, maintenance and manage-
in nt and t e carrying on of a public school." ,

al i

We could doubtless list many other very recent' cases to show the
progression i legal recognition and insist 'nce upon the ights of students,
such, as.the daho Supreme Court acti n last year, w ich overruled the
Ida1io School District's dress code which prohibits fe ale students from
wearing slack , pant suits, etc. Tlie'court ruled that

"the enact ent of such a code ex,ceeded jurisdictio and authority of
the school istrict and the school board." /

I would erefore, agree with Leon, Met's analy is that perhaps th
U.S. Suprem Court 1967 Gault decision is the Ian ark: _

"It affirm that neither the Bill of Rights norilhe 14th Amendment
to the Con titution is for adults alone. That and other federal and state
court deci ons have extended to minors the protections affo,cled all
citizen by our Constitutions. In fact, the tendency has been td extend

Imore 6rptection5 to minors precisely because they are deemed to (e snore
vulntrable to abuse and mistreatment by adults. Specifically, courts have ,
extended to students the rights of due process, freedom of inequi , tx
pression, associatjon, peaceful assembly, equal educational oppo unity
and freedom from discrimination.
... Dress codes, censorship of publication, restriction of political tivity2..

arbitrary administrative codes and actions, all have been in vario legal
actions." " .

4 MA$B Journal, March 1974.
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Therefore, wi
school authoriti
Codes, must do

(1) freedoin
(2) freedom
(3) freedom
(4) the right!
() the tight

n tOto, schools

"`students in
constitution."

in constitutional and legal limitations or. parameters;
and those who engage in the development of student
with due regard for the rights of .students, such as

f speech and press

f assembly and association

otq vague, uncertain o overly broad regulations
o rivacy in personal ffairs

o procedural due procers

tt.st recognize that
' 1

c,hool as well as out of school are 'persons' under th

veral years fa go before the Michigan Society of Planning Officials a

11 Y
ord, Michig , I enunciated a principle which I lieve is as vali

nd ks enitmhe t upon school officials a6 upon planner It has to d
*th Oesponsibility for facilitating citizen participation. It i fruitless, I

not h critithl, to enunciate belief in the productivity of stude t, parent,'
i(citize invol ement in the educational process or managemen \of the

schoo and 6t me leadership, as professionals, to assist this prikcess.i
I believe th the ool hai an obligation to assist and to provide resources
to in' ure. that th community of adults and youth have the informatioN
skill and the oppo tunities to make constructive input and influene out-,
co of these insti utions and services. \

hough most p ents and interested citizens have felt the authority
of,.the schoolsin e use of school facilities and Services, in discipline
matters, in meeting various requirementsit must be Nirly clear to most
that, by and large a d in most communities, there is a great, unintelligible
gulf betw n the hools and the citizeb/clients in knowledge of school
rules, aut ex ctations, procedures ,far fqdback and gtievances,

It is as Larry Cu an has commented in his article entitled "Teacher and
Community"' -

. , /

"A$ others have inted out, the gap betw n community and school
may be the resu t of class, color, or valu conflicts. No doubt such
explanations have validity, and evidence c be marshalled to support
each of them. But none of these explanations a acks the myths profes- .

siolalism, one of the deeper prob as become both a use and
effe t of that distance between ho e and s ool.
"B myth I mean 4he belief that school en know precisely /how kids
mu t be taught, how they, should learn, nd what their trure is.
According to one popular analogy, teachers and know so
much more than parents about instruction, curriculum, and

principal

5 Tinker v. Des Moines Independent School District.
Cuban, Larry, "Teacher and Community," Harvard Educational .Review, Spring

1969, pp. 253-272.
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that to expect intelligent questions and helpful
would be as unprofessional as for a doctti' to
his opinion on whether chemotherapy ocol
used. The analogy, of course, is ridiculous. In
"Thus, 'professionalism' has been a code
at arms Ithgth, for resisting the development u

uggestions from parents
a cancer patient for
treatment should be
ation is not wisdom.

rd for keeping parents
any meaniligful face-to

face contact between school and parent, between teacher and com-
munity. Because schoolmen react negatively to inquiries about perform-
ance of youngsters, teachers, or the school, iko personals relationships
with the broad spectrum of the community can materialize.
"More face-to-face and sustained contacts between. school staff and
community in dealing with children could bring a" humaneness to com-
munity relations that is obviously missing. Bringing community people
into the schools as paid aides is one possikility. Another is hiring -com-
munity workers' as part of the faculty. joint planning between com-
munity leaders and schoolmen is yet another possibility. None of these,
loowever, deal with the greater need to expand the vision of teachers to
see that their role requires active involvement with parents and partici-

,
pawn in community life."

'So,.the re is need for more viable models for facilitating this two-way
communication and involvement. Cuban has indicated -some approaches
which have been made operative. This is being done to some extent in the
Ann Arbor $shools in the Title I, Early Childhood Education Program and
in the employment of thirteen Human Relations Workers in the secondary
schools. There is still place for more effective, pe44c, clear, informattye
medianewsletter, audio-visual media, etc.directedTA students, parents
and the community at large. However, growth in these understandings and
in constructive influence-upon the educational process are best furthered
through crEative participation in the various aspects of the operations,
programs And processes of the institution, particularly

(1) in the deterniination and development of codes, regulations and
their implementation which effect students and parents;

(2) in the development and implementaijon of the curriculum of the
school and the u'se of other resources; and

(3) in collaboratiVe staff, studient and community development in the
. achievement of educations

Recently, at the openipg session of the Program for Educational Op-
portunity's conference on 'Models for New Approaches to Staff Develop-
ment,- the keynote speaker, Mr. ylysses Byas, presented an emphasis for

'effective staff growth and development which I believeto be pertinent to
this topic of educating school and community. For him, the key to staff
growth and development lies in staff investment of their energies, resources
and creativity in programs which help parents and students develop their
potentials. He gave some examples or models of what they were doing,
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i e , school-age parents program, teacher -aides and outreach workers, media,
etc. l

is light, I believe that we can futther the understandings, produc-
feedback and respon ility of the several components of the school

*.t unity in such m tt
t

as student behavior, tights and responsibilities,
whin and where w\--will invegt our resources, energies and creativity to
help parents and students become partners in the planning, operation, pro-
grams and evaluation of 'our schools.

Also very recently, a committtee of representatives of the various unions,
connected with the schools and of central administration niet to considers
the "prevention of disruption in the schoi." One of the recommendations
of the committee; besides that it should be disbanded, was that each school
should establish a school-community advisory council. Such a council
would be an Ititegral part of that school, to consider all facets of that
school's prOgram, operations; climate, assist-in planning and some aspects
of implementation and evaluation, and make recommendations, primarily
to the principal, for maintaining and imprccing mental health, safety and
educational quality. With* further elaboration,, you will recognize this
model as being 4aracteristic of the Flint Community School structure.

Now, this may not be the ultimate in mctlels, but I believe that some-
thing similar which legitimizes and operationalizes such an ongoing viable
team of students, parents, educators, engaged in mutual consideration for
all students and all that impacts upon them, is essential, both to advancing
the educational quality of our schools and to more workable and positive
methodologies icor student rights and responsibilities. .

- Finally, we must admit that many if not most adults and professionals
not limited to education are afraid, if not intimidated, by the prospect
of shared planning and power, because it may and does mean for change.
And, change connotes personal costs and struggle.

Well, perhaps it is pertinent for us to keep in mind the admonitionof
Frederick Douglas, if we would change-and achieve a larger measure of
freedom for our youth and adult citizen /cliepts:

"If there is no struggle, there is no progress. Those who profess to favor
freedom and yet kiepricate agitation are men Wto want crops without
ploughing up the ground They want rain without thunder and lightening.
They want the ocean without the awful roar of its many waters. This
struggle may be a moral one, or. it may be a physical one, and it may
be both moral and physical', but it must be a struggle. Power concedes
nothing without a demand. It never did and it never will. Men may not
get all they pay for in this world, but they must certainty pay for all
they get...."
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S.

NEUTRAL PRINCIPLES FOR TIE DEVELOPMENT AND
EVALUATION Or DISCIPLINE AND STUDENT

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITY POLICIES

CHARLES. VERGON.

Mr. Vergon is Assistant Director of the Program for Educational Opportunity,
School of Edutution, The University of Michigan.

intoductio:

School policies afford one means of trap
school authority and student rights into prac
policies which delineate the scope of sohoo
student rights has historically been less tha
the tense and chaotic events that ushered the,
recent as three years ago written policies were
to half of all :Michigan districts and woefully irlhdequate in many

A carefully developed policy is particularly imperative since d
segments of the school. community possess diametrically opposed and
held attitudes on the subject and the law remains relatively fluid. In a
dition to providing uniform direction and educating affected persons con
Cerning developments in the law, written policies serve a number Or-other
positive functions. Such policies, for instance, contribute to sound educa
tional philosophy, continuity and stability of district P.raclices, clarification
of conflict-generating ambiguities, equal treatment of students and uniform.
access to educational services, and the satisfaction of state requirements,

Mting the law as it relates to
itce. The process of developing
'Anuthority and the extent of
'systematic reflecting

into eTtisPnce In fact, as
ften totally abs t in 'up.

others.
fferent

as in the apparent case of Michigan.

An Overview of the Policy Development Process '.

Recognizing the significance of policy and particularly its educational
function, infinitely more rational proceduresiptist be followed in developing 1
policy than em oyed only a few, years aggPased on this writer's expert
ence, those pro ures should include the following, self -explanatory steps,

Determination of the Need for Policy Development or Revision

IdentifiCation of Persons to be Involved
1

Provision of Information and Training for Participants
1

Development of Proposed Policy

...t .... .i 1 154 ,
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Submission of Policy to Others for Review
1

,Revision and Preparation of Final n ocument

Submission to Board for Formal A on

Dissemination of Policy and Education of School Community

Implementation of Policy

Monitoring, Evaluation, and Revision

NEUTRAL PRINCIPLES FOR DEVELOPING POLICY

When discussion turns to discipline ok student rights and responsibilities
there are few neutral persons. There ark those who contend school officials
are being asked to surrender control of the public school system to au-
dents under threat of legal action or disruption. On the other hand, there
are those who assert that the remedy for alienation and disorder among the
young is not less, but more freedom. , .

Regardless of disagreements as to substantive responsibilities and rights
or a divergence of educational philosophies, there are perliaps some neutral
principles to be adhered to in the formulation or evaluation policy
governing students. In the following pages. ten such principjes are set out
as a possible guide.

1. Involvement
2. Scope
3. Clarity, Precisenesi and Conciseness
4. Legal AMbiguity
5. Reasonbleness
6. Organization and Format .

7. Accountability
8. Dissemination
9. Data Collection and Polity

10. Policy Modification and Rcview

INVOLVEMENT I. IRepresentatives of all, affected members of the school community
students, parents, teachers, administrators, and board membersshould
be involved in the formulation of the policy.' Prior to adoption the policy
should be reviewed by the school attorney and gn attorney of the coth-
mittee's choosing. .

#
Tie' importance placed in means of governih as contrasted to the ends

of government is what uniquely characterizes democracies. One of the
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prime purposes for schools is toeducate individuals to function in a
d'efoofratk Society. Consequently, the involvement of all groups in the
school community is philosophically essential and educationally sound. ,

. It is also strategiCally sound for -all groups to be involved, though for
varying reasons. Each group benefits- by insuring their point or view is
represented. Students haVe the opportunity to air their complaints and
convey their perspective directly to administrators and board members,
administrators can acquaint students and parents with the practical. and
legal constraints under which they must act, and board members ;nay
derive a much sounder understanding of the problems in the sch Is and
the concerns of the parents. Perhaps less obvious, but no less, im rtant,
is the result that each group and individual "owns" a piece of the cy
given their direct involvement arid substantial investment of time. his
o hip,often proves crucial at the adoptive state.

I counsel should also consulted since state laws must be ompiled
with egardiess of their undesirability from the students' point of view.
By the same token, regardless of the representativeness °Lille-committee,
the degree of consensus it enjoys, or the subsequent .ratificatid of Che
policy -by a majority of student body, students in schools him certain
rights which can only be waived by individual students who do so know-
ingly and voluntarily.

The committee's opportunity to submit the dument to an attorney of
its own choosing, and preferrably one of the students and parents' choosing,
serves a number of valuable. purposes. It lends credulence to the sincerity
of the district by, providing expert and unbiased assistance to citize
student; in the completion ()With charge. Additionally, it serves to identify.,

,-.'the most vulnerable provision of the proposed policy. This facilitates policy
reoiamination prior to adoption, thereby avoiding the all-too-prevalent
face savinf tendency of many policy making bodies to defend a legally or

'educationally untenable position at substantial cost in lerms,6f dollars
and credibility:.. . . .., '

." SCOPE

4
fine

. ,

policy should collect in one documentilicomponent policies govern-
ing school student relationj including those explaining -student rights as
well as responsibilities; prohibitions and sanctions.

The- increasing prevalence of Student Citizenship Policies seflects the
recapition that. (1) ,responsibilities at law accompany rights rather than
precedKitem, (2) an unacknowledged tight is 'often either denied by the

'0 schools or exaggerated by he student, (3 ) ignorance or conscious denial
of a right is costly in terms of both economics and credibility, (4) rights
provide peaceful 'avenues of protest which if, obstructed may detour student'
energies into less constructive forms of protest, and Artily, (5) it is
educationally and ethically 'imperative that schools practice the constitu-
tional principles they teach.

.
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(See Appendix A, P.E.O. Checklist of Considerations for Developing
and Evaluating School Policies Governing Students for possible inclusions.)

CLARITY, PRECISENESS AND CONCISENESS

The policy should be as short as possible but as long, as necessary to
provide the student reasonable notice of what conduct,is permitted and
prohibited and the consequences for violatinuany rule.

Two means of enhancing clarity are (1) to incorporate a glossary of
terms

Such as--

ARSONThe intentional setting of fire.

ASSAULTPhysical threats of violence to persons.

BATTERYThe harmful striking of another.

THEFTTaking property that belongs to someone else or the school
' without permission. .

TRESPASSBeing present in an unauthOrized place or refusing to leave
e when ordered to do so.

EXTORTION Obtaining money or,property by violence or threat of
violence or forcing someone to do s9mething against his will by force
or threat of force.

or (2) to provide illustrative examges--

"Disruptive conduct"is conduct which materially and substantially
interferes with the educational process, such as,

reading or distributing unassigned materials during class
pinning buttons on students who.do not want to wear them

.staging a sit down in the principal's office Or Corridor of the building
shouting to students in classrooms from the hall or outisde grounds.

Besides the obvious behavioral and psychological advantages of clarity,
there are a number of legal reasons why policies should be reduced. to
writing and be as clear and precise as possible.

Courts may invalidate imprecise policies on o en of the three basic
grounds: (1) due process or basic fairness' where severe sanctions are
imposed for conduct not expressly prohibited in a written policy, unless
the-conduct is obviously prohibited, (2) vagueness where the average stu-
dent must guess at the meaning of a rule, and (3) overbreadth where con-
stitutional rights are being constriaed by regulations more encompassing
than necessary to accomplish a legitimate school goal.
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LEGAL AMBIGUITY

Where the law is unclear, an attempt should be made to ascertain the
most probdble interpretation and incorporate it in the policy noting its
uncertain status.

On function of local policy should be to clarify uncertainties in the law,
recognizing that whether the interpretation is ultimately right or wrong,
the clarity allows students to make choices with predictable consequences
and also facilitates legal challenges. This is particularly necessary when
the precise issue has not been raised in the jurisdiction in question or has
been decided differently by courts of the same level of authority.

For instance, the issue of whether students must submit their under-
ground newspaper to the principal for review before distributing it has
not been authoritatively determined by the U.S. Supreme Court of the.
6th Circuit Court of Appeals. Thus a local board in Michigan, Ohio,
Kentucky or Tennessee could adopt a policy of free distribution with the
student responsible for the consequences of any illegal inclusions or a
policy of prior submission with the administrator empowered to prohibit
distribution, but only when the materials Contain forms of unprotected
expression. (Traditionally, unprotected expression has been limited to ob-
scene language, libelous statements, fighting words, advocacy of illegal
actions likely to occur, and articles that result in substantial and material
disruption of the school.)

Furthermore, local policy, in addition to clarifying the operative,inter-
pretation, ipay grant rights to students in addition to those rights origi
nating in state and federal constitutions or statutes.. Thus even in a juris-
diction where prior submission is deemed constitutional, the local policy
could expand tilt freedom of the press right by not requiring prior sub-
mission, provided the expansion does not violate a countervailing con- .

stitutional or statutory principle. The converse, however, does not hold
true. Constitutional or statutory rights cannot be narrowed by local policy.

REASONABLENESS

Regardless of legal authority and enforceability, no prohibition should
be Plated on students which is without a reasonable educational or public
policy justification.

By way of illustration, one Michigan principal after viewing a series
of 50 pictures at the behest of a federal judge concluded that only a handful
of the individuals depicted would be allowed to attend his sclfool given
its current grooming standards. Those excluded were all but five Presidents
of the United States, a number of preeminent statesmen and Supreme
Court Justices, and Jesus Christ as popularly depicted. The Court ques
tioned the reasonableness of any regulation that would prohibit such
historical and contemporary figures from obtaining an education Merely
on account of the length of their hair. Thus, though the law in a number
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of jurisditions conclude? that student hair style is not a form of con-
stitutionally protected symbolic expression (or privacy), many boards
have rescinded grooming codes. Basically these boards have asked them-
selves two questions that should be considered before adopting any restric-
tive policy. (1) Is there a reasonable relationship between the rule and
a valid educational objective? (between hair length and a nondisruptive
environment and health and safety interests) and (2) Can the objective
be reached by using a less offensivegor stringent rule or alternative? (dis-
ciplining only those whose hair styles proveitlisruptive in fact, requiring the
periOdical washing of hair, or wearing a hair bind while in woodworking
class). 'f
ORGANIZAyTION AND FORMAT .. ,

The )olicy should be organized in a format that ((ids understanding and
allows.easy and ready reference.

Because such'policies are often incremental in origin with sections added
ofettime by different boards and 'administrators and because they ire-
quently evglve from crises, they tend to be poorly organized and with
little attention tia format or consistency of organization. While there, is
of course no single means of organizing such policies, a few principle) should.
be observed:

Divide the Policy In-to Major bivisions and Subdivisions

uch as Introduction, Purpose, or Preamble.
, Rules Governing Conduct
ProCedures to be Followed in -Disciplining Students
Student' Rights
Legal himitations on Rights.
Grievance Procedures, etc.

Select Particularly Descriptive Words for Various Divisional Headings
"Offenses Against Persons" rather than "Category I Offenses"
"Offenses Against Property" rather than "Category II Offenses"

=Enumerate Items in a Series Such as Available Alternatives, Elements
of a Situation or Steps in a Process and Sequence Them in the Most
Logical Order

Hearing Proc.edUre

5. The following procedural guidelines will govern the hearing.

a. Written notice of charges against a student shall be supplied to
the student and his parent or guardian.

b. Parent or guardian shall be present at the hearing.
c. The student, parent or guardian- may be represented by legal'

counsel.
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e
d. The student shall be given an opportunity to give his versi:m of

the facts and their implications. He should be allowed to offer
. the testimony of other witnesses and other evidence.
e. The student shall be .allowed to observe all evidence offered against

him. In addition he shall be allowed to question any witness.
f. The hearing shall be conducted by an impirtial hearing authority

who shall make hi,s determination, solely ,vpon the evidence pre-:
sented athe hearing.

g. A record Shall be kept of the hearing.
h. The hearing authority shall state within a reasonable time after

the hearing his findings as to whether or ntt the student charged
is guilty of the ,,ct5nduct charged and his decision, if any, as to

.disciplinary action.
i. The findings of the hearing authority shall be reduced to writing

and sent to the student and his parent or guardian.
j. The student and his parent or guardian shall be made aware of

their fight to appeal the decision of the hearing authority to the
appropriate appellate authority.

.

Use Various Organizational Aids Such as Spatial Relationships,
Capitalization, Underlining, Print Style or Size, Symbols and the
Like to Differentiate Portions of the Policy, Establish Levels of
Generalizatioli and/or Importance, or Add .Emphasis.

N. e

AIDS

Capitalization Spatial. Relationship

RIGHTS RIGHTS TUGHTS

4 Freedom f Speech " Speech Speech .
\.

' definition definition . definition
scope scope scope. .

limitation(s) limitation(s) limitation(s)
r

Symbols

Alphabetic Numeric Alpha-nume ric

RIGHTS 100 RIGHTS I. RIGHTS
A. Speech 101 Speech A. Speech
B. Association , 101.1 definition 1. definition
C. etc. 101.2 scope 2. scope

101.3 limitation(s) 3. limitations(s)

. .1021 Assafitioil " 137 Avnsciitton ti

102.1 definition 1. definition
102/ scope 2. scope
102.3 limitation(s) 3. limitation(s)

(100, 200, 300, etc.primary division
01, 02, etc. secondary heading

4 01.1 tertiary heading, etc.)
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Print .

Type.and/or size
. .Perdizetzx

Color

Pieamble (black)
RIGHTS, RESPONSBILITIES, AND Rigbts, Responsibilities, and
LIMITATIONS Limitations (red)

FREEDOM or SPEECH AND:ASSEMSLY

, Utilize Columned or Diagramatic 4.epresentations to Promote Under.,
standing of the Relationship of P,idvisions Within the Policy.

Columned Representation

Illegal Substances and Dangerous Drugs
Probleni Policy

Smoking is not perrhistted on
:A Smoking school grounds. Tobacco' is in-

jurious to health. Fire hazard is
substantial.

B. Drug and, Chemical Abuse
The use of drugs is illegal and is
a health hazard, Students may
not appear at school under the
influence of harmful drugs. The
school will protect students from
harmful drugs and chemicals and
from -those who sell or dispense
harmful drugs or chemicals.

Disciplinary Action
1. Suspension and required atten-

dance at film about the health
hazards of smoking.

2. Second violation: Suspension
with parental conference for
readmission.

3. Third violation: Three day
suspension.

1.

2.

Possession: Suspension from
day schoolreadmission after
satisfactory conferences with
family, and upon approval by
probation officer.
Conviction. Students convicted

f using or selling drugs must
attend a series of eight evening
classes on drug abuse. Any stu-
dent convicted of selling will
not be readmitted to day
school for 60 days following
sentence. Police may be -con-
sulted:

Diagrammatic Representation
Gricvance Procedure

BUILDING LEVEL DISTRICT- LEVEL'
APPEAL s" APPEAL
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Super-
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5 days I
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10 days
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INCLUDE A TABLE OF CONTENTS ANDIOR INDEX TO ASSIST EASY
REFERENCE. .

CONTENTS
Preface
Introduction
Part I Points of Law

Free Education
Conduct Off School Grounds
Corporal Punishment
Hair and Dress
Freedom of Expression
Locker Searches
Police in the Schools
Suspension and Expulsion
School Rules.
Flag Salute and Pledge of Allegiance

, 'Cigarettes, Alcohol and Drugs .
School Records
Appeals

AGCOLTNTABILITY,

The policy should expressly designate by position or selection criteria
the person or group of persons responsible for various facets of imple-
menting the policy and expressly establish definite time limits for the
accomplishments of various activities.

Though it is impractical to restrict the authority to perform certain
acts to the individual occupying a single position, at least some selection
procedure or criteria (position, association, age, grade, sex, race), should
be preestablished rather than simply stating "or designee" or "persons with
expertise or interest." This is necessary to minimize assertions that the
individual or group .selected in a, particular instance is biased, thereby
contributing to students challenging authority, even when reasonably
exercised.

The establishment of time lines for official action --such as between dis-
covery of an offense And initiating disciplinary action, or between imposing
a sanction and hearing an appeal- guards against coercive actions by
either party, enhances the availability and quality of the evidence for the
proceedings, minimizes the impact of a subsequently reversed determina-
tion, and generally promotes organizational efficiency and, accountability.

DISSEMINATION AND EDUCATION

The policy should be distributed to all affected "members of the school
community prior to its implementation and should be the subject of annual
classroom discussion and study as well as the focus of a comprehensive
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r ,
in-service training program jbr cachet's, building administrdtors and key

,.1

central administrators.

Publication of a policy may be enough in some instances to secur
complian &, but another step may be necessary in many instances. Effort
to educate affected personnel as to articular rules are needed or right
need tobe respected may help reduce re ent on the part of students
and staff respectively and contribute to a hig level of respect for' ap-
plicable rules and rights. Because of the nature of a ned responsibilities,
in addition to efforts to educate staff about the, policy and changing statu
of the law, it may be necessary to provide training in fact finding,
vestigating complaints and incidents, determining appropriateness. an
weight ,of evidence, conducting informal and formal hearings, reviewing
decisions of suboldinate authority, and receiving and acting on student
grievances. Similarly, students should be afforded correlative training
experiences with the emphasis on how to use established policies and proce-
dures effectively to protect their interests and accomplish the change they
deem necessary.

DATA COLLECTION

The policy should require thelvegular collection and publication of
data sufficient to allow an objective evaluation of the policy, how it is
administered, and its effectiveness.

Because of the absence of hard data many schQoLdistricts are forced to
operate on unverified assumptions concerning student thavior. patterns_
and are unable to refute even spurious allegations that a botible standard
operates depending on a student's race, sex or other charkteristics. Districts
develop policies and organizational structures without an assessment of
their potential effectiveness and prescribe solutions based on intuition
rather' than fact.

An information system should be instituted which affords an analytical
framework for decisiOn-making, policy evaluation and development, and
diagnostic and prescriptive uses.

Data identifying the frequency and nature of misbehavior without
kicertaining the causes are not enough. The information syslem should
be designed_so as to insure' individual rights of teachers and students, yet
answer at least the following questions:

1. What are the effects of environmental factors on discipline problems?
(size of building, utilization level, location, organization, etc.).

2. What are the most prevalent discipline problems or offenses and in
what major category of offenses do they fall? (e.g., bodily harm,
property damage, attendance-related, etc.).

3. What relationships, if any, exist between' the various categories of
offenses and the demographic characteristics of the students?

1
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4. When do various problems,'offenses most frequently occur? ,(year,
montk, day of week, hour of day).

5. Where do various problems, offenses most often take place? (coming
to or going from school, on school grounds, in building, where in
building). . ,

6. What type of teacher or administrator has the greatest incident of
various categories of discipline problems,'offenses (age, sex, race,
degree, experience, grade, subject matter, attitude).

7. What type of administrator applies whichdisciplinary sanctions for
various categories of problems /offenses involving what types of stu-
dents? (administrator ;age, sex, race, degree, experience, grade,
position, etc.).

8. What disciplinary sanctions prwove most effective for various types
or students and for various categories cif, problems/offenses?

The information should be aggregated by school (or district if necessary
to insure anonymity) and made available to the public at least semiannualy.

(Contact The Program for Educational Opportunity for details of its
comprehensive Discipline and Displacement Information System.)

POLICY MODIFICATION AND REVIEW

Procedures should be incorporated in the policy whereby (1) students
may petition at any time for the modification of a provision or its tem-
porary suspension, (2) members of the school community may periodically
submit suggested changes, (3) the board must at least biannually conduct
a comprehensive review.,

;

Particularly where students do not play a decisive role in formulating
the policy, they must be afforded an avenue of input such as an initiative
procedure. A mechanism should also be provided allowing for the terbporary
suspension of a rule in the event its application in a particular situation
would be unjust.

Because of the need for periodic school-community input, yet the sub-
stantial time and energy involved in convening a representative committee
and rewriting an entire policy, a procedure should be incorporated to
encourage the submission of proposed amendments or modifications. The
procedure should also provide for the circulation of the amendments to
other interested parties prior to any formal action.

Finally, a comprehensive and systematic revie; of the entire policy
is necessary at least every two years to insuroontinued consistency with
other district policies and to modify the policy to coincide with develop-
ments in the law.
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Checklist of Considerations for Develogg and Evaluating

I. Procedural Considerations
A. Right to an impartial hearing

B. Notice of charges, offense, rule violated, and adverSe evidence
C. Right to counsel
D. Right ,to confront and question accusers
E. Privilege against self-incrimination
F. Right to appeal

School Policies Governing' dents*.

II. Substantive Considerations

A. Edgational opportunities free from arbitrary and unreasonable
9)les

B. Freedom.from vague, uncertain, and overbroad rules
C. Freedom from unequal application of school policies
D. Freedoi of expression

1. Expression by speech
2.. Eitpreision by writing
3. Symbolic expression

a. Expression through hair styles
b. Expression through dress
c. Expression through buttons, badges, etc.
d. Expression through action

i. Expression through participation and non-participation in
ceremonies

ii. Picketing,
iii. Demonstrations

E. Freedom of assemblymbly and association "F. Search and seizure
G. Freedom from unreasonable,punishment
H. Freedom from discriminatory classifications
I. Access to school records

1. Information about your school
2. Access to student records; degree of confidentiality required'

J. Law enforcement activities in the school
1. Arrests
2. Freedom from interrogation

;" The above is intended as a checklist of considerations only. Current legal iuthonty
or parameters should not be inferred from the language used ("Right," "Opportunity,"
"Freedom," or "Privilege;).
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c' _STUDENT RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
A HE CURRICULUM

r
JoELF. 'HE.2125ING

Mr. Henning is an attorney and National Director of the American Bar 'tuition
Youth Education for Citizenship Project, Chicago, Illinois.

Like blind men feeling different parts of the elephant,, each of us
perceivis subject matter differently. The subject of this conference, "Stu:
dent Behayior, Rights and, Responsibilities, and the Fair AdministratiOn
of Lliscjpline," stno ekception. Administrators may see the problems of
student behavior as a threat itaLtirder and efficiency, and a waste of time
better spent on their more interesting and important professional resnon
sibilities. Te,i'chers fnay consider the problem as one which compels them
to act as policemen at the cost of their atotion to teaching. Students may,
be re themselxes victifirs of oppression sand :devote hemselves to testing
the limits,uporAgreii teliavior. Many parents probably view the problem
as another symptom of a decadent school system which costs more and
more money and provides less and less education. Growing numbers of my
culleagueS in the legal profession Mr doubt welcome the controversy over
student behavior, because it is generating fee- paying clients on all .sides,
taking up some of the slack caused by the trend toward alternatives to
litigation in the personal injury and divOrce fields.

Too many of those concerned about the issue of student behavior over
look the extraordinary eduotional opportunity it presents. The issues, re-..
laced to student behavior are issue4 of fundafilental importance to society.
They include law, order, authority, due precess and democracy. They in-
volve-relationships among people, and between individuals and the state.
Problems of student behavior could be the vehicle for effective civic educa-
tion:

Recently, Professor R.. Freeman Butts of Columbia Teachers College
wrote that:

The prime purpose of the public schools is to cultivate the political
. virtues that are appropriate to constitutional self government and, that

ace required to achieve a just society which stands for justice, equality,
and freedom in the modern world.

4

Copyright 1974 by the author. Ml rights reserved.
' R. Freeman Butts, "The Public Purpose of the Public School," Teachers College

Record, vol. 75, 110. 2, p. 220, December, 1973.
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Thq same sentiment expressed in 1790 by James Wilson, a scholar
who hd previously signed both the Declaration of Independence and the
Constitution, and served as a Justice of the United States Supreme Court..
Wilson said that:

Seery Rte citizen and every free man has duties to perform and rights'
to claim Unless, in some measure, and in some degree, he knows those
duties ancLthose,riglits, he can never act a just and an independent part.'

The problem-is that this sentiment is more easily expressed than trans-
lated into,effective education. A,kmost all educators agree that the tradi-
China] civicsCourses have)been narrow, lifeless failures. These courses at-
tempted, tb transmit values and Meals uncritically to students who were
expected to accept them passively, as they were later expected ,to accept
the values transmitted via television. These ;adult" values concern the
sensual and psychic rewards of smoking various brands of cigarettes, the
magical effects on the marriage telationship that a bride can achieve by
purchasing the correct brand of ioffee, the compelling need to fight com-
munism in Vietnam, and the sitnEhaneous virtue in sending our President
off to gala and cordial banquets with the maximum leaders of communism.

Otir civics books have changed; but it may be a rhetorical rathet than
a pedagogical transformation. "Progress," for example, may no longer
be one of the ideals dogmatically transmitted. "Ecology" may have re-
placed it.however briefly. Now, I suppose, the textbook Publishers are
once again re-plating, lobking for the catch-phrase that will accommodate
the current, eneirgy. crisis while maintaining some wisp of reverence for
environmental Protection..

The issue of student behavior provides a dramatic example of the con-
tinuing separation of civic education from meaningful civic experience. In
1973, many publications were issued which discussed the problem of
student behavior. Let us examine two which differ significantly from one
another; yet sharea blindness to the potential relationship between the
regulation of student behavior and education itself. The first is a pamphlet
published by the National School Public Relations Association entitled
"Discipline Crisis in the Schools. The Problems, Causes and Search for
Solutions."' The pamphlet is not shy about recommending solutions to the
problem of disorder in the schools. It devotes an entire chapter to the use
of drugs "tcitreat hyperactive youngsters" and another to corporal punish-,
ment. Not a paragraph, however, is allotted to how students can perhaps
be made more .responsible in matters of behavior through curriculum
which confronts problems of behavior and authority. In theTourtien item
checklist for teachers "to affect positive discipline in the classroom," not
even one item suggests that classroom time might usefully be spent by
having students share in the search for answers to the problems of dis-

'James Wilson, "Of the Study of the Law in the United States," in McCloskey, ed.,
The Works of James Wilson, vol. I. (Cambridge. Harvard 1967) p. 72.

3 (Arlington, Va. 1973)

I
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cipline. Indeed, the opposite is recommended. "A teacher should avoid
arguing with students."' Socrates,' where are you now that we need you?

That pamphlet, it could be argued, was not concerned with education
'but only with the narrow problem of discipline. The Reform of Secondary
Education, however, is a book published by the National Commission on
the Reform of Secondary Education, which devotes an ,entire section to
"Revitalizing the Content of Secondary Education." It also contains chap-
ters on "The Crisis in School Security" and "Student Rights and Obliga-
tions.;',' In addition, the enlightened and progressive commissioners recog-
nize that "a stimulating, multi-dimensioned culture is educative," and also
that "action-learning programs must be accepted as a source of learning
experiences." But in 'dealing with school security, student rights.'and
obligations, the book provides no hint of a linkage between these problems
and-the learning process.

These recent publications support the earlier findings of Sey mour Sara-
son of Vale that "in practice the most frequent way in which children are
expected to learn individual responsibility and social reciprocity, is by not
being exposed to such experiences."' Sarason's study focused on theissue
of student behavior:

I have asked teachers. is there something about children that makes
them completely unable to participate in discussion and formulation of
crime and punishment in die classroom? . . . The second question. as-
suming that they are incapable, is it also true that they do not think
about or are not concerned about crime and punishment in the class-
room? To say they are completely unable is at least unjustified and at
worst sheer ignorance of what children do outside of school in their
spontaneous play groups. One does not need the support of formal re-
search to assert that children in their relationship to each other have
some concepts of fairness one needs only good eyes and ears.
The fact of the matter is that the great bulk of teachers assert (1) that
children are not completely unable and (2) that children do think about
crime and punishment in the classroom. Whatorer thinking allows
teachers to make these, positive assertions is not reflected in what they
do.'

Sara,son understands the consequences of isolating student problems
from the classroom:

The teachers thought about children in precisely the same way that
teachers say that school administrators think about teachers, that is,
administrators do not discuss matters with teachers, they do not act as
if the opinions of teachers were important, they treat teachers like a

Id pp 54-5.
' c (New York McGraw-Hill 1973)

. Id. pp. 77, 79.
7 Seymour B SarasOn, The Culture of the School and the Problem of Change,

(Boston Allyn & Bacon 1971) p. 236
m Id. 'pp 189-90
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hunch of children, and so on. The rise and militancy of teacher organi-
zations have a complex history, btit one of the important factors was
the unwillingness of teachers to be goVerned by a tradition in which they

' had no part in decisions and plans that affected them. We are witnessing
the same development on the part of students in our high schools, junior
high schools, and needless to say, in our college; . . , It is recognized
that what, is at issue is what life in a school is and could be.'

"And so," as Kurt Vonnegut would 4A "it goes." Teachers too often
; teach abstractions and unreality even though the school is literally over-

flo.wing with many of the sam very real and desperate problems afflicting
' our society in general. The schools tend to isolate young people from

responsibility for their own development.
Even though there is general support for the proposition that schools

must help students develop a responsible concern for an orderly and just
society, it appears that students are not being encouraged to take ad active
part in bringing order and justice to the society of the school. The move-
men for student rights and obligations on the one hand, and the notement
for a more relevant civic curriculum on the other, are proceeding in
parallel rather than intersecting lines. According to the great educational
psychologist and philosoplier, John Dewey, both movements are thus
doomed to fail In his book, Experience and Education, he said that ef-
fective social control depends upon those involved feeling that they are
a part of a group. "It is not the will or desire of any person which estab-
lishes order but the moving spirit of the whole group."'" The traditional
school on the other hand,

was not a group or community held together by participation in common
activities. Consequently, the normal, proper conditions of control were
lacking. Their absence was made up for, and to a considerable extent
had to be made up for, by the direct intervention of the teacher, who,
as the saying% went "kept order." He kept it because order was in the
teacher's keeping, instead of residing in the shared work being done."

In a Deweyite school, "social control resides in the very nature of the
work being done as a social enterprise.in which all individuals have an
opportunity to contribute and to which all feel a responsibility."'' Where
discipline (even reasonably fair discipline) is imposed on students frum
above, according to Dewey, "The gap is so great that , . . the methods of
learning are foreign to the existing capacities of the young. They are bey-
ond the reach of the experience the young learneis already possess.-

Thus far, I have attempted to suggest two things. First, any relevant
curriculum in civic education must incorporate the problems of student

f' Id. p. 177.
3^. (New York Collier 1963) p 54
II Id p. SS.
321d. p 56. ,
13 Id. p. X9,
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behavior (as well as other real problems of the schools, such as teacher and
administrator rights and obligations). "Relevant,- after all, means related
to some valued activity or goal. Second, the problem of student behavior
}vill itself be mitigatecrby sharing responsibility for its solution.with stu-
dents,

A growing number of scholars, led by Lawrence Kohlberg of Haryard,
believe that a third benefit will result from teaching about moral and legal
problems, including those of school governance. Kohlberg has built on
Piaget a theory of moral development in which there are six stages, ranging
from rule observance because of fear of punishment at the lowest level,
to a utilitarian regard for rules at an intermediate stage, and ultimately to
a subtle regard for the relationship between basic human values and justice.
According to Kohlberg, a curriculum which incorporates moral and legal
issues such as those concerning student behavior and due process in dis-
cipline will, if properly taught, stimulate children to higher levels of moral
development than they might otherwise have achieved. When confronted
by a school principal who said, "What are you doing all this verbal moral
disccission for when we need your help with moral behavior problems of
pregnancy, drugs and theft," Kohlberg responded:

"To develop moral action we would want the students to express their
sense of justice as well as talk about it and make the school more just."'4

That principal, incidentally, did not explore Kohlberg's curriculum pro-
,posal further.

It is important to distinguish between student involvement and parti-
cipation in matters involving student Hats And obligations, which I am
urging, and the surrender of all authority over problems of order and
punishment to Students, which is patently absurd. A school is not a small-
scale jeffersonian democracy. A school is created to accomplish a specific
set of objectives. Many different constituencies are involved in the school,
each has different responsibilities and each has different experiences to
bring to the school environment. Qualified adults are placed in positions
of leadership in the schools because they are equipped to lead. Dewey
recognized that his theories had tended to mislead some into believing
that progressive education required abdication of adult authority.

The mature person, to put it in moral terms, has no right to withhold
from the young on given occasions whatever capacity for sympathetic
understanding his own experience has given him ... As the most mature
member of the group he has a peculiar responsibility for the conduct of
the interactions and intercommunications which are the very life' of
the group as a community.' \

In his useful and important analysis of the free school movement, Allen
Graubard rejects the naive view of radical free school advocates who cqn-

'4 Lawrence Kohlberg, "Moral Development and the New Social Studies," Social
Education, vol. 37, no 5, p 375, May, 1973.

" Dewey, Experience and Education, pp 38, 58,
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demn authority and structure. "The self-congratulatory rhetoric," of free
slid staff, Graubard says, "helps to prevent confrontation with the
deep problems of young people teachers and administrators are (or
should be) wiser and fairer than students. They are thus entitled to a
larger role in handling problems of behavior, as well as in choosing and
guiding curriculum. Howel,er, it is irrational to deal with behavior problems
of high school seniors in the same manner as first graders. Growth in in-
tellectual skills is or can be matched by growth in the capacities to act
responsibly and morally as part of the school community. Eighteen-year-
olds can now fully participate in federal elections. it seems hypocritical
for educators not to match the confidence placed in adolescents by the
Congress and President, by giving them a voice in matters of school govern-
ance equal to that which they have in national politics.

thus far I have discussed the integration of student behavior into the.
curriculum in abstract, terms. Without concrete examples of how it canitbe
done, this essay is worth no more than the abstract and unrealistic civics
curriculum which I have criticized. Let us therefore look at two actual
cases involving studen't behavior. These cases reached the courts and were
decided by judges, not by students, teachers and administrators. Thus
they reflect the failure of the educational community to resolve its own
controversies, fairly and rationally. As Professor Butts wrote, the fact
that these matters were not successfully handled within the school indicates
the courts

"have been More faithful to the basic meaning of public education than
have the profession, the critics, the reformers and the local or state
boards of education.""

Nevertheless, they provide an outsider like myself with a ready source .
of actual problems concerning student behavior, even though the teacher
need go no further than the four walls of his or hcr classroom for appro-
priate curriculum material.

1. Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School District."
.A group of Des Ntoines high school students wore blatk armbands to
school in violation of a policy adopted by the principals. Pursuant' to this
policy, the students were asked to remove the armbands, and were sus-
pended for failure to do so. A good discussion of this case would inquire
into w, hither the students' action caused a disturbance that disrupted the
khool; and whether such action was likely to cause a 'disruption, and
whether such action should be protected by the First Amendment to the
Constitution, and whether it would ha%e been more appropriate to forbid
the wearing of alt symbols, including religious ones. and whether the ge
and grade level of the students should make a difference.in the res t,
and. whether this Is the kind of policy that should have been put t a

16 Allen Graubard, Free the Children, (New York. Pantheon 19)2) p. 174.
17 R. Freeman Butts, "The Public Purpose of the Public School," p 24.
1$ 393 U.S. 503 (1969). 171
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`democratic vote, and so on. Such a discussion will not result in unanimous
agreement.On any one of these questions, nor should it. Justice is a com-

, plex problem, in the classroom as it is in the larger woild. There are no
simple, correct answers. Students and educators will find that their own
moral and legal" presumptions are constantly orhallenged and upset by such
a curriculum. Hopefully, each class can dial similarly, with its own prob-
lems, as well.as cases that were resolved in the courts.

2. Merriken-v. Cressman." An eighth grader and his mother protested
against establishments of a program to identify drug abusers and remedy
their problems, claiming that it'violated constitutionally protected rights of
privacy In such a case a class might ask what privacy ought an eighth
grader be guaranteed in school, and whether the consent of parents to
such a program should suffice, and whether the means to be used, rather
than the ends sought to be achieved, ought to be revised, and whether
'school authorities or alternative agencies should be responsible for .the
tontrol of drug abuse, and so on. My own experience,in classrooms and
workshops for educators indicates that such matters will find both students
and educators in substantial conflict over what is the beat way to solve
such problems. . A

Some educators will argue that issues of student behavior are too conz
troversial for the classroom. If, however, education is preparation for life,
this arguments cannot prevail. Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes said that
the Constitution "is made for people of fundamentally differing views..."
Conflict resolution is the essence of our legal system. We cannot urge law
and order on students on the one hand, and attempt to insulate them from
participation in the resolution of controversies involving their own life.
As John Holt wrote: r,,

I am saying that society is the school, that men learn best and most
from what is cldsest to the center of their lives, that men being above all
else looking, acting, thinking, choosing and acting animals, what men
need above all else is a society in which they are to the greatest possible .

degree free and encouraged to look, ask, think, choose, and act, and
that making this society is both the chief social or political and educa-
tional task of our time.21

19 364 F. Supp 913 (E.D. Pa. 1973).
2° Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45, 76 (1905).
21 Quoted in Graubard, Free the Children, p. 267.
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'I. INTRODUCTION

General Objective:

The primary objective of The Rights and Responsibilities Workshop
for Students is to educate students about their rights and responsibilities
in school so that they might make more intelligent *responses to problems
they encounter. Additionally the workshop serves another, and possibly
more important, function by serving, as an internalization or reinforcement
mechanism for information students have acquired through classes such
as Civics, Government, Social Studies, etc. Throughout the workshop,
students are made aware of .how important principles of American Con
stitutional law apply to them collectively and individually as students.
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..Specific Objectives:

1. To increase communication between students.
2. To increase student awareness of schools.
3. To provide students Sigth experiences in small group problem solving.
4. To make students aware of their rights and responsibilities.
5. To give students an exposure to non-disruptivq methods of problem

solving.
144

Workshop Model:

The workshop consists of eight modules plus an jntrolucy) an
evaluative session. The modula,r .design allows each distn xibility to
adapt the workshop to the time and topical nds of specific tract
or building. The complete workshop requires. thirte9 ii one- .4//
The workshop may be adapted to either Lone or twO clay program. We
hopeful that district requesting the problem will be interested in the
plete workshop, but we are cognizant of the possible time restraints.

Planning and Implementation Procedure:

1. Agency contacts Program for Educational Opportunity to expr
interest in workshop.

2. Agency and PEO arrange date and time for planning session. (It is
advantageous if administration, faculty, and students are represented
at planning session.) --

3. Planning session is held, at which time the PEO staff presents detailed
information on workshop program. In addition, the following specifics
are determined:
a. length of workshop
b. date(s) of workshop
c. selectiori process for student participants
d. specific program empl;asii desired by local district
e. materials needed by PEO staff from local district, and
f. location

4. PEO maintains contact with local district to insure finalization of
planning determinations.

5. Implementation of Workshop.
6. PEO follow-up with local district, i.e., evaluative information and

test data.

H. WORKSHOP OVERVIEW

Opening Session

Purpose. To inform students of the general objectives of the workshop,
to administer pre-test, to acquaint students with coordinators.

,r` t
17 4 1
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Module IOrganizational Structure of Education

Purpose. This section is designed to familiarize students with the scope
of education on the three_ basic governmental levels. Many students per
ceive education as involving only the local school di and do not
recognize the function of the federal and state gove ents in the process
Through the identification of agencies and individuals at various levels,
students gain not only an awareness of themassive structure of education
but also an indicatio'n o) the human and monttary resources allocated
to education. V
Module /IInstitutional Rge of SchOOls

Purpose,. This segment is des' ed to initiate student explOration of the
role of school's. The activities 11 focus on discussing three basic questions.

1) Wiry are thertischools
2) `What do school s accomplish?
3) What is the relationship between schools and thesociety?

Through the examination of these questions, it is hoped that stude s will

begin to understand the'role of schools in relation to other instituti ns and
-societal activities.

Module 111The Courts and Their Relationship to the Schools

Purpose. This segment is *sgned to acquaint the student with, the
structure and function of the state and federal court systems and tIeir
impact on educational policy I More specifically,, the session will focus on

1)' What is law?
2) What is the role of courts in society?
3) How do courts affect educationalpolicyF
4) How is the court system' organized?
5) What is the significance of legal principles such as "jurisdiction,"

"precedent," and "supremacy: on student rights and responsibilities?

Module IV What are Student Rights and Responsibilities

Purpose. This segment is designed to familiarize students with statutory
and judicial authority affecting pupil conduct in and way from school The
activities will focus on a survey of Federal. and State laws 'applicable to
students and the use of resource materials. Students will also be introduced
to the concept of "rights and correlative respon§ibilities" and the necessity

of balance between the two.

Module VLocal Policies and Rules '

Purpose. To familiarize students with the concept of local autonomy- in
rule-making and to acquaint them withresultant documents (i e , board
policies, discipline code, teacher contract).
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Module V1 The Role of Advocacy

PurpOse. To introduce students, to the concept of advocacy and some
of the important skills necessary for an advocate. Advocacy will be pre:
rented to students as a method for initiating positive and non-disruptive
hange in their schools.

, Module VJI Resources for Students, I

Purpose. To acquaint students with individuals, agencies, and depart-
ments both inside and outside of the school system that can assist them
with problems.

Module V//Using Advocacy in School

PurpOse: To give students a practical experience in integrating and
utilizing their knowledge of structure, law, policy and advocacy in a school-
r lated situation. '

session

Purpose. To give students an opportunity, to critique the experience
tho.have had both verbally and through a written evaluation form. Ad-
ditidally coordinator will' administer a short posttest to measure student
knoWled0.

HI. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF TRAINING MODULES

Purpose, methodology, materials, timetable

Opening Session

Purpose. To inform students of the general purposes of the Student Rights
ancl Responsibilities Workshop, to administer pretest, to acquaint partici-
pan'ts with coordinators.

w

Methodology:

STEP Acoordinato.r(s) will explain purposes and objectives of pro-
gram and answer questions.

STEP 13-Lcoordinajors will administer pretest.

. STEP Cstuderits will be introduced to coordialors and given an
opportunity to informally interact.

Materials: Program objective sheet; pretest; 'name tags.

Timetable: Step A-15 minutes
) Step Bz15 minutes

Step C-15-30 minutes
TOTAL maximum 1 hour
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MODULE IORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF 'EDUCATION

Purpose: This settion is designed to familiarize students with the scope
of education on the' three basic governmental levels. Many students per-
ceive education as involving only the local school district an j. do not
recognize the function of the federal and state government in the process.
Through the identificatiod Of agencies 'and individuals at various levels,
students gaidnot only an awareness of the massive structure of education
but also an indication of the human and monetary resources allocated to
education.

Methodology: The students will begin this module with a small group
exercise 'Each grotip (6-8 per group) will be given the task of identifying
departments, agencies, organizations, boa ?ds, and individials who parti-
cipate in the educational process on the national, state, and local levels.
The groups will be given fifteen (15) minutes to list all such participants.
After the individual groups have met, the entire workshop will re-convene
and a representative from each group will present his, her group's findings.
After each group has made its presentation, a master list will be presented
and roles explained.

Materials. Magie-markets, large sheets oT newsprint, organizational charts
from office of education, state department of education, and local school
district; overall organizational chart.

Timetable: explanation 10 minutes
breakdown into small groups 5 minutes
group activity 15 minutes
group presentation 20 minutes
co-ordinator's summary 10 minutes

TOTAL TIME 60 minutes

MODULE HINSTITUTIONAL ROLE OF SCHOOLS

Purpose: This segment is designed to 'initiate student exploration of the
role of schools. The activities will focus on discussing three basic qutstions.

1) Why are there schools?
2) What do schools accomplish?
'3) What is the relationship between. schools. and the society?

Thrpugh the examination of these questions, it is hoped that students will
begin to ur-dtris WI,. Cllr 1U1 Zufroutglii-rTre.a ion to other i stitutions
and societal activities.

Method,:ogy: Students will be divided into small grou. -8 per group).
Each group will be given the task of answering th ollowing questions.

1) Why are there schools?
A) Who do they benefit?
B) . Who do they harm?
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2) What do schools accomplish?
A) Who does the accomplishment benefit?

.B) Who does the accomplishment harm?
3) What are roles?

Each group will record their answers on newsprint. The coordinator will
post than when the mass workshop reconvenes. The coordinator will then
cliggiss roles through an examination of the small group response sheets
and generalize specific functions into broader roles.
See Example I for instructions.

Materials. magic maikers, newsprint, question-explanation sheet, chalk
\lioard.

Timetable: explanation 10 minutes
breakdown into small groups 5 minutes
small group activity 20 minutes
explanation of roles 10 minutes
discussion of roles 15 minut%

TOTAL TIME 60 minutes

MODULE IIITHE COURTS AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO
THE SCHOOLS

Purpose This segment is designed to acquaint the student with the strac-
, Lure and flinction of the Mate and federal court systems and their impact

on educational policy. M9re specifically, the session will focus on.

1. What is law?
2. What is the role of courts in society?
3. How do courts affect educational policy?
4. How is the court system organized?
5.. What is the significance of legal principles such as "jurisdiction,"

"precedent," and "supremacy" on student rights and responsibilities.

MethocYolo*

STEP AThe coordinitor will introduce the students,to the objectives
of tylsesiion and give a hypothetical fact situation along avrth a judicial
opinion to read.

STEP il4v The students will be divided into small groups 16-8) and
asked to coesider the hypothetical situation and opinion while answering
questions 1-3 above.

STEP 4The students will report their Step B conclusions and be
introduced to information regarding' questions 4 and 5 by the coordinator.
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Materials. Question-explanation sheet, newsprint, magic markers, hypo-
thetical fact sheet, judicial opinion governing hypothetical situation, organ-
ization chart for federal and state court systems, jurisdictional maps;
glossary of legal definitions.

-

Timetable: explanation of session objectives 3 minutes
reading of hypothetical judicial opinion 12 minutes
breakdown into small groups 5 minutes
small group activity 30 minutes
reporting back and introduction of new

information 25 minutes

TOTAL TIME 75. minutes,

MODULE IVWHAT, ARE STUDENT RIGHTS AND
RESPONSIBILITIES?

Purpose. This segment is designed to familiarize students with sta
and judicial authority affecting pupil conduct in and away from s
The activities will focus on a survey, of Federal and State laws applicable
to students and the use of resource materials. Students will also be in-
troduced to the concept of "rights and correlative responsibilities" and
the necessity of balance between the two. .

Methodology:

STEP AAn introduction to the area of student rights and responsibili-
ties will be conducted by the coordinator.

STEP BStudents will be given an overview of The Rights and
Responsibilities. A Handbook for Michigan Students. Students will be
given ample time for questions.

STEP CStudents will be divided into small groups (&-8 per group),
Each Airoup will be given a hypothetical problem involving one or more
areas discussed in the overview (Step B). The small group task, will be to
determine what actions taken by the characters in the hypothetical situ-
ation were inappropriate in terms of violating rights and,'or responsi-
bilities. The small groups will utilize the Rights and Responsibilities Hand-
book as a resource for solving the problem.

Each group will be assigned A different hypothetical situation (see
Example 2). The group will choose a representative(s) to be responsible
for explaining the group's hypothetical situation and which actions were
inappropriate to the mass workshop.

Materials. "The Rights and Responsibilities. A Handbook for Michigan
Students"; hypothetical situation sheets, selected sections of the Michigan
State School Code.
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`Timetable: introduction to students rights and )

responsibilities- ---20 mlnutes
handbook overview V 60 minutes
explanation of exercise 10 minutes

,Ireakdnwn into small groups .5 minutes
. small group activity . . -.=--70 tpinutes

small group presentation . 25 tninuies.
coordinatoes ryisumma .......,...._-12)tninutei
TOTAL TIME , 2 limp 30 minutes

..

1

MOD;ULE V LOCAL POLICIES AND RULES

Purpose. To familiarize students with the conce pt of local autonomy in
rule-making and to acquaint them with resultant documents (i.e., board'
policies, discipline code, teacher contract).. .) -

.
Me t/geology: 'aVCO

STEP ACoordinator will explain the local policy structure and de-
cision making process. The session will include a general discussion of
the local board's statutory authority for-rule-making and a specific dis-
cussion of its (the board's) authority to make rules in the area of student
conduct...

STEP ..BThe coordinator will conduct a discussion and explain the
specific of the local discipline poliqi, and how it is developed and reviewed.

STEP CStudents will be divided into small groups and assigned a
section of thp discipline policy to rewrite. Each group will be responsible
for making changes that are undersiaridable, workable, and legal. Addi-
tionally each group will be responsible for explaining why they felt the
charges were necessary and how the new policy differs from the old,

legriqs. District policy, discipline code, teacher contract, newsprint;

0
gig, markers, selected sections from Michigan Scholl Code.

Timetable: Step A-15 minutes
Step B-2-45 minutes

. Step C-t-60 minutes

- TOTAL 2 hours

MODULE VITHE ROLE OF ADVOCACY

Purpose. To introduce students to the concept of advocacy acrd some of
the important skills necessary for an advocate. Advocacy will be presented
to students as a method for initiating positive and non-disruptive 'change
in their schools.

iso
C,.
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Methodology:

STEP Acoordinator will Jead students in a discussion of "Advocate"
and "advocacy" by placipg the two terms on the board and asking students
to define advocacy and identify persons in society who could be labeled
advocates After students have identified actual and potential, advocates,
the coordinator will ask students to suggest, skills that are important to
advocates.

STEP Butilizing the skills listed by the students, coordinator will
suggest three exercises that relate to those skills. The first is a repetition
exercise that illustrates the.importance of listening (see Example 24. The
second exercise concentrates upon the importance of getting facts or in-
quiry (see Example 4). The third exercise is a roleplay whereby student;
must act in the role of an adminiitrator faced with discipline problems
(see Example 5).

STEP Ccoordinator will summarize skills and uses of advocacy.

Materials Chalk board or newsprint and magic markers, exercise sheets
for "Step B."

Timetable: Step A = 15 minutes
Step' B

exercise 1 15 minutes
exercise 2 20 minutes
exercise 3 30 minutes

Step C 15 minutes

TOTAL TIME 1 hour 35 minutes

MODULE WIRESOURCES FOR STUDENTS

Purpose To acquaintstudents with individuals, agencies, and departments
both inside and outside of the school system that can assist them with
problems.

Methodology: Students will be divided into small groups (6-8 per group).
Each group will be given a hyp6thetical problem wherein the student re-
quires assistalce Students will be asked to identify all individuals and
agencies, inside and outside of thi school, who might be able to assist
the student and how The smal)\g.doups will be responsible for presenting
41,eir problem and conclusions to the mass workshop when it reconvenes.
A+ the mass meeting, students and coordinator witl discuss any additional
resources that might assist the student. Each student will be given a master
resource slieV."'""

Materials: Problem sheets, newsprint and markers, resource listing.
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Timetable: explanation 10 minutes'
small group activity = 20 minutes
small group presentation 30 minutes

TOTAL TIME 60 minutes

MODULE VIIIUSING ADVOCACY IN SCHOOL

Purpose To give students a practical experience in integrating and utilizing
the& knowledge of structure, law; policy and advocacy in a school-related
situation.

Methodology:

STE'P AStudents will be given an orientation to the "Problem
Analysis Sheet" by the coordinator e Example 6).

STEP BStudents will divide into small groups (6-8 per group). Each*
group will be given a detailed hypothetical problem. The group will be
responsible for preparing the problem for an audience with an adrninis-
trator Each group must make decisions as to strategy, resolving conflicts
of law, and who will make the presentation to the principal. After students
have prepared in small groups, they will make their presentation through
a role-play with coordinator(s) as if they were in the administrator s
office After each group presentation, students and coordinators will discuss
the groups strategies, and what they might have done differently (see
Example 7).

Materials. "Problem Analysis Sheets", Hypothetical Sheets, Handbooks,
discipline codes, selected sections of Michigan School Code.

Timetable: Step A 15 minutes
Step B

explanation 10 minutes
small group activity 60 minutes
small group presentation 85 minutes
summary 10 minutes

TOTAL TIME 3 hours

EVALUATIVE SESSION

Purpose. To give ,students an opportunity to critique the experience they
have had both verbally and through a written evaluation form. Addi-
tionally, coordinator will administer a short post-test to measure student
knowledge.

Methodology:

STEP A--coordinator will ,administer post-test to measure student
understanding of material covered.
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STEP Cstudents will cotiiiilete written evaluation forms(2- .

Timetable: Step A-15-30 minute
Step B-15 minutes
Step C-15 minutes,

, TOTAL ma.timum 1 hour
(

ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIALS FOR MODULE EXERCISES

The following materials are hypothetical situationy that have been
utilized in previous workshops. They art included primly for illustrative
purposes During planning sessions prior to a workshop, problem areas
in a particular district can be discussed and hy-potheticals can be developed
to highlight those problem areas.

. ..
EXAMPLE 1

MODULE IISMALL GROUP INSTRUCTIONS

1) Each group should select a secretary (does not have to be a woman)
to record the group's answers.

2) The group should discuss and answer t following questions in as
much detail as possible:

1) Why are there schools?
A) Who do they benefit?
B) MIA() they harm?

2) What. do schools accomplish?
A) Who do the accomplishments benefit?
B) Who di) the accomplishments harm?

3) What are roles?

In answering these questions try to think about as many different parts
of society as you can. You might. want to use the following model.

1) Start by thinking about yourselves and answer the questions as they
relate to you.

2)r Then think about your family.
3) Think about youk friends.
4) Think about the people in yolir school.
5) Think about people in your tome
6)T,hink about people in your state.
7) :Think of some yourselves. ,
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EXAMPLE 2a .

MODULE IVSEARCH AND SEIZURE AND FREEDOM OF
PRESS

A's brother, who lives in Ann Arbor, has sent her a subscription to a
radical, underground newspaper. Many of the recent issues have dealt
with the problems of high school school students. A has taken these issues
to school to show her friends. B, who is in A's English class, placed the
paper inside his book and was reading it in class. The teacher walked
past B, saw the paper and grabbed it. The teacher asked B where he got
it and B pointed the _finger of blame to A. The teacher glanced through
the paper then gave it to A and told her to put it away.

After class, A is called to tho principal's office and asked to produce the
paper. A says she has put it away. The principal asks to see A's notebook
and looks through it. When he doesti't find the paper, he says, "Let's go
down and 'Iook in your Locker." '

A accompanies the principal tO her locker but refuses tq open it. Where-
upon UN principil produces a key , opens the locker, and takes the paper
and teaKs it up.

1. Did A daan3rthing wrong?
2.. Did B do 'anything wrong?..
3. Did the teacher.do anything Ikiong?'
4. Did the principal do anything wrong?

-EXAMPLE 2b

MODULE IV RECORD AND COMPULSORY EDVCATION

A is a 15-year old freshman at Central High. His parents both work
the .day shift at the plant and. leave for work at 6.30 a.m. Although they
get A up before they leave he goes back to bed as soon_ as his parents step
out the door.

A usually gets up about nine-o'clock and wanders to school for a few
hours, and leaves. The counselor has talked toiv several times about his
absences, but has never talked to his parents.

After 4'1 has missed 20 days of school, the school files a truancy petition
with the juvenile court to have A declared a truant. The school sends all
of A's records to the court. When A's hearing comes up, the judge fines
A's paients $75.00 and sends them to jail for 90 days. A is taken into the

,custody of the court and placed in a foster home until his parents get out
of jail.:

1. Did A.do anything wrong?
2. Did the school do anything wrong?
3. Did the judge do anything wrong? 0
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EXAMPLE 2c

MODULE I \" SUSPENSION AND POLICE IN SCHOOLS

Students A and B are in the bathroom during a break at school and
decide to smoke a cigarette. While they are smoking, .a teacher walks in
and A and B throw their cigarettes into the toilet. The teacher says, "Al-
rightyou two, go to the office. "g

When they get to the office, the teacher tells the principal that A and B
were'smoking dope. The principal says, "You both are suspended for the
rest of the year. I want you to wait here until I get the police."

When the police get there, they ask A and B where they got the dope
and they are under arrest unless they tell. A and B say they don't have
the dope. The police say, "You're under arrest." A and B are taken to the
police station and booked for possess m of dope.

1. Did A and E do anything wrtntg?
2. Did the principal do anything wrong?
3. Did the police to anything wrong?
4.- What should the principal and police have done?

EXAMPLE 2(1

MODULE IV--EXPULSION AND CORPORAL PUNISHMENT

Student A gets in a fight with Student B. A pulls a knife on B. The
teachir 'comes along and tells A.to give him the knife. A refuses and con-
tinues to stab at B. The teacher grabs A and tries to pull the knife from A.
When this fails, the teacher starts punching A in the face and A finally
drops the knife. A is taken to the office and the principal tells A that he
is 5iispended and will hie to go in front of he board for possible expulsion.

A Waits at home for three weeks without hearing from the school. Then
A's parents get a letter saying that the, board held a hearing and expelled
A forever from the Pontiac School's.

1. Did A do anything wrong?
2. Did the teacher do. anything wrong?
3. Did the School, Board do anything wrong?
4. Did the principal do anything- wrong?r'''(-

D

EXAMPLE 2e

MOPILLE I\'FREEbOM OF PRESS

A, B and C have written a letter about how badly, the principal runs
the high school. They make 2000 copies and decide t5 pass them out at .
school.
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They take the letter to the principal to get his permission to pass them
out at school. The principal say s its alright for them to pass out the Igtter
as long as they don't pass it out in front Of any.doors.

A, B and C go out in the' hall and start to pass the letter out.iji front,
of the door and in classes.

D really likes the principal. He sees the letter and tells A, B, and C to
stop handing them out. They refuse! So D asks to help pass out the letters.

B and C agree to give D a stack of letters. D takes the letters and
throws them on the floor. The principal sees the .lett4r-s on the floor, and
IcIls 'A, Band C that they can't pass out any more letters.

"I. Did A, B and C do anything wrong?

2. Did the principal have the right to stop A, B and C?
3.'What should the principal have done?

EXAMPLE 2f

, MODULE IVCLUBS, EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

A group of black students decide that they ?yam to form a black, student
" union in their school. So, they ask the principal if they can have it and

meet as a school organization.
The principal says they can have it as long as they let students of any

color join. The black students want an all black club, so they don't get
approval of the school and they start meeting at each other's houses after
school. The principal finds out and suspends the students.

1 Were the students wrong in forming the club against the principal's
advice?

2 Was lie rincipai wrong in not allowing the studpnts to form the.club?
3. Was it le gJ or the principal to suspend the students?

EXAMPLE 3_

MODULE VISMALL GROUP EXERCISE #

Topics .

I. Students should be able to smoke in School.
2. No one should have to go to school.
3. The school should be run by the students.
4. The student council Should be disbanded because they" don't do

anything.

5. Student'g,-4hould be able to go out for lunch.
6. Girls should be allowed to play any varsity sport.
7. Boys should be required to take home economics!
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8. There should be school Al year long.
9. There should not be 'any required classes.

10. Teachers should not give grades.
11. The school should not suspend anyone.

EXAMPLE 4a

Module VI Exercise #2Pact Sleet A

The other day I went into the bathroom. When I got inside, there were
a group of people smoking. I knew several of the people, so I stopped and
started talking to them. Well, as we were talking, in came this teacher.
The teacher saw the smoke coming from the area we were in and said,
"Alright, everyone down to the assistant principars'office.".

So, I said to the teacher, "What did I do?" .

The teacher got angry then and started screaming, "Get down to the
officeget to the office now."

,So we all marched down to the office. When we got to the office the
teacher told us to wait in the outer office. The teacher and the assistant
principal talked for awhile. Then the assistant principal called us all into
the office and kicked us out of school for smoking.

AWho?
Additional Facts

1) How many other students were involved?
Six (6). -.--. ,

?) WhO were the other students? ...

Students # 1-6.
3) Who Vas the teacher?

Mr. or Ales. ,Pones.
4) Who was the assistant panclpal?

Mr. Smith.
5) ,Were there others students in the bathroom?

Yes, about 20.,

BWhit?
1) What vas being smoked, marijuana or cigarettes?

Cigare4ts.
2) Did yde smoke any?

No.
Did anyone ha-ye a cigarette when the teachettame in?

.0 Yes, two people.
4) What did they do with the cigarettes?

Put them Out on the floor.
5) Did the teacher pick them 'up?

Iklon't know.
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c, when?
1) What date did this happen?

NO

January 22, 1973..
2) What time of day did this happen?

Around 10:00 a.m.
3) Wereyou supposed to be in clals?

No, it was between classes.
4) How long were you suspended for?

The rest of the semester.

DMiscellaneous

.... . 1) Did You receive a letter fkom the school?
Yes. s

2) Wliit was the reason for given for your suspension?
Smoking marijuana.

3) Have you ever been suspende1 before?
Yes, once for skipping.

4) How do your parents feel about the suspension?
They want me back in school.

-.. 5) Were the police cdntacted-?
No. ,

6) Did the assistant princi ?al listen, to your side of the story
before he suspended you? '
No.

r

EXAMPLE 415 .

Module VI Exercise #2Fact Sheei B
0.

John Smith and I got in a fight the other day. The teacher was out of
the room when the fight started. Just when the teacher walked hack into
the room, I blasted John in the mouth,' The teacher tent us both down
to the assistant principal's offi9e and he kicked us out of schobl.

AWho?,

1) Whit is the teacher's name?
Mt Johnson.

2) Which assistant principal kicked you out?
r

+.41V Mr. Bay.
"3) Were there other students in the room when the fight started?

Yes, three others.
' 4) Who threw the first punch?

He did. .

4
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B-'What?'
..... 1) .What started the fight?

John, gave te a bite of his hat dog and I took a big bite and
he got mad. -

3) Did you try to prevent the fight?-
Yes, T said, "Come on man, let's not fight." Then he hit me
again: .

3) Did the teacher ask what happened?
No.

CWhen?
1) What day did this happen?

January 22, 1973.
2) What time did this haPpen?

Between first and second hours.
3) How long were you suspended for?

Five days.

AMiscellaneous

1) Did you receive a letter from the school?
Yes.

2) What reason was given for yout suspension?
Fighting.

3) Have you ever been suspended? t
No.

4) Did the assistant principal try to talk to you before he sus-
pended you?
No.

EXAMPLE 5a

Module VIExercise #3Administrator Role
Mr. Jones

You are 30 years old. You have a wife and four children. You've just
moved .tszt Sagin4w and you're buyi'ng a new home and a car. You .go to
school at night to work on yOur Ph.D. in education. Someday, after you've
finished your Ph.D., you would like to becoine a school superintendent in.
a city of this size. the principal at this school before you was fired because
he couldn't control the students. You ere hircfil because you didn't have
much trouble at your previous 4chool.

Since you took over in September, the school has been pretty quiet.,
1,afely, there have been large groups of students hanging around in the
halls disturbing classes. Several teachers have complained an0 someone
has told the newspaper that you can't control the students either.

In your first meeting with students you found out that.the reason they
-aren't going to class is that the teachers don't care about the students learn-
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ing, they just want them to keep quief. You really sympathize with the
students becaup you know that many of your teachers are incompetent.
But the public pressure is on you to get the students back in class quietly.

During your discussion with the student leader you should agree that
the situation is horrible but tell him, her that you refuse to discuss it
with him, her until the students go back to class. Under no circumstances
are you to give in.

EXAMPLE 5b

Module ViExercise # 3Student Leader
fohn Doe

are a senior at the high school. You would like to attend The
'University of Michigan after you graduate. You've always been active in
schooLaffairs. Its about time for the pripcipal to send in recommendations
to the university. A bad recommendation might mean the differencetetween
getting accepted or rejected.

For the last few weeks-things have been pretty tense at the school., The
teachers have been unbearable. The studepts have ieacted by not going
to classes and hanging around ihthe ,

Last night the student body held a miss meeting to-discuss the situation
in'the school. They developed a list of demands which include:

1. More free time during the khool day.
.

2. Student evaluation of teachers.
3. Removal of incompetent teachers.
4. 'A student-controll9d teacher selection committee.
S. An end to susPens,ions because Of tardiness or absences.'

Also, aelhe meeting. last night you were selected as a one-person C,Q111-
111 i t tp e to present the demands to the principal. You were also told that
the demands we're non-negotiable and, if not accepted by 3.00 p.si. today
the students would leave the school immediately and boycott it until such
time a$ their demands were,met.

During your discussion .with the principal you cannot negotiate the
demands. You must convince him Co accept them immediately.

EXAMPLE '6

to. 1. ',Define the problem

A. What happened?
"B. WW2 is involved?

1: Who is complaining?
2. Who is the complaint against?
3. Who are witnesses?
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C. What rule, if any, has been vilolated?
D. Is the rule involved in conflict ivith the law?
E. Is additional information necessary?

H. Define the objectives
A. Mat are possible objectives?
B. What does the student desire?
C. What does the parent desire?

' D. 'What does the student advocate suggest?
E. What is the decision on objectives?
F: Will ypu compromise?

III. Prepare your case
,

A. How will you present the facts?
1. Are the facts in yOur favor?
2. Are there conflicting facts?
3. Can conflict in facts be explained?

-B. Are there extenuating circumstances that account for problems?
C. Is there legal authority (board policy, statutes or cases) on your

side?

IV. Design a strategy
A. Do school rules provide a procedure for solving problems?

1. evince procedure.
2, hool board policy.
3. they.

B. Wit 'n school's procedure or with your own design, who are the
important people that will be involved in solving the problem?

C. What person(s) has the power to make the ultimate decision?
D. Who (i.e., parent, student, student advocate) will make contacts

with decision makers?

E. Which faculty members might help?
F. Conferences or hearings?

V. Executei ! !

A.Illave all necessary persons been contacted?
B. Have all pertinent facts been presented?

VI. Evaluate!!!
A. Were objectives reached?,
B. Who was instrumental (i.e., ,teacher,' administrator ) in decision?
g. What should have been dime Nt was not?

D. Irthere an appeal?
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EXAMPLE '7a

`MODULE VIII

Ann had been having' roblems with teacher A for the entire semester.
The teacher has Continually singled Ann out-for laughing or talking when
the entire class is doing the same thing. Last week Ann decided that she
wasn't going to take it any more And asked the teacher 4..xiky he was pitking
on her when the whole class was talking.

The teacher replied, "Shut up and don't talk back." Ali argument fol-
loyied in which both Ann and teacher used profanity. When the teacher

dered Ann out of his class she refused and the Assistant Principal had
to be called in.

When the Assistant Principal gbt Ann down to the office he told her
to go home and called the Superintendent. He explained to the Super-'
ihtendent what had happened and recommended that Ann be suspended
from school: The Superintendent agreed and Ann was sent home.

As soon as A1 got home, she explained the situation to her parents.
Her mother immediately/called the Superintendent and requested a Board
hearing.

On the day of the hearing, Ann, her parents and their attorney showed
up at the Board office. The attorney was told it was a closed hearing and
she couldn't come in.

Inside the, room, the principal told what had happened and said Ann
shoidd be expelled. When Ann's father said that he would like. to hear
Ann's side, the President of the board said that they had enough evidence.

The board members went out for a few minutes and'returned to say
Ann was expelled for the rest of the year.

EXAMPLE 7b

DRESS CODE

John and Bill have been part of a local rock grbup for two years, This
past summer they decided that they needed a more, up-to-date image for
the group. So, all the members decided to change their hair and clothing
styles.

John, who is white, decided to let his hair grow long. Bill, who is black,
decided to have his hair braided in the popular cornrow style. The entire
group also agreed to get clothing that Was expressive Of their music, life-
style, and .political beliefs. They purchased low-rise hip huggers, high
heel boots and silk shirts that opened to mid:chest to expose their hairy
chests. ,

When school started in the fall, most of the students were amazed and
curious at theInew Bill and John and they were the talk of the school.

As soon as the principal got word that there was "new John & Bill,"
he called them to his office and demandedY that the' leave school and not
return until they had on the proper clothing and hth style. Also, he told
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Bill not to wear his sunglasses in the school anymore. Bill's glasses are
the new type which turn to sunglasses automatically when hit by enough
light.

IXAMPLE 7c o

FREE PRESS

and Joe had worked for two years on the school newspaper. During
.the summer before their senior year they attended a workshop on high

/ school journalism. While conversing with other students they realized how
much censorship was imposed on them by the advisor.

When they returned to school in the fall, they confronted the advisor
and told him that, they refused to let him censor their articles. He told
them it was school policy and they had to abide by it.

Jane and Joe had already decided that they wouldp:t be censored, so,
after a lot of thou t7they agreed to withdraw from the Newspaper staff
and lish eir o newspaper.

or the n x 7ew weeks they both spent all their spare time writing and
putting to er their /newspaper. They even convinced three of their
friends quit the schobl paper and join,them:

t week Jane, Joe and company distributed their newspaper. They
led ii Changing Times. Changing Times was an automatic success

with students. But the faculty was particularly upset about Changing
Times becpuseit contained cartoons showing, faculty members in comic
poses For instance, the principal was pictured watching his butt and
picking hit nose simultaneously. The caption beneath the picture read:
"Our principal searching into the matter.", Along with the cartoon was
an article detailing the principal's inconsistencies in di;Liplining students.
Similar articles and cartoons were presented describing other faculty
members.

The students felt that Changing- was hilarious. Everyone wanted
to know who wrote it. The paper was unsigned.

When the principal saw Chan ing Times he went craiy. He called all
the hall walkers in and told m to find out vho wrote it. Aft
hours, the hall walkers c e up with the rimes of_ja and Joe. The
principal called them his office and susp drdthem from school. He
also ordered all faculty to collect any copies of Changing Times that they
could find. ,
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A REVIEW OF THE MICHIGAN 'DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION'S DRAFT PUBLICATION:

A GUIDE TO STUDENT'S RIGHTS AND
RESPONSIRILITIES IN MICHIGAN

. DAVID LOWMAN ..p

Mr Lowman is an Education Consultant with the Michigan Department of Educa-
tion, Lansing, Michigan.

*

It is indeed gratifying for me, both personally and professionally, to
be here today and to be participating in this conference on students'
rights and responsibilities.

It is, I am sure, coincidental that my arrival in Michigan three years
ago to work for the Michigan Department of Education marked the
essential eginnings of the Department's efforts in this broad area of school
con ern. be sure, the State Board of Education and the Department,
prior to 1971, had made some initial, f mative responses to the requests
and complaints of the Michigan school mmunity, but by and large those
responses were uninformed, careless, ineffectual and of low priority in

Lansing. Students' rights was an area of only emerging interest. The few
cases reported either from local school districts or the courts were, I be-
lieve, generally viewed with bemusement and wonder rather than with
geniune concern for the administration of justice within our schools. Com
plaints telephoned or written to the Department were apt in those days
to be shunted almost anywhere within out large agency with the result that
the [Aro blems and issues represented by those complaints were handled in
a variety of ways, or not at all depending on who received the call and
how angry and persistent the caller was.
. As late as early 1971, one can only guess at the existence and profusion

of organized, written codes of student conduct the rules and regulations
enacted by local boards of education and their adminisCiators governing
The behavior of students. It will always be ray suspicion, not substantiated
by any verifiable data, that fully half of Michigan's 600 school districts
had no comprehensive written Riles and regulations, no procedural due
process safeguards, no Lode of student conduct in early 1971.`My estimate
of 50'; may be conservative. 1

Today, scarcely three years later, that has changed. While there are a
---

NOTE A cop) of A Guide to Students' Rights and Responstbrhtres in Mithikan,
as referred to by Mr Lowman, appears in the Appendix
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-few exceptions, local Michigan school disricts have at least responded to
the times by reducing to writing some of the uniform rules and regulations
affecting and controlling the behavior of students. These local .attempts"
to provide a measure of district-Wide consistency are in many cases long
overdue and, I belie4e, only one step in the right general direction How-
ever, in fairness to local school districts and those officials 'charged, with
administering student justice, it must be said that the leadership and
guidance provided by the state in this area,has not *Nays been what it
might have been. Allow me to give you an illustration.

In December of 1970, as a partial response to a spate of disruptive in-
cidents occurring in some Michigan schools, the State Board of Educatip
adopted a resolution that required each local school district in the ,stale
to adopt and enact a.written code of student conduct. Further, the Board's
resolution indicated that these locally adopted codes of conduct should
concen themselves in part with the provision of procedural due process
safeguards. These local codes were to be adopted by April 1, 1971. The
point of this historical illustration is this. while- requiring local school
districts to enact codes of cond t, the State Board of Education provided
no instruction as to how they were to be done, what they should specify,
or what points they,13were to propriately address. In addition, while the
State Board's resolution oall for the provision of procedural due process
safeguards, at no time e Board define for local school officials what
it considered due process to be, how much was necessary, or how it was
to be provided.

Well, that' was three years agO. Today, after much controversy and with
much attention by the State Board of Education and other concerned
organizations we are, I believe, only several weeks away from publication
of4a document entitled, "A Recommended Guide to Students' Rights and
Responsibilities in Michigan." The draft document before me now is
marked "Revision #8," but, in fact, it represents more nearly the twenty -
fifth revision since the paper was originally drafted late in the summer of
1973. The paper has been reviewed by a number of educational organi-
zations including the Michigan Education Association, the Michigan
Federation of Teachers, the Michigan Associationof Schuul Administrators,
the Michigad Association of School Boards, the Michigan Association of
Secondary School PrinCipag, the now defunct Ad Hoc Commission of Dis-
order and Disruption in Michigan Secondary Schools and the Council un
Elementary and Secondary Education. Finally , the, paper has been reviewed
by the Michigan Attorney General's office and reviewed and adopted by
the State Board of Education itself. For reasons unclear' to me, the paper
has also been revised eight times since the Board's formal adoption of
the paper last November. In any event, I suspect. that by the time school
begins next fall, the Guide will be a reality and I hope it will help students,
their parents and school officials.

Let me spend' now several minutes telling you about the Guide to
Students' Rights and Responsibilities.
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In the first place, t document intend to provide a source of informa-
tion regarding what a pear to be the most pressing concerns of students,
parents and school officials in the general area of students' rights. The
information pro\ided(fs largely of a legal nature, that is, it attempts to
present the law as
Michigan and feder
General. Because of
and expanded as it
to believe the docu
substantial revision
vacating of their
siderable (and, in
dealing with the
process provisions
require the cunti
worth at all.

Secondly, the
'school districts 1
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me wrong, tha
That is, school
to quash any
agency for the
that schools a
realistic view
being law-abi
just operatio
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would say to
Education
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1968 is wro
see,that my
that a give
just as apt
and less di
business of
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schools m
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Next,.
concern
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ment rig
ment, se

exists in the Michigan School Laws, decisions of
1 courts, and *opinions of the Michigan Attorney
the rapidly changing nature of school law, modified

s so often by the courts there is absolutely no reason
ent will remain viable for very lung without rather

In fact, because the Michigan Supreme Court's recent
arlier decision in the case of Milliken v., Green, con-
y, opinion, crippling) revision of the guide was necessary
nstitutiunal right to an education and subsequent due
I suspect that rapidly changing case law will therefore
al and regular revision of this paper if it is to have any

'Guide- attempts, in most cases, to avoid telling local
hat they should or should not do. It was my feeling that
d truly help students would also avoid Thing local school
do or what not to do. I thought, and time may prove

to openly adopt an advocacy position for any one side,
fficials on the one hand, student:, on the other, would b'e

substantive efforts to help schools and students by our
ear future. I'll explain that remark a litt10 later. I thought

d students would be best .served by an honest, competent,
f the law, the inference, of course, being that school officials,
ing citizens, being concerned with the smooth, orderly and
of their schools. and being desirous of safeguarding each of
ey serve, even luting ones, with their proper legal rights,

themselves, "Oh, oh. This publication of the State Board of
ys that that court and this Attorney General's opinion have
this administrative practice we've been implementing since

g. In that case, we'd better change our ways." Well, you can
assumption is that if school officials and students both know
practice is apt to be held legal in a court and'that one is

to be held illegal, that schools might become more law-abiding
ptive, and then we would all really concentrate on the genuine

scho451s. Those of us who are interested in the concept of educa-
untability might see this approach as one designed to make
re accountable for their actions and inactions in the area of
h ts.

is publiction deals with eleven differen't substantive areas of
garding students' rights and responsibilities. Those areal are.
°king, school. records, student publicatiops, other first amend

ts, dress and grooming, marriage and pregnancy, corporal punish:
rch and seizure, police in the schoOlWthe withholding of grades,
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credits and transcripts, fraternities, and the "18-year old age of majority.
'In each of these tleven areas current law, practice and suggested procedures
are presented.

Given the political realities of education in Michigan in 197,4, I believe
an advocacy role for the Michigan State Department of Education and
its staff is not feasible. I believe that the mere existence of this document,
written largely from a 'factual, non-advocate point of view will do ps
much or 'more for the furtherance of students' rights as anything before
done in the state. At least I hope that is so.
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I. U.S. Constitution and Federal Statute Excerpts

Page
A. Cotistittktional Provisions

1. Freedom of Speech and Press (First Amendment . .. 189

2. Equal Protection and Equal Educational Opportunity
(Fourteenth Amendment) 189

B. Statutory Provisions
1. Non-Discrimination in Federally Assisted Programs

.(42U.S.C.A.2000d) . .. .. . 190

.2. Prohibition Against Sex Discrimination in Education
(20U.S.C.A.1681) 190

3. Protection: of the Itights of Privacy of Parents and
Students (29U.S.C.A. ) . . . . 190

I. U.S. Constitution Federal Statue! Excerpts

A. CONSTITUTIONN, PROVISIONS

1. Freedom of Speech or Press

Congress shall malt,no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof, or abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the ekt, or the right to the people peaceably' to assemble, and to
petition thMvernment for a redress of grievances.

(U.S. Constitution, First Amendment)

2. Equal EducatiotrIll Opportunities

All persons born ur naturalized in the United States, and subject to the
jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State
wherein they reside No State shall make or enforce any law which shall
abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United ,States, nor
shall any State deOrive any person of life, liberty, or property, without
due process of law, nor deny to any person ,within its jurisdiction the equal
protection of the laws.

(OA Constitution, Fourteenth Amendment, section 1)
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B. STATUTORY PROVISIONS

1 Non-Discrimination in Federally Assisted Programs (42L'SCA2000d)
No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or

national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits
of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program receiving Federal
financial assistance.

2 Prohibition Against Sex Discrimination in Education (20USCA1681)
No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded

from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to dis-
crimination under any program receiving Fgsderal financial assistance.

3 Protection of the Rights of Privacy of Parents and Students (20USCA
) (EducationAmendments of 1974)

SEC.' 438. (a) (1) (A) No funds shall be made available .under any
applicable program to any educational agency or institution which has a
policy of den'ying, or which effectively prevents, the parents of students
who are or have been in attendance at a school of such agency or at such
institution, as the case may be, the right to inspect and review the education
records of their children. If any material or 'document in j.he education
record of a student includes information on more than one student, the.
parents or one of such students Shall have the right to inspect and review
only such part of such material r document as relates to such student or
to be informed of 'the specific nformation contained in such part of such
material Each,educational ag cy or institution shall establish appropriate
procedures for the granting of a request by parents for access to the educa-
tion record of their children within a reasonable period of time, but in
no case more than forty-five days after the request has been made.

(B) The first sentence of subparagraph-(A) shall, not operate to make
available to students in institutions of postsecondary education,the follow-
ing materials:

(i) financial records of the parents pf the student or ,any information
contained therein;

(ii) confidential letters and statements of recommendation, which were
placed in the education records prior to January 1r I,975, if slich letters
or statements are riot uses] for purposes, other than those for which they
were specifically intended;

(iii) if the student has signed a waiver of the student's right of access
(under this subsection in accordance with subparagraph (C), confidential
recommendations

(I) respecting admission to ,any educational agency or institution,
(II) respecting an application for employment, and
(III) respecting the receipt of an honor or honorary recognition.
(C) A student or a person applying for admission may waive his right

of access to confidential statements described in clause (iii) of subpara-
graph (B), except that such waiver shall apply to recommendations only
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it (i) the student is, upon request, notified of the names of all persons
making confidential recommendations and (ii) such recommendations de
used solely for the purpose for which they were specifically ,intended. uch
waivers may not be recurred (sic) as a condition for admission to, receipt
of financial aid from, or receipt of any ()tiler services or benefits from such
agency or institution.

(2) No funds shall be, made available under any applicable program to
. any educational agency or institution unless the parents of students who

are or have been in attendance at a school of such agency or at such in
stitution are 'provided an opportunity for a hearing by such agency or

, institution, in accordance with regulations of the Secretary , to challenge
the content of such student's education records, in order to insure that the
records are not inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise in violation of the
privacy or other rights of student, and to provide an opportunity Lor the
correction or deletion of any such inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise in-
appropriate data contained therein and to insert into such records awritten
explanation of the parents respecting the content of such records.

(3) For the purposes of this section the term "educational agency or
institution- means any public, or private agency or institution which is the
recipient of funds under.any applicable program.

(4) (A) For the purposes of this section,. the term "education records" f
means, except a,s may be provided otherwise in subparagraph (B), those k
records, files, documents, and other* materials which ._

(i) contain information directly related to a student; and
(ii) are maintained by an educational agency or institution, or by' a

person acting for such agency or institution.
(B) -the term "educational records" does not include
(i) records of institutional, supervisory, and administrative per nel

land educational personnel ancillary thereto which are in the sole possession
f the maker thereof and which are not accessible or revealed to any other
erson except a substitute;
(ii) ,if the peryonnel of a law enforcement unit do not have access to

education record under subsection (b) (I), the records and documents of
such law enfortemeitt unit which (I) are kept apart from records described
in subparagraph (A). (II) are maintained solely for law enforcen4nt pur
poses, and (III) are not made available to persons other than law enforce-
ment officials of the samejurisdiction;. 't. ' ..

(iii) in the case of persons Who are employed by an edticational agency
or institution but who are not in attendance at such agency or institution,
records made and maintained in the normal course of business -which relate
exclusively to such person in that person's capacity as an employee and
are not available for use for any other purpose; or

(iv) ) records on a student who is 18 years of age or older, to is attending
an institutem of postsecondary education, which are created,or maintained
by a physician, psychiatrist, psychologist, or other recognized professional

. or paraprofessional opacity , or assisting in that capacity, and which! are
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created, maintained, or fused only in connection with the provision of tt'eat-
ment to the student, and are not available to anyone other than persons
roviding such treatment: provided, howeser, that such records can be

p r\sonally reviewed by a physician or other appropriate professionAl of
the student's choke.

(5) (A) For the purposes of this section the term "directory informa-
tion" relating to a student includes the following. the students name,
address, telephone listing, date and place of birth, major; field of study,
participation in officially recognized activities and spEAts, weight and
height of members of athletineams, dates of attendance, degrees and
awards received, and the most recent previous educational agency or in-
stitution attended,hy the student.

(B) Any educational agency or institution making public direttory in-
formation shall give, public notice of the categories of informati3n which
it has designated as such information with respect to each student attending
the institution or agent and shall allow a reasonable period of time after
such notice has been gi n for a parent to inform the )institution or agency
that any or all of the inf rmation designated should not be released without
the parent's prior consent

(6) For the purposes .f this section, the term "student" includes any
person with respect to w m an educational agency or institution main-
tains education records o 'personally identifiable information, but does
not include a person who as not been in attendance at such agency or
institution.

(b) (1) 10 funds shall b made available under any applicable program
to an educational agency or institution which has a policy or practice of
per?nitting the release of ed ational records (or personally identifiable
information contained therein ther than directory information, as defined
in paragraph (5) of subsection (a)) of students without the written con-
sent of their parents to any find 'dual, agency, or organization, other than
to the following

(A) other school officials, in luding teachers within the educational
institution or local educational a ncy who have been determined by such
agency or institution to have legi imate educational interests,

(B) officials of other schools o school *stems in which' the student
seeks or, inkends to enroll, upon ndition that the student's parents be
notified of the transfer, receive a c py of -the record if desired, and have
an opportunity for a hearingto cha lenge the content of the record,

(C) authorized representatives a (i) the Comptroller General of the
United ntes, (ii) the Secretary, (iii an adrninistrative head of an educa-
tion agend as defined in section 408 c) of this Act), or (iv) ) tate educa-
tional authorities, under the condition set forth in paragraph (3) of this
subsection; find

(D) in connection with a student's a )plications for, or receipt of, finan-
cial aid;

(E) State and local officials or authorities to which such information
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is specifically required to be reported ur disclosed pursuant to State statute
`.'..40pted prior, to November 19, 1974;
" (F) organizations conducting studies for, or on behalf of, educational

agencies or institutions for the purpose of developing, validating, or ad-
ministering predictive tests,, administering student aid programs, and im-
proving instruction, if such studies are conducted in such a manner as will
not permit the personal ident;pfication of students and their parents by
persons other than representatives of such organizations and such informa-
tion will be destroyed when no longer needed for the purpose for which it
is conducted;

(G) accrediting urganizatibns in order to carry out their accrediting
functions;

(H) parents of a dependent student of such parents, as defined in
sation 152,of thg Internal Revenue Code of 1954; and

(I) subject to regulations of the Secretary in connection with an emer-
gency, appropriate persons if the knowledge of such information is neces-
sary to protect the health or safety of the student or other persons.

(2) No funds shall be made available under any applicable ,program to
aby education agency or institution which has a policy or practice of re-
leasing, or providing access to, any personally identifiable information in
education records other than directory information, or as is permitted under
paragraph (1) ok this subsection unless

(A) there is written cqnsent from the students parents specifying records
to be released, the.reasOns for such release, and to whom,.and with a copy
of the records to be released to the students parents and the student if
desired by the parentsr

(B) such information is furnished in compliance with judicial order,
ur pursuant to any lawfully issued subpoena, upon condition that parents
and the students are notified of all such orders*or subpoenas in advance
of the compliance therewith by the educational institution or agency.

(3) Nothing contained in this section shall preclude authorized repre-
sentatives of (A) the Comptroller General of the United States, (B) the
Secretary, (C) an administrative head of an eduction agency or (D) State
educational authorities from having access to ,student or 'other records
which may be, necessary in connection with the audit and evaluation of
Federally supported education programs, ur in connection with the enforce-
ment of the Federal legal requirements which relate to such programS.
Provided, That except when collection of personally identifiable information
is specifically authorized by Federal law, any data collected by such officials
shall be Protected in a manner which will not permit the personal identifica-
tion of students and their parents by other than those officials, and such
personally identifiable data shall be destroyed when no longer needed fur
such, aticlit, evaluation, and enforcement of 'Federal legal requirements.

(4) (A) Each educational agency or institution shall maintain a record,
kept with the education )rds of each student, which will indicate all
individuals (other.than thspecified in paragraph (1) (A) of this sub
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section), agencies, or organizations,which have requested ur obtained access
to a student's education records maintained by such educational agency
or institution, and which will indicate specifically the legitimate interest
that each such person, agency, or organization has in obtaining this in-
formation. Such record of access shall be available only to parents, to the
school official And his assistants who are responsible for the custody of such
records. and to persons or' organizations ailthnri7ed in, and under the
conditions of, classes (A) and (C) of paragraph (1) as a means of auditing
the operation of the sprtem.

(B) With respect to this subsection, personal information shall only
be transferred to a third party on the condition that such party will not
permit any other party to have access to such information without the
written consent of the parents of the student.

(c) The Secretary shall adopt appropriate regulations to protect the
rights of privacy of students and their families in connection with any
surveys or data-gathering activities conducted, assisted, or authorized by
the Secretary or an administrative head of an education agency. Regulations
established under this subseCtion shall include provisions controlling the
use, dissemination, and protection of such data. No survey or data-gather-
ing activities shall be conducted by the Secretary, or an administrative
head of an education agency under an applicable program, unless such
activities are authorized by law.

(d) For the purposes of this section, whenever a student has attained
eighteen years of age, or is attending an institution of postsecondary
education the permission or consent required of and the rights accorded
to the parents of the studtnt shall thereafter only be required of and ac-
corded to die student.

(e). No funds shall be.made available tinder any applicable program
to any educational agency or institution unless such agency or institution"
informs the parents of students, or the students, if they are eighteen ye rs
of age or older, or are attending an institution or postse,condary education,
'of the tights accorded them by this section.

(f) The Secretary, or an administrative head of an education agency,
shall take appropriate actions to enforce provisions of thise3e&tion and to,
dearwith violations of this section, according to thX provisionslof this Act,
except that action to terminate assistance may be taken only if the Secre-
tary finds there has been a failure to comply with the proliisions of this
section, and he has determined that compliance cannot be secured by
voluniary means.

(g) The Secretary shalt establish or designate an office and review board
within the Department of Health, Education, a d Welfare for the purpose
of investigating, processing, reviewing, and adj dicating violations of the
provisions of this section and complaints whit may. be filed concerning
alleged viplations of this section, ,except for the conduct of hearings, none
of the functions.of the Secretary under this se tion shall be carried out
in any of the regional offices of such Department.
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. II. Michigan Constitution and State School Code Excerpts

A. CONSTITITTION CI THE STATE OF MICHIGAN
OF 1963 ,

1. Equal Protection; Discrimination (Article I, Sec. 2)
No person, shall be denied the equal protection of the laws, nor shall

any person be denied the enjoyment of kis civil or politkal rights or be
discriminated against in the exercise thereof because of race, religion, color
or national origin.

,

2. Freedom of Speech and Press (Article I, Sec. 5) .

Every person may freely speak, write, express and publish his views
on all subjtcts, being responsible f4 the abuse of such right, and no law
shall be enacted to restrain or abridge the liberty of speech or of the press

3. Encouragement of (Education (Article 8, Sec: 1)

Religion, morality 'and knowledge being necessary to good government
. and the 'happiness of mankind, schools and the means of education shall

ever be encouraged.

4. Free Public. Elemeninry and Secondary Schools , Discrimination
(Article g, Sec....2)

The legislature shall maintain and support a system of free public
elementary and secondary schools as defined by law. Every school district
shall provide for the education of its pupils without discrimination as to
religion, creed, race, color or national origin (aid to private school prohi
bition).

B. STATE STATUTORY PROVISIONS

I: Truant. School (M.C.L.A. 340.203) 4'

The board may establish, maintain and conduct a parental or truant
school for the purpose of affording a place of confinement, discipline, in
structio,n and maintenance of children of..the city of compulsory school
age who may be committed thereto by a court of competent jurisdiction%
or admitted thereto on the recommendation of such judge with the,consent
of their parents or guardian. It shall give no religious instructions in said
school, and no child shall be committed or admitted thereto who has ever
been convicted of any offense,. punishable by confinement in any penal
institution.

2. Eligibility to School Board Office. (M.C.L.A. 340.492)

Any school 'elector in a school district, who is the owner in his own
right of property which is, assessed for taxes, shall be eligible to election
or appointme'nt to office in .such school district, Provided. That where a
husband and wife own property jointly, if otherwise qualified,,each shall
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beeligible to appointment or eleition to school office. Provided 'further,
That in any .school 'district which regiiters its school electors, if less than
257t, of the registered school electors are school tax electors, any qualified
school electqr is elegible to be elected as a member of the board of educa-
tion. (Property ownership reqtdrement invalidated as unconstitutional.
OP Atty Gen 1971. No. 4723)

3. School Electors, Qualifications, Repeat Elections on Proposals
(M.C.LA. 340.5

A school elector s the qualifications provided for qualified
electors in section 1 of artic of the constitution and statutes enacted
thereunder. Upon questions involving the increase of thi ad valorem tax
limitation imposed by section 6 of article 9 of the coipstitution for, a period
of more than 5 years or the issue of bonds, school electors shall possess
the qualification provided in section 6 of article 2 of the constitution. No
person shall vote in any school election unless he shall have resided within
the school district at least 30 days next preceding the election. The same

' question or measure involving consolidation of school districts, annexation
of entire districts, annexation or transfer of a portion of 1 school district
to another, or bonding of school districts, shall' not be submitted to the
voters of any school district more often than once in 6 months, unless the
board is presented with a petition requesting the board to call another
election and signed by qualified school electors of the district to the number
of not than 50`,.:, pf the registered general electors residing in the
district ag of the date the petition is presented to the board. Any city or
township clerk shall certify to the intermediate. school district super-
intendent of schools the number of registered general electors residing in
ischool district when requested by the intermediate school district super-
intendent, who All] make the information available to the board of the
district. 4 .

4. Board. of Edualion, Meetings Public, Records, Temporary Officers
(M.C.L.A. 340.561)

MI business which the board of any district is authorized to perform
:shall be done at a public meeting of .the board and no act shall be valid
unless voted at a meeting of the board by a majority vote of the members
elect of the board and a proper record made of the vote. A meeting in which
all members are present, with or without proper notice, shall be Considered
a legal meeting. for the transaction of business, Meetings of the board shall
.be public meetings and no person shall be excluded therefrom. The board
may hold executive sessions, but no final action shall be at any
executive session. The minutes of all board meetings, must be signed by
the secretary. In the absence of the secretary in ajy meeting, the president
shall appoint a temporary secretary who shall sign' the minutes of the
meeting. In the absence of the president, the other members present shall

'elect a temporary president.
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I S. Records Public; Inspection (M.C.LA.,340.562)

The board of every district shall purchase a record book and such other
books, blanks and stationery as may be necessary to keep & record of the
proceedings ,of the board, the accounts of the treasurer, and for doing
the business of the district in an orderly manner. All records of the board
shall be public records and subject to inspection under section 750.492
of the Compiled Laws of 1948.

6. Custody and Preservation of Property, Management of Schools
(tvI.C.LA. 340.578)

Every board shall have the general care and custody of the school and
property of the district and make and enforce suitable rules and regulations
for the general management of the schools and the preservation of the
property of the district.

7. School Property, Use as Community Center, Rules, Damages; letnt
(M.C.L.A. 340.580)

The board of an school district in this state, upon the written appli-
cation of any res ble organization located in said school district, or
of a group of t 7 citizens of said school district, may grant the use
of all school grounds and schoolhouses as community or recreation centers
fdl. the entertainment and education of the 'People, including the adults,
and children of school age, and for the discussion of all topics tending
to the development of personal character and of civic welfare. Such occu-
pation, however, shall not seriously infringe upon the original and necessary
uses of the properties. the board in charge of such building shall prescribe
such rules and regulations for their occupancy and use as herein provided
as will secure a fair, reasonable and impartial use 'of the same. The organi-
zation or group of citizens applying for, the use of properties as specified
above shall be:responsible for any damage done them over and above the.
drdinary wear, and shall, if required, pay such use or rental fee as may
be determined by the board.

8. Non-Resident Pupils; Tuition, Per Capita Cost (M.C.L.A. 340.582)

The board of any district may admit to the district school nonresideqt
pupils and shall determine the rates of tuition of such pupils and shall
collect the same. Tuition for grades kindergarten to 6, inclusive, shall not
exceed'25'.i more than 1151 more than the operation cost per capita for
the number of pupils in membership in grades kindergarten to 12, inclusive.
Tuition for grades 7 to 12, inclusive, shall not exceed 127,;(70 more than
115' of the operation cost per capita for the number of pupils in member
ship in grades kindergarten to 12, inclusive. In districts not maintaining
grades above grad 8, ,the tuition shall not exceed 25r,i more than the
operation cost per i.apita fur the number of pupils in membership in grades
kinOrgarten to 8, inclusive' ..The operation cost and membership so used
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shall be those of the preceding fiscal year. The per capita cost herein
referred to shalt not be interpreted to include money expended for school
sites, school building construction, equipment payment of bonds, or such
other purposes as shall be determined by the superintendent of public
instruction not properlY included in operation costs.

9. Suspension or Expulsion of Pupils, Grounds, Evaluation of Pupil if
Handicapped (M.C.L.A. 340.613)

The board may authorize or order the suspension or,expulsion from school
of a pupil guilty of gross misdemeanor or persistent disobedience when in
its judgement the interests of the school may demand it. If there is"reasbn-
able cause to believe that the pupil _is handicapped, and the local school
district has not evaluated the pupil in accordance with rules of the state
board, the pupil shall be evaluated immediately by the intermediate district
of which the local school district is constituent in hccordance with section
340.298 c.

10. Other Duties, Rules, Safety of Pupils in Attendance, or Enroutc to or
from Schdol (M.C.LA. 340.614) % .

Every board shall have authority to make reasonable Nies and regula-
tions relative to anything whatever necessary for the propir establishment,
maintenance, management' and carrying on of ale public schools of such
district, including regUlations relative to the conduct of pupils concerning
their safety while in attendance at school or en route to and from school.

11. Behavior Problems of Children Program, Visiting Teachers; Rule4
(M.C.LA. 340.618)

The board of education of aby school district or the county board of
education may establish a program designed for'the prevention and treat-
ment of behavior' problems of children, and may employ persons 'to be
knowns as visiting teachers and'other personnel necessary to 'ptovide an
adequate program for the purpose. The board of education of any school
district or the county board of educatioNpropoiing to establish the program
shall first furnish evidence concerning lltal or county needs satisfactory
to the superintendent of public instruction, The progiam shall'he operated
in accordance with rules and regidations established by the superintendent
Of public instruction in accordance with Act No. 88 of the Public Acts of
1943, as amended, being sections 24.71 to 24.82 of.the Compiled Laws of ,
1948, and subject to Acego. 197 of the Public Acts of 1954, as amended,
being sections 24.101 to 'n.110 of the Compiled Laws of 1948.

12. Compulsory Attaidance at Sawa (M.C.LA. 340034)

(a) Except as provided in section 732 and subject to the provisions
,t_,of subsection (b), "every parent, guardian or other person\ in this state,

having control and charge of any child between the ages of 6 and 16 years,
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<shall send slid child, equipped with the proper textbooks necessary to
purs0 his school work, tothe public schools.during the entire school year,
and:such attendance shall be continuous and consecutiNe for the school year
fixd by the district;in whicth such Child is enrolled. In school districts
which maintain school during the entire year and in which the school year

i4divided into quarters, no child shall be compelled to attend the public'
Dols more than 3 quarters in any one year, but a child shall not be

absent for any 2 consecutive quarters.

(b) A,child becoming 6 years of age before December 1 shall be enrolled
on the first school day of the school year in which his sixth birthday occurs.
A child becqming 6 years of age on, or after December 1 shall be enrolled
on the first day of the school year following-the school year in which his
sixth birthday occurs.

13. Children not Required to Attend Public Sell t 340.732)

,,Irr the following cases,.children shall not ISe Fequired to attend the ,

public schools:
\

Private; parochial, or denominational school.
(a) Any child who is attending regularly and is being taught in a private,

parochial or denominational school which has complied with all the
inof this ac,t and teaches subjects comparable to 'those taught in the

public schools to children of corresponding age and grade, as determined
by the course of study for the public schools of the district within which
,such priyate, denominational or parochial school is located;

Page or messenger in legislature.'
(b) Any child who is retularly employed as a, page or messenger in

either branch of the legislature during the period of such employment,

Children under 9, distance from school;exceptions.
(c) Children under 9 year of age whose patenti do not reside withln

2; ; miles by the' nearest traveled road, of some public, school. 'Provided,
That if transportation is thrnished for pupils in said district, this exemptiOn

not apply.

Confirmation classes, attendants'.

/

(d) Ally child 12 to 14 years of age while in attendance at confirynation
classes conducted for a period of not to exceed 5 months in either. of said
years.

' Religious instruction's classes public. school property.
(e) Any <Mid who is regularly enrolled in the Rublic schools while, in,

attendance at religious instruction classes for not morn than two class hours
per week, o'ff public school property during public school hours upon written
request of the parent, guardian or persOn in loco parentis is in accordance
with rules prescribed by the superintendent of public instruction..
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14. County Attendance Officer; Oath, Bond, Powers, Duties, District
Attendance Officers (M.C.L.A. 340.733).

o the county superintendent of schools in each county shall select a
person, or more than one if authorized by the county board of education,
of good moral character to act as attendance officer or officers for the county.,
The person or persons so selected "thall file with the county clerk an ac-
ceptance and oath of office and a bond in the sum of $1,000.00, with 2 suf-
ficient sureties to be approved by the county clerk. The person or persons
so selected shall be known as the. county attendance office; or officers, and
shall have all the powers of a.deputy sheriff, and shall perform the duties
of attendalice officers in all school districts of the county when directed
to do so by the country superintendent of schools, except as hereinafter
provided In school districts having a population of over 3,000, the board
shall have authority to appoint 1 or more attendance officers and .fix the
compensation of the same, said compensation to be paid by the district.
Provided, That if in any school district the board does not appoint an
attendance officer, the county attendance officers shall act in such district.

15. Attendance Data and Report, Primary District, ( M.C.L.A. 430.736)

It shall be the duty of the secretary of the board, in primary districts
to provide the teacher, at the commencement of school, with a copy of
the last school census, together with the names and addresses of the persons
in parental relation, also the address .of the county superintendent of
schools. The teacher shall, at the opening of school and at such other times
as may be necessary, compare such census list with the enrollment of the
school and report to the county superintendent of schools the names of the
parents or other persons in parental relation whose children of the ages
hereinbefore mentioned are not in regular attendance at school, also the
names of parents 93r other persons in parental relation,. who have children
of school age not included in such'census and who do not attend school.

, 16. Districts' Other than Primary ( M.C.L.A. 340.737)

In all districts except primary districts, the secretary of the board shall,
at the commencement of school, furnish a copy of the 'last school census
to the superintendent.of schools, or the teacher or teachers if no super-
intendent is employed, in such districts, together with the name and address
of the attendance officer under whose jurisdiction they act, and it shall be
the duty of said superintendent, teacher or teachers, at the opening of
school, to compare said census list with the enrollment of the school or
schools, and from time to time as it may be necessary report to the proper
attendance officer the names and addresses of any parents or other persons
in parental relation whose children of the ages hereinbefore mentioned are
not in regular attendance at the public schools, also the hames of parents
or 'others in parental relation whose children are not in thee school and
whose names are ,not included in such census.
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17. Private, Denominational or Parochial Schools (M.C.L.A. 340.738)

It shall be the duty of the principal, or any other person or persons in
charge of every prii,ate, denominational or tiaruchial school, at the opening
of such schools and at such ,other time as, the superintendent or county
superintendent of schools hereinafter mentioned shall, direct, to furnish to
the superintendent of schools of the district in which such private, denomi-
national or parochial school is situated or to the country school super-
intendent Or superintendent of schools, the name, age and grade of every
child who has enrolled at such schools and the number or name of the
district acrd the city or township and county where the 'parent, guardian
or person in parental relation resides and the name and address of the
parent, guardian or other person in parental relation of every such child,
and also the name, age and grade of every child who has enrolled in, such
schools and Who- is not in regular attendance thereat, together with the
number or name of the district and the city or township and county, where
the parent, guardian ur person in parental relation resides and the name and
address of the parent, guardian or other person in parental relation to every
such child.

18. Nonattendance; Investigation by Attendance Officer
(M.C.L.A. 340.739)

It shall be the duty of the attendance -officer of the district, whenever
notified by the teacher, superintendent or other persons of violations of
this act, and the count) attendance officer, when notified by the county
superintendent of schools, to investigate all cases of nonattendance at
school, and if the children complained of are not exempt from the provi-
sions of this chapter under the conditions named in section 732, then he
shall immediately proceed as provided hereinafter in this chapter.

Notice to parent as It) nonattendance, Ofing work, behavior problem.,,

When a child has been repeatedly abseNfrom school without valid
excuse, or is failing in school work or gives evidence of behavior problems,
and after attempts to confer with the parent or other person in parental
relationship to such child have failed, the superintendent, of schools, or the
county superintendent of schools in a district, which does not employ a
superintendent, may request the attendance officer to notify such parent
or other person in parerttal relationship by registered mail to come to the

f
school or to a place designated by him at a time specified to discuss the
child,'s absence or failing work or behavior problems with the proper school
authorities.

Nonattendance of nonresident Nig.

The superintendent; or the teacher in a district which does not employ
a superintendent, shall pruide 'information concerning the nonattendance

, of any nonresident pupil to the county superintendent of schools of the
county in which such nonresident pupil resides. It shall be the duty of the
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county attendance officer, when notified by the county superintendent or
superirftendent of schools, to investigate and proceed in all cases of non-
attendance of nonresident pupils in the same manner as is hereinafter
provided in this chapter for eftforcing attendance of pupils attending schools
in districts in which they reside.

19. Violation of Act by Barents; Penalty (M.C.L.A. 340.740)

in case any person, parent or other person in parent ,11 relation shall fail
to comply with the provisions of this act, he shall be deemed guilty of a
Misdemeanor, and shall on conviction thereof be punished by a fine of not
les's than $3.00.,nor more than $50.00, or imprisonment in the county or
city jail for not less than 2 nor more than 90 days, or by both such fine.
and imprisonment in the discretion of the court.

20. List of Teacher's and Superintendents in Districts not Employing
Attendance. fficers (M.C.L.A. 340.741) ,

It shall be the duty of the county superintendent.of schools to furnish
the attendance officer of the county, at the opening of the schools, with a
list of the teachers and superintendents employed in his county in school
districts other than those employing an attendance officer as provided in
the preceding sections of this chapter.

21. Failure to Send Child to School, Notice to Parent and Teacher, Notice
of Teacher to Attendance Officer (M.C.L.A. 340.742)

In case any parent or other person in parental relation shall fail to
send the child or children under his or her control to the 'public school or
other school as herein priivided, the attendance officer, upon having notice
from proper authority of such fact, shall give, formal written notice in
person or by registered mail No, parent or other person in parental
relation that the child or childien hder his or hei control shall present
himself or themselXes at the public s hool, or other school, as hereinbefore.
provided, on the next regular school day following the receipt of such notice,
and that said child or children shall continue in regular and consecutive
attendance in \school. the attendance officer shall, at the same time the
Wd formal" notice is given to the parent' or person in parental relation,
notify the teacher or county scjtool superintendent or superintendent, of
schools of the fact of notice, and it shall be the duty of the teacher or
county school superintendent or superintendent of schools to notify the
attendance officer of the falltire on the part of the parent or other person
in parental relation to comply with said notice.

22. Complaint Against Parent, Punishment (M.C.LA..340.743)

It shall be the duty of the,attendance officer, after having given the
formal notice described in sectipn 742 hereof, to determine whether the
parent or other person in parental relation has complied with the notice,
and in case'of failure to so comply he shall make a complaint against said
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parent or other person in parental relation 'having the legal charge and
control of such child or children before any justice of the ,peace in the
county where such party resides for such refusal or neglect, to send such
child or children to schobl, and said justice of the peace shill issue a war -
rant upon said complaint and shall proceed to hear and determine the same
in the same manner as is provided by statute for other cases under his
jurisdiction, and in case of conviction of<Any, parent or other person in
parental relation for violation of this act*, said parent or other person in
parental relation shall be punished according to the provisions of section
740 of this act. Provided, That in cities having a municipal or recorder's
court and justice of the peace, the attendance officer shall make the afore-
said compl3int before the magistrate of said municipal br recorder's court
or before IN:justice of the peace, and said magistrate or justice shall issue
a warrant and proceed to hear and determine the case in the same manner
as is provided in the statute for other cases udder his jurisdiction.

23. School Personnel, Assistahce to Attendance Officer (M.C.L.A. 340.7444)

It shall be the duty of all school officers, superintendents or teachers
of other Persons to render such, assistance anti furnish 'such information
as they may have at their command to aid such attendance officer in the
performance of his official duty.

24. Ungraded School; Establishment (M.C.L.A. 340.745)

The board of any district except primary districts may establish 1 or more
ungraded schools for the instruction of certain children as defined and set

forth'in the following section. they may, through the attendance officer
and superintendents of schools, require such children' to attend said un--
graded schools or any department of their graded schools As said board of
education may direct.

- .

25! Children Assigned (M.C.L.A. 340.746)
,cN

The following cases of persons betw8en and including the ages of 7 and
16 years, residing in school districts described in section 745 of this chapter,
shall be deemed juvenile disorderly persons and shall, in the judgment of
the proper school authorities, be assig,ned to the ungraded school or schools
as kovided in section 745 cif this chapter. Class 1,,habitual truants from

.any, school in which they are enrolled as pupils, class 2, children who,.while
attending any school, are incorrigibly turbulent, disobedient and in-
subordinate, or are vicious and immoral in conduct, class 3, children who
are not attending any school and who hAitually frequent streets and other
public places," having no lawful business, employment or occupation.

26. Physiial Force to Take Possession of Dangerous Weapons from Pupils
(M.C.L.A. 340.755)

Any teacher or superintendent may use such physical force as may be
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necessary to take possessiOn from any pupil of any dangerous weapon
) carried by hitn.

27. Physical Force to Maintain Proper Discipline Over Pupils,
( M.C.L.A. 340.756)

Any teacher or superintendent may use such physical force as is neces;
sary on the person of any pupil for the purpose of maintaining proper
discipline over the pupils in attendance at any school.

28. Liabilitylor Use of Physical Force; Gross Abuse (M.C.L.A. 340.757)

No teacher or superintendent shall be liable to any pupil, his parent or
guardian in any civil action for thi use of physical force on the person of
any pupil for the purposes prescribed in Sections 755 and 756 of this act, as
amended, except in case of gross abuse and disregard for the health and
safety of the pupil.

29. Special Education (Public Act 198, 1971)

SEC. 10. "Special education programs and services" as, used in this act
means educational and training programs and services designed for handi-
capped persons operated by local school districts, intermediate school dis-
tricts, the Michigan school for the blind, the Michigan school for the deaf,
department of mental health, department of social services, or any combing.46'
tion tgereof, and ancillary professional ;eiV ices for handiCapped persons ren-
dered by agencies appr.oved by the state board of education. Handicapped
person shall be defined by rules promulgated by the state board of educa-
tion. Handicaps include, but are not lirhited mental, physical, emotional,
behavioral, sensory and speech handicaps.

to,
The programs shall include

vocation4 training, but need not include :academic programs of college
or university level.

SEc..11. "Special education personnel" as used in this act means persons
engaged in and having professional responsibility for th'e training, care and
education of handicapped persons in special education programs and
services which include, but are not limited to, teacl%rs, aides, soul workers,
diagnostic personnel, physical therapists, occupational therapists, audi-
ologists, speech pathologists, instructional media-curriculum specialists,
mobility specialists, consultants, supervisors and:directors.

, SEC. 12. "Special education buildings and equipment" as used in this
act meahs a structure, or portion of a structure, or personal property, ac-
cepted, leased, purchased, or otherw;ise acqhired, prepared or used for
special education programs and services.

SEC. 252b. (1) For the 1973-74 school year and thereafter the state
b.oard of education shall:

(a) Develop, establish and continually evaluate and modify in coopera-
tion with intermediate school districts, a state plan for special
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which shall provide for the delivery of special education programs and
services designed to develop the maximu}rr potential of every handicapped
person. The plan shall coordinate, all special education programs and
services.

(b) Require each intermediate school istrict to submit a plan pursuant
to subdivision (a) of section 298c, in a ordance with the state plan and
approve the same.

(c) Promulgate rules setting forth t e requirements of the plans and
the procedures for submitting them.

(d) A preliminary state plan shall b submitted to the legislature on
or before July 1, 1972.

(e) The final state plan shall be subm tted to the legislature on or before
March 1, 1973, irtCluding recommendat ons for funding special education
programs and services.,

(2) For the 1973-74 school year and thereafter, if a local school district
claims the existence of an emergency, die to extreme financial conditions
because of insufficient operating funds or due to a severe classroom shortage
and which emergency the local district aims renders it unable to provide

_special education krograms and service in compliance with section 771a,
it shall apply, in writing, to the state and no later than July 1 of the
particular school year for approval to rovide special education programs
or services which do not 'comply with ction 771a.

(3) In its application the local sch I district shall demonstrate the'
,need to provide noncomplying special e ucation programs and services and
shall include the proposed programs an services it can provide and the ef-
forts to be undertaken to alleviate the e ergency. If the state board finds an
emergency sexists" in the local school dis rict for such school_year, the state
board may aupy.ive the providing of n ncomplying special education' pro-
grams or servicarand prescribe conditi ns therefor. The state board may

I- extend the filing date for good cause.

(4) If tho state board determines a I cal school district is not providing
special education programs and service in compliance with section 771a,
and the local school district has not btained prior approval from the
,state board, the state board shall notify the local school district, in writing,
of the noncompliance. Unless the loc I school district submits proof of
compliance, or of an unforeseen emer ncy, within 30 days after receipt
of the notice, the state board shall dire the intermediate,district of which
the local school district is a constitue t to provide complying programs
or services. The state board shall direct the intermediate district to provide
only those programs or. services which he.state board deteimined are not
in compliance with'section, 771a.

(5) Special education programs or s rvices which the state board directs
an intermediate district to provide sh II 1:061 itmded as if provided by the
local school district and the local sch of district shall contribute to the
intermediate district the unreimbursed cost of the programs or services.
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SEC. 291a. As used in this chapter:`

(a) "Intermediate school district" means the co orate body established
in accordance with the provisions of this chapter.

(b) "Local school district" means a primary s hoot district, a school
district of the fourth class, a.school district of t third class, a school
district of the second class, a school district of the rst class, or a special
act school district.

(c) "Constituent school district" means a local school district wittise
territory is entirely within and is an integral part of n intermediate school
district.

(d) "Board" means the board of education of t e.intermediate school
distric

(e) Superintendent". means the superintendent of the intermediate
school strict.

(f) " eorganized intermediate district" means an
formed the consolidation or annexation of 2 or mor
districts provided in section 302a.

(g) " rea vocational-technical education program'
of organi ed systematic instruction designed to preps
dividuals or useful employment in recognized occupa

(1) Pe .ons enrolled in high school.

(2) Per ons who have completed or left high school nd who are avail-
able for fu 1-time study, in preparation for entering the labor market.

(3) Per ins who have already entered the labor mar et and who need
training or etraining to achieve stability or advanceme t in employment.

(h) "Are " as used in the phrase "area vocational-te hnical education
program" mans the geographical territory, both within .nd without the
boundaries o either a K-12 school district, or a communit, College district
which is des gnated as the service area for the operatio of vocational-
tkhnical edu u jrograms by the state board of educa ion.

(i) "Vocat ona education" means vocational or techn cal training or
retraining whi h is given in schools or classes, including fie d or laboratory
work incident .1 thereto, under public supervision and con ol, an con-
ducted as part of a program designed to fit individuals for minful employ-
pent as semis Bed or skilled workers or technicians in recognized occupa-

\ tions, but' excl ding any program to fit individuals for mployrnent in
\ occupations win h the superintendent of public instruction letermines, and

`specifies to be tenerally considered professional or as r iring a bacca-
laureate or hig et.' degree., The term includes vocationa guidance and
counseling in co nection Aith the training, instruction related to the oc-
cupation for whi h the student is being trained or necessary Dar him to
benefit from the raining, and the acquisition and maintenance and repair .

, of instructional su plies, teaching aids and equipment, and the construction
or initial equipine t of buildings and the acquisition or ental of land.

ntermediate district
intermediate school

means a program
e the following in-
ons:
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SEC. 298c. (1) The intermediate board may, and for"the 1973-74 school
year and thereafter the intermediate board shall:

(a) Develop, establish and continually evaluate and modify in coopera-
tion with its constituent school districts, a plan for special education which
shall provide for the delivery of special education programs and services
designed to develop the maximum potential of every handicapped person
of which the board is required to maint4ain a record under subdivision (f).
The plan 'shall coordinate the .special education programs and services
operated or contracted for by the constituent school districts and shall
be submitted to the state board of education for its approval. Intermediate,
district plans shall be submitted to the state board on or before Novem
ber 1, 1972.

(b) Contract for the delivery of a special eunn program or service,
in,accordance with the intermediat4 district pl ,,pursuant to and 1 ac-
cordance with sections 252b and 771a. tinder the contract the inter diate
school district may operate a special education p gram or service, urnislc
transportation services and room and board.

(0 Employ or otherwise engage such specialleducation pe sonnel in
accordance with the intermediate district plan, notwithstandi g the pro-
visions of subdiyision (h) of subsection (1) of section 298a nd appoint
a director of special education meeting the qualifications ancj requirements
as set forth in rules promulgated by the, stale board.

(d) Accept and use available funds ?r contributions f governmental
or priate sources for the putpose of providing special edueation programs
and services consistent with this act.

(e) Lease, purchase or otherwise acquire, vehiclesrsites, buildings or
portions thereof and equip them, as it deems necessary for its staff, Pro-
grams and services, notwithstanding the provisions of subdivisions (1) of
subsection (1) of section 298a.

(f) Maintain a record of every handicapped person up to 25 years of
age, who has not completed a normal course of study and graduated from
high school and who is a resident of 1 of its constituent school districts,
and the special education programs or services in which the handicapped
person is participating, if any, as of the fourth Friday following Labor day
and the Friday before Memorial day. The sole basis for determining the
local school district of which a handicaped person is k resident shall be
rules promulgated by the state board, notwithstandin6 the provisions of
section 358. The records shall be maintained in aCcgidance with rules
promulgated by the state board.

(g) Have the right to place in appropriate special education programs
or services any handicapped person for whom a constituent local school
district is required to,provide special education programs or. sery ces under
isection 771a.

(h) Investigate special education programs and services operated or
contracted for by the board. or constituent school districts and report in
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writing matters it deems constitute a failure to comply with the provisions
of any contract, statute or rule governing the special education programs
and services or of the intermediate district plan, to the local'district and
the state board.

(i) Pursuant to section 252b, operate the special education program
or service, or contract for the delivery of the special education program or
service, as if a local school district under section 771a. The contract shall
provide for those items set forth in section 771a and shall be approved by
the state board. The intermediate board shall provide for the trAnsporta- "
tion, or room and board, or both, of the persons participating in the.pro-
gram or service as if a local board under sections 601 and 601a.

(j) Receive the report of any parerit or guardian or with the con ,sent
of ,any parent or guardian receive the report of a licensed physiciaveg-
istered nurse, social worker, school or other appropriate profession per-
sonel' whose training and relationship tp handicapped persons provides
competence to judge same4and who in good faith believes that a Berson
under the age of 25 examined by him is or may be handicapped and
immediately evaluate, such person in accordance with the rules promulgated
by the state board. No person making or filing such report, nor any board,
shall incur any liability to any person by reason of filing such report or
seeking such evaluation, unless lack of good faith is proven.

(k) EvalUate pupils Pursuant to and in accordance with section 613.

SEC. 317a. Boards coming under the provisions of sections 307a to 324a
shall expend funds received under section 314a for special education pur-'
poses in accordance with rules promulgated by the state board of education.

SEC. 318a. Boards operating or contracting for the operation of special
e,aucatioh programs or services may carry children in membership in the
same manner as local school districts and shall be entitled to their propor-
tionate share of any state funds available.for such programs. Membership
shall be calculated on the basis provided in rules promulgated by the Mate
board of education.

SEC. 329c. The board of an intermediate school district which has adoptedg
the provisions of sections 307a to 324a, and which has a constituent school
district or districts which heretofore elected not to come under those pro-
visions pursuant to section 329 shall submit before the 1973-74 school year.
to the electorate the question, of adopting sections 307a to 324a. The election
shall be called and held at, the same time and in ,the same manner as
provided in section; 308b and 308c for the original election held for the
adoption of sections 307a to 324a. The board shall employ the form of
ballot prescribV in section 316a for tin) election.

EC. 601. Th'e board of education of a local schoordistript my 'provide,
anfor the 1973-74 school year and thereafter shall provide, by contract
or otherwis'e for the transportation of handicapped persons who would
otherwise be anible to part!cipate in an appropriate special education
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Program or service operated or contracted` for by the local school district
pursuant t9/section U4a, except fgr handicaped pe s in residence at
facilities operated by the Michigan school for. t lind, the Michigan,
school for the deaf, the department of mental he r .the departipent of
social services. The references to section 774 in Lions 90a and 590b
are deemed to be nude to this section.

SEC. 601a. The board oreducation of each local school district may
provide, and for the 1973-74 schoolyear and thereaftei shall provide, by
contract or otherwise for the room and board of handicapped persons who
would otherwise be unable to participate in an approtoriate special.education
program or service operated or contracted for by the local school district
pursuant to section 7714, except those operated by the Michigan school
for the blind, the Michigan school for the deaf, the department of mental
health or the department of social services.

SEC. 601b. oard of education of a local school district shall not solicit,
nor shall it ek, reimbursement from a handicapped person or person
otherwise liable for the 6kre of the _handicapped person for any cos of a
special education program attributable to the expense for room and board,
except it shall have the right to reimbursement for room and board in
such amount as can reasonably be afforded by such person and in ac
cordance with rules promulgated by the,state board.

SEC. 613 The board may authorize or order the suspension or expulsion
from school of a pupil guilty of gross misdemeanor o persiktent disobedience
when in its judgment the interests of 'the school may demand it. If there
is reasonable cause to believe that the pupil is handicapped, and: the local
school district" has not evaluited the pupil in accordance with rules of
the state board, the pupil shall be evaluated immediately by the inter-
mediate, district of which dig lOtal school district is constituent in ac
cordance with section 298e.

SEC. 732. In the follbwing cases, children shall nbt be re uired to attend
the public schools.

la) Any child'. is attending regularly'and is being taught in a private,
parochial or denominationa school which has complied with all the pro-
visions of this act'and teaches subjects comparable to those taught in the
public schools to children of corresponding age and grade, as determined
by the course of study for the public schools of the district within which
such private, denominational or parochial schools located.

(b) Apy child who is regularly employed 4 a page or messenger in either
branch of the legislature, during the period of such' tmployment.

(c) Children under '9 years of age who do not reside within 2T,1 miles,
by the nearest traveled road, of some public school. If transportation is
furnished for pupils in the district, this exemption shall not apply.

(d) Any child 12 to 14 years of age while in attendance at confirmation
classes conducted for a period of not to exceed 5 months, in either of the
years.
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(e) Any child who is regularly enrolled in the public schools while in
attendance at religous instraction classes for not more than 2 class hours
per week, off public school property during public.school hours upon written
request of the parent, guardian or person in loco parentis in accordance
with rules prescribed by the supeyintendent.of public instruction.

,bSEc..,;71a (1) The board,,,of a local school district may provide, and
for the 1973-74 school year and thereafter shall provide, special education
programs and services designed to develop the maximum potential of all
handicapped persons in its district on record under ection 298c for ,whom
an appropriate educational or training prcigram be provided in ac-
cordance with the intermediate school district special ucation plan; in
either of the following ways or a combination thereof:

(a) Operate the special education program or service.

(b) Contract with its intermediate school district, anothefrintermediate
school district, another local school district, an adjacent school district in
a bordering state, the Michigan school for the blind, the Michigan school

' for the deaf, the department of mental health pr the department of social
services, or any combination thereof, for delivery of the special education
programs or services, or witk an agency approved by the state board of
education for delivery of an ancillary profespional special.education service.
The intermediate school district of which Ore local school district is con-
stituent shall be 'a party to each contract even if it does not participate in

>. the delivery of the program or service.

(21 A local school district contract for ;the provision of a special educa-
tion prpgram or service shall specifically provide for:

(a), Special education buildings, equipment and personnel necessary
lor the operation of the subject program or service.

(b),, Transportation or room and bOard, or both, for persons partici-
pating in the programs or services as required under sections 601 and 601a.

(c) The contribution to be made by the sending local school district
if the program or service is to be operated by another party to the contract.
The contribution shall be in accordance with rules promulgated by the
state board This section shall be construed to allow operation of programs
by departments of state government without local school district contri-
bution..

(Ld) Any, other. matters which the parties deem appropriate.

(3),All programs and senticie operated or contracted for by a local
district shall be in accordance with the intermediate school district's plan,
established pursuant to section ,298c.

(4) A local district may provide additional special education programs
and services not included in or required by the intermediate district plan.

SEC 722a iSpecial education personnel shall meet the qualifications and
requirements set forth in. rules promulgated by the state board of education.
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SEC. 773a. Curriculum, eligibility of specifis4 ersons for special education
programs and services and for each particular program or service, review
procedures regarding the placement of persons in the programs or services,
size of classes, sizeof programs, quantity and quality of equipment, supplies
and housing, adequacy ,of methods 9f instruction and length

by
content

of school day, shall be in accordance yvith rules promulgated by the state
board relative to' special education programs and services.

SEC. 780k. A local school district of any class or kind shall be governed
by sections 601; 601a, 771a and all other sections of this act necessary to
fully effectuate the purposes of those sectiont, notwithstanding the pre)
visions of sections 21, 51, 101, 141, 187, 226, 351, 375 and any other
provisions of law which are inconsistent with those sections or which would
serve to defeat the Purposes -thereof.

SEC. 2.. Sections 319a to 322a, 329 to 329b, S87a, 618 to 620, 747 to
753, 771, 772, 773, 774, 775, to 780j of At No. 269 of the Public Acts of
1955, as amended and added, being sections 340.319a to 340.322a, 340.329
to 340.329b, 340.587i, 340.618 to 340.620, 340.747 to 340.753, 340.771,
340.772, 340.773, 340.774 and 340.775 to 340.780j of thp Compiled Laws
of 1948, are repealed,

SEC. 3. This amendatory act shall take effect July.1, 1972.

' 30. Fraternities, Sororitie4, Secret Societies, Definitions, Declaration of
Illegality (M.C.LA. 340.921) 1

It shall beunlawful for any pupil of the elementary school and the high
school of the public schools or any other public school of the state com-
prising one OT all of the 12 grades in any manner to organize, join or belong
to any hig el fraternity, sorority or any, other secret society. A public
school aternity, .runty or secret kociety, as contemplated by this act,
is 'eby defined to any organization whose active membership is com
posed wholly or in pa of pupils of the public schools of this state and
perpetuating Itself by to g in additional members from the pupils enrolled
in the public schools on th basis of the, decision of its membership, rather
than upon the right of any p pit who is qualified by the rules of the school
to be a member of and take rt in any class or group exercises designa,ted
and classified according to s: . subjects required by the course of study,
or program of school activi es fostered and promoted by the board and
superintendent of schools nd by the board and county superintendent
of schools for all schools n employing a superintendent of schools. Every
such fraternity, sorority and secret society as herein defined is declared
an obstruction to education, inimical to the public welfare and illegal.

31. Pregndnt Students; Expelling or Excluding Prohibited
(M.C:L.A. 388.391)

A perton, who has not completed high school, may not be txpelled or
excluded from a public school because of being pregnant.

e
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32Pregnant Students; Withdrawal from Regular SchoOl Program
(M.C,LiA. 388.392) , .,

4

A pregnant person who is under the compulsory school,age may with-
draw frbm a regular public school program in accordance with rules promul-
gated by the state board bf education. N '

33. Pregnant Students; 4lternftive 'Educational Program
(M.C.LA. 388.393)

It

P ,
A local -school district may develop and prbvide an accredited alternative

educational program for persons who are pregnant and voluntarily with-
draw .from the regular public school program or a local school district
may contract with the nearest intermediate school district offering an
educational program required by this act. A local school district shall be
reimbursed for these programs in accorda with section 12 of Act No. 312 .
of the Public Acts of 1957, a. amended, 81111 section 388.622 a the Corn-
piled Laws of 1948.-

3

34. Pregnant Students; ,Rules (M.C.LA. 388.394)
1

The state board of education shall proinulgate rules to implement this
act in accordance With and subject to Act No. 306 of the Public Acts of
1969, as amended, being sections 24.201 to 24.315 of the Compiled Laws
of 1948. '

35, School Teachers and Employees, Disclosing of Student Comntunica-
tions ( M.C.L.A. 600.2165)

No teacher, guidance officer, school executive or other professional person
engaged in character building in the public schools or in any other educa-
tional institution,' including any clerical worker of such schools and in-
stitutions, who maintains records of students' behavior or who has such
records in his custody, or who receives in confidence communications from
'students or other juvenile,\shall be allowed in any proceeding, civil or
criminalin any court of this state, to disclose any information obtained
by him from such records or such communications, nor to produce such
records or transcript thereof, except that any such (testimony may be given,
with'the consent of the person so confiding or to whom such records relate,
if Such person is 21 rears of age or over, or if such person is a minor, with
the consent of his or her parent or legal guardian.

a

36. Emancipation; Domicile (M.S.A. 25.244)

(1.) An emancipation occurs by opeiation of law;

(a) When a minor is validly married.
(b) When a person reaches the age of 18 years.
(c) During the period when the minor is on active duty with the armed

forces of the United'States.
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(d) If a court of competent jurisdiction orders an emancipation in the
best interesteaf the minor.

(2) An emancipation occurs by action of the parent4s when both parents
or a surviving parent or a parent having exclusive rights of custody release
their parental rights by written instrument or by conduct which clearly
indicates intenl,to relfase their 'rights and such written instrument shall
be filed with the county clerk in the county or counties where the parerits
reside. .

(3) Abandonment by the paFents is presumptive evidence of eman-
cipation and relinquishment of pal-ental rights.

(4) Emancipation by actiOn,of the parents does not occur if the minor
is in faCt dependent upon his parents for support.4 '

(5) grnancipatioi; by action of the parents or when minor is validly
married may be Levdked by agreement between the parents or surviving
parent arid the minor or by resumption of family relations inconsistent
with the Prior emancipation.

(6)
An emancipated minor nay acquire a domicile of his choice.
I

37, Smoking (M.S.A. 25.282) .

Knyperson under 18 years of age who shall smoke or use cigarettes
in any form, on any public highway, street, alley, park or other lands
used for pirblic pirrposes, or in any public place of business or amusement,
may be arrested by any officer of the law who May be cognizant of such
offense, and further, it shall be the duty of such officer upon complaint of
any person and upon warrant properly issued to arrest such offenders an
take them to the proper 'court. In case the offender is found guilty the ,

court may impose a penalty in its discretion in the.sum of not to exceed
$10.00 or imprisonment in the county jail not to exceed five (5) days for
each offense.
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A. Law Enforcemept Activities in Schools 217
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III. Michigan AttorneY General Opinions

.A. LAW ENFORCEMENT4TIVITIES IN SCHOOLS

SCIOOLS. Authority of lioaktis of education to adopt rules concerning
interrogation of school children by law enforcement officers.

ARRESTS; The tight to make without it warrant. .

The board of education of a school districtl pursuant to authority vested
in it by Sec. 614 of Act 269, P4. 1955, as amended is authorized tcdopt a

'rule or regulation permitting certain groups or persons, including law en-
forcement officers, to have access to school children on schoolfiroperty
during School hours. ..--

s ,

Law enforcement officers.may be given access to school children on school
property during school hours for the purpbse,of interrogation pursuant to a

Jule orregulation,adopted by the board of education o a school digiiict,
sUbjtrt to such' conditions as the board of education 1 its discretion may
reasonably impose.

Law enforcement Officers are empowered tootrest a person without a
warrant= including children, in the case of a felony where "the,officer has
reasonable cause to believe that the person h'as committed a felony or a
misdeameanor committed in the officer's presence. A rule of the board of
edimation of a school district which would permit law enforcement officers
to remove a student from the public schools only upon presentation of a
warrant is not in accordance with law. .

The law preitves that all law enforcement officers are reputable.
Children over the age of 15 years may be treated as adults for purpose of

prosecution for crime in the discretion of the probate court. A rule or
regulation which would require a school officer to be present during the
interrogation of a school child over the age of 15 do school property during
school hours would be reasonable.
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No. 3537

Dr, H. M. Mir, Secretary
Board of Education of the School District

of the City of Sault Ste. Matie
Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan

September 8, 1961.

By Assistant Attorney General Krasicky.

The School District of the City of Sault Ste. Marie, by action of its
Board of Education, has adopted the following policy:

"No student may be interviewed on school property by a police officer
or any other authority unless a school official is present at all times
during the interview to protect the right of the juvenile. Likewise, no
student shall be turned over to any legal authorities unles4 such persons
shall possess. a warrant, in which case, the parent will be notified im-
mediateity if it is possible."

This office has reviewed the aforesaid policy of the School District with
the Superintendent of the Sault Ste. Marie Schools. You ask the following
questions relative to this policy:

1. Is it permissible for police officers to interview students within the
publicschools if an adult is present to protect the right of the juvenile?

2. May the police authorities remove a student from the public schools
for any purpose without presentation of a warrant?

3 Is it permissible for police officers under the law to interview juveniles
within the public schools without an adult present to protect the right
Of the juvenile?

4. Is the School Board and the juvenile properly protected if a school
official is present at the questioning?

Belause the first two questions directly concern the policy adopted by
, the tfoard of Education of the School District of the City oit Sault Ste.

Marie), this office will consider them simultaneously.

XI, Sec. 1 of the Michigan Constitution.," provides as follows.

"Religion, morality and knowledge being necessary to good govern-
ment and the happiness of mankind, schools and the means of education
shall forever be encouraged."

Under Article XI Sec. 9 of the Michigan Constitution, the people have
1.

entrusted the contrpl , of the schools in 'the legislature.
Act 269, PA. 1955, as amended,' is known as the School Code of 1955.

Section 614 of the school code provides as follows:

"Every board shall have authority to make reasonable rules and
regulations relative to anything whatever necessary for the proper

1 1956 1 340.1 et seq.; M.S.A. 1959 Rev. § 15.3001 et seq.
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*establishment, maintenance, management and carrying on of the public
..schools of such district, including regulaons relative to the conduct
of pupils concerning their safety while in attendance at school or enroute
to and from school." j .

The authority of school officials, to adopt rules and regulations for the
conduct of the schools has been reviewed by the Michigan Supreme Court
in rayon v. Mc Kenney, 226 Mich. 245, where the expulsion of a student
for violating a rule of conduct was upheld by the court.

A rule which would bar a student from school for a careless or negligent
act relative to school property, in the absence of some willful or malicious
act of detriment to the school, was held to be unenforceable and void in
Holman v. Trustees of School District No. 5, Township of Avon, 77 Mich.
605.

In Jones v. Cody, 132 Mich. 13, the Michigan Supreme Court upheld
as reasonable and not in restriction of parental authority over their children
a rule that required children to proceed directly to their homes after school.

The law Appears to be well settled that courts will review and void rules
and regulations adopted by boards of education for the conduct of the
schools only when the rules and regulations are unreasonable or arbitrary.
Cochrane v. Mesick Consolidated School District Board of EduCation,
360 Mich. 390, Coggins v. Board of Education of City of Durham, (N.C.)
28 S.E. 2d 527; Detch v. Board of Education, (W.Va.) 117 S.E. 2d 138;
Gabriel .1i v. Knickerbocker, (Cal.) 82 F. 2d 391.

It must follow that the legislature has reposed broad discretion in the
board of education of a school district to adopt reasonable rules and regula
tions for the conduct of the schools. There can be no question that while
a child is in school he is under the control of school authorities and subject
to the reasonable rules and regulations adopted for the conduct of the
school. Jones v. Cody, supra.

In the conduct of the school and the discharge of the duty imposed by
landpeople to provide education as a means to ,promote good government

land the happiness of the people, the board of education of a school district
may adopt reasonable rules and regulations with regard to access to pupils
during school hours of any proper outside-group or persons, including law
enforcement officers. The substance of a rule or regulation as to access to
school children by law enforcement officers must bn determined by the
board of education of the individual school district. .

There are approximately 1950. school districts in the state of Michigan,
which vary from rural districts operating single room schoolhouses to large
urban school districts with multiple buildings and thousands of pupils
in attendance. The local circumstances will naturally differ in each school
district. Consequintly, it must be concluded that rules and regulations
concerning access to children while in attendance at school by law enforce
ment officers will not be uniform in all school districts. Not is there any
requirement in the law that such rules be uniform, except within the
territorial boundaries of the district, or the legislature, under plenary' power

(
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granted to it by the people, would have prescribed a rule and regulation
for all districts as it did in the case of banning membership of school
children in secret societies under Section ,921 of the School Code of 1955,
supra. Such a uniform rule and regulation of student conduct was upheld
by the Michigan Supreme Court in Steele v. Sexton, 253 Mich. 32.

The rule adopted by the Board of Education of the School District of
Sault Ste. Marie, which would allow school children to be interrogated
by law enforcement officers on school property during school hairs only
`in the presence of a school Officer, appears to be in accordance with law.

§iniilarly, a rule or regulation adopted by a school district permitting
law enforcement officers to have access to school children op school prtperty
during school hours without any school officer in attendance during the
interview would stand the test of reasonableness depending upOn local
circumstances.

In the final analysis the need for the rule or, regulation and the tiature
of the rule allowing access to school children on school property Airing
school hours by law enforcement officers for the purpose of interrelation
rests in the sound discretion of the board of education of the school district,
whith is best familiar with the educational needsand circumstances of the
school district.

In order to dispose of your basic inquiry it is necessary to consider the
balance of the policy adopted by the board of education of your school
district as it relates to the matter of arrest of school children based solely
upon warrant, as indicated by your second question.

The law is well settled that persons, including children, are subject to
arrest upon proper Warrant and it follows that school authorities would ,

be required to surrender a child in their custody upon the presentment
of a proper warrant.

Law, enforcement officers, under Section 15, Chapter IV, Act 175, P.A.
1927, as amended,2 are permitted to arrest a person without a warrant in
the case of a felony where the officer has reasonable cause to believe that
the person including a minor child, has committed a felony, or for a mis-
demeanor committed in the officer's presence. Odinetz v. Budds, 315 Mich.
512. Thus, the law enforcement officer may arrest a child without a warrant
where he has reasonable cause to believe the child has committed a felony
or where the child has committed a misdemeanor in the offices presence.

A rule of the board of education of a school district which would permit
law enforcement officerg to remove a student from the public schools only
upon presentation of a warrant is not in accordance with the law. There
can be no question that law enforcement officers have the same rights of
arrest in connection with juveniles and children as they would have with
all other persdns.

Therefore, it is the opinion of the Attorney General, that the board of
education of a school district is without authority to adopt a rule that

2 C,I , 1948 § 76405; 1954 Rev. Vol. § 28.874.
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would allot .4 student W be removed from a ublic sch 1 by law enforce-

.

ment officers only upon presentation of a pro erly execu,t warrant.
In response tp your third question, the legal reasoning w h tested the

rule adopted by your board of education applies equally a rule of
,a board of, education allowing access to school children in the stody of
school author es by law enforcement officers v;ithout a school offi r being
present dun the interview. Such a rule would stand the test of rea nable-

,it miiit be stressed that the adoption of the rule is in the ,cliind
f the board of education of the district, based upon the eds
tances prevailing in the district.
n response to your laA query, it is first necessary to study t
of parents, school authorities and law enforcement office

and each other. ' / , '

ness. Agai
discretion'
and circu

Finally,
relationshi
to the chil

The law is well settled in Michigan that the pOwet of parents to control
th 'r children 1107(etoprzed by-the w as a (natural right. In re Gould,
174 Miaio

1
463 Herbstman v. Shif tan, 6

entsito control their children is subject
theesafety and. interests of the child demand
286 Mich. 526. When properly exercised, p

ich. 64. The natural rights
0 judicial control only when

't. Burkhardt v. Burkhardt,
ental rights of control will

be protected by the court. in re Gould, supra. Herbstman v. Shiftan, supra.
il attendance at school, the relationship of the teacher
oco parentis, that is, the teacher stands in the place
v. Djvis, 281 Mich. 5 l 5. At best (he rights of.school

iiild are limited an4 ten ous an 'must be confined to
d discipline only . In Cucrr'eri v. Tyson, (Penn.)

t When children are
to the child is one in
of the parent. Caincot
authorities' over the c
matters of conduct a
24 A 2d 468, the cou refused,. to extend the doe rine of loo parentis to
the exercise of judgm t by school authorities fo the medical treatment
of the pupil in the ab ence of an emergency oY t e needs of the child.

I must be conclud therefore/that the primar duty and responsibility
of t e school is to educ to the child, not to serve aethe parent of the child.
Thu , the board of Mu ation o a school district is empowered by the legis-
late to adopt reaso ble ru es and regulation' as to the Conduct and
disci line of the child so th it may effpctiv y discharge' its primary'
respOnsibility of educat ng chi dren. Only in the are case will it be neces-
sary or school authorit es to be called upon to protect the personal welfare
of children in their cu tody and to this end they may adopt reasonable
rules and regulations as are necessary and proper.

If parents are to prov de for their children as required by law, and.school
authorities are to furni h the education mandated by the people, the role
of law enforcement aut unties must be acknowledged and encouraged. The
Michigan Supreme Cou t in,Leisurc v. Hicks, 336 Mich. 148, recognized
that the orderly and e dent enforcement of law fig the protection of our
society requires the prompt arrest and lawful dethtion of those persons
honestly and reasonably believed to be guilty of crime. Delay in arrest may
endanger the public by permitting .such persons to remain at large. Con-
sequently law enforceinent officers Must have reasonable and prompt access

A
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to persons having inform ation about the commission of crimes if they are
to discharge their responsibility to protect society,

The variety of circumstances in dealing with juveniles involves' tif any
diffierent decisions. Take, for example, the case of the child of fifteen
who has bOn part. of a grciiip which has robbed a bank, kidnapped the

,,t ashler, and left him injured in the abandoned car. In this example, not
to permit the police to take the child out of class and interrogate him forth-
with would be manifestly ridiculous. -,r

On the other hand,,talte the example of the eight-year-old boy who is
accused by a neighbor of pilfering. In this example, the officer would be
unjustified in interrupting the routine of the school.

If your last question is premised upon the proposition that all children
must be protected from all law enforcement officers, there appears to be
no basis in fact or law for such a sweeping generalization. On the contrary,
the presumption obtains that all law enforcement officers are reputable and
truthful men, not merely that some of them possess these virtues. People v.
Schoos, (Ill.) 78 N.E. 2d 245. Officers of the law, in the absence of a show-
ing to the contrary, are presumed to have done their duty. Payne v. State,
(Okla.) ,276 P. 2d 784. a

It follows, therefore, that there is no basis to assume that all law enforce-
ment officers will conduct themselves improperly and will in any manner
violate the rights of children. As protectors of the rights of society, the
law presumes thatJaw enforcement officers will zealously observe the civil
rights of children. .

Where school authorities have reason to believe that the rights of school
children in,,their custody would best be served by having a school officer
present du1ing the interview of the child by a law enforcement officer, a
reasonable rule to that effect may be adopted by the board of education
of the school district. Again it must be stressed that it is impossible for
me to advfnce a hard and fast rule that will apply in all cases. School
authorities are best familiar with local circumstances and rules and regula-
tions adopted by them will be abrogated by courts only if they are basically
unreasonable or arbitrary. . . .

In this rega,rd it is necessary to understand that although children may
commit Vs in violation of the law, they cannot all be charged, tried and
punished as criminals. The legislature has conferred 9xclusive jurisdiction,
over children under the age of seventeen years in the juvenile (Vision of
the probate court, pursuant to 'Section 2 of Chapter lyIIA of the Probate
Code of 1939.3 ..

Under Section 1, of the chapter, the legislature has specified that pro-,
cpiceed. &s under the chapter shall not be deemed criminal in nature. The

It ighn Supreme Court has held that juvenile court proceedings are not
criminal proCeedings. Robison v. Wayne Circuit Judge, 154 Mich. 315.

There can be no question that the legislature can so provide for when
.

2 Act 288, P.A. 1939, as amended, C.I. 1948' § 712 A.1 et seq.; M.S.A. 1959 Cum. .
Sop: § 27.3178(598.1) et sell. .
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n to be non-criminal, it is not seeking
salvage a boy or girl who is in danger
Lewis, (N.Y.) 183 N.E. 353.

ere peTn is c4rged with a criminal act and it is ascertained that
rson; is under the lake of seve ten years, the Jaw requires that the.
ing be transferred fkthwith t the juvenile division of the probate

under Section 3 of Chaptei- IA for proceedings thereunder. It
be noted that where A child is 'ver the age of fifteen years and is

with a felony, the probate ju ge may, in his discretion,;waive
diction over the child so that he ma be tried in a cowl of competent
ipal juri5dictiOn ais an adult in acco ante with Section 4 of Chapter

e court retains jurisdiction ovgr
iolation of the law, the court
ate Code of 1939, after notice
e appropriate for the best in-

A.

'here the juvenile division of the proba
a child who may have committed acts in
is charged under Chapter XIIA of the Pro
and heari 6 to disp e of the case as shall
terekof t e child a society .

Tlieladj dication f a child as a delinquent
primarily n an ad n of a child that h
was uphel in In re ricghton, 192 Mich. 41
of delinqu ncy base upon dwritten Confessi

ed. by the law enforce
ainst him was upheld i

after he 114d been w
said could be used
204 S.W. 2d 981.

It should b obser
safeguards gu rantee
of due process
these safegfiar
May be entitle
of law must be
Circumstances

upon an investigation resting
admitted guilt of a larceny
. Similarly, an adjudication 6

of a twelve year old 'child
ent officer that anything he
Robinson v. State, (Tex.)

juvenile, the constitutional
mined by the requirements
child is no; less entitled to
ecause of his tender years
at constitutes due process

ircumstances in each case.
the parents before inter-

d that in dealingmith th
to a child are to be dete
nd fair treatment. The
n adult and, in fact,
greater safeguards. NN

ned the facts and
I require notification

rogation of the Pee V. United States, 274 Fed. 2d 556, where the
entire probletn s aubtively reviewed. I a delinquency proceeding
conducted in a j court failure to adv se the child and his parents
of the right to co as held to be a denial of due process of law. White
v. Reid, 126 F. u p. 67; In re Pail, 135 F. Supp. 224, Shioutakon v.
District of Co utnbia, 236 F.2d 666. See, fdr example, Fairness to the
Juvenile Often r 41 Minn. Law Rev. 547 (1957, April), especially the
section on "F r Treatment before Trial" beginning lilt page 551, and
references t ere Cited. \

Where la is over the age'of fifteen but under seventeen, it is clear
that fie may e ied as an adult for a charge of committing a felony, in the
discretiohiof they juvenile division of the probate court. Consequently, such
a child is afford all the safeguards guaranteed to an adult by the federal

,and state conttit tions. V
Although t/

,

Michigan ,rule as stated in People v: Sharac, 209 Mich.
249, holds th t Voluntary :statements made by an accused are admissible

ii
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/
where no warning was given that such statements could be used against
him, the better practice to fiillow in regards to children between the age
of fifteen and, seventeen is to warn them that statements made by them

.can be used againstlhem as set,down by the federal court in Pce v. United

States, supra.
From this analysill conclude that aboard of education, in its discretion,

may adopt a rule or regulation, allowing access to school Children over the

age of fifteen yelars by law enforcement officers only in the presence of a
school official, who would be available to advise the child if requested and
to ascertain thpt the child was informed of and understood his rights under

the law. .
In summary, I conclude:
The board of education of a school district is vested with broa discretion

in adopting a rule and regulation permitting certain groups or ersons; in-

cluding law enforcement officers, to have access to children oirschool prop-
erty during school hours. The sulAtance of the rule or regulation is,in the
sound judgment and discretion of the board of education.

. Al rule or regulation allowing access to school, children by la enforce-

ment officers, subject to certain reasonable conditions, will not b abrogated

, .by a court unless the rule or regulation is unreasonable or arbitrary,

Law enforcement officers are empowered to arrest persons, includipg

children, upon a lawful warrant or without a warrant if the officer ha
reasonable cause to believe that person, including a chid, has cbmmitte

a felony or for a misdemeanor committed in the presence of the officer
rule that would allow a child to be removed ft-dm school only upon a pro/er

warrant is not in accordance with law.

The law presumes that law enforcement officers are reputable persdn an

will do their duty. School autOrities should cooperate with law enforc mkt
officers and should encourage children to respect lawfully cons tuted

authority.
Children over thp age of fifteen years ay be t ated as dults fc r pur-

pose of prosecution of crime in the disc tio,9 of e probat 'court. A rule
that would require a school officer to present ring the interrogation by
law enforcement officers of a schoo child over the age of fifteen bn school
property during school hours would be reasonable.

1 / ,

PAUL L. ADA4S, :,
Attorney Gekral\ . AUTHORITY TO SUSPEND RULE-MA "ING POW RS

EDUCATION, STATE BOARD OF: Rule-makin power.

SCHOOL DISTRICTr. Power of boards of educati n to suspend or exi el

students.

State Board o Education is authorised to promul to rules prescribi

the procedural safeguards to be employed by, local choolr
boards in t

process of susp nding or expelling students,
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State and f ducats n mm re rew decisions of local boards concerning
suspens pns expulir for mi conduct and may adopt rules prescribing
the manner raking su appeals.

Opinion.No. 705 July 7, 1970.

Dr, JohnW.A rter ..\ 1,1

Ating-Super n endent of Public Instructro
Department of duration
Lansing, Michi an

.

You have reqtrsted my opinion on two'questions which may be phrased
as follows:

1. Do :the State Board of Education possess the authority, either by
con Rational grant or legislative enactment, to adopt rules governing
the rocedural safeguards to be employed by school boards in sus-
pendkg or expelling studentslor misconduct? .

21.11Does the State Board of Education possess the authoiity,either by
constitutional grant or legislative enactment, to review the decisions
of school boards concexnin student suspensions and expulsions for
misconduct?.... .

'In answering your first question, it is necessary to examine Article VIII,
Section 3 of the 1963 Michigan Constitution which' provides:

Ws; ,"Leadeiship and general supervision over all public ducation, including
adult edtication and instructional programs in state institutions, except

,as_to institutions of higher education granting ba alaureate degrees,
his vested in a state board of educatioe...

-.....:

A unanimous Michigan Supreme Court has held that, pursuant to
Article VIII, Section 3 of,the 1963 Michigan Constitution, the State Board

1

iteEducation has the constitutional authority and responsibility to promul.

gisliture to maintain and support a system of free public schools, as set

rules specifying the required length of a school day for elementary
d secondary students. Welling v. Livo5id Board of Education (1969),
2 Mich 620. In so holding, the Cour( recognized, the authority of the

forth in Article VIII, Section 2 of the same document, and as implemented
by the school c de of 1955, being Act 269, PA 1955, as amended, MCLA
§ 340.1 et sect; SA 1968 Rev Vol § 15.3001 et seq.

i : ,

It is clear thqt the State Board ,of Education, pursuant to Article VIII,
Section 3, has cOnstitutionally conferred rule-making power, elling, supra.
In addition, the legislature has conferred rule-making power n the State
Board of Education. .,

In Act 287, l'} 1964, as amended, being MCLA §388.1001 et\ scct MSA
1968 Rev Vol § 11.1023(1) et seq, the legislature has provided for the
organization and functions of the State Board of E cation:Section 9 of
that statute pro Odes: 1 1

...M.."1...,i 1 225
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"The state board of education has leadership and general supervision
of all public education, including adult education and instructional pro-
grams of the state institutions, except as to institutions of higher educa-.
tion granting baccalaureate degrees...."

Section 15 of the same act provides:

"The state board of education shall prescribe rules and regulations that
it deems necessary to carry out the provisions of this act . . ."
Thus, the legislature his, in plain and unambiguous terms, conferred

rule-making upon the State Board of Education to implement its general
,supFrvisory power over public education. The State Board of Education
may adopt and promulgate rules governing the procedural safeguards
to be employed by school boards in suspenfling and expelling students
for misconduct.

Section 731 of Act 269, PA.1955, as amended, supra, compels parents ,

of children' between the ages of 6 and 16 years to send such children to
the public schools with exceptions not here pertinent. In Section 740 of
the same statute the legislatureias imposed Criminal penalties for viola -
'eons of tho education requirements. Section 356 of the same

Alact provides ttat all persons of requisite age.have an etjual right to attend,
School in the school district where they reside. Thus, it is clearly the public
policy of this4state that children attend school and that children have an
'equal right fa slush attendance.

This public policy is modified by ,Section 613 of Act 269, PA 1955, as
ended, supra whichimvides:

"Th and may authorize or order the 'suspension or expulsion from
school of any pupil guilty cif grass misdemeanor or persistent dis-
obedience, or one having habits or bodily conditions detrimental to the
school, whenever in its the interests of thre,s.chool may demand,
it . . ." 0.

Further, Section 614' of the same statute authorizes boards of education
t make reasonable rules And regulationS necessary for the Proper manage-

me t of the public schools. The Michigan Supreme Court has ruled that
stud is may be suspended or expelled for gross misconduct, not amounting
to criminal conduct, and for persistent disobedience o he reasonable rules
of the school. Holman v. Trustees, of ,,school District o. 5, Township of
Avon

( In
legislat

9), 7? 'Mich 605, 6QL 609., :
s 613 and 614 of Act 269, PA 19SS, as a ended, supra, the

re as alithorized school boards to make reasons e rules necessary
or the. management of the schools and to suspend or e el students for

sistent disobedience of such reasonable rules or for other misbehavior
constituting gross misconduct. These statutory sections are silent on the
content of proceduralrules applicable. to the process of student suspension
or expulsion. However, the statutod grant of authority contained in Sec.-
tions 613 and 614 obviously carries with it the authority to adopt proce-
dural rules relating to the process of. student .suspension or .expulsion.
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Every word of a statute must be given effect, if possible, so that no
portion will 1Te inoperAfve,. Icing v. Second Injury Fund (1969), 382 Mich'
480; 492_ In addition, repeals by implication are not permitted if, by any
reasonable construction, the two statutory provisions may be reconciled so
that each provision serves some purpose. Valentine v. edford Township
S pervisor 01963), 371 Mich 138, 11)t. .

These statutory provisions may be harmonized in the following* manner,
y procedural -Riles prodiulg4te'd by the State Beard of Education to

effectuate its general super'isor} Ale-making power, establish a minimum
standard of procedural due process and, to that extent, are binding upon
school boards in the, process of student suspensions and 'expulsions for
misconduct. However, boards of education, under Sections '613 .and 614

-,'
of Act 269, PA 1955, as amended, supra, may adopt procedural rules that
afford greater procedaal safeguards ,if the so desire. Moreover, in the
absence of procedural rules by the State Boa d of Education on any iven
aspect of procedure, the rules adopted by the,school boar& are contr.° ing.

Your second question concerns whether thk St4le Board of Educa. t n
pursuant tcweither the Michigan Constitution or statute, ip authorized
review the decisions of school boards concert g student suspensions,..,
expulsions _for misconduct. It is clear that thk State Board of Educatio,
has constitutionally conferred power In the e. rcise of its general r-
vision over.public education to tevievi the deci ions of local scho ar
concerning the ension or exphliion of struien Welling, supta., Further,
the authori to,review su h,de4ftlins bas been reposed in the State Board
of EducatiOn by legislative enactiment.. 11

,
4

; 1

In Sections 9 and IS of ct 87, PA 1964, as.amended, supra, quoted ,
above, the legislature. has d tar that the* Stat. Board of Education has
general sumvision over pulAit e ucation and au orized the State Board ..
of Education to prescribe rules itMeems necessa to Carry out the pi.01:i'

,-; sions, of the statute. Pursuant to thr?se statutory sections, the State Board

11 'expulsions

Education may review decisions.of school boards on suspensidhs and
'expulsions for misconduct under Section 613 of Act 269, PA 1955, as

I

WO,

amended, supra, and,,tu that end, may adopt rules prescribing the
for taking such appeals. In this way the State Board of Education nay

-elcercIse its power of general supervision in'the.area of student suspensigns
and expulsions for misconduct and, effectuate any procedural rules it may
adopt in this area. 1 ,

However, in thelabption of rules authorizing appeals from school board
decisions, it must be observed that, pmrsuant to Section 613 of Act 269,
PA 1955, as amended, supra, school boards have discretionary authority
in the matter of suspending or expelling stu ents for misconduct. In re-
viewing discretionary acts of school boards, 4urts do not sobstitute their
judgment for that *the school officials. Ra er, review is limited to as-
certaining whether the s 001 board has, abused .its discretion. Niers v.
Detroit Superintendent o Schools (1965 , 376 Mich 215, 234, 235. Here,
also, the general supervi y power of th State.Board of tdUcation in the

I

/
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area of reyie ,Ig student suspensions and expul ions by school boards on
the merits should be used to ascertain whether the local board of ucation
has abused its discredtrn in either its finding of student misco uct or its
imposition of the penalty for such misconduct. .

In summary, it is' the opinion of th Attorney General that, State
Board of Education may promulgate ran prescribing the procedural safe
guards to be employed by local sc.huul boards in the process of suspending
or expelling students for misconduct under Section 613 of Act 269, PA
1955, as amended, supra. Further, the State Board of Education mak review
decisions of local school boards concerning student suspensions or expul
sions for misconduct, and to that end, may adopt rules prescribing the
manner fOr taking such aripeols. .

FRANK J. KELLEY
Attorney General

C. LIMITATION ON WITHHOLDING OF DIPLOMA

§CH LS. Boar of educationauthority to withhold diplom .

The board of education of a school district is ri , as. a
disciplinary measure,.to withhold a high syli diploma from a nt
who has fulfilled all of the academic requirements for graduation.

No. 3545

Hon. Lynn M. Bartlett
Superintendent of Public Instruction
The Capitol
Lansing, Michigan

August 29, 1960.

By Assistant Attoi-ney General Krasicky.

You adivse this office that a number of students, having satisfactorily
completed their academic work in the high school of A school district,
attended qaduation exercises, where dummy, diplomas were publicly ,con
ferred. Later, the senior Class made a trip ana several members the
class violated rules as to drinking an other like misconduct and n the
basis of this, the members of the board of education have reitsed t sign .,
their diplomas. .

Based upon these facts, you ask. the following question:

"Dees a board of education have authority . as a disciplinary measure,
to withhold the high school diploma of a student who has fulfilled all
of the academic requiremedts for graduation?"

The people have reposed the control of the school in the legislature,
pursuant to Article XI, § 9 of the Constitution.

This authority over education extends hot only to the division of territory
of the state into school districts, but to the regula,:r of the powers and
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duties of local boards of e cation that are created to operate school dis-
tricts Jo es v. Grand L,edg' Public Schools, 340 Mich. 1.

. The la% is well settled th t school districts have only such power as is
granted to them by the legislature, facox v. Board of Education, 293 Mich.
126.

Act 269, P.A. 1955, Imended, is known as the Schobl Code of 1955.
Section 614 of the School Code of )955 provides as follows:

"Every board shall have authority to make reasonable rules and
regulations relative to anything whatever necessary ' for the proper
establishment, mai tenance, management and carrying on of the public
schools of such di rict, including regulations relative to the conduct
of Aupils concerning eir safety while in attendance at school or en route

, to and from sell "

By section 613 he legislatur has expressly empowered the board of
education of the s ool district o order the suspension or expulsion from
school of any pupil uilty of gr misdemeanor or persistent disobedience,
\when in its judgmen the inter st of the school may demand it. ,

\ The right of a boa d bf edu ation of a school district to enact rules and
regulations for the b avior o ,students on school grounds as well as away
from school has been upheld y the Michigan Supreme Court in Jones v.
Cody, 132 *Stich. 13, he Court' holding as reasonable a rule that required
pupils to o directly h me t th'e close of school.

The le lature has, by xpiess grant, enabled the board of education
of the scho I district tol with old credits or not,to graduate any person who
has knowin ly violated,the rovisions of Chapter A, Part 2 of the School\
Code of 19 5 aS'amency, ing sections 921-924, which make it.unlawful
for any stu ent to organize, join or belong to any high school fraternity,

..,4o1ority, or ther secret society. '
In a divided opinion, the Michigan Supreme Court upheld the refusal

N high school fraternity. in State v. Sexton 253, Mich. Ni, under a comparable
...` f the board of education to graduate a student that had will9ly joined a

statutory authority. Of interest is the dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice
Potter concurred in, by two justices, which held that the credits earned by a"
pupil are valuable. As property rights, they cannot be taken away from him

.k

without violating the Constitution of the State and the Fourteenth Amend-
ment of the Constitution of the United States.

In the construction of statutes, the Michigan Supreme Court has held
that where the legislatu has enumerated the powers of its creature in 4
particul r field, power that are not enumerated are withheld. Sebewaing
Indisslri s v. Village of Sekwaing, 337 Mich. 530. i

It foil ws that the provisions of Chapter 28i Part 2 of the School Code
p of 1955 must be construed to withhold from the board of education of any

schbol district the right to deny ,credits or not too graduate any student
who, after satisfactorily completing his academic studies, violates other
rules and regulations of the school district.

This ruling finds support in the decision of the Iowa Supreme Court in
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Vitk tine v. hide endetst School District of Casey, 183 N.W. 4 4, where
the Curt held th a student who had satisfactorily .completed the 'pre-
sail? course of st dy in the high school could not be denied a diploma
for the reason that the student refused to obsecve certain requirements
relative to the graduation exercises, holdhig that a tudent who has honor-
ably passed through the prescribed course of study i entitled to a diploma.
The Court ruled further that the board of educatio yfas obligated under

law to issue the diploma to the student.
3 Mandarinis will lie to compel a school officer to sign a diploma. Hanlitt

v. Reid (Ky.), 177 SM. 440.
Therefore, it is the opinion of the Attorney Gerferal that a board of

education of a school district is without authority, as a disciplinary measure
to withhold the high school diploma of a student who has julfillecl_alt the
academic requirements for graduation.

PAUL L. ADAMS .

' Attorney General

.

D. SCHI L. REGULATION OF GR MING .

, N,94ember 27, 972
Dr. John W. Porter /
Superintendent of B. ubli Instruct on
Department of Educatio ,

Lansing, Michigan 48913

Dear Dr. Porter:

You state that the State oard of Education, by fqrmal action, reilueste
you to seek lily opinion ". hether local boards 'of education have the
legal right to refuse' educat n to students because of their dress style or
their hair style." You furthe state, that the,opinion request is "predicated
on State Board of Education iscussion that assumes that a student's dress,
grooming, or appearance has not materially disrupted the,learning nrucess,
is not obscene within standards set forth by the U.S. Supreme Court, or
not a real and present danger to the health of other prrsOns in, the school
community."

You appear, therefore, to ask the 'following question:

May the board of education eta school district suspend or expel a student
because of his (or her) hair style or dress'sfyie where the student's dress,
grooming', or appearance has not materially disrupted the learning pro-
cess, is not obscene within the standards set forth by the J.7.S. Supreme
Court, or is not a real and present danger to the health of other persons
in the school community?

The legislature has vested in ,the boards of education of school districts
not only the authority to make reasonable rules and regulations relative
to the conliuct pupil§, but also the authoriq to suspend or: expel for

4:,
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persistent disobedience thereof. MCLA 340.614 MSA 15.3614; MCLA
'340.613: MSA 15.3613.

In discussing these provisions in Davis v. Ann Arbor Public Schools,
313 F Supp 1217 (ED Mich, 1970), udge Talbot Stith said:

"The qualification imposed by taw ,u n the above, is th t the authorities
act neither arbitrarily, nor capriciou b (citations omi d), The schools.
deal with increasing numbers of st dents from all lts of life. The
problems presented to the chools differ wid y. Consequently
their powers in these areas are plena , subject only f he qualifications
we have noted. They must not only rovide a suitab environment for
study, and for relaxation, but must al uphold and prpfect the authority
reposed in the teachers in the instil n. Without these poweis they
14ire no power to guarantee the Atainrrent of the education entrusted
ti hem.
Thus it is that the school authorities may and do formulate rtileA and .
.regulations thought necessary or ,desirable for the maintenance of an,
orderly program of classroo learning and conduct. In ,so doing they

I have a wide latitude of di cretion, Subject only to the restriction of
a ,reasonablerress. And so 1( is, also, that the courts do not rule upon the

wisdom of the rules, or their expedience, but merely, as a ubstantive
matter, when in issne, whether they are a reasonable use o authorities'
powei and discretio to maintain order and decorum by all ppropriate
means, including sus nsion and expulsion,? page 1226.

Although the subject h not been considered by the Michigan appellate
courts,* during the past veral years the matter of school district rules
relating to hair and dress s les, particularly hair, has been the subject
of much Jitigation in the feder courts. The status of this litigation is sum-
marized in Stull v. .54 Iwo! Boar of the Western Beaver Junior - Senior High
School, 459 F2d 339 (CA 3, 1972\), as follows:

, "In its opinion in Massie v. Henr':\, 445 F2d 779, filed February' 2,1972,
the Fourth Circuit joined the First, Sventh, and Eighth Circuits in holding
regulations limiting the length of ha 6 invalid, at least in the absence of
persuasive reason and persuasive proof to support heir promulgation and
enfOrcement. The Fifth, Ninth and Tenth ircuits, on the other
hand, have refused to, interfere with school regulations that prohibit long
hair styles, essentially on the basis that the right to, elect 'of one's hair is
too insubstantial to constitutea right protected by the ederal Constitution
and therefore to warrant federal Court consideration. 0 six occasions now
the Supreme Court has denied certiorari, and on three of these strong

-dissents have filed.," (footnotes omitted) pp 342-343.
In Stull, the Court of Appeals Jor the Third Circuit cast it' lot with the

Court of Appeals for the Tirsi Circuit._
*In March 1974, the Michigan Court of Appeals for the 2nd Division re sered an

opinion Invalidating a gro\rrning regulation' of the Lake Shore School District' being

unreasonable.
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As indicated in Stull, the outcome of the mhltitu inous cases depends
primarily' upon the deciding court's view of the cons utional protection
affqrded the individual in his choice of hair style. Mier. the Court holds
as a matter of ,law that hair length is constitutionally rotected, even
though it expresses nothing more than individual taste, the s 'ool district's
rule is held to be unconstitutionalf,ecause of the substanti burden of
justification placed upon th mule ator of the rule. Illtstrat ye of this
type of case is Breen v Ka 1, 29 P Sul p 702 (WD Wis, 1969), aff'd 419
F2d 1034 (CA 7, 1969), cert den 398 U 937 (1969).

tt' The other approach^ is found, in ase like 011i'v Bastside Union H?kh
Sch9o1 District, 4453'2d 932 (CA , 1 71), rev'g\305 F Supp 557 (ND
Cal, 1969), cert den 404 US 979 (197 ),. These 4ses hold that there is
a presumptiOn of constitutional validity in the ruled adopted by boards of
education of school districts relating to air and dress styles. that unless
and until the complaining party sho that the rule has no reasonable

1 connection with the operation of the school systemthat the rule is not
reasonably calculated to maintain discipline, not conducive to education
and not propep hi the maintaining, of proper standards of decorum and a
wholesome academic environm ntTno constitutional impairment has been
established. This is the approa of the Court of Appeals for the Sixth
Circuit in which jurisdiction Mic an is located. Jackson v Dorrier, 424
F2d 213 (CA6, 1970), iert den 400 US 850 (1970). Gfell v Rickelman,t.
441 F2d 444' (CA 6, 1971), aff'g 313 F Supp 364.

Generally, this is also the approach of the state courts. In Leonard v
School Committee of Attelboro, 394 Mass 704, 212 NE2d 468 (1965),
the court said:

"We are of opinion that the unusual hair style of the plaintiff could
disrupt and impede the maintenance of a proper classroom atmosphere
or decorum, This is an aspect of personal appearance and hence akin to
matteisof dress. Thus as with any unusual, immodest or exaggerated
mode of dress, conspicious departures from accepted customs in the
matter of haircuts could result in the distraction of other pupils. (Em-

`phasis supplied) page,472.

At least one United States District Court has determined that hair cases
do not present a substantial federal question and, accordingly, should,be
left to,the state and its courts. Alberda v Noell,,322, F Supp 1379 (ED
Mich 1971) , Roth, J. .

The legislature in vesting the Wards of education of school districts.
with the authority to adopt rules and regulations with regard to student
conduct impqsed a standard of reasonableness. This is the equivalent of
the test applied in Leo'nard v School Committee of Attelboro, .supra, and
in the ,two Co t of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit cases iscussed above.

Further, it ould tbe noted that what is reasonable is determined by
the facts and circurml antes of a particular case,.u.hich m, vary vastly
from school district t school district and ern, occasion, ly, within a
given schodl,district. D vis, supra. This, at least, is one expl nation as to
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why t e rule-making power in this was grant d to the boards of
erluca`tfon of school districts, in the/ absence of .inyirul by the state.board
of

In sum m , research has failed to disclose any deci ions by Michigan's
appellate co s Joncerning_student hair and dress s y les.* The federal
appellate courtslresharp4 split on the question of th validity of scho
board regulations governing the length of hair and the United States
Supreme Courts has denied 'certiorari in the long hair c ses. At the present
tinie, the law applicable to Michigan's school districts is that enunciated
by the United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Ci uit which includes
the State of Michigan within its jurisdiction.

Based on the decisio of the United States Court of Appeals ft r the
Sixth Circuit, boards of eelucation may adopt rules and regulations relating
to student hair and dresS styles and exclude fro school students who
disobey such rules and regulations, in the absence f a showing that such
rules and regulations are not reasonably related t N alid school purposes
including maintaining school discipline, providing an academic environ-

-,pient free from disturbandl and disruption, prom ting student safety or
other valid educational purposes. Jackson v Dorrier, supra, Glen v Rickel-
man, supra. Under the rational basis test enunciated by the Court of Ap-
peals for the Sixth Circuit, there must be some reasonable relationship
between the hair or dress rule in question and the furtherance of valid
school purposes by' the board of education. However, the Court of Appeals
for the Sixth Circuit has not limited the enforcement of hair and dress
rules to the three. categories outlined in- yoicr question.

FRANK T. KELLEY
Attorney General

E. FREE PUBLIC ERIJ.CATION

MEMORANDUM

To: State Board of Education August 12, 1990
`.

'From: Eugene Krasicky
Assistant Attotney General

Scope and application of the',Michigan Supreme Court decision in
Bond, et al v. The Public Schools of thelAnn Arbor School District,.
opinion issued Jkly 17, 1970. "

Introduction

1045 Bond case, the Michigan Supreme Court unanimously held that
the provisions of Article VIII, Section 2 of the 1963 Michigan Constitution,
commanding the legislature to ".. . maintain and support a system of free
public elementary and secondary schools . ." included free textbooks and

Re

*Sec earlier caviat
\,
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school supplies. This decision has prompted kinkily requests concerniigits
wile and application to a variety, of charges currently imposed in one or

more public school iistricte. This memorand m will provide clarification ,

of the controlling law although it must be bserved that it is virtually,
impossible to anticipate all ithe potential qu stions in the area of charges
and fees.

I. MATi

A. .General or 'Registration

In Bond, the Circuit Co
to as registration fe .es, inv
Michigan Constitution. Th
fees collected after commen
of unconstitutionality. Th
not impose any genffal Peed

ERS ADJUDICATED ICI Bond

Fees

rt held the general/ fees, which were referred
lid kinder Article VW, Section 2 of the 1963
Supreme Court granted ,the refund of general

cement of the suit, thus confirming the holding
s, it is crystal clear that pchool districts may
or registration fees.

p. Materials tickets charges. or Icourselees

11 In Bond, the 'Circuit Court held the Aaterials tickets charges, referred
!Ito as course fees, invalid under Article VIII, Section 2. These 'fees were
,paid ply each child, prior to taking certain courses such as industrial art,
home, economics and art, to pay for the cost of materials used in the course.

Court of Appeals, although the Court of Appe is affirgied the basic holding
The Circuit Court denied the requested re nd of these fees, as did the

of the trial judge as to the invalidity of charging the fee. This issue was
not raised in any way in the Supreme Court. Thus, the conclusion'is com-
pelled that school districts may not imppse a4 course fees or materials
tickets charges.

In this regard, it should be 'noted that in OAG NIL 4374t 198-64, pp.
484$6, it was held that, under Article VIII, Section 2 of t.1* k963 Michi-
gan Constitution, school districts were barbed from charging either regis-
tration fees or course feed. Thus, the decision in Bond on these items is
hardly/a new development in the law affecting school districts.

C. Interscholastic AtAletic Fee,

The Circuit Judge held the fees for participation in interscholastic
athletic activities unlawful, under MSA 1968 Rev Vol §15:3788, for the
reason that defendant's official policy did of take into account those stu-
dents who could neither pay the fee nor ea n it. No appeal, was taken on
this issue by either side. '.. ,

D,4Texibooks and school supplies.
The trial judge and the Court of Appeals held that Article VIII, Sec-

tion 2 does not include free' textbooks and school supplies. The Court of
appeals specifically ruled that the word "free" employed therein, was not
to be equated with the words "without cosy or charge." See (1969) 1,8 Mich
App 506, 512. The Supreme Couritl', at p. 6, exprest* reversed that

234 t.'.14
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However, the Supreme Court, ato pp. 6-8, early ilkdicated that the ques-
tion still remains as to what is "free." Textbooks andxschool supplies are
free only because:

"Applying ither the 'necessary elements of ,any 1931's activity' test
or the iinte ral fundamental part of the elementary nd secondary educa-
tion' test, i is clear that books and school s pplies are an essential part
of a syste of free public elementary and econd ry schooli." p. 8.

Thus, the olding on,ese questions conipel's the onclusvm that school
districts, mus provide free textb oks and scboul s pplies. However, the
rationale of the holding clearly iriicgtes that not very aspect pf public
elementary and secondary educatiob is free.

The (Onion in Bond, supra, does not draw any distin tion between re-
quired a d elective courses. Further, the decision is riot ba ed upo whether
the cost f the textbook or school supply is large or small. R ther, the
,decision is premised upon the idea that textbooks and school su plies are
essential t elementary and secondary :education. Thu , the d cision. is
given meaning, in concrete circumstances, by referent to the required
items in the curriculum of various ublic school di tricts.

The unanimous holding in Bond prec odes any rental fee for textbooks
or any requirement that students purch se their textbooks froin private
sources. This holding also prohibits any charge for such required instruc-
tional materials as work books, weekly readers or other required magazine

:subscriptions. These items, to the extent they are required for use in the
classroom curriculum, must be provided free f charge by the schoordistrict

The decision in Bond also means that scho districts must provide, with-
out charge, Such school supplies as paper, ncils and crayons together
with whatever other supplies are required for use in classroom activities.
This would also include the materials to make whatever projeCts are neces-
sary to meet the course requirements in such classes as shop, industrial
education, home econOmics, art and draftlbg. In addition, musical instru-
ments must be provided free, on a reasonable basis; to the extent that they
are required for use by qualified students enrolled in curricular music
courses who do not voluntarily provide their *own instruments.

A towel fee may not be imposed in connection with physical education
courses. Also, lock and locker fees for usage during the school day for the
purpose of storing books, supplies and clothing are prohibited. In this
context, these items, are. _negessary elements of the school's curricular

activity. . ,

II. OTHER TYPp OR. FEES AND CHARGES 'IN LIGHT
OF THE bIVISION IN Bond ,

A, Fees for extracurricular activities-.

In Webster's Seventh New Collegipte Dictionary, p. 296, the word
"extracurricular" is defined, in substance, as school activities outlide The
scope of the regular curriculum that carry no academic credit. The distiric;
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ti?n between curricular and extracurricular activities has previously been
t' recognized by the Michigan Supreme Court in the case of Cochrane v.

*sick ConsolidateuSehoo District Board of Education (1960), 360 Mich
0, In Cochra , supra ustice Kavanagh, writing for affirmance. in an

o inion concurre 'n b tv o othet justices, stated the following:
. . Football contests etween schools are extracurricular in nature.

The right to provide suc activities is clearly recognized, Con itutional
provisions and statutes gi 'ing the right to receive education and hysical
training cannot properly be siirto include interscholastic spots as a
necessary requirement o ducatiOn. . . ." (p. 418)
1 Paulson, ckal v. Mi doka County School District No. 331, at al

(1970), 463 Pild 935, the aho Str, reme Court ruled that optional social
a d 'other extracurrricular activities were not necessary elements of a
public school education. T us,\the Court concluded that such activities
need not be provided free of change under the Idaho Constitution.

Thus, based upon the language quoted above in Cochrane, supra, to-.
gether with the ruling in Paulson, supra, and the rationale employed in
the Bond case that only necessary or fundamental aspects of public educa-
tion rhust be provided free, it is concluded that voluntary extracurricular
activities need not be provided free of charge underArticle VIII, Section,2
of the 1963 Michigan Constitution. Consequently, such items as fees for
participation in interscholastic athletic activities, admission fees to school
athletic contests, dances or plays, school club or class dues, and charges
for school yearbooks or caps and gowns, are constitutionally permissible.

However, they are only permissible to the extent that participation
in such activities is optional with the student outside the regular curriculum.
Ap, activity in which students ate graded or e%aluated and academic credit

given, or any activity in which ,patticipation is required for obtaining
al diploma, does not fall within the phrase "extracurricular activity" as

mployed herein.
Moreover, it should be observed that fees for ,extracurricular activities

are subject k appropriate statutory regulations. For example, the legis-
lature has chosen to regulate the charging of insurance fees for participation
in interscholastic, athletes..(See MSA 1968 Rev Vol §15.3788). Further,

' fees for student activity cards designed to cover the cost of various extra-
curricular activities u a

mhunp
sum are only permissible on a \voluntary

basis. This type of fee ay not be imposed generally upon all studenV
regirdless of w ther they' choose to. participate in the extracurricular
activities. Pauls n, supra. Further, any sanctions for to pay required

it fees for extras irricular activities may only relate to parties in the
specific extracurricular activity for which the fee N%as not paid.

B. Charges for, damage or loss of school property and refundable deposits

The decision in Bond obviously did not create any right .in students
to abuse or lose the public property of a school district. Pursuant to MSA
1968 Rev Vol § 153578, boards of education may make and enforce rules



1 "}
nd regulations fot thle preservation of school district property. Further,

pursuant to MSA 196 Rev Vol § 15.3886, boards of education. may,
establis rules and regu lions for the caref 1 use and return of \textbooks.
Thus, it is clear that b rds of education m y charge students fior damage
to books and upplies, over and abdve o 'nary wear and tear, and for
the, loss of book and su plies.

In this regard,, there s also substantial support for the proposition that
boards of education m y impose reasonable refundable deposits to cov
damage to textbooks o er and above ordinary wear and tear. Segar, et
v. Board of Edudirlion f the School District of the City of Rockford
1925), 148 NE 289,'a d Paulson, supra, at page 938, Footnote 8. uch .
deposits, if both reaso able and refundable, would also be permissibl fork
school. Supplies of , substantial value that are not consumable items. ny
required deposit should mit exceed several dollars in amount. Fur er,

,provision must be made for those children unable to pay the dePosit in a
manner that is reasonably calculated to protect them from embarrassment.
This can best be dune through contact with parents, rather than children,
in determining inability to pay, whenever possible.

Finally, it shoal b observed that it is the school officials who deter-
.

mine the quality and cpiantity of school supplies, such as paper and pencils,
that are reasonably required for use by the pupil for a given length of
time. Also, any pupil who volunt'arily decides to bring his own school
supplies may. do so. '

Miscellaneous items not covered under the Bond decisions

The express language of Article VIII, Section 2, relating to elementary
anek secondary education, obiously dues not include adult education courses
offered by the public schools. Also, during the oral presentation of this
cauk before the Supreme Court, it was stated, in response to questions
from lts bench, that no claim was being made that Article VIII, Section \2s,
includ d free food or clothing. Consequently, opinion in Bond cannot
be read as requiring either free school lunches or thing under Article
VIII, Section 2 of the 1963 Michigart Constitution.
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There is no do bt that during al years, studen s,
teachers, a ministrato and parents ha e b come in easingly concern d
with quest ons abqut the rights and, es nsibilitie of individuals a d
groups wit in the schools. This highl co plex an sometimes. vole le
issue is be g raised during an era in hic the mo pressing quests s i
being ask: by society are in reg. rd o huma rights and so ial
responsibil ties The problem of student' rig is can be iewed, as
a manifestation of a much larger social p enomeno

This document addresses itself to the rights and r sponsibili4s of the
parties most intimately concerned with this issue. Efforts have been made
to eliminate statements which represent moral iudgernlents and opinions,

.. and confirw this document to statements and posit'bns which can be..4,
substantiated by recent court decisi ns or other offi ial actions. In this
'respect, the intent of this document ' s to provide a source of information
and suggested guidelines to local chool districts in the development of
their own policies on student rig its and responsibilities.

The Michig0 Department Education has involved many people
om a§ many diverse spool ar as possible : teachers, administratorS,

students, parents, and Depa ental personnel who have worked
together in the development ,/d prepa4tion of this document. Mr. John
Dobbs of the Department as coordinated this input, and Mr. David

---4.0man, also of the Depart/ /ent,
wrote the initial draft. The Department is

particularly grateful to the d Hoc Commission on Disorder and Disruption
in Michigan Secondary hoots which spent many hours reviewing and
discussing the prelimin materials for these state guidelines. Ih addition,
the State Board of Ed cation and staff expresses its appreciation to the
Michigan Education A sociation, the Michigan Federation of Teachers, the
Michigan Co greas o School Administrators Associations, the Michigan,
Association ,o School Boards;.: and the State Advisory Council on
Elementary an Seco dary Education for their invaluable contributions to
these guidelines.

Although no sp cif ic recommehdati ns are made in this document
regarding how loca boards of educat on mi h chieve the goal of
effective student Irights,KI responsib' s, it is the intent of thp State
Board that (1) ekh district promulgate a forma( written code of student
conduct, (2) make it public and accessible to all students and.parents, and
(3) within the document, define as precisely as possible student rights and
responsibilities, including unacceptable student behavior akid penalties to
be imposed when sqch behavior ig exhibited. The .Sate Board of
Education is hopeful that local boards will fihd this publication useful, and
ttj Department will annually review its content for rEMSion fnd updating.

John -W. Porteil
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A.. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The State Board of Education's 1977 publication, The mmT Goals
of Michigan Education, identified under Citiienship and Mcirality, Goal 3

Rights and Responsibilities of St ents, states: ,- `3

Michigan education must re nice and protect the- individua
and legal rights of students a people and as citizens, regardless \ ,

pf race, 'religion, or econom status. Together ikith these rights,
'students must accept rasp nsibilities aWd disciplines essential to
our society. Implicit in this goal is the recognition ,of the , \
corresponding ,rights of parents, teachers, and other participants

,.. \r
in the educational prooess.h

Because of a variety of numbers and types of unprecedented

.1'

incidents. tie general issue of students' rights and responsibilities has, in
the past five tp ten years, become a matter of considerable concern in
Michigan and in the nation. This educational concern, similar to others of a
controversial natdre, is 'manifested by students, their parents, and the .

general pailic, and, it is f particulai interest to those school board
members. school adrriinistcattors, counselors, a crliteaChers whose respon-
sibility it is 10 maintain, -a minister, and operagi public system 'of
elementary and secondary ,e0udation.

Inquiries pertaining to students" rights and responsibilities received by ,

the Michigan Department of Education 'indicate an increasing "need to
know" t4t local school officials. By the same token, questions and
complaints received from patents and students underscore both the *,
necessity for current information and the varianee of present practice in
handling issues of school control of student behavior.. .\\\

#
B. PURPOSE OF GUIDELINES

''
J

, .
This publication attempts to present a set of guidelines for the use`of

local school officials as those oflicials atterript.to deal with the complex
end often troublesome problems arising from the schools attempts to
maintain an educational enyilonme t conducive to learning. These
'guidelines are merely that. they are no meant to be mandatory Impositions
Aced upon local school distrlas. a their officials py the State.

The need for guidelines of itu ent conduct is also reflected in
increased litigation concerning studs t behavior. The mixed findings in
recent court cases have potted Out the lack of set procedures that ensure
student and school board rights. .

.
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These guidelines describe areas of
litigation questions received from local s
recei from parents and students. They
ref rence, the status of curr t school law
or Of students' rights responsihiliti

yC. ORGANIZATI N OF DOCUMENT

dicated by re t

oil district and complain
so present, as a frame o

here and as it applies to the
s.

The docum nt is divided into five ajor,sections. The fi t sects
presents brick round information and sates the purpose an need fo

,such a document.

The second-seem describes the aspects otsurrent law and practice

The third action deals, with specific student behavior in terms
rights and responsibilities. Approximately twelve major areas of stude
behiv.ior and concern have been identified. School di4ists experience th
most difficulty in these areas hence, sugggted procedures have bee

district cons,

relative to student betiav r.

recommended for local schob ration: . .

..... .
Bepause of the very high egree and anxi ty on the part of parents,

students and administrators, the 'twelfth ,area of student behavior
,iuspecisiah of students is discussed separate in the fourth section of
the document eking with guidaiin.es for yroced rat due process.

, , . The fifth section is .a supirnarl of the docu ent with requests for
continual review an reevaluation by the educatio , student, and citizen
community.

\. ...

1

4
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4.,-
CURRENT LAW AND PRACTICE

. I

A. AUTHORITY OF LOCAL BOARDS OF EDUCATION 1

(1955) P.A. 269 MCJA 340.1 ET. 40, MSA 15.3001, ETl illp is known
, . as the SchoOl Code. f

. Section 614 of ate school 0.9de autho,zes local,bba s of education
to enact ;

' .*.. reasonable rules and regurons relative to anything
whatever necessary for the proper establishment, maintenance,
management and carrying on of the public schools f such
district, including regulations reative to the conduct of pupils

\concerning their safety while in attendanceet school of enroute ..
. to and from school." .

Nevertheless, as local school boards and school officials adopt rulIq
that maintain an environment conducive to. learning, they,'must also

\ consider other criteria:" the authority of the
State Board of Education, the rights of students, and the responsibilities f\ - students.

\,B. AUTHORITY OF THE STATE BOARD OF EDUC TION

The State Board of Education,i under its lea ership obligati ,

lievei :the issue of students' rigiltsi and respon 'bilities to
im rtant ,maff r, but one best administered by 10cW sc ool distric
State oard to his point has restricted/ i official actio in this a
simply uinng local districts o adopt w tten codes of s sent co
The text f the Bard's resolut n dated D cember 9, 1970, is s fo,

(thatf ...school districts
the State Board of Educ
had adopted, or Is adopti
code ide tified categories

p under'16 students
specifies e procedural
utilized n the impleme
conduct odes...."

C. 'RIGHTS OF STUDENT

The Constitution of th
subsequent amendments
Supreme Court has Oda

,req trod by April 1, 1971, to
n th t th local board of aduda
, a Code f Student Conduct whi
f miscond t, defines the conditio

by susp nded or expelled, efd
process leg ards which will be

V
Ion of the ,loc Ily-adopted student

1

I

United States through the Bill of Rights and
givesr all citizens certain -rights. The U.S.

tha students do not shed those constitu
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tional rights by walking through the school door.'. In other words, young .
people who are students are protected by the mantle of the Constitution,
and that responsibility for protection applies to beards of education as it
does other individuals and agencies.?

To be sure, students are citizens in a specialized situation. Speciftptly,
they attend a school whose fOnction and responsibility is to deal with and
eduqate large numbers of people Because of this special situation, no
court of law hes ever denied to schools the authority to generally regulate
the behavior Of the students there assembled. In fact, it may be accurately
stated that the legal history of this century indicates a reluctance bycourts,
to involve themselves in the administrative function of the school.

As the state legislature has given school boards rule-making authority
regarding student behavior, so is that authority balanced by the
Constitution and the Courts,

1

r
D. RESPONSIBILITIES OF STUDENTS -

The word responsibility? is not an easy one to define, nor, for that
matter, is the word "rights." Although it is relatively easy to glibly quote the
phrase "rights must be balanced with' responsibilities, this phrase, too, is
anything but simply defined. .

The concept of rights and reSponikbilities, or rights versus respon-
sibilities needs elaboration As students h 'ye increasingly had their rights
clarifeid through litigation, so too have ey been reminded of and
instructed in their responsibilities. To be sure, there can be little question
as to the inter relatedness of the two concepts, oweve! ere is also an
impottant zfi inction between the two. Rights, s afforded us by the
Constitutiqn; re a legal requirement., The mere fa t ofttcitizen status
(modified by t
rights One mp
rights of others.

Courts' varying interpretations) is en gh to `bestow these
lose these rights or be deprived of them if one violates the

Responsibilit s, on the other hand, are not so clearly spelled out
While rights may explicit, responsibilities are implicit. Where rights are
stated, reeponsibili es are tacit.

Although it cant be said that a persdn has a 'reignsibility to hintself
(indeed, that may be aid to be a responsibility of very high pnonty), still, in
a democratic society, the word ."rightS" ref4s mainly fo that which a
person may take for 'mself as an individual.'The word 'responsibility
refers mainly to the individual's obligation to others within his society,
because. in order tot individual to preserve his/her rights, each must

'Tinker v Dos Moines Indooend Community School District. 39 US 503. 89 S et 733 214 sit 2c1 /31
0999)

West Virginia Board of Education Barnett*, 319 US 624, Ss, also in ro Gault 387 US 1 13 7 S et
1428 1436 18 1. ad 2d 527. 438 (19671
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. ..,
take upon himself a sense of responsibility toward the preservation of the
sights of Others. In other words, while,an individual does have rights to
ii.irsue his own -self fulfillment, those rights must terminate at that point

. where they begin tti impinge upon the rights of others. To fail to recognize
this delicate balance and limitations 'of one s own rights is to fail to see the
importance of responsibility in a democratic society. Thus, rights must
necessarily be limited, but, ultimately that limitation becomes one s best

.asqurance of the continuation of those rights. \if: for example, school-
initiated discipline codes are based IargQly 6n the concept of disruption to
the educational process, students and their parents should know that they
are in part responsible for seeing that other students' . rights to an
education in nondisruptive surroundings are assured. Each student, en,
becomes responsible to a certain extent, for the educational nghte f, his
or her fellows. To the extent that resgonsipilities are fulfille rights
become more assured To the extent responsibilities are not c ried out,
one's rights become jeopardized. It Is for this reason that e phases is
placed Opon student responsibilities in this.....dgcloont- Each such
responsibility listed below should be tested against each student behailior
that follows in pa III of this document. ,

comecome the foun ation upon which individual
rights become meaningful and effective.' one were to enumerate the
various responsibilities incumbent upon tudents, the list would be
endless. However, within the school setti g and in society, there are
responsibilities of such vital significance tfiat not to identify them would
certainly denote nggligence.

Each *-siudent :hes the responsibility to

1. Respect the iqherent human dignity and worth of every other \
individual.

2. Be informed of and adhere to reasonable rules and regulations
established by boards of education and implemented by school
administrators and teachers for the welfare and safety of students.

3 Study diligently and maintain the best possible level of acaderrlic
achievement. A W

4 Be punctual and present in the regular school program to the best
of one's ability. .

.5. Refrain from libel, slanderous remarks and obscenity in verbal and
written expression and observe fair rules in conversation and
responsible journalism

6 Dress and appear in a manner that meets reasonable stand rds of,
health, cleanliness and safety

7. Help maintain and improve the school environment, pAiserve
school property And exercise the utmost 'care white using school

.,facilittes.
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\:
neself in an appropriate manner while in attendance to all,

SG schabl related functions held on or o'ff school grounds.
9. Cont ue or, become actively involved in one's education,

unde 'h 'of people and preparation for adult life.
., .

\

1,

4.
.,

, a't
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Va\
. STUDENT BEHAVIOR AND GUIDELINES

dilicieline 1. ;.
Smoking Or the

School

CURRENT LAW AND PRAC

Perhaps the'largest single cipline problem faced by public schools
in Michigan, and in the nation, 's the qUestion of student smoking.
Generally, Michigan public schools, udder the authority of Sectio 614 of
the School Code,: have enacted rulei prohibiting student smoking in
school, on school grounds and at -school functions.

The School Code does not in Jude specific regulations.,co, eming
_student smoking in public schools. The Courts have not provided. any
definitive information in regard to the ue of student smoRing. However,
the.Critninal Statute of Michigan specifi that no minor may purchase or
possess cigarettes MCLA 722,642, MSA 25.2\82. Additionally, any adult who
encourages the assembly of minors for the purpose or smoking on
property held by him is guilty of a criminal offense. M LA 722.643, MSA
25.283.

s,

SUGGESTED PROCEDURES
t

:"

As many school officials are aware, the administrative problem of
dealing ivith stuAnt smoking In violation of local school rules is
prim/ale:Wand dIfficult..11 is noted that In some schools student smoking
"lounges" similar to such facilities now maintained for teach:iv have
been established. In those jnstances, student smoking ioupges are to be
used only by students 16 pr older. Also note that the State Board of
Education in Its publication The Age of Majority recommended that: No
person shall be allowed to smoke in the school building or on the school

%premises, except in prescribed areas; no person shall be allowed to
stroke at school functions, even those held away from school. Students
shall, however, be allowed to carry tobacco products on their persons,
providing they are at least 18 years of age.' It should be noted, however,
that, there is no age law prohibiting the carrying of tobacco produCts.

'The Ago 91 Majority GuirMantts for Local DiStriCtS, Michigan State Board of Education. 197?, p 13.

Jo...1or
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Guideline 2
School Records ,

URREfig LAW AND PRACTICE

No single area of interest in the general field of stryients' rights and
responsibilities is shrouded in uncertainty for all partici ants in the school
experience as the specific question of students r rds. MLA 600.2165,
MSA' 27 A,:2165 .

No leacher, guidance officer, school executive or other prOfes-
sional person engaged in character building in the public schools
or in any other 'educational institution, including any clerical
worker of 'such schools and institutions, who maintains records of
students' behavior or who has such records in hissustody,,orwho

,receives th confidence communications from Students or other
juveniles, shall be allowed in any proceedings) civil or criminal, in
any court of this state,. to disclose any information obtained by
him from such records or such communications, nor to produce
such records or transcript thereof, except that any such testimony
may be given, with the consent of the person sic confiding or to
whom such recordSolite, if such person is la years of age or
over, or,If such person is a minor, with the consent of his or her
parent or legal guardian.

This statute is the sole reference to the question of student records.
Additionally, little can be found is case law or findings of courts that is
pertinent to the complex problem faced daily by school administrators,
counselors, secretaries, students and their parents.

The magnitude of this problem in Michigan public schools is probably
best reflected Mlle codes of student conduct in trio files of the Michigan
Department of Education Practically none of these locally adopted codes
of bonduct specify to the student how records, either cumulative,
psychological or anecdotal, are acquired, maintained or disposed of by the
school It is possible, therefore, that most Michigan school districts do not
now have" operative written policy or procedures governing the school s

practice regarding students' records. TO illustrate, local officials . and
school boards may wish to ask the following questions:
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What should be the purpose of the school's keeping of student
records?

What decisions and actions should be baled on the contents of the
stUderit's file?

What material should be placed in the studeRt's file?

Should there be'more than one set of records for each student;

.Should the student and/or his or her parents or guardian be nob
when ahecdotal material is inserted in the student's record?

Sho'uld the student rebut such anecdotal material?'

Should the student be permitted to see the material contained in,his o'r
her records? s -

.Stfoulcl the parent or guardian be permitted: to see the material
contained in the student's record?

To whom, outside the school, should the school provide access to any
information contained in the student's record?

Should such access .be authorized only by permission of the student
and/Or the student's parent, if a minor?`

As can be seen by the listing of only some of the questions pertinent
to this area of concern, there are many gray areas concerning students'
records.

AlthoOgh courts of Idov mill must decide in many of these areas, of
litigation, much sound and extensive research has been conducted on the
right of privacy, especially as it pertain to student records. Probably the
most outstanding research effort resulted from a conference convened by I
the Russell Sage Foundation whereby effective guidelines were developed
for the collection, maihtenanCe and dissemination of data in the records of
school students.'

SUGGESTED PROCEDURES

It Is suggested that local school districts address themselves td the
often complleated task of defining and Implementing substantive and
procedural practices concerning the issues of students' records, is
partially Illustrated by the questions above. These polic ies and
procedures should be adopted uniformly throughout the school district
rather than on a school-to-school basis.

As a suggtstod guide to school officials, reprinted below ere
-excerpts from ,the four peftinent 'Isrofte. of student .foO9feit.-.41....::',:7
recommended by the Russell Sage Foundation Report.

MCILA 000.2165, MSA 27 A. 2165

3videtines for the Coflytion Maintenance and Dissemination of Pupil Records Report of a Conference
ore the Ethical and Legal Aspects of School Record helping Rusin Sage Foundation at Starting Forest
Conference Canty. Starting Forest. NY May. 1969 Connecticut Printers. Inc.. Hartford. Conn

nbid -
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1. Collection of Data
a. School authorities are urged to begin "from the fundamental

principiei that no information should be collected from
students without the prior InfOrmed consent of the child and
his parents." -

b. "Such consent may be given elthet Individually or through
the parents' - legally elected or appointed representatives
(for example, the Board of Education) depending on the
nature of the information to be collected."

2. Classification and Maintenance of Data

a. One category would contain certain minimum personal data
necessary for operation of the edutational program;
(names, address of parents, date of birth, grades, stand-
ardized achievement scores, attendance). This information
can be accessible to reputable agencies and individuals
with the understanding and consent of students and parents
or guardians.

. .

b., Other categories would include mote personal and sensitive
information potentially useful over a period of time; (such as
health data, standardized intelligence and aptitude tests,
family background information, teacher and counselor
ratings, clinical findings and behavioral investigations).

This inforniatlon should be closely guarded and, where
appropriate, destroyed once its usefulness is ended. Only
other school officials within the district or the state
superintendent or his designates may receive this informa-
tion, excepting a judicial order or orders of administrative
agencies where ,those agencies have the power of
subpoena. Parents ancif or students should be notified Of all
such orders and the school's compliance.

3. Administration of Security

"It is recommended that schools designate a professional
person to.be responsible for record maintenance and access,
and to educate the staff about maintenance and access
policies. All school personnel having access to records should
receive periodic training in security, with emphasis upon privacy
rights of students and parents.

Records should be kept under lock and key at all times, under
the suPervIslon of the designated professional.

It roc niled that computerized data banks pose special
' problems f maintenance, security, and access not fully,clealt
with by/ *se Guidelines. These problems should be folly
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explorard and procedures cloy loped for dealing with them, with
the underitanding that u of external data banks for
record-keeping should be I accordance with all procedures
outlined In these Guideline ." ,

4. Dissemination of information Regarding Pupils i

As indicated In previous sections, all inforniation regarding
pupils and their families should be collected and maintained
under such safeguards of privacy as may be obtained through
informed consent, Iverification of accuracy, 'limited access,
selective discard, and appropriate use. As long as the data are
retained within the school', It imple?nent these principles
with some flexibility of ,procedures. The school, how ver, Is
often asked to transmit student information to other agencies,
institutions, and even individuals. Such requests come from
schools, colleges, employers, courts, police, social agencies,
and sundry others. Since conveyance of records removes the
data fe .control of the school, much more stringent
precautiins are required to protect the rights of the student
against infringement of privitcy, misinterpretation of data, and
inappropriate use."

..

/
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Guideline 3
Student Publications

and Newspapers

CURRENT LAW AND PRACTICE

Most Michigan secondary schbols and some elementary schools
,publish school newspapers, literary journals and other student-oriented,
publications. Traditionally, these schOol-studentr; publications have been
overseen by a faculty sponsor an he school administration. School
policy that would control .these public tk:ins or establish:procedures
regarding the control of these' publications has ordinarily been absent,
thus any sense of "adult" control hasolbeen vested in the faculty advisor or
sponsor - usually a journalism or English teacher. In recent years,
however, this area of school interest, as is true of many others, has
become' one of increased concern to school officials as students have
questioned the appropriateness of school control in wklat students tend to
consider "their' publications.

As troublesome as some school districts havejound the problem, of
control to be, others have ,found it to be even more extended, for as
students have encountered either official' Or unofficial-control of their
literary and journalistic offerings, such encounters have occasionally
produced that time-honored phenomenon, the "underground" newspaper.

Michigan school officials, in attempting to deaf with, these'problems,
ask these questions:

In-a school-sponsored (i.e., financed) newspaper or o,ther publication
written, tiy students, can censorship be, applied?

If so, to what degree?

.tIf' the school publication is financed by student funds (e.g., student
activity fees), is official censorship possible ?'

.1:"

Can students found publishing and distributing ;'underground"
publication's be censured or otherwise punished '(e.g., suspended
or expelled)?

As with many other areas of the student rights issue, the answers to
these easily asked questions are less then

259 ,
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student was susp
loosely connected
University. When t
school officials agr
student.

law does not deal with this issue. Case ,law in
ctive., One cake 6rou ht to trial within the state, for
d prior to a judgme t? In that case, a high school
d for distributing n "undergrgund" newspaper

students and ex tudents of Michigan State

student brought sui against the school district,
to rewrite the pcIlic in question and rein tate the

. ,
. .

Perhips t e ost instructive case f r Michigan school officials in
this area involved some Illinois high scho I students' who, at their own
expense published and distributed a publication called "Grass High The

publication, among other things:contained an article that was quite critical
of some school officiali. Subsequently, the students involved were
permanently suspended from school under the authority of a statute very
smiler to School Code Section 613. The students, in due course, _sued the
sch of district and were subsequently upheld in the Seventh U S. Circuit
Cou of Appeals.'

School officials concerned with these issues would be well-advisdd to
---..._

study this case in MI, but, to summarize, the Court found (1) that no
. ,

substantial disruption or material interfe nce with the school's proCe-
tdures ad occurred, and (2) that while the art le reflected a "disrespectful

and to telass attitude toward authority,"' the chool board's disciplinary'
action constituted "an unjustified invasion of (the students') First and
Fourteenth Amendment lights.""° ,

SUGGESTED PROCEDURES

---

Tlius, in the above case at least, the school's au ority to enact rules 't,
-..,,governing the behavior of students and its parallel a hority to suspend

and expel students who violate those rules was tempered by both the
basic First and Fourteenth Amendment rights of the individuals and the
concept of material disruption to the school environment.

The above case, dealing as ft does with unofficial or underground'
student publications, is to a degree less instructive regarding the school
and its legal ability to regulate official, school-sponsored publications. In
this respect, it 14 essential that

1. school rules regulating student-run, schodl-sponsored publica-
tions should be clearly and com0 hensively defined as to
prohibited behavior.

1

'Faun v Grand Ledge Board ONEducation. S95-72CA. (1972)

1

Scoille v Beard of Education of Joliet Township High School District. 4 F20 10 (CA 7), cart don 400
US 826. 91 SC(51. 21 LEd 5511970) See also. Burnside v Byars, 363F2d744 (CA 1968( Pickeirng v Board of
Education of Township HighSchool District 205,391 US 563. 68 SCt 1731, Le8 2d 811 11966)

Scotate v Board of Education. supra. 425 F2d, at la

r -rat. vi Board of Education. supra, 425 nd, a 15
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2. school
-,

officials should provide for fifective supervision of
school sponsored n1 spapers, noll3erMitting obscene or
libelous material, an

lw
editing material that,, would cause a .

substantial disruption or interference oftschaai activities.
\ ,

Two other aspects of "freedom-ef-the-press" rights deServe
mention First, school ohricials would be well-advised to establish, before
the fact, rules and procedures or the distribution' of ,publications be
they school-sponsored or "underground." Such rules and procedures
mIghtfpasically address themselves to the manner, method, time and
plade of distribution. Secondly, some thought should be given to the type
and amount of advertising, if any, to be solicited, sold and accepted in
official school publications. The point of this is without appropriate
school regulation, if the school accepts commercial advertising in the
newspaper it might very well be legally obliged to accept political
advertising," and, by the same token, If such advertising is accepted in
official school publication, it may not be defensible- to ban such
advertising in "underground" publicatimis.' Advertising, content., of
course, would be subject to the same rules and regulation's that might be
established for the basic publication. ,:, ? '''. ", , .

, ..

. ... " ., ,- ''.,;0"

.',
&._'\ ..

Q

..., 4
. . ,

.

) , ,

4
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v

,
x .

"See Lohman v City of S r Holghts 34, OW St 2d 143. 296 NE 2d 663, cell granted US,
94SCt443. 36 LEd2d 312 (197
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Guideline 4
Other First

Amendment Rights

CURRENT LAW AND CRCE

In addition to student publiCations, there are other areas of concern
tliat involve U.S. Constitutional First Amendment rights. Most Michigan.
school districts hive got yet reduced these issues to, rules and procedures
contained in student codes of pondudt, reflecting perhaps a minimum
amount of difficulty with student behavior vis-a-vis these issues.
Nevertheless, 'a certain amount of difficulty has been experienced bf
Michigan school officials, that it seems appropriate to briefly discuss
tbie, other First Amendment issues.

1. Patriot and Religious Activities

The courts have generally upheld students who, for whatever
their reasons, choose not to participate in school-initiated or
Sponsored patriotic observances and practices.'2 School Districts
should therefore adopt procedures for accommodating .these
students in order that the corresponding rights of those students

. who ,do choose to participate are protected.

Regarding religious observances and practices in the public
schools, the Supreme Court has decided that the following
activities are prohibited: 4 tt

a. eleased time for religious I instruction on public school
roperty during the school day;'3

.

B. ecitation of religious prayers on public school property
d ring the school day;" .

C. R adings from the bible on public school property during the
sc ool day.."

St ents are petmitted and have the right to be excused for
not mo than two hours per week to attend religious instruction

"West VirgiGia Stiff 'Board of EdZsatiorlav Barmitte, Supra

, nihnois .4 nai McC um v Board of Educ.ation, 333d$203, ItSC4461. 92%1649 19413) But sae. Zolach
v Clauson, 34303306. 72 t679.96LEi2d 954 (1952)

"Engel v Me*. 370U 21. 62301261. 8LEd2d601 (1962)

'School DiStriet of Ar ton Township v Sch.mpp, 37403203 t3SCI1560, 1011020644 (1963)

,
..:
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s iclasse off bi'c school property during public school hours with
permiss on arents and guardians. (Sec. 732 Sehool Code)

2 Assembl :ir'r, Symbolic Speech, inquiry and Expression ,-.civ- eye First Amendment iss/aes can be dealt with bK N .
loco{ sc o o cialS in much the same way that student \,
publications ire andled It may be well to member, that while

'studentss,'as ,ettize s, are protected by the first Amendment, they \
nevertheless are s bject to the "reasonable rules" of the sohool
Thus, for example, if an activity associated with circulation of a
student petition subOantiallyclisrupts the normal activities of the
sohool, the circulation (and the appropriate students) can .be
regulated Similarly, if a student or students symbolically express
themselves without disrupting school ace/vibes, rules or proce-
dures attempting to curtail or eliminate iuch symbolic behavior
m encounter legal difficulty. The most notable case in this
resp '' found the United States Supreme Court upholding high

)schoo students who, by wearing black armbands, sought to`
protest this country's military invollement in Vietnam On the
bails that, where other forms of political expression r ave been
allowed by school authorities, there* had been no /Venal or
substantial disruption to the school setting, the Supreme Court
ruled the schooF district's attempt to prohibit such form of
expression is unconstitutional.

7. 1

SUGGESTED PROCEDU ES f.
The law is fairly cle r and explicit regarding freedom of expression

and religious activities ithin the school, (as indicated on the previous
pages, footnot s A1, 12, 13, 14, and 15). It is recommended that school
administrates ecome familiar with these rulings and so provide
students wit oper guidance. POrtions of the latter areas of study
involve issu s f controversy wi various groups and Individuals
advocating d ife ent positions. Stu and discussion of these Issues
would be a ri e example of the ducational process at work in a

\ responsible a egulated setting. \

. ,
...Tinkr v Cis Alomas Indopender:,-0 rimuritty School Patna sudre also Burnside v Byars supra

Church v Board of Edycahon of Bah ArOa School Chsifict, 339 F Supp 538 CEO MICH 1972)
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Guideline 5

Dress and Grooming,

CURRENT LAW AND PAACT10E.

A major discipline problem five years ago, dress and groorring*is\
probably by comparison a relatively trouble free area of student discipline
in most schools today.

Neither the Michigan general, school laws nor the State Board of
Education has attempted to regulate student conduct in terms of dreA and
grooming. There are 'Court decisions on both sides of the question.11-hus,
far, the U.S. Supreme Court has .refused to hear any of the,' hair capes.

In response to a request from the State Board of Education, the
Michigan Attorney General on November 27, 1972, issued an opinion
which, in effect, says that lacking State Board of Education regulations,
local school districts are within their authority to suspend and expel
students who violate dress and grooming rules.- On the basis of the
Attorney General's opinion, therefore, it seems clear that local school
boards may reasonably; regulate dress and grooming of students.

Current pra6tice of Michigan school districts regarding student dress
and grooming varies widely. It appears that a steadily ir\creasing number of
districts attempt to., regblate dress and grooming of students only when
such behavior is disruptive to the school setting, tiobsc,ne, or presents a
health or safety hazard.. This popktion is generally supported by the
Michigan Association of School Boards, The MiChigan Association of
School Administrators, the Michigan Association of Elementary School
Principals, the Michigan Education Association, and the Michigan
Federation of Teachers. Court challenges to...such criteria have been largely
unsuccessful. For example, in one Michigan case" tried in Federal District
Court, a student whose hair length exceeded the school s grooming code
won the case partly because, the district admitted that his hair length did
hot disrupt the educational activities of the school but see Graber v.
Kniola, Michigan Court of Appeals No. 15149, issued March 27, 1974,

"Litter of Opimon. Attorney General Frank J Kelly November 27 1972

!Church y .Board or Educabon or Sew* Aro* School Dainci. supra But Set Weis v Welroiman
44tF2c1-44 (CM t971)
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which found u reasonable a dress code provision that requires hair length
of male Studeni must not reach the bottom of the shirt collar and must be
above t e eyes as unreasonable, there being no connection between the
partieu ar hair s le and the establishment, maintenance, management and
carryin on of he public schools."

StIGUSTED PROCEDURES .
School dts cts that attempt to regulate student dress or grooming

on the basis o a particular set of personal values,are perhaps more apt
to find thorns vets in legal difficulty, assuming an aggrieved student or
parent Mat s litigation, band may also bet asked by courts to
:substantiate e reasonableness of such a regulation.

(

Cleanlinees of person and clothing is an essential part of student
behavior. It is;incumbent upon sch of personnel as well as parents to so
Instruct students in this respect, es ally as such dress and grooming
may adversely affect his or her health and appearance. HoweW it is
the style of dress, hair and facial makeup that seems to cause severe
disagreement. It is suggested that the style a clothing, facial makeup
and hair be decided upon by the parent and student, or a. joint
understanding between parent, student and school district as reflected
in that districts' local code of conduct. Such styles should not create
problems of health and sanitation nor tend to disrupt the educational
process.

1'

"(Labor v KnIola Mtchigan Court ot Apoo, No 15149, Much 27 1974
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Guideline 6, .

Married and /or
Pregnant Studen s

URRENT LAW, AND PRACTICE 1 I

MCLA 388.391-388.394, 1JISA 15.1958(11)-15.1958(14) prohibit t e
us nsion, expulsion, or exclusion of a student from school solely n,

unt of the student's pregAncji.

Michigan law, however, while projecting the rights of pre i' ant
students is silent regarding married students, the practices al in dual
school districts have varied. Some districts have ex luded arried
students regardless of their age, some districts have re uired `married
students to enroll in an adult school or an alternative educational Isetting,

4and, some districts have ignored marital status as a criteria for Ndent
,discipline and attendance. The courts also are of little benefit regarging
this issue. Two of the more notable cases in this area-have in onp case
upheld the married student's nght,to remain in school and in the other

The Michigan Attorney General, however, in4a recent letter op) ion,2' r,

upheld the local board's decision to exclude the married student. - 1.., .

interprets a2Michigan Supreme Court ruling of 19602° as "that /harried
students could not be excluded from school solely because oftheirfnantal
status.-22 Concerning the exclusion of married or pregiiiiiif students from
extra-curricular activities, the Attorney General further states "... OW I

there is no controlling authority by either the Michigar1/2Supreme Court or /
the United States Supreme Court on this point.' 2° Finally, the Attorney /
General rules that "... (a) rule or regulation that would bar married and/or .

pregnant students from participation in extra-curricular activities solely, ..
because of their marital and/or pregnant status and based upon nothiO
more, under the decided cases, would be unreasonable and...athrtrarr" ..
Hence, it is not authorized under Section 614 of the School Code.

"Board of Education of Harrodsburg v Bandiy. 3413SW20 677 Olt CI App. 1964) (upheld student) State en
not Thompson v Marron County Board of Education. 202 Tenn 29.. 302 SA(20 57 0957) tuphekl Board of
Education) ..

"Letts' Opinion of the Mir.Mpap Attorney General to the Honorable William SBatlengel. State Senator,
Nov 1. 1072. p

"Cochrane v WISKA Consondated School Distinct Board of Education, .360 WO 390. 103 NW2d 569
(1960)

',Letter Opinion of mkhrgan Attorney Genfral, Nov 1, 1972. supra 'Ibrd
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It shOuld be noted that opinions of the Attorney General are binding
upon 'school officials as state officers. (See Traverse City School District v.
Attorney General, 384 Mich 390, 410), n.2, 185 NW2d 9, 17, n.2 (1971).

SUGGESTED PROCEDURES

Tradit)on rather than practicality has guided many school officials in
their approach to the problem of married and/or pregnant high school
students Although no statute protects the rights of married stude'nts, It
is suggested that school officials include in their student handbooks
information regarding the marital status of a student and provide
counsel or suggested referral services to the student regarding his or
her newly acquired role. and responsibilities. This may require
consideration by both parties of program adjustments, alternative
programs and future plans. The emphasis should be on providing
guidance to the married student so that his/her education Is continued
and enhanced, and is not disruptive or deleterious to the school
program. Counseling services should be available to married students
on the same basis as to other enrolled students.

Although pregnant students are protected by statute, counseling
services should be available to them concerning their welfare. Particular
consideration, however, should be given to the health and safety of the
'mother and child. Students should Ile allowed to participate in all
activities unless it can be shown (by physician's statement) that such
activity would be harmful to the expectant mother and child.

School authorities should make provision for the continuatlpn of the
pregnant students' basic educational courses during the period of
absence from school.
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Guideline 7
Corporal Punishment

CURRENT LAW AND PRACTICE

The School Code contains three sections," which authorize the use of
phybical force by.ech'ool officials, including teachers, for the purpose of
removing from 'pupils danprous weapons and for ,maintaining proper
discipline over pupils. White existing law is quite specifiC regarding such
authority, many school districts have established conditions and circum-
stances modifying or restricting the use of corporal punishment. For
example, some school districts specified what form of slicipline may or
may got be used for such punishment, dome districts attempt to regulate
the administration of such punishmeht by restricting to the principal the
use of corporal punishment, sire school districts have indicated that
corporal punishment is to be used only as a last resort, and some school
districts have totally rejecte4the use of corporal punishment.

- "
SUGGESTED PROCEDURES

It should be pointed out that the school's use of corporal
punishment as much or more than any. other function Is contained within
the traditional doctrine of "In loco parpntis." School officials are advised,

,therefore, to specify in their Student codes of conduct how corporal
punishment will be administered. The amount of force that is used must
be reasonable and should reflect on the viability, legal, political and
educational implications of such use

\\\,
"School Code. Section 755 Any Michel superintendent may Use such physical farce as may be

necessary to take possession from any pupil of any dangerous weapoh carried by him
Section 756 My teacher or superintendent may use such physical force as is necessary on the person of

any pupil for the purpose of maintaining proper discipline over the pupils in attendance at any school
Section 757 No teach,' or superintendent shall be liable to any pupil, his parent or guardian in any civil

action for Ihe use of physicai nor°e on the person of any pupil for the purposes prescribed in sections 755
and 756 of this act. as amended. except m case of gross abuse andOisregard foi the health and safety of the
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Guideline 8
. "Seaich and Seizurd

and-Police. in the Schools

Search and Seizure

CURRENT LAW AND PAACTICE

Students possess the right of privacy of person as well as freedom
from unreasonable search and seizure of property' guaranteed by the
FourtkAmendment of the U.S. Constitution. That individual right, however,
is balanCed by the school's responsibility to protect the health, safety and,
welfare of all its students. The most relevant of recent court decisions"
uphold school official's, actions in this regard, specifically recognizing the
right of school offitia to search student lockers when 'suspicion arises
that something of arjillegal nature may be secreted there.' ""

. .
SUGGESTED PROC (VIES,

It Is suggested the following determinations be made by school
officials relative to the seizure of Items In the student's possession and
the search of the school property (locker, desk) assiggeti to the student

1. There Is reasonable cause to believe that posse sion .consti-
tutes a crime or rule violation, or that the studs t possesses .
evidepqe of -a crime or violation of liw.

2. There is reason to believe that the student Is_ using his/her
locker'ocker er property In such a way as to endanger his/her own
health or safety or the health, safety and rights' of others.

3. There Is teason or belief that there are weapons, or dangerous
materials on the school premises. As such school officials must
retain the right to ct to search students' desk and/or lockers,
and to seize In ca s of emergencies such as In the event of
fire or a bomb ,th eat ,

When locker checks are made in the exercise of irdamental school
authority, tudents should be informed within the c ntext of general
school rule atlhe beginning of each term. In cases df clearly defined

"Poopte v Orton 24 14Y2d 522. 249 NE2d 366 301 NYS 2d 479 (1969) ro Donaldson. 269 CM App
509 75 Cal Rptr 22 (0 Ct App, 1969) State In the Interest of O C . 121 NJ Super 106. 296 A2d,102 (Cty Ct.
1972)

"People v Overton. supra, 24 NY2d, 31 524 249 NE2d. at 301 NYS2d. at 480
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emergencies and the lack of availability of the student& assigned to a
locker, the principal or his. designee(s) possess the authority to enter.
The student, however, should be informed as soon as possible.

CURRENT LAW AND' PRACTICE

This is a country of laws, designed to ensure 'fair treatment of all
Police,..have the responsibility to protect all citizens by enforcing the laws
of the community. The school community should encourage and promote
understanding and cooperation with the police. It is the duty of school
authorities, students, teachers, parents and police to work cooperatively
with each other to insure that the rights of each individual are respected.

Police in the schools are not necessarily an indication of trouble,
disruption, or discontent. Police can enter the school upon invitation of
schoolrauthonties. However, they may also enter if they posses evidence of
a 4rirrie having,been committed or if they have a warrant for arrest or'
search. Interrogation of students by police is to take place privately within
the school and in the presence of the principal or his representative.
Parents, and/or guardians are to be informed and should be present
whenever possible. The Michigan Attorney General has stated

1. "Law enforcement officers may be given access to scOol
children on school property during school hours for the purpose
of interrogation pursuant to a rule or regulation adopted by the
board of education of a school district, subject to such conditions
as the board of education in its discretion may reasonably
impose."

2. "Law enforcement officers pre empowered to arrest a person'
without a warrant, includihg children, in the case of a felony
where the officer has reasonable cause to believe that the person
has committed a felony or a misdemeanor committed in the
officer's presence. A rule of the board of education of a school
district which would permit (a) law enforcement officer to remove
a student from the publiC schools only upon presentation of a
warrant is not in accordance with law.""

SUGGESTED PROCEDURES

Generally, In this situation, students have the same rights as any
other citizen," the right to be Informed of their legal rights, to be
protected (by counsel or school officials) from coercion., and illegal
constraint, and to remain silent." If the doctrine of "In loco parentis" is
to maintain Its vitality, school officials must continue to have a legal
responsibility to protect minor students while they are physically on
school grounds or at school functions.

"QAG. 1961.1962 No 3537 p 155 (September 6 1961)

In re Gault. supra

"Miranda v Arizona 384 US 436 86 SCt 1602 16 LEd 2d 694(1966)
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Guideline 9
The Charging of Fees
and the Withholding of

. Grades, Credits,
Diplomas and Transcripts

CURRENT LAW AND PRACTICE

Though not usually associated with thelarger area of student's rights
and responsibilities, a constantly recurring problem for school officials and
students alike regards the traditional school response to the loss or
damage to school-owned textbooks or ,other education materif,. To
illustrate, a student accused of losing or damaging a textbobk Is
sometimes told by school administrators that his grades (and/or credits.
diplomas, transcript) wjll be withheld until either the book is recovered or
appropriate financial restitution is made.

The administrative problem schools face in attempting to recover such
financial losses is admittedly a difficult one. The apparently small cost
represented by one' lost or stolen textbook when multiplied by many
incidents over many ye'ars becomes a significant amount of money.
Nevertheless, school officials who utilize this traditional administrative
method of recouping losses may encounter legal difficulties.

By way of explanation, it must first be understood that local school
districts "may, charge students for damage to books and supplies, over and
above ordinary wear and tear, and for the loss of books and supplies, ""
HoWever, thew, are two separate issues, that speak to the practice of
withholding a studeht's grades or diploma for charges owed to the school.

1 The MiChigan Attorney General has declared ''that a board of
education of a school district is without authority as a disciplinary
measure, tO withhold a high school diploma of a student who has
fulfilled alL the academic requirements for graduation.""

2 There is legal opinion that holds that credits earned by a pupil are
valuable, thus property. As property, then the opinion states, the

'Memorandum from a Michigan Assistant Attorney General. dated August 12. 1970

OAG. 1959.1960. No 3545. p',114, 115 (August 29. 1960)
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credits cannot be summarily taken away from or deprive the
student without violating the due process clause of the 14th
Amendment to the Constitution of the United States.I

..--

SUGGESTED PROCEDURES 1

One alternative many school districts are beginning to utilize in
order to avoid possible legal difficulties and yet recoup their losses, is to
collect a deposit at the time the student enrolls. Such action guards
against tha legaLpitfalls discussed above and more nearly assures the
district that harmful. losses will not occur. This practice has been
supported by the State Board of Ethication. The deposits, however,
"must be reasonable and refundable.7 Students without economic
means should not be required to fuinish deposits.

t

. ..,

6

4:1

v

i

x,

"St0e0 X, .x1On 253 Mich 32 234 NW 436 (1931) (Potter J dissenting)

"Stat Board of Education Positron Statement on Free Textbooks Matenais and the Charging of Fees.
March 1972 p 2

.., ,.
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Guideline 10
Fraternities, Sororities \

and, Secret Societies

CURRENT LAW AND PRACTICE,
C

Sections 921r924 of the School Code declare the illegality of public
school Students organizing, joining or belonging to fraternities, sororities
or other secret societim Further, the law authorizes, the suspension or
expulsion of students who are in violation and denies academic credit to
such students. School officials and school board members who knowingly
consent to, of perMit, such student violations are also in violation of the
law.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURES

Secret societies, althOugh very much a part of 'the history of this"
country, are usually discriminatory in membership and questionable in
terms of purposes and goals. For these reasons, among others, school
officials are advisad to adhere to the piohibitive ruling of the School
Code.

266
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Guideline 11,
The Age of Majority

'..,:CURRENT LAW AND PRACTICE'

On January 1, 1972, Act No. 79 of thd Public ots of 1971, lowered the
age of majority for Mic,higan citizens from 21 years to 18 years: Since that,
time, school officials have often asked what considerations, if any,

pertaining to student discipline must be or should be given those students
who become legal adults prior to their departure from ih! public schools.

To be sure, there are several implications for schbol officials, but,
. generally, the 'administration of student discipline is not' affected by the

new law. In other words, in most cases, the age of the s udent is not a
factor in the school s regulation of student conduct. If, Or xample, school
officials wish to totally prohibit student smoking in school buildings, it
makEd no legal difference whether the student, is 15, 18 or even older.
However, an important legal question is raised if adult students are
prohibited from smoking mhile the adult faculty is permitted to do so.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURES

Future litigation may cleft) areas of ambiguity relative to the
lowering of tbei age of majority. At present, the follbwing areas appear to
contain the most likely problems:

1. Student Records Schools that generally prohibit students
from examining their own poisons!, cumulatlye and anecdotal
lecords may not legally" be able to prohibit the 18-year old from
doing so, and should therefore avoid to (hp extent Rossibie
conflicting rules for students because of age.

2. Attendance Regulations Schools that require students to
bripg a parental excuse for absence or tardiness may not
*impel the 18-year old student to do so. As in the first instance,

,,,ie
, the local board of education should adopt procedures which will,

/ to the extent,possible, avoid treating students differently solely
because of age. ,-

In these areas, school officials are probably ,best advised to
'estabf procedures for confronting these problems 'before they

- develorThe advice of legal couneel is recommended.

Finally, the publication, The Age of Majority: Guidelines for Local
Districts" may be of help to local school officials,

Tho Ago of MaJotity Guillolinos for Local District, Michigan Npartmont of Education, 1972
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l V

' SUSPE ION OF STUDENTS
AND PROLE URAL DUE PROCESS"

Y .

CURRENT LAW AND-PRACTICE

1. Authority of School\ Code

By the authority of Section 613 of the School
boards:

'4,-. , . may authorize or order t e suspension or expulsion from
school of a pupil guilty of g oiss misdemeanor or persistent
disobedience, when in its judg tnt the interests of the school
may demand,it...."

Code, local school

The' Legislature in enacting' this law did not define. "gross
misdemeanbr," or "persistent disobedience."

2. Education as a Rigtit ' . !

Confronted by this statutory authority, as cited above, school
Administrgtors are also faced by the conflicting knowledge made more
apparent in recent years that public education, rather than being a
privilege, is an important right. There are many problems experienced by
school administrators pertaining to suspension and expulsion, particularly
of students under the' age of 16, 'regarding the legal and constitutional
concept of procedural due process of law. Students who are in dariger of
being either suspended or expelled have shown arY increasing desire, as
supported by many courts, in being provided procedural due, process, and

"Though the law specifically authorizes the suspeniion and expulsion of students, and though tho
concept of such excillitons are similar this section of We Guide attempts W deal primarily withthe questions
of suspension and pro4odursi Clue process. since the State Board of Education t in the process of developing
Statewide axpulsiOn aPpeals procedures

a
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Iht
while neither the Schocd`Code nor, the State Board oi duPtion has
defined procedural due process for pirposes of suspension nd expulsion,
there are, however, a number of coniponentllements that both speak to
and embody the concept of procedural due process.

In Michigan schools, expulsion, as the most serious s haol-initiated
punishment, should be decided upon' by the board of education upon
recommendation of thee superintendent and his subordi ates MCLA
340 613, NSA 15 3613. Frowever, the State Board o ron is ,in the
process of developing a statewide process on student expulsion appeal
procedures, with _emphasis only on procedural due process.

Suspension, on the other hand; resists easy classification to a greater
extent than expulsion and 2.s subsequent processes. A suspension for the
remainder of the school year" may be for one day, one week, one month,
and even a semester or longer. ,Similarly an indefinite suspension or
suspensions made pending compliance With a given rule can obviousty be
(or very short *or very long periods of, time. As mentioned earlzi,
proce&ral due process requirements willalso very depending upon the
length of suspension.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURES

Elements of Procedural Due Process
a

The following are some of the elements of due process that should
be considered: e

1. The timely and specific AttIce of charges against the student.

2. The student's right to question each member of professional
'and school staff involved in or witness to the incident.

3. The student's right to present evidence in his or her behalf.
4. The student's right .to an impartial hearing. .

5. The student's right to confront and to cross examine adverse
(witnesses and to present witnesses In his or her behalf.

6. The student's right to be represented by qualifilki counsel at the
hearing.

7. The student's right to a record of the hearing.
8. The student's light to appeal 'an unfavorable decision by the

hearing panel to a higher authority.

The elements noted above are the embodiment of a concept.
However, there is obviously a great deal of substantive difference
between a one day suspension for being mildly' insubordinate and an
extensive suspension for persistent, recurrent disobedience. A student
in danger of being suspended Indefinitely in other words, being
deprived of his right to a public education might well expect to receive
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all or most of the elements listed above prior to such action." indeed,
one case" tried in U.S. District Court ordered a Michigan school district
give an expelled student a hearing in accordance with the guidelines
laid down in an earlier Federal case." Those guidelines, the Court noted,
included "notice containing a statement of the specific charges and
grounds which, if proven, would Justify expulsion under the regulations.
of the Board of Education, a hearing affording ;an opportunity to hear
both sides In considerable detail' preserving the rudiments of an
adversary proceeding, names of witnesses against the student, and, the
opportunity to present to the Board his own defense.':" A student being
suspended for a short period of,time, on the other hand, might receive
adequate procedural due process by a conversation with the principal.
Such a conversation would confront the student with the alleged rule
violation and offer the student an opportunity to deny or rebut whatever
evidence is offered against him.

It seems important to emphasize the flexibility of the concept of
procedural due process. As one court has stated, "the hearing

'procedure required, will vary depending upon the circumstances of the
particular case_ "" )Another Federal District Court in Michigan declared
that the principles of due process "are very flexible and the degree of
rigidity depends urn the gravity of the penalty which may be Imposed'
(emphasis supplied). As one Federal District Court noted, it Is 'clear that
it [procedural due process] need follow no particular ritual....""

It would probably be best for local school "officials to classify
suspensions and resulting, due process requirements in a uniform,
districtwide fashion. For example:

"Veol v Board of Etlucabon 01 Portsmouth School patriot 354 F $upp 592 (0 NH 1973)

'VOught v Vaneuroh Pub', SChopfs If3 F Supp 1386 1E0 1.bct, 1969)

"Dxon v Aube-na State 608,0 of Educator) 294 F2d150 158 (CA 51 tort don 368 US 930 62 SC1 368 7
UC1 2d t93-(19i1)

'Nought v enBuren Public Schools supra 303 F Stipp at 1393

Oevts r airh"11858ifPuotrc Schools supra 303 F Supp a1 1393

"Godsoy r Flosevdo Public Schools US 0,Stmt Court Eastern Dtstrct Wctugan Gas* No 34988

'Taws v Arm.Arbor Public Schools supra, 313 F Supp at 1227 f
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Length of
Suspension

1-5 school ,.
days cl

6-10 school
days ,

More than
10 school
days

Who

Suspinds

Principal upon
delegation of
authority of
board of
education

Procedural
Due Process Requl meets

a. informal meeting w principal
prior to suspension

b. student presented with charges,
evidence and witnesses, if any,
against.him

c. student given opportunity to deny
-----6Warges, rebut evidence and

question accusers and witnesses

d. unfavorable decision may be
appealed to superintendent or
his designee

Superintendent a.
upon recommen
dation of prin-
cipal and with
delegated b.
authority of
board of
education

Informal hearing with superin-
tendent or person designated
by The local school board

student presented with charges,
evidence and witnesses, if any,
against him

c. student given opportunity to
deny chews, rebut evidence
and question accusers and
witnesses

d. student entitled to present own
witnesses or to be represented
by an attorney

e. unf vorable decision may be
appea to local board of
education

SPard of Edu-
cation upon
recommendation
of superintendent

r

same as expulsion
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Note that the above is intended only as a guide to local school
districts, an illustration of a system that might be utilized. ..

The right to an education is a very basic right At the.sa time
some students may be expelled for various reasons -However, is
action should be.used Judiciously and at the same time, school distil is
should establish and develop alternative means for such students to
receive an education. t

Apparently tome Michigan school districts have acre y become
aware of and sensitive to these impeniiing.difficulties as'? ected by the
establishment of public alternative scgools. Still oth& istricts have
expressed In their codes of student conduct the intent,

rn
r desire to

provide such alternative education to students who are sus ended and
expelled:1111e State Board of Education supports thit co ept

172
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4aVi
1 SUMMARY

As styles of living and traditional habits change in our society no one
institution experiences the trauma involyed and, at the same time, the
often severe task of trying to overcome such trauma, than the educational
institution.

Students, in preparation for their various roles in the adult saiety,
must be conscious of their rights and committed to their responsibilities. In
providing leadership for local *hool districts in Michigan, the State Board
of Educefion, working in dose conjunction with various representative
elements of these local school districts, has developed a comprehensive
guide that speaks to approximately twelve crucial areas of student rights,
while at the same time noting that coupled with rights of students a-e
inherent student responsibilities, nine of which are highlighted in part II of
this dc4ument.

Each of the twelve areas of student behavior is discussed prirkply
from tWo standpoints:

1. Current Law and Practice

The elements of compiled Michigan la s (School Code) that may
apply to student behavior plus a revie of various court decisions
and state S2ittorney ?eneral opinions'.

2. Suggested Proced49s
45

In each area, this is followed up by some suggested approaches
or procedures local school districts may folloyv where appropriate.

Students need and seek Proper guidance and direction. Most school
disk', in the state have been providing it for many years through the
promulgation of their own locally developed and adopted codes of student
behavior Many of these documents were utilized as resource information
in the development of the state guidelines.

In retrospect, the need for such guidelines stem from the following.

1 There are some districts that have poorly developed or no codes
of student conduct. Some of these districts, among others, have
requested assistance and guidance as they attempt to establish
new and updated student, rules and regulations.

2 Other districts constantly find their student codes outdated by the
times or upstaged by the courts on various decisions affecting
student conduct so many requests were received to keep local
districts informed as to the current information and trends.
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3. There appears to -be a need for consistency of procedures from
across the state so that each local school code of conduct, in a
broad sense, reflects the spirit and the reality of the Michigan
Board of Education's Common_ Goal, "The Rights and Respon-

. sibilities of Students." . .

It should be kept in mind that throughout this process five major
factori form the basic failsafer ingredients and requirements which
should accompany all prescribed .school rules."

1. Rules must be disseminated and known in advanCO..

2. Rules must have a proper educitiOnW purpose.

3. Rules must hive a rational relationship to that educational
purpose.

4, Rules must be reasonable and clear in meaning. .

5. Rules should be specific in scope. -

If someone has a right, someone else has a responsibility. In other
words, if a school board has a right to adopt a student code cif conduct,
then students have a responsibility to conduct themselves in accordance
with such a code of conduct.

. .

Local boards of ethication are urged to use this document as a basis
for referral and 'direction in developing and/or refining their own local
student behavior guidelines. Each board of education, superintendent and
secondary school principal in the state will be provided with a copy. It is,.
expected that in addition to its use as a resource for local code
development, its contents and suggested procedures will be discussed
with parents, students and interested WI/ens within each district.

Finally, one of the importanrpurposes of the document is to invite
constant and continued review and reevAluation of a consistent and
effective approach to student behavior by the educational community and
citizenry. Only in this cooperative way, through educational leadership at
the state and local levels, combined with parent and student involvement,
can school officials continue to improve the educational models in this
state and provide for all youth humane solutions and directions to human
problems and concerns.

NOTE. An extended bibliography concerning the issues dealt with by the
Guidelines has keen filed with the Michigan Department of Education.
State Library. 735 East Michigan Avenue, Lansing, Michigan (517) 373-1593

* grid is available upon request.

'Di E Edmond Kellner Professor of Edi.icatron Tyracnors College Coiumbo liMy N Y Presentation
before The 'National Task Force for High School Reform Aklints Gs March 4 1974,
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B. INDIANA STATUTE ON STUD. CONDUCT

28-5335 -1IC 20-8-9.5-4. 'Pupil conduct Legis ire policy. .Stu -
dent superyision and the desirable behasior of students carrying out
school purposes in any school corporations a responsibility s red by the
students, parents, teachers and school corporation personnel, subject to
the rules and policies adopted by the goYerning body, to the supervisory
authority of the school corporation administrative staff, the principal of
each school and the teachers and other school corporation employees
having charge of any educational function. IIC 1971, 20-8-9.5-2, as added
by Acts 1972, P. L. 162, § 1, p. 8061

28-5356 -{IC 20-8-9.5-3... Pupil conductDelegation of authority
In carrying out the school purposes of the school corporation the following
grants of authority are hereby made:

(a) Each teacher shall when pupils are under his charge have the right
to take any action which is then reasonably necessary to carry out, or to
prevent, an interference with the educational function of which he is then
in charge. Teachers shall not have the right to suspend students from
school, and exclusion of a student from any educational function 'within
a teacher's supervision shall not extend for le period of more than one 111
day without the approval of the principal or his designee.

,(b) Each principal within the school or school function under his juris-
diction, the superintendent and the administrative staff with his approval,
with respect to all schools, may make written rules and establish written
standards goYerning student conduct, and take any action, which is reason-
ably necessary to carry out, or to prevent interference with carrying out,
any educational function.

(c) The overning body may make written rules and establish written
standards c cerning student conduct which are reasonably necessary to
carry out, or t revent intereference [interference] with carrying out, any
educational fun n.

(d) The su erintendent of schools within the entire school corporation,
and the principal within each school, are authorized to adopt formal policies
establishing lines of responsibility and related guidelines and regulations

(e) The governing body may make such other delegations of rulemaking,
disciplinary and other authority as are reasonably necessary in carrying
out the school purposes of the school corporation. (IC 1971.420-8-4.5-3, as
added by Acts)972, P. L. 162, § 1, p. 806.1

28-5357 20-8-9.5-41.. Pupil conductLimitation of delegation.
The delegations of authority provided in sec. 3 1§ 28-53561 shall, however,
be subject to the following limitations:

(a) Deleg"at'ion of authority shall be necessary in taFry'ing out school
purposes and shall comply with the applicable statutes.' of the state of ,.

Compiler's Note The bracketed word ",interference", was inserted by the complier
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Indiana and with the constitutions of Indiana and of the United States.
Rules, standards or actions shall not discriminate against any student or
class of students, but the number of schools or students to which theyfapply shall not be determinative of whether they thu discriminate. Rules,
standards or actions which interfere with a cons[ utionally protected
fundamental student right shall be valid only in instances where they are
necessary to prevent an interference with school purposes, and all rules,
standards or actions shall be reasonably necessary in carrying out school,
purposes.

(b) All rules, standards or policies adopted by anyone other than the
'governing body and applying to any group of students or to students gen-
erally, shall not be effective until they are reviewed and apptovedby the
superintendent and until they shall be presented to the governing body.
The governing body may change any such rule, standard or policy in
accordance with procedures which it mayirom time to time adopt.

(c) No rule or standard shall be effective with respect to any student.
until a written copy thereof is made available or delivered to the student
or his parent, or is otherwise given general publicity within any school to
which it applies. This limitation shall not be construed technically and
shall be satisfied in any case where there has been a good faith effort to
disseminate to students or parents generally the text or substance of any
rule or standard.

,

The provisions of subsections (b) and (c) above, however, shall not
apply to rules or directions concerning the movement of students, move-
ment or parking of vehicles. day to day instructions concerning the opera-
tion of a classroom or teaching station, the time or times for commence-
ment of school, or other standards or regulations relating to the manner
in which an educational function is ko, be carried out. 1IC 1971, 20-8-9S-4.
as added by Acts 1972, P. L. 162, §1, p. 806.1

28 -5358 -{IC 20-8-9.5-5}c. Pupil canductGrounds Los- expulsion.
The following types of student conduct shall constiinte.groun for expul-
sion subject to the procedural prpvisiodis of tfiis chapter --1. ;28-5.3S4,--
28-53691:

,P. -

(a) Use of violence, force, noise, Coercion, threat, intimidation," fear,
passive resistance or other comparable conduct, constituang an inter;
ference with school vurnoses, or urging other students to engage in
such conduct. The following enumeration is illustrative of the type of con-
duct prohibited by this subparagraph. (1) occupying any school building,
school grounds, or part .thereof with intentk to deprive others of its use,
(2) blocking the entrance or exits of any school building or corridor or
room therein with intent to deprive others of lawful access to or from, or
use of, the building or corridor or room. (3) setting fire to or substantially
damaging any school building or property . (4) firing, displaying, or threat-
eniniuse of firearms, explosives, or other weapons on the, school premises
for any unlawftillpurpose. (5) prevention of or attempting to prevent by
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physi 'ca'l act:the convening or continued functioning of any school or educa'-
,tional funetion,,or of any lawful meeting or assembly on school property,
and (6) continuously and intentirally ,,making noise or acting in any
manner so as to interfere seriously wi,th any teacher's ability to conduct
the educational' function under his supervision. This subpiragraph shall not,

however, be construed to make any particular student conduct a ground
for expulsion vyhere such conduct is constitutionally protected as an exer-
cise of free speech or. assembly or ,otherwise under the Constitution of
Indiana or the United States'.

(b) Causing or attempting to cause substantial damage to school prop-
erty, stealing or attempting to steal school property of substantial value,
or repeated damage or theft involving school property of small value.

(c) Intentionally causing or attempting to cause substaritial damage
to valuable private property or 'stealing br attempting to steal valuable
private property, on school grounds or during an educational function or
event off school grounds, or repeatedly damaging or stealing private prop;
erty on school grounds, or during an edScational function of event off
school grounds Ur when such Student is traveling to or from school or such
educational function or event. i

a

(d) Intentionally causing,or attempting to cause physical injury or in-
tentionally behaving in such a Nvay as could reasonably cause physical in-
jury to a school employee.' (1) on the school roundS during and imme-
diately before or immediately after school hours, (2).on the school grounds
at any other time when the school is being used by a schoOl group, or (3)
off the school grounds at an educational function or event. Self defense
or reasonable action undertaken-on the reasonable belief that it was neces
sary to protect some other person shall not, however,,constitute a violation
of' this provision., :

(e) Intention ply doing serious bodily harm %taw student. (1) on
. the school grounds during' and immedgateN before or immediately after

school hours. (2) on the school, groundrat a'tty other time when the. school
iS being used by a school group, or (4) off the school grounds at an educa
tional function or event by the school corporation, or when such student
is traveling -to or from school or sueh educational function.'

Self-defense` or reasonable action undertaken on the reasonable "belief
that it was necessary to proteit some Other person shall. notl however, con-
stitOte a violation of this provision.

(6 Threatening or intimidating ans student for' the purpose of, Or with
the intent of, obtaining money or any thing of value from such student.

(g) Knowingly possessing, handling or transmitting any object that
can reasonably be considered a weapon. (1) on the school grounds during,
and immediately before or immediately after school (2) on the
school grounds at any other time when the school is being use by a school
group, or (3) off the school grounds at any educational function or event
sponsored by the school.

Such objects shall not include school supplies, such .as pencils or coin
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/7 passes, where they haire aleasonable 'use in connection with an educational
function in which the student is engaged, but do include any firearm, any
explosive including ,firecrackers, any, knife other than a stall penknife,
except where such items have reasonable use in connection with any such
educational function. a

(h) Knowingly possessing, using, transmitting or being under the in-
fluence of any narcotic chug,. hallucinogenit drug, amphetamine, bar-
biturate, marijuana, alcoholic beverage, or intoxicant of any kind. ( 1 )

O on the school grounds during and immediately before or immediately after
school hours, (2) elf the school grounds at any other time when the school
is being used by any school group, or (3) off the school grounds at a school
activity, function or event.

rse of a'drug authorized by a medical prescription from a registered
physittar( shall not be a violation of, this rule.

(i) Engaging in the unlawful selling of narcotics or other violation of
criminal lgw which constitutes a danger to other students, or constitutes
an interference with school purposes.

(j) Failing in a substantial number of instances to comply with diret--
tions of teachers, during any,period of time when he is properly under their
supervision, where sudi failure, cooitutes an interference with school
purposes>

(k) Engaging in any activity forbidden by the laws of the state of
Indiana whichCongtitutes an interference with school purposes.

(I) A violation, or remted violation, of any rules validly adopted pur-
suant to sections 3 and 4 [§§ 28-5356 and 28-53571 of this chapter. 'IC.
1971, 20-8-9.5-5,,as a,dded by Acts 1972; P. L. 162, § 1, p. 806:1

44

28-5359 -{IC 20-8-9.5;61-. Pupil conductExclusion--Circumstances.
Any student may be exdude4 .from. c,o1 in the following circum-
stances, subject tai the prpc rar-Asi s this chapter [§§ 28354
28- 53691;

(a) If he has a 4arigerQus communicable disease ti missible through
normal schoofcontacts that poses a substantial threat to the health or

safetypf the school community.
v.

b) If his immediate removal is necessary to restore order or to pfotect
persons on school corporation property. This 'shall include conduct off
school property where on account thereof the student's presence an school
*ould constitute an interference with school purpdses.

(c) Where any student is. mentally (4 physically unfit for school pur-
poses, subject, however, to:the procedure set up under the provisions of
IC 1971, 20-8-8-5 [§ 28-53101, and to the limitations and regulations
anthorized to be established thereunder by the state board of education.
[IC 1971, 20-8-9.S-6, as added by Acts 1972', P. L. 162, § 1, p. 806.1

28-5360 20-8-9.54,-. Pupil conductShort-term suspension
,Grounds.Any principal may deny, a student the right to attend school .
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or to take part in any school function for a period of up to five [5] school
days, *the number of the days to be determined by rule of the governing
body which rule may include a requirement that approval `of the super-
intendent of schools is necessary if the govetning body limits the power
of the principal's supervision to a lesser period than -five [5] school days,
on the following grounds:

(a) Conduct constituting grounds for expulsion as set out in section 5
[§28-5358]. .

(b) Other violation of rules and standards of behavior adopted under.
this chapter [§§28-5354-.--28-5369]. Such short-term suspension shall be
made solely after the principal has made an investigation thereof andkhs
determined that such suspension is necessary to help any student, to further

.school purposes, or to prevent'an interference therewith.
Within twenty-four 124] hours, or such 'additional time as is reason-

ably necessary, following such, suspension, the principal shall send a writ-
ten statement' to the student's parent describing the student's conduct,
misconduct or violation of any rule or standard and the reasons for the
action taken. The principal shall make a'reasonable effort to hold a confer-
ence with' the parent before or at the time the-student returns to school.
[IC 1971, 20-8-9.5-7, as added by A 1972, P. L.102, § I, p. 806.]

-28-5361 20-8-9.5-4. Pupil conduct Other remedies% The
superintendent, principal, any administrative personnel or any teacher of
the school corporation shall be authoried to take any actibn in connection
with student behavior, in addition to the actions specifically provided in
this chapter [§§28-5354-28-5369], reasonably desirable or necessary to
help any student, to further school purposes, or to prevent an interference
therewith, such action including such matters as counseling with a student
or group of students, conferences with a parent-or group of parents, assign-
ing students additional work, reairanging class schedules, requiring a stu-''
dent td remain in school after regular school hours tp do additional school
work dr for counseling, or restfiction of extra-curricular activity. [tC
1971, 20-8-9.548, as added by Acts r972, P. L. 162,1 1, p. 806.]

28-5362 {IC 20- 8- 9.5 -9 }.. Pupil conductExpulsion and exclusion
Proiedure. The following procedures shall be followed before a student isf
disciplined by an expulsion, or is exclhded, as defined in section 1(g)
[§ 28-53354(g)] of this chapter:

(a) A written charge shall be filed by the principal with the superin$
tendent. If the superintendent deemi that there are reasonable grounds
for investigation or that' an investigation is desirable, he shall within

, twenty-four [241 hours after such charge is -filed appoint a hearing"
examiner. .

t
(b) The hearing examiner shaft within. fortpeight [48 ], hours after he

is appointed, or such additional time as is reasonably necessary, give
notice to the,student,and his parent. Such notice shall include the follaw-

,..
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ing: (1) the rule or standard of condlict allegedly violated and the acts of
the student alleged ,to constitute a cause for exclusion or expulsion. This
shall include a summary df the evil to be presented against the stu-
dent but this provision shall not 4fenically interpreted if there is a
good faith effort to make such statement, (2) the penalty, if any, the
principal or his designee has requested in his charge and any other penalty
to which the student may be subject. (3) the time and place for the hear-
ing: (4) a description of the hea g procedures provided by this Chap-
ter [p 28,- 5354-28- 5369J; (5) a tement that the student,.his parent i .,,,I

or other representatives, including counsel, has a right to examine his
academic and disciplinary records and any affidavits to be used at the
hearing concerning the alleged misconduct and a right to know the identity
of the witnesses to appear against him, except where the giving of such

tames of such witnesses may, in the opinion of the hearing examiner, sub-
ject them to unreasonable harrassment [harassment], and (6) a statement
that before expulsion or exclusion can be invoked, the student has a right
to a hearing which may be waived if the student and his parent sign a
statement to that effect.

The or his representative shall have the 'right to examine the
records and affidavits provided in subsection (b) (5) above and the state-

-ment of any witness in the possession of the school corporation. .
(c) A hearing on the exclusion or expulsion as provided in section 11

[§ 28-5364] of this chapter.

(d) The evidence presented at .the hearing shall either be recorded by
shorthand 'reporter or taped or shall be made in summary form by the
hearing examiner. The student shall have the right to 'cause the proceed-
ings to be taped or taken by a shorthand reporter or stenotype if the hear-
ing exatniner does not do so. In the latter event, if the student is reason-
ably unable to pay the cost of record, the school corporation shall do so.

(e) A report by the hearing examiner of his findings and a recommen-
dation of the action to be taken, which report should explain in terms of the
needs of bdpi the student and the school corporation the reasons for the
4:articular action recommended. Such recommendation may range from
no action through the entire field of counseling to expulsion or exclulion.

(f) A review of such report by the superintendent who may change or
rev* the sanction recommended, by the hearing examiner but shall not
impose a sanction more severe than that tecommended by the hearing
examiner. ,

(g) A mailing by certified mail or personal delivery to the student or
his parent of the notice, the findings and recommendations of the hearing
examiner and the determination the superintendent. '

bx (h) The determination 1?) the hearing examiner, the determination by
the superintendent, and any determination on appeal to the governing
body shall be made solely on the basis of the evidence presented at the

Compiler's Note The bracketed word "harassment" was inserted by the compiler.
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hearing, or in addition o any evidence presented on appeal. [IC 1971,
as added by s 1972, P.L. 162, §1, p. 8061

28-5363 '-41C 20-8- . Pupil conduct Hearing examiner
.Superintendent functions.The hearing examiner shall be any person on
the school corporation's administrative staff, or its counsel, provided he
(i) has not brought the charges against the student, ii) will not be a
witness at the hearing and (iii) has no involvement in he charge. The
superintendent may designate himself as the hearing examiner.

The hearing examiner shall have, the following duties:
(a) to give thp notice provided in section 9 [§ 28-53621i
(b) to schedule the hearing at d specified date, time and place with the

authority to postpone the date and time or change the place for any good
cause:

(c) to insure that any records of the student or any statements of 'Wit-
nesses are available to him, his parent or representative before the hearing,

(d) to be available before the hearing to anw.pr any questions the stu-
dent, his parent or representative may have about the nature and conduct
of the hearing;

(e) to take full charge of the hearing, subject to the provisions of this
chapter [ §§ 28-5354-28-5369]; and

(f) to prepare findings of fact and recommendatiops as provided above
and transmit them to the superintendent as on a reasonably. possible
after the hearing.

If the rules of the governing body so provide, there, shall be appointe
in addition to a hearing examiner, a hearing committee who shrill be
deemed employees of the governing body and shall constitute teachers,
parents or students. In shth event, the hearing examiner shall perform
all t duties provided abode except that the bearing committee shall de-
termine by majority vote the findings of fact and make the recommenda-
tions, the hearing examiner to have no vote in such determination. Any
minority report shall be made a part of the record. [IC 1971, 20-8-9.5-10,
as added by Ads 1972, P. L. 162, § 1, p. 8061

28-5364 .{IC 20-8-9.5-11}- Pupil conductConduct of hearing The
following provisions shall apply to the hearing provided in this Chapter
[§§,28-5354-28-'5369] :

a) The hearing may be-attended by the hearing examiner, the hearing
committee, if any, the superintendent, the principal, the student, the par-
ent, and the student's representative, and counsel for the school corpora-
tion where the hearing examiner or the superintendent deems this adviga
ble. Witnesses should be present only whet they are giving information at
the hearing. The student may be'excluded in the discretion of the hearing
examiner with the concurrence of the student's parent at times when his
psychological or emotional problems are being discussed. The student's
representative may be, but need not be, an attorney. The hearing exam-
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iner may exclude anyone from the hearing when his actions disrupt an
. orderly hearing.

(b) The student may speak in his own defense and may be questioned
on his testimony but he may choose not to testify and in such case he

' shall not be threatened with punishment or later punished for refusal to°
testify.

(c) The principal shalepresent to the hearing examiner statements in
affidavit form of any person haying information about the student's con-
duct, and the student's records, but not unless such statements and records
have been made available to the student, his parent or representative prior
to the hearing. If the principal or the hearing examiner deems, it necessary,
the information contained in such records shall be explained and inter-
preted at the hearing, or prior thereto to the student, parent or representa-
tive, by a person trained in their use and interpretation.

(d) In conducting the hearing, the hearing examiner shall not be bound
by the rules of evidence or any other courtroom procedure. ...

(e) The student, his parent or representative, the principal, or the hear-
ing examiner may ask witnesses to testify at the hearing. Such testimony
shall be under oath, and the hearing exarinner shall be authorized to ad-
minister the oath. %

. .

(f) The student or his representativethe principal, or t 'heari
examiner, shall have the right to examine or cross-examine a wit ss
giving "information at the hearing. The hearing examiner may vet,
limit the riglit of any, party to examine or cross-examine any witness to
the extent that such examination is abusive or interfes with the condrict
of an orderly hearing.

.
-

,
(g) The hearing shall be held within a period of five 151 days after he-

'notice
^is

given to the parent and the student but such time shall be
changed by the hearing examiner for good cause.

(h) The hearing may be waived, but only by 'a written instrument
signed by both the student and his parent, but such waiver shall be valid4.
only if made voluntarily and with knowledge of the procedure available
hereunder and of the consequences of the waiver.

(i) Where more than one [1] student is charged with violating- the
same rule and have acted in concert and where the facts are substantially
the same for all such students, a single hearing may be conducted for such
students as a group if the hearing examiner believes. (1) a single hearing
is not likely to result in confusion, and (2) no student will have his inter-
ests substantially prejudiced by a single hearing. If during the conduct of
the hearing the hearing examiner finds that a student's interests will be
substantially prejudiced by a group hearing, or that the hearing is result-
ing in confusion, he may order a separate heaping or any student.

(j) Any person giving evidence by affidavit or n person at a hearing
shall be given the same immdnity from liability to the students, parent
or to other persons, as a person testifying in a court case.
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(k) The school corporation acting through the superintendent tray

cause legal counsel to be pregent either for the purpose of acting as the
designee%f the principal or for the purpose of advising the hearing, examiner
in the conduct of the hearing. Any counsel who advises the hearing exami
ner in the conduct of the hearing may not also act as the designee of the
principal. [IC 1971,20-8-9.5-11, as added by Acts 1972, P. L. 162, § 1,
p. 806:] .

..

28,-5365 {IC 20-8-9.5-12}.. Pupil conductRecord, appeals, review
and other provisions.(a) The record in a case shall consist of the, charge,
tile notice, the evidence or a summary thereof made by the hearing
examiner, his findings and recommendations, and the action of the super
intendent. With respect to any appeal to court or any appeal after the
first appeal, the record shall consist, in addition, of any additional evidence
taken and any additional action taken in the case.

(b) The student may within thirty [30] days appeal 'the superintend-,
ent's determination to the governing body by a written request, such re-
quest to be filed with the administrative office of the governing body or
with the superintendent. Such an appeal shall be made on the record,
except that new evidence may be admitted to avoid a substantial threat
of unfairness. The governing body may alter the superintendent's disposi-
tion of the case if it finds his ecision to [too] severe.

(c) The governing may, where a recommendation has been made
by a designee of the superintendent, provide by general, cult for an addi-
tional administrative appeal to a designated member of the dministrative
staff, subject to the same rules as provided in paragraph (b) above, before
the matter is presented to the governing body.

(d) The final action of the governing boily shall be evidenced by per -
sonally delivering or mailing by certified mail a copy of the governing
body's decision to the student and his parent. At any time within sixty
[60] days thereafter, the student may appeal such determination to the
circuit Or superior court in the county where the principal office of the
governing body is located. Such appeal shall be initiated by the filing
of a complaint which shall be sufficient if it alleges in general terms that
the governing body acted arbitrarily, capriciously, without substantial
evidence, unreasonably or unlawfully. The trial of the appeal, except as
provided herein, shall be tried in the same manner as other civil case.
The defendant shall be the school corporation, and, within the time pro
vided for a responsive pleading, it Shall file therewith the record. Where a
part of the record consists of the evidence on tape, such tape may be pre
sented in lieu of a typed copy thereof. Such case shiil, without motion of
either party, be advanced on the court's docket. The record shall consti
tute the evidence on appeal to court, the court shall hear such additional
evidence as shall be necessary to determine the issues fully.

v

....il

Compiler's Note. The bracketed word "too" was inserted by the compiler
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(e) Any penalty provided by a determination in the hearing procedure

shall be applied pending an appeal unless it is stayed by the hearing
examiner, or goxerning body, or by the court after an appeal has been filed
herein. .

(f) No expulsion or exclusion of a student shall be for a longer icriod
than the remainder of the school year in which it took effect. If the stu-
dent is less than sixteen [161 years of age,- any expulsion or exclusion
taking effect more than three [31 weeks prior to the beginning of the
second semester of any school year shall be automatically reviewed at the
beginning of such second semester. Such review shall be done under the
same procedure, to the' extent reasonably applicable, provided in sections 9
through 13 [§§ 28-5362-28-5366.1, but the subsequent review shall be
limited to newly discovered evidence or evidence occurring since the origi-
nal hearing This review may lead to a recommendation that the student
be reinstated for the second serester.

(g) Any statement, notice, recommendation, or determination or similar
action shall be effectively given at the time a written evidence thereof is
delivered personally or is mailed by certified mail to a student or his
parent. [IC 1971, 20-8-9.5-12, as added by Acts 1 2, P. L. 162, § 1,
p. 806.]

28-5366 .{IC 20-8-9.5-13}. Pupil conductY. of proceedings and
suspension pending an appeal.(a) The hea g and determination of a
case of student expulsion or ex usion by a i earing examiner or hearing
committee shall be completed hin ten [101 days of the time the student
is suspended from school, unle it can not be reasonably held within such
time or unless the student r nests a delay of'the proceedings.

(b) A student may be s Pended pending a hearing on his expulsion or
exclusion by the principal pr a. pe'riopi not to exceed five [51 school days,
or for a period extending to the time l of hearing by the hearing examiner.
In ROI event the stude , hii'parentOr representative shall have the right
as soon as reasonably ssible after to charge is brought against the stu-
dent to a preliminary onference with the principal or hearing examiner to
persuade the princi 1 or hearing examiner that there is a compelling
reason why the stn ent should not be suspended pending a hearing. [IC
1971, 20-8-9.5-13, added by Acts 1972, P. L. 162, § 1, p. 806.1

28-5367 .{IC 0-8-9.5-14. Pupil conductAdditional rules of gov-
erning body e /governing body may by rule amplify, supplement or
extend the pro edures provided in this chapter, in any way not incon-
sistent herewit Any hearing held in violation of such rules shall be illegal.
[IC 1971, 20 -9.5-14, as added by Acts 1972, P. L. 162, § 1, p. 806.1

28-5368 IC 20-8-9.5-151.. Pupil conductL-tharges by a student.
Where a st ent or his parent believes that the student is being improper-
ly denied rtidpation in any educational function of the school corpora-
tion, or is eing subjected to an illegal rule or standard, as provided by the
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statutes of the state of Indiana or applicable statute of the United States,
or by the constitutions of the state of Indiana or of the United States, he
shall, if unable to work out hisProblems with members of the adLninistra-
tive staff, be entitled to initiate a hearing by filing a charge with the super-
in4ndent in the same manner as a charge is initiated by the principal
uhder section 9 [ § 28-5362] hereof, and the provisions of sections 9 through
13 (§§ 28-5362-28-5366] of this chapter to the extent applicable shall
apply to the determination of any such charge. The ruling of the hearing
examiner and determination of the superintendent shall with respect 'to
participation in an educational function be denied, granted in whole, or
granted subject to limitations, and with respect to the validity, of a rule or
standard or its application, to a recommendation that it be Changed An
appeal from such decision and determination may be made to the govern-
ing body either by the student or by the superintendent, such appeal to
be undertaken within thirty [30] days. In any case involving the validity
of a rule or standard, or its application, the matter Mali, be automatically
appealed to the governing body whichPshall make the final administvative'
determination. Nothing in this section shall limit the power of the gorn-
ing body from hearing petitions of students, parents, teachers, taxpayelo,
or other interested persons to change rules, or limit the power of the govern-
ing body to make or to change any rule or standard on its own motion;
all subject to such rules relating to administrative procedure as the gbvern-
ing body shall adopt in connection therewith. In the event the governing
body changes a rule or standard, or its application, it shall not be limited to
the record. [IC 1971, 20-8-9.5-15, as added by Acts 1972, P. L. 162, § 1,
p. 8061.

8..5369 .{IC 20-8-9.5-16}.. Pupil conduct--Compliance with compul-
sory attendance law.If a student is suspended, expelled or excluded from
school or from any educational function in accordance with the provisions
of this chapter [§ §,28- 5354 -28- 5369), his absence from school on account
thereof shall not be deemed a violation on the part of any person under
IC 1971, 2b-8-1, 20-8-8, or any other statutes of the state of Indiana relat-
ing to compulsory, attendance at school. No decision of any court of the
sta of Indiana shall override a suspension, exclusion or expulsion made

. ion 12 [§ 28-5365] of this chapter. [IC 1971, 20-8-9.5-16, as added by
a vided under this chapter except by way of the appeal provided under

Acts 1072; P, L. 162, § 1, p. 806.]
. .

_ Compiler's Note IC 1971. 20.8-1 and 20-8-8, comprise §§ 28-5306-28-5310, 28-
5311--28- 5329,.28. 5335 -28 -5147. 28-5511.

Separability. Section 2 of Acts 1972, P L 162 reads "If any provision of this act or
the application thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, such invalidity
shall not affect other provisions or application of this act which can be given effect
without the imalid proNision or applaation, and to this end the provisions of this act
are declared to be severable "

Emergency Section 3 of Acts 1972, P. L 102 reads "Whereas there is a more im-
mediate necessity for the taking effect of this act it shall be in full force and effect from
and after September 1, 1972."
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APPENDIX V

Y. Recent Suprenie Count Decisions Affecting the
Scope of School Authority and Student Rights

A. Freedom of Expression: Symbolic Armbands (Tinker v. Des
Moines . . . . .... 287

= B. Freedom of Expression: Unofficial Student Publications'
(Jacobs v. Scjtool Commissioners of the City of Indianapolis)

C. -.Procedural Due. Process:. Disciplinary Hearings .(Goss v.
1 Lopez) ,

\ D. Substantive Due Process: Sufficiently of Evidence in Dis-
ciplinary Hearings (Wood v, Strickland)

NOTE. When these Proceedings went to press the Supreme Court had heard oral
arguments but had not rendered opinions in the cases referenced B, C and D

.above.

Page

Copies of the decisions, however, may be obtained approximately 10 days afte
their issuance by writing Charles Vergon, Program for ,Educatio'nal Oppor-
tunity, University of Michigan, School of 'Education, Ann Arbor, Michigart

481p4. Additionally, the Program has scheduled a series of seven conferences
during the Winter and Spring of 1975 devoted to "Current Issues in Educa- .
Donal Policy and the Law." Each of the three pending decisions will Kamong
those treated.' more inforrriation contact the Provarn.

Recent Supreme Court pecisione Affecting the Scope
of Stthool Authority and Student Rights

f A. FREEDOM OF EXRESSION: SYMBOLIC ARMBANDS
TINKER ET AL. v. DES MOINES INDEPENDENT .

COMMJJNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT ET AL.

CERTIORARI TO THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR

THE EIGHTH CIRCUIT .

No. 21. Argued November 12, 1968Decided February 24, 1069.

MR. JUSTICE FOitTAS delivered the opinion of 'the Court.
Petitioner John F. Tinker, 15 years old, and petitioner Christopher

Eckhardt, 16 years old, attended high schools in Des Moines, Iowa. Peti-
tioner Mary Beth Tiniter, John's sister, was a 13.year-old student in junior

high school.
In December 1965, ji group of adults and students in Des Moines held

a meeting at the Eckhardt home. The group determined to publicize their
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objections to the\bostilities in Vietnam and theii support for a truce by
wearing black arn1/2bands during theeboliday season and by fasting on
December 1'6 and Ness Year's Eve. Petitioners and their parents had
previously iimgaged in similar activities, and they decided to partiCipate
in the program.

,The principals of the Des Moines schools became aware of the plan to
wear 'armbands. On December 14, 1965, they met and adopted a policy
that any student wearing, an armband to school would be asked to remove
it, and if he refused he would be suspended until he returned without the
armband. Petitioners were aware of the regulation that the school author-
ities adopted.

On December 16, Mary Beth and Christopher wore black armbands
to their schools. John Tinker .,sore his armband the net day. They were
all sent home and suspended from school until i the? would come back
without their armbands. They did not, return to.,Khool until- after the
planned period for wearing armbands had expiredthat is, until after

, New Year's Day.
This complaint Wag filed in the United States District Court by peti-

tioners, through their fathers, under § 1983 of Title 42 of the United States
Code It prayed for an injunction restraining the respondent school officials
and the respundent members of the board ,of directors of the school district
from disciplining, the petitioners, and it bought nominal damages. After
an evidentiary hearing the District Ciplt- dismissed the complaint. ft, up-
held the constitutionality of the school `authorities' action on the ground
that it was reasonable in order to present disturbance of school discipline.
258 F Supp. 971 (1966). The court referred to but expressly declined to
follow the Fifth Circuit's holding in a similar case that the wearing of
symbols like 'the armbands 'case be prohibited .unless it "materially and
substantially interfere[s] with the requirements of appropriate discipline
in the operation of the school." Burnside v. Byars. 363 F.2d 744, 749
(1966).1

On appeal, the Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit considered the
case en bar. The court w equally divided, and the District Court's
decision was accordingly a-46-d, without opinion. 383 F.2d 988 (1967).
We granted certiorari. 390 U.S. 9442 (1968).

I.

The DistrictCourt recognized that the wearing of an akband for the
purpose of expressing certain views is the type of symbolic act that is
within the Free Speech Clause of the First Areendment. See Icsest Virginia

' In Burnside, the Fifth Circuit' ordered that high school authorities be enjoined
from enforcing a rcgtflation forbidding students to wear "freedom buttons It IS in-
structive that in Blackwell v Issaquena County Board of Education, i63 F 2d 749
(1966), the samc4anel dui the same day reached the opposite result on 'different facts
It declined to enjoin enforcement of such a regulation in another high school where
the students wearing freedom buttons harassed students. who dal not wear them and
created much disturbance .
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v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624 (1943). Stromberg v. California, 283 U.S. 359
(1931). Cf. Thornhill v. Alabama, 310 U.S. 88 (1940) , Edwards v. South
Carolina, 372 U.S. 229 (1963) , Brown v. Louisiana, 383 U.S. 131 (1966).
As we shall discuss, the wearing of ...armbands in the circumstances of this
case was entirely divorced from actually or potentially' disruptive conduct
by those participating in it. It was closely akidto "pure speech" which, we
have repeatedly held, is entitled to comprehensive protection under the
First Amendment. Cf. Cox v. Louisiana, 379 U.S. 536, 555 (1965);
Adderley v. Florida, 385 U.S. 39 (1966).

_First Amendment rights, applied in light of the special characteristics Of
the school environment, are available to teachers and students. It can
hardly be argued that either students or teachers slIcl their constitutional
rights to freedom of speech or expression at the schoolhouse gate. This has
been the unmistakable holding of this Court for almost 50 years. In Meyer
v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390 (1923), and Bartels v. Iowa, 262 U.S. 404
(1923 ), this Court, in opinions by Mr. Justice McJleynolds, held that the
Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment prevents States from
forbidding the teaching of a foreign language to young students. Statutes
to this effect, the Court held, unconstitutionally interfere with the liberty
of -teacher, student, and parent.' See also Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268
U.S. 510 "(1925) ; West Virginia v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624 (1943);
McCollum v. Board of Education, 333 U.S. 203 (1948.) , 1Vieman v. U pde-
graft, 344' U.S. 183, 193 (1952) (concurring opinion); Sweezy v. New
Hampshire, 354 U.S. 234 (1957), Shelton v. Tucker, .364 U.S. 479, 487
(1960), En ;el v. Vitale, 3 74 U.S. 421 (1962) , Keyishian v. Board of

' Regents, 385 U-S., 5139, 603 (1'967); Epperson v. Arkansas, ante, p. 97
(1968).

In West' Virginia v. Barnette, supra, this Court held that under the First
Amendment, the student in school may not be compelled to salute
the flag. Speaking through fr. Justice Jackson, the Court said:

"The Fourteenth Amendment, is, now applied to the States, protects
the citizen against, the State itself and all of its creaturesBoards of
Education not excepted. These have, of course, important, delicate,,

Hamilton v Regents of Units of Cal , 293 US 245 (1934), is sometimes cited for
the broad proposition that the State may attach conditions to attendance 2t a state
university that require individuals to violate their religious convictions. The case in-
voiced dismissal of members of a religious denomination from a land grant college, for
refusal to participate in military Pamir* Narrowly viewed, the case turns upon the
Court's conclusion that merely requiring a student to participate ro school training
in military "science' could not conflict with his,constitutionally protected freedom of
conscience The decision cannot be taken as cstabl shing that the State may impose and
enforce any conditions that it chooses upon attendance at public institutions of learning,
however violative they may be of Iundamental constitutional guarantees See,

l'irgenea v Barnette, .419 U.S 624 (1943), Dixon v Alabama State Board of
Education, 294 F 2d 150 IC A 5th Cir 1961), Knight, v State Board of Education,
200 F Supp. 114 (D C M Iii Tenn 1961),, Dickey v Alabama State Board of
Education, 273 F Supp 613 (D. C M 1) Ala 1967) See also Note, UnConstitutional,
Conditions, 73 liar% L. Rev 159$ (1960) , Note, Academic Freedom, 81 Harv. L.
Rev 1045 (1968)
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and highly discretionary functions, but none that they may not perform
within the limits of the Bill of Rights. That they are educating the
young for citizenship is reason for scrupulous protection of Constitutional
freedoms of the individual, if we are not to strangle the free mind at its
source and teach youth to discount important principles of our govern-
ment as mere platitudes4" 319bU.S. at 6.37.,. ?

On the other hand, the Court has repeatedly emphasized the need for
affirming the comiirehensise authority of ..the States and of school officials,
consistent with fundamental constitutional safeguards, to prescribe and
control conduct in the schools. See Epperson v. Arkansas, supra, at 104,
Meyer v.:tCebraska, supra, at 402. Our problem lies in the area where stu-
delfts in the exercise of First Amendment rights collide with the rules of
the sol authorities.

II.

The problem posed by the present case does not relate to,regulation.of
the length of skirts or the type of clothing, to hair style, or deportment.
Cf. Ferrell v. Dallas Independent School District, 392 F:24;1 697 (1968);
Pugs ley v. Sell Meyer, 158 Ark. 247, 250 S. W. 538 (1923). It does not i
concern aggressive, disruptive action or even group demonstrations. Our
problem involves direct, primary First Amendment rights akin to "pure
speech." i

The school officials banned and sought to punish petitioners for a silent,
passive expression of opinion, unaccompanied by any disorder or disturb- I
ancdipn the part of petitioners. There is here no eviderice whatever of peti-
tionei\s' interference, actual or nascent, with the schools' work or of col-
lision with the rights of other students to be secure and to be let alone.
Accordingly, this case doei not concern speech or action that intrudes upon
the work of the schools or the rights-of 'other students.

Only a few of the 18,000 students in the school system wore the blacjt.
armbands Only five' students were suspended for wearing them. There
is no indication that the work of the ;cools or any class was disrupt d.
Outside the classrooms, a few s udent made hostile remarks to the children
wearing armbands, but ther ere no threats or acts of violence on school
premises.

The District Court cond ed that the action of the school authorities
was reasonable because it w based upon their fear of a disturbance from
the wearing of the armbands. But, in our system, undifferentiated fear or
apprehension of disturbance is not enough to overcome the right to free-
dom of expression. Any departure from absolute regimentation May cause
trouble Any variation from the majority's opinion may inspire fear. Any
word spoken, in 'class, in the lunchroom, or on the campus, that deviates
from the views of another per on may start an argument or cause a dis-
turbance. But our Constitution ays we must take this risk, Terminiello v.
Chicago, 337 U.S. 1 (1949), a d our history says that it is this sort of
hazardous freedom- this kind of opennessthat is the basis of na-
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tional strength and of the independence and vigor of. Americans who grow
up and live in this relatively permissive, often disputatious, society.

In order for the State in the person of school officials to justify prohibi-
tion of a [Articular expression of opinion, it must be able to show that its
action was caused by something more than a mere desire to avoid the dis-
comfort and unpleasantness that alwayk accompany an unpopular view
point. Certainly where there is no finding and no showing that engaging
in the forbidden conduct would "materially and 'substantially interfere
with the requirements of appropriate discipline in the operation of the
school," the prohibition cannot be sustained. iperkside v. Byars, supra,
at 749.

In the present case, the District Court made no such finding, and onr
independent exininaiicin of the record fails to yield elridence that the
school authorities had reason to anticipate that the weajing of the arm-
bands would substantially interfere with the work of the school or impinge
upon the rights of other students. Even an official memorandum prepared
after the suspension that listed the reasons for the ban on wearing the arm-
bands made no references, to the anticipation of such disruption.'

On the contrary, the action of the school authorities appears to have
been based upon an urgent wish to avoid the controversy which might
result from the expression, even by the silent symbol of armbands, of
opposition to this Nation's part in the conflagration in Vietnam.4 It is
revealing, in this respect, that the meeting at which the school principals
decided to issue the contested regulation was called in response to a stu-
dent's statement to the journalism teacher irr one of the schools that he
wanted to write an article on Vietnam and have it published in the school
paper. (The student was dissuaded s)

'The only suggestions of fear of disorder in the report are these:
"A former student of one of our high schools was killed in Viet Nam. Some of his

. fnends are still in school and it was felt that if any kickd of a demonstration existed,
it might evolve into something which would be difficult to control."

"Students at one of the high schools were heard to say they would wear arm bands
of other colors if the black bands prevailed."

Moreover, the testimony of school authorities at trial indicates that it was not fear
of disruption that motivated he regulaion prohibiting the armbands, the regulation
was directed against "the principle of the demonstration" itself. School authpitics
simply felt that "the schools are no place for demonstrations," and if the students
"didn't like the way our elected officials were handling things, it should be handled
with the ballot box and not in the halls Of our Public schoolt."

The District Court found that the school authorities, in prohibiting black armbands,
were influenced by the fact that "(tlhe Viet Nam War and the invoivemen of the
United States therein bas been the subject of a major controversy for some ti When
the arm band regulation involved rein Was promulgated, debate over the iet Nam

4'
war had become veherant in man Icx ities A protest march against the r had
been recently held in Washington, D.C. A wave of draft card burning incidents rotest-
ing war had swept the country. A that time two highly publicized dr t card
burning cases were pending in this Co rt. Both individuals supporting the r and
those opposing it were quite. vocal in ex ressing their views." 258 F. Supp at 9 -973.

After the principals' meeting, the di ector of secondary education and the pri cipal
of the high school informed the student that the principals were opposed to public lion
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It is also relevant that the school authorities did nut purport to prohibit
the wearing of all symbols of political or controversial significance.'The
record shows that students in some of the schools wore buttons relating
to national political campaigns, and some e'en wore the Iron Crass, tradi-
tionally atsymbol of Nazism. The order prohibiting,the wearing of arm-
bands did not. extend to these. Instead, a particular symbolblack arm-
bands worn to exhibit opposition to this Nation's involvement in Vietnam
was singled out for prohibition. Clearly, the prohibition of expression of
one particular opinion, at least without evidence that it is necessary to
avoid material and substantial interference with schoolwork discipline, is
not constitutionally permissible. .,

Ia our system, state-operated schools may not be enclaves,of totalitirian-
ism School officials do not possess absolute authority over their stublents.
Students in school a4well as out of school are "persons" under our Con-
stitution They are possessed of fundamental rights which the State must
respect, just as they themselves must,respect their obligations to the State.
In our system, students may not be regarded as closed-circuit recipients
of only that which the State chooses to communicate. They may not be
confined to the expression of those sentiments that are officially approved.
In the absence of a specific showing of constitutionally valid reasons to
regulate their speech, students are entitled to freedom of expression of

1their views. As Judge Gewin, speaking or the Fifth Circuit, said, school
officials cannot suppress "expressions of feeling with which they do not
wish to contend." Burnside v. Byars, supra, at 749.

In Meyer v. Nebraska, supra, at 402, Mr. Justice McReynolds ex- .

pressed this Nation's repudiation of the principle that a State might so
conduct its schools as to "foster a homogeneous people." He said:,

"In order to submerge the individual and develop ideal citizens, Sparta
assembled the males at seven into barracks and intrusted thei; sub-
sequent education and training to official guardians. Although such
measures have been deliberately approved by men of great genius, their
ideas touching the relation between individual and State were- wholly
different from those Upon which our institutions rest, and it hardly will
be affirmed that any legislature could impose such restrictions upon the
people of a State without doing violence to both letter and spirit of the
Constitution."

This principle has been repeated by this Court on numerous occasions
during the intervening years. In Keyishian v. Board of Regents, 385 U.S.
589, 603, MR. JUSTICE BRENNAN, speaking for the Court said:

" 'The vigilant protection of constitutional'freedoms is nowhere more
vital than in the community of American schools,' Shelton v. Tucker,
1364 1:S; 479.1 at 487. The claSsroom is peculiarly the (marketplace.of

. ,

of his article They reported that "we felt that it was a very friendly conversation,
although we did not feel that we had convinced the student that our decision was a
just one,"
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ideas.' Tile Nation's futurp depends upon leaders trained through wide
exposure to that robust exchange of ideas which discovers truth 'out
of a multitude of tongues, [rather] than through any kind of authorita-
tive iselection.' "

The principle of these cases is not confined to the supervised and
ordained discussion which takes place in the classrom. The principal use
to which the schools are dedicated is to accommodate students during
prescribed hours for the purpose of certain tapes of activities. Among those
activities is personal intercommunication among the students." This is
not only an inevitable part of the process of attending school, it is also
an impgrtant pact of the educational process. A student's rights, therefore,
do not embrace merely -the classroom hours. When he is in the cafeteria,
or on the playing field, or on the campus during the authorized hours, he
may express his opinions, even on controversial subjects like the conflict
in Vietnam, if he does so without "materially and substantially inter-
fer [ing] with the requirements of appropriate discipline in the operation
of the school" and without colliding with the rights of others. Burnside v.
Byars, supra, at 749. But conduct by the student, in class or out of it,
which for any reason-7whether it stems from time, place, or type of be-
haviormaterially disrupts classwork or involves substantial disorder or
invasion of the rights of others is, of course, not immunized by the con-
stitutional of freedom of speech. Cf. Blackwell v. Issaquena
County Board Education, 363 F.2d 749 (C. A. 5th Cir. 1966).

Under our Constitution, free speech is not a right that is given only to be
so circumscribed that it exists in principle but not in fact. Freedom of
expression would not truly exist if the right could be exercised only in an
area that a benevolent government has provided as a safe haven for crack-
Pas:- The Constitution says that Congress (and the States) may not
abridge the right to free speech. This provision means what it says. We
properly read it to permit reasonable regulation of speech-connected activi-
ties in carefully restricted circumstances. But we do not confine the per-
missible exercise of First Amendment rights to a telephone booth or the
fogy corners of a pamphlet, or to supervised and ordained discussion in a
school classroom.

If a regulation were adopted by school officials forbidding discusgkon
of the Vietnam conflict, or the expression by any student of opposition
to it any where on school property except as part of a prescribed classroom
exercise, it would be obvious that the regulation would violate the con-
stitutional rights of students, at least if it could not be justified by a show-

" In Hammond v South Carolina State College, 272 F. Supp 947 (a C. S. C. 1967),
District Judge Hemphill had before him a case involving a meeting on campus of
300 students to express their views on school pactices He pointed out that a school
is not like a hospital or a jail enclosure, Cf Cox v. Louisiana, 379 U.S 536 (1965) ,
Adderley v Florida, 385 U S 39)(1966) It is a public place, and its dedication to
speEific uses does not imply that the constitutional rights of persons entitled to be
there arc to bg gauged as if the premises were purely private property Cf. Edwards v.
South Carolina, 372 US 2,29 (196.3), Brown v. Louisiana, 383 US 131 (1966).

. V
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I.

ing that the students' activities would materially and substantially disrupt
the work and discipline of school* Cf. Hammond. v. South Catolina
State College, 272 F. Supp. 947 (D. C. S. C. 1967) (orderly, protest meet-
ing on state college campus) , Dickey v. Alabanla State Board of Education,
273 F. Supp. 613 (D. C. M. D. Ala. 1967) (expulsion of student editor
of college newspaper). In the circumstances of the present case, the
prohibition of the silent, passive "witness of the armbands," as one of
the children called it, is no less offensive to the Constitution's guarantees.

As we have discussed, the record does not demo trate any facts which
might reasonably' have led sc ool auth o forecast substantial dis-
ruption of or material interfer nce wit school activities, and no disturb-
ances or disorders on the school premises fact occurred. These petitioners
merely went about their ofdained rounds school. Their deviation con-
sisted only in wearing on their, sleeve a band black cloth, not more than
two inches wide. They wore it to exhibit their .pproval of the Vietnam
hostilities and their advocacy of a truce, to ma their views known, and,
by their example, to influence others to adopt t em. They neither inter-
rupted school activities nor sougdt to intrude in e school affairs or the
lives of othertilt They caused discussion outside of he classrooms, but no
interference with work and no disorder. In the cumstances, our \Con-
stitution does not permit officials of the State to ny their form of expres
sion. #

W ae express no opinion as to the form of relie ich should be granted,
this'being a matter for the'lower 6:mrts to dete ine. We reverse and
remand for further pToceedings consistent with ,this opinion.

Reversed and remanded.

MR. JUSTICE STEWART, concurring.

Although I agree with much of what is said in the Court's opinion, and
with its judgment in this case, I cannot share the Court's uncritical as-
sumption that, school discipline aside, the First Amendment rights of
children are co-extensive with those of adults. Indeed,) had thought the
Court decided otherwise just last Term in Ginsberg v. New York, 390 U.S.
629. I continue to hold the view I expressed in that case. "[Al State may
permissibly determine that, at lea?t in some precisely delineated areas, a
childlike someone in a captive audienceis not possessed of that full
capacity for individual choice which is the presupposition of First Amend
ment gu s." Id., at 640-650 4,concurring in result). Cf. Prince v.
Massac setts, 321 U.S. 158,,

,MR. PST= WHITE, concurring.

While I join the Court's opinion. I deem it appropriate to note, first,
that the Court continues to recognize a distinction between communicating
by words and communicating acts or conduct which sufficie0y impinges
on some valid state interest, And, second, that I do not subscfibe to every
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thing the Court of Appeals said about free speech in its opinion in Burnside
V. Byars, 363 F.2d 744, 748 (C. A. 5th Cir. 1966), a case relied upon by
the Court in the matter now before us.

MR. JUSTICE BLACK, dissenting.

The Court's holding in this case ushers in what I deem to be an entirely
new era which the power to control pupils by the elected "officials of
state supported public schools ..." in the United States is in ultimate effect
transferred to the Supreme Court.' The Court brought, this particular case
here on a petition for certiorari urging that the First and Fourteenth
Amendments protect the right of sctool pupils to express their political
views all the way "from kindergarten through high school." Here the'
constitutional right to "political expression" asserted was a right to wear
black armbands during school hours and at classes in order to demon-
strate. to the other students that the petitioners were mourning because
of the death of United States soldiers in Vietnam and to protest that war

,which they were against. Ordered to refrain from wearing the armbands
in school by the elected school officials and the teachers vested with state
authority to do s1, apparently only seven out of the school system's 18,000
pupils deliberately refused to obey the order. One defying pupil was Paul
Tinker, 8 year.vld, who was in tte second grade, another, Hope Tinker,
was 11 years old and in the fiftff grade, a third member of the Tinker
family was 13, in the eighth grade, and a fourth member of the same
family was John Tinker, 15 years old, an 11th grade high school pupil.
Their father, a 'Methodist minister Avithout a church, i4 paid a salary by
the American Friends Service Committee. Another student who defied the
school order and insisted on wearing an armband in school was Christopher
Eckhardt, an 11th grade pupil and a petitioner in this case. His mother

11s an official in the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom.
As I read the Court's opinion it relies upon the following grounds for

holding unconstitutional the judgment of the Des Moines school officials
and the two courts below. First, the Court concludes that the wearing of
armbands is "symbolic speech" which is "akin to 'pure speech' " and there-
fore protected by the First and Fourteenth Amendments Secondly, the
Court decides that the public schools are an apprOpriate place to exercise
"symbolic speech" as long as normal school functions are not "unreason-
ably" disrupted. Finally, the Court arrogates to itself, rather than to the
State's elected officials charged with running the schools, the decision as
to which school disciplinary are "reasonable."

Assuming that the Court is corre t in holding that the, condfict of
ing armbands for the purpose of conveying political ideas is protected y
the First Amendment, cf., e.g., Giboney v. Empire Storage & Ice Co., 336

A 7 The petition for certiorari here presented this single question
"Whether the First and Fourteehtb Amendments permit officials of state supported

public schools to prohibit students from wearing symbols of political views within
school premises where the symbols are not disruptive of school discipline or decorum."
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U.S. 490 (1949), The crucial remaining are whether students
and teachers may use the schools at their whim \ as a Rlatform for the
exercise of free speech"symbolic" or "pure"and whether the courts
will allocate to themselves the function of deciding how the pupils' school ,
day Will be spent. While I have always believed that under the First and
Fourteenth Amendments neither the State nor the Federal Government
has any authority to regulate oc censor the content of speech, I have never.
believed that any person has a right tp give speeches or engage in demon-
strations where he pleases and when he pleases. This Court has already
rejected such a notion. In Cox v. Louisiana, 379 U.S. 5367 554 (1965),1
for example, the Court clearly stated that the rights of free spe,chartfry
assembly "do not mean that everyone with opinions or beliefsto express
may address a group at any public place and at any time."

sWhile the record does not show .that any of these armband students.
shouted, used profane langii4ge, or were violent in any manner, detailed
testimony pytoine of them shows their a bands caused comments, warn-
ings by other students, the poking of ft n at them, and a warning by an IC
,older football player that other; none testing students had better let
them aloe here is also evidence tha), 0 teacher of mathematics had his
lessor: period prat lly "wrecked.' chiefly by disputes with Mary Beth
Tinker, who, wore her armband for her "demonstration." Even a casual
reading of the record, shows that 'this arntliand did divert students' mind
from their regular lessons, and that talk, comments, etc., made John
Tinker "self-c4nscious" in attending school with his .armband. While the
absence of obscene remarks or boisterous and loud disorder perhaps
justifiesitthe Court's statement that the few armband students did not
actually "disrupt"kthe classwork; I think the record overwhelmingly shows
that the armbands did exact :what the elected school officials and prin-

t cipals, foresaw they would, a.t. is, ok the students' minds off their
classwork and diverted the to thou ts'abOut the highly emotional sub-
ject of the Vietnam war. X I repeat that if the time has come when
pupils of state-supported schools, kindergartens, grammar schools, or high
schools, can defy and flout orders of school officials to keep their. minds
on their own schoolwork, it is the beginning of a new revolutionary era
of permissiveness in this country fostered by the judiciary. The next logical
#,,ep, it appears to me, would' be to hold unconstitutional laws that bar
pupils under 21 or 18 from voting, or from being elected members of the
boards of education.* .

The United States District Court refused to hold that the state school

"The following Associated Press article *tpeared in the Washington Evening Star,
January 11, 1969, p. A-2, col 1: 4

. "BELLINGHAM, Mass (AP)Todd R Hennessy, 16, has filed nominating papers
to run for town park cgmmissioner in the March election

"'I can see nothing illegal in the youth's seeking the elective office, said Lee Ambler,
he town counsel 'But I can't overlook the possibility that if he is elected any legal
contract entered into by the park commissioner would be void because he is a juyenile

"Todd is a junior in Mount St Caries Academy, where he has a top scholastic record "
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ordersviolated the First and Fourteenth .Amendments. 258'F. Supp. 971.
. . , .

Holding that the protest was ,akin-tO speech, which is protected by the
First and Fourteenth Athendments, that tourt held that the school order
was `ireaionable" and hence constitutional. There was at one time a line,

` of cases holding "reasonableness" as the court saw it to be the test of I
"due process" violation. Two cases upon which the Court today heavily
relies for striking down this school order used this test of reasonableness.
Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390 (1923), and Bartels v. Iowa, 262 U.S.
404 (1923). The opinions in both written by Mr. Justice
McReynolds, Mrt Justice Holmes, who Qp,posed t 's reasonableness test,
dissented from the holdings as dia. Mr. jus therland. This con-
stitutional lest of reasonableness prevailed in this Court for a season. It
was this test that brought on President Franklin Roosevelt's well -known

-, Court fight. His"proposed legislation did not pass, but the fight left the
"reasonableness" constitutional test dead on the battlefield, so much so
that this Court in Ferguson v. Skrupa, 3727I.S. 72'6, 729, 73b, after a
thorough view of the old cases, was able to conclude in 1963:

"There wa4 a time when the Duekprocess Clause was used by this
Court to .strike down laws Which were thought unreasonable, that is,
unwise or iriNnpatible with some particular economic or social phi-,
losophy. .

"The doctrine that prevailed in Lochner, Coppage, Adkins, Burns,
and like casesthat due process authorizes courts to hold laws uncon-
stitutional when they believe the legislature has acted unwiselyhas
long since been discarded."

The Ferguson case totally repudiated the old reasonableness due process
test. The doctrine that judges have the power to fiold laws unconstitutional
upon the belief of judges that they "shock the consciekce" or that they are
"unreasonable," "arbitrary," "irrational," "contrary to fundamental 'de-
cency,' or some other such flexible term without precise boundaries. I
have many times expressed my oppos(tion to that concept on the ground
that it gives judges power to strike down any law they do not like. If the
majority of the Court today, by agreeing to the opinion of my Brother
FORTAS, is resurrecting that old reasonableness-due process test, I think
the constitutional change should be plainly, unequioually, , and forthrightly
stated for the benefit of the bench and bar. It will be a sad day for the
country, I believe, when the present-day Court returns to the McReynolds
due process concept. Other cases cited by the Court do not, as implied,
follow the 'McReynolds reasonbleness doctrine. West Virginia v. Barnette,.
319 L'.S. 624, clearly, rejecting the "reasonableness" test, held that the
Fourteenth Amendment made the First applicable to the States, gild that
the two forbade a State to tontfrci little schoolchildren to salute the L'n ted
States flag when they had religious. scruples against doing so." Nei her

, ..
i

°In Canturpl v Connecticut, 310 U S 296, 303-304 (1940), this Court said.
"The First Amendment declares that shall make no law frespectingan
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Thornhill p. Alakama,'310 U.S. 88; Stromberg v. California, 283 U.S. 359;
Edwards v: South Carolina, 372 U.S. 229; nor Brown v. Louisiana, 383
U.S. 131, related to schoolChildren at all, and none of these cases embraced
Mr. Justice McReynolds' reasonableness test, and Thornhill, Edwards,
and Brown relied on the vagueness of state statutes under scrutiny to hold,
them unconstitutional. Co i v. Louisiana, 379 U.S. 536, 555, and Adder ley

Florida, 385 U.S. '39, cited by the Court as a "compare," indicating, I
suppose, that these two cases are no longer the law, were riot rested to the
slightest extent on the Meyer and Bartels "reasonablenesque process-
McReynolds" constitutional test.

I deny, therefore, that it has been the "unmistakable holding of this
Court for almost 50 years" that "students" And "teachers" take with them
into the "schoolhouse gate" constitutional rights to "freedom .of speech:.
or expression." Even Meyer did not hold that. It makes no reference to
"symbolic speech" at all; what it did was to strike down as "unreasonable"
and therefore unconstitutional a Nebraska law barring the teaching of the
German language before the children reached the eighth grade. One can
well agree with Mr. Justice Holmes and Mr. Justice Sutherland, as I do,
that such a law was no more unrea able than it woulcibe to bar the
teaching of Latin and Greek to, pupil who have not reached the eighth.
grade In fact, I think the majori ' eason for invalidating the Nebraska
law was that it did nntlike it or in legal jargon that it "shocked the Court's
conscience," "Offended its sense of justice," or 1.14.s "contrary to funda-
!rota' concepts of the English-speaking world," as to the Court, has some-
times said. See, e.g., Rochin ,California, 342 U.S. 165, and Irvine v.:

. California, 34Z U.S. 128. The truth is that a teacher of kindergarten;
grammar school, or high school pupils no more carries into a school with
him a complete right to freedom of speech and expression than an anti-

, Catholic ortnti-Semite tarries with hitn"a Complete freedomrof speech and
religion into a Catholic church or: Jewish .synagogue. Nor, does a person
carry with him into the -United States Sonate%or ouse, or into the Supreme
Court, or any other court, a co et onstit ional right to go into those
places contrary to their ntles!And speak ind on any subject he pleases.
It is a myth to say that any person has a ropsti4utiontl right to say *hat
he pleases, where he pleases, and when he pleases. Our Court has decided
precisely the opposite. See, e.g., Cox v. Louisiana, 379 U.S. 536, 555;
Adderley v. Florida, 385U.S. 39.

establishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof. The Fourteenth
Amendment has rendered the legislatures of the states as incompetent as Congtess to
enact such laws The constitutional inhibition of legislation on the subject of religion
has a double aspect On the one hand, it forestalls compulsion by law of the acceptance
of any creed or the practice of any form of worship. Freedom of conscience and freedom
to adhere to such religious organization or form of worship as the individual may
choose cannot be restricted by law On the other hand, it safeguards the free exercise
of the chosen fond of religion Thus the Amendment anti/aces two concepts,freedom
to believe and freedom to act. The first is absolute but, in the nature of things, the
second cannot be Conduct remains subject to regulation for the protection of society."
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In my view, teachers in state-controlled public schools are hired to teach
there. Although Mr. Justice McReynolds may have intimated to the con-
trary ill. Meyer v. Nebraska, supra, certainly a teacher is not paid to go
into school and teach subjects the State does not hire him to teach as a
part of its selected curriculum. Nor are public school students sent to the
schools at public expense to broadcast polit01 or any other views to
educate and inform the public. The original ideaTht schools, which I do not
believe is yet abandoned as worthless or out of date, was that children
had not yet reached the point of experience and wisdom which 'enabled
them to teach all of their elders. It niay be that the Nation has outworn
the old-fashioned slogan that "children art to be seen not heard," but one
may, I hope, be permitted to harbor the thought that taxpayers send
children to school on the premise that at their age they need to learn, not
teach.

The titre principles on this whole subject were in my judgment spoken

by Mr. Justice McKenna for the Court in Waugh v. Mississippi University
in 237 U.S. 589, 596-597. The State had there passed a Paw barring students
from_peaceably assembling in Greek letter fraternities and providing that
students, who joined them could be expelled from school. This law would
appear on the surface to run afoul of the First Amendment's freedom of
assembly clause. The law was attacked as violative of -due process and of
the privileges and Immunities clause and as a deprivation of property and
of liberty, under the Fourteenth Amendment. It was argued that the
fraternity made its members more !floral; taught discipline, and inspired
as members to study harder and to'obey better the rules of discipline and
order. This Court rejected all the "fervid" pleas of the fraternities' advo-
cates and decided unanimously against these Fourteenth Amendment
arguments. The Court in its next to the last paragraph made this state-
ment which has complete relevance for us today:

is said that the fraternity to which complainant helongs is a moral
and of itself a disciplinary force. This need not be denied. But whether
such membership makes 14tainst discipline was for the State of Mis-
sisiippi to determine. It is to be remembered that the University was
established by the State and is under the control of the State, and 'the
enactment of the statute may have been induced by the 'opinion that
membership in the prohibited societies divided the attention of the sttt-
dents and distracted from that singleness of purpose which the State
desired to exist in its Public educational institutious. It is not forius to
entertain conjectures in opposition to the views of the State and annul
its regulations upon disputable considerations of their wisdom or neces-
sity." (Emphasis supplied.)
It was on the foregoing argument that this Court sustained the power

of Mississippi to curtail the First Amendment's right of peaceableassembly^
And the same reasons are equally applicable to curtailing in the States'
public schools. the right to complete freedom of expression. Iowa's public
schools, like Mississippi's university, are operated to give students an pp-
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portunity lo -learn, -not to' talk politics by actual speech, or by ''symbolic"
speech. And, as I have pointed out before, the record amply shows th4t
public proteit itt the school clas,ses against the Vietnam war "distracted
from that Singleness of piirpose which the State (here Iowa i desired to

.-0 e!ist in itspublic,educational institutions." Here the Court should accordf Iowa educational institutions the same right to determine for themselves'
to what extent free expression should be allowed in its school as it accorded
Mississippi with reference to freedom of assembly. But even if the record
were silent as to protests against the Vietnam war distracting students from
their assigned class work, members of this Court, like all other citizens, /know, without being told, that the disputes over the wisdom of the Vietnam / ,war have disrupted and divided this country as few other issues ever have. -/ /Of course students, like other people, cannot concentrate on lesser issues
when black armbands are being ostentatiously- displayed in their presence
to call attention to the wounded and dead of the war, scitiCof the wo ndadthe
and the dead being their friends and neighbors. It was, of cour Eris:
traci the attention of other students that some students. insis p to -
the very point of their own suspension from_ that they were deter-
mined to sit in 'school with their symbolic armbands.

Change has been said to be truly the law of'life but sometimes the old
and the tried and true are worth holding. The schools of this Nat have '--,
undoubtedly contributed to giving us tranquility and to .making us a. more
law-abiding people Uncontrolled and uncontrollable liberty is an 'enemy
to domestic peace. We cannot, close our eyes to the fact that some of the
country's greatest problems are 'crimes committed by the youth, too many
of school'age School discipline, like parental discipline, is an integral and
important part of training our children to be good citizensto be better
citizen Here a very small number of students tave crisply and summarily
refused to obey a school order designed to give pupils who 'want to learn
the opportunity to do so. One does not need to be a prophet or the son
of a prophet to know that after the Court's holding today some students

min Iowa schools and indeed in all schools will be ready,. able, and wiling
to defy their teachers on practically all orders. This is the more unfortupate.
for the schools since groups of students all over the land are already run-
ning loose, conducting break-ins, sitinsjieins, and smash-ins. Many of
these student groups, as is all too familiar to all who read the newspapers
and watch the television news programs, have already engaged in rioting,
property seizures, and destruction. They have .picketed schools to force
students not to cross their picket lines and have too often violently at-
tacked earnest but frightened Andents who wanted an education that the
pickets did'iust want.,them to get. Students engaged in such activities are
apparently confident that they know far more about how to operate public
school systems than do their parents, teachers, and elected school officials.
It is no answer to say that' the' particular students here have not yet
reached such high points in their demands to attend - closes in order to
exercise their political pressures:Turned loose with lawsuits for damages
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and injunctions against their teachers as they are here, it is nothing but
wishful, thinking to imagine that young, immature students will not soon
believe it is their right,to control the schools rather than the right of the
States that' collect the taxes lo hire tFie teachers for the benefit of the
pupils. This case, therefore. wholly without constitutional reason's in my
judgment, subjects all the public schools in the country to the whims and
,capiices of their loudest-mouthed, hut maybe not their brightest, students.
I, for one, am not fully persuaded That school pupils are wise enutigh, even
with this Court's expert help from Washington, to run the 23,3\90 public
school systems" in our 50 States. I wish, therefore, wholly to distlaim any
purpose op my part to hold that the Federal Constitution compels the

.teachers, parents, and elected school officials to surrender control of the
American public school system to public school students. I

MR. JUSTICE HARLAN, dissenting. N.
I certainly agree that state public school authdrities in the discharge of

their responsibilities are not,wholly exempt from the requirements of the
Fourteenth Amendment respectihg the freedoms of expression and asso-
ciation.. the same time I am reluct'ant tai believe that there is any
disamement between the majority, and myself on the propoSition that
school officials should be accorded the widest authority in maintaining
discipline and good order in their :institutions. To translate that proposition
into a workable constitutional rule, I would,. in cases like this, cast 'upon
those complaining the burden of showing that a particular school measure
was motivated by other than legitimate school concerns- for example, a
desire to prohibit the expression of an unpopular point of view, while pei-
mating expression of the dominant opinion.

Finding: Nothing in this record which impugns the good faith of re-
spondents in promulgating the armband regulation, I would affirm the
judgment below. ,

f
to Statistical Abstract of the United States (1968), Table No. 578, p. 406.
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